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D2.3.1 Mechanisms of change in human behaviour

VECTORS Overview
‘VECTORS seeks to develop integrated, multidisciplinary research-based understanding that will contribute the
information and knowledge required for addressing forthcoming requirements, policies and regulations across
multiple sectors.’
Marine life makes a substantial contribution to the economy and society of Europe. In reflection of this
VECTORS is a substantial integrated EU funded project of 38 partner institutes and a budget of €16.33 million.
It aims to elucidate the drivers, pressures and vectors that cause change in marine life, the mechanisms by
which they do so, the impacts that they have on ecosystem structures and functioning, and on the economics
of associated marine sectors and society. VECTORS will particularly focus on causes and consequences of
invasive alien species, outbreak forming species, and changes in fish distribution and productivity. New and
existing knowledge and insight will be synthesized and integrated to project changes in marine life, ecosystems
and economies under future scenarios for adaptation and mitigation in the light of new technologies, fishing
strategies and policy needs. VECTORS will evaluate current forms and mechanisms of marine governance in
relation to the vectors of change. Based on its findings, VECTORS will provide solutions and tools for relevant
stakeholders and policymakers, to be available for use during the lifetime of the project.
The project will address a complex array of interests comprising areas of concern for marine life, biodiversity,
sectoral interests, regional seas, and academic disciplines and especially the interests of stakeholders.
VECTORS will ensure that the links and interactions between all these areas of interest are explored,
explained, modeled and communicated effectively to the relevant stakeholders. The VECTORS consortium is
extremely experienced and genuinely multidisciplinary. It includes a mixture of natural scientists with
knowledge of socio-economic aspects, and social scientists (environmental economists, policy and governance
analysts and environmental law specialists) with interests in natural system functioning. VECTORS is therefore
fully equipped to deliver the integrated interdisciplinary research required to achieve its objectives with maximal
impact in the arenas of science, policy, management and society.

www.marine-vectors.eu
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Executive Summary
The scope of this report is to present the science developed within the VECTORS project to improve the
understanding of the key processes driving the behaviour of human agents utilising a variety of EU maritime
domains. While particular attention has been paid to the spatial interactions between fishing activities and
other human uses (e.g., maritime traffic, offshore wind parks, aggregate extractions), the behaviour of nonfishing sectors of activity has also been considered. Various quantitative and semi-qualitative approaches
have been pursued to gain better insight into behavioural drivers based on past data, and also forecast how
human agents would react if access was constrained by either management (e.g. Marine Protected Areas –
MPA), or the installation of a new operator. This report covers the North Sea and Eastern Channel, and also
one area of the Baltic Sea: the Gdansk Bay.
Fine-scale catch and effort data by fishing vessel, fishing trip, gear used and ICES rectangle visited have
been made available for the French, Dutch, English and German fleets. The VECTORS WP2.3 team has also
collected data from the non-fishing sectors of activity, in particular, aggregate extractions and maritime traffic.
The objective of collecting data for non-fishing sectors is to produce a Spatial Overlap Metric measuring the
constraint exerted by other sectors of activity on fishing. Comprehensive aggregate extraction and shipping
intensity metrics could then be derived dynamically at a fine spatial and temporal resolution. For the other
sectors potentially competing for space with fishing (e.g., wind farms, oil/gas extractions, aquaculture), and
also for protected areas, a static overlap metric has been set to the surface occupied by the plant or area
protected. In order to apply common methodologies and codes across different case studies, whilst abiding
by confidentiality issues around these data, it has been decided to develop a common exchange format to
collate the data used in subsequent analyses; five tables have then been produced.
Two complementary types of approaches have been carried out to analyse and/or model the mechanisms of
human behaviour, which are hereby referred to as quantitative and qualitative research. Quantitative
research consisted of analysing fishing decision-making processes based on existing data and then making
forecasts building on scenarios, while qualitative research consisted of interviewing stakeholders from
different sectors of activity to get their views on both their past and likely future behaviour. Different
methodological approaches have been pursued by different institutes, and these were applied to several case
studies wherever possible.
Modelling the current and past dynamics of fishing vessels
The understanding of the dynamics of fishing vessels is of great interest to define sustainable fishing
strategies and to characterize the spatial distribution of the fishing effort. It is also a prerequisite to anticipate
changes in fishermen’s strategy in reaction to management rules, the economic context or the evolution of
exploited resources.
In this context, analysis of individual vessel's trajectories offers promising perspectives to describe behaviour
during fishing trips. A hidden Markov model with two behavioural states (steaming and fishing) was
developed to infer the sequence of non-observed fishing vessel behaviour along the vessels' trajectory based
on GPS records. Conditionally to the behaviour, vessels movements were modelled by a discrete time
solution of a (continuous time) stochastic differential equation on vectorial speeds. The model's parameters
and the sequence of hidden behavioural states were estimated using an Expectation-Maximization algorithm,
coupled with the Viterbi algorithm that captures the most credible joint sequence of hidden states. A
simulation approach was performed, that outlined the importance of contrast between the model’s
parameters as well as the influence of path length to allow good estimation performances. The model was
then fitted to four original GPS tracks recorded with a time step of 15 minutes derived from voluntary fishing
vessels operating in the Channel within the IFREMER's RECOPESCA project. Results showed differences in
parameter estimation depending on the gear used, on both the speeds during fishing operations and the
Markovian transitions between behaviours. Results also suggested the benefits of future inclusion of
variables such as tidal currents within the ecosystem approach of fisheries.
Hidden Markov models are well suited to describe jointly fishing boat movement and associated fishing
activities. They allow us to estimate the sequence of activities (i.e. fishing, travelling) along a trajectory, as
well as the movement parameters (speed, turning angle) associated with each activity. Normally, these
models are developed to characterize the spatial dynamics of fishing vessels that belong to a specific fishery
with a given métier. However, because of the large variability that exists in fishing practices, some
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adaptations in the modelling structure are needed when the spatial dynamics of one or several fishing fleets
present a mixture of métiers with distinct traits of movement and trajectory. A procedure was developed to
capture the variability of fishing practices and associated vessel trajectories. Fishing trips were characterized
by their métiers, which were identified for each gear by clustering landing profiles (in value). Fishing boat
trajectories were described using movement parameters (speed, acceleration, turning angles, straightness)
estimated from GPS positions recorded along the tracks. A principal component analysis was performed to
provide a detailed description of the different trajectory patterns in relation with fishing trip specificities (i.e.
vessel, gear, métier). Hidden Markov models were then fitted for some selected fishing trips. Two types of
models were considered. The basic one was a 2 states model with behavioural activities corresponding to
fishing and traveling. The second one presented a number of fishing states depending on the number of
métiers identified for the trip. Fitting performance was compared based on DIC and estimated confidence
intervals for the parameters. This procedure was applied to a set of volunteer vessels participating in the
RECOPESCA project from IFREMER in the Bay of Biscay and the English Channel for years 2011-2012. We
show that fishing trip activities, such as métiers, were structuring variables for trajectories, which helped to
specify properly hidden Markov models.
Discrete choice models building in a random utility function (RUMs) have also been used to aid
understanding and modelling of fleet dynamics and to anticipate how fishing effort is re-allocated following
any permanent or seasonal closure of fishing grounds, given the competition for space with other active
maritime sectors.
A first Random Utility Model (RUM) was developed and initially applied to determine how fishing effort is
allocated spatially and temporally by the French demersal mixed fleet fishing in the Eastern English Channel.
The spatial resolution of this investigation was that of an ICES rectangle (30’ x 60’). The explanatory
variables chosen were past effort i.e. experience or habit, previous catch to represent previous success, %
of area occupied by spatial regulation, and by other competing maritime sectors. Results showed that fishers
tended to adhere to past annual fishing practices, except for the fleet targeting molluscs which exhibited
within year behaviour influenced by seasonality. Furthermore, results indicated generally that maritime traffic
may impact negatively on fishing decision. Finally, the model was validated by comparing predicted reallocation of effort against observed effort, for which there was a close correlation. The method was also
applied to the Dutch beam trawl fleet (2008-2010). The Dutch fleets’ activity was well captured by the model
which included only biological and economic drivers. Predictions were accurate and followed the seasonal
patterns well. To predict the long term changes in fishing activity additional factors, such as the competition
for space with other marine users, should be included and changes in fish distribution should be linked to the
current model.
A second Random Utility Model (RUM) was developed using a finer spatial resolution (15’ x 15’) and initially
applied to analyse the determinants of English and Welsh scallop-dredging fleet behaviour, including
competing sectors operating in the eastern English Channel. Results show that aggregate activity, maritime
traffic, expected costs, English inshore 6 and French sovereign 12 mile nautical limits negatively impact the
choice of fishers, and conversely that past success, expected revenues and fishing within the 12 nautical mile
limit have a positive effect on their utility. The model has potential application for Marine Spatial Planning
(MSP). This RUM was also used to evaluate the interactions of fishing effort allocation and shipping for the
Dutch demersal fleet fishing in the English Channel, this analysis of the French and UK fleets was also
undertaken for Dutch seiners operating in the Eastern Channel. The parameters associated with the gross
revenue all had positive parameter estimates for the means, as is expected from fishers seeking to maximise
net revenues. The parameters associated with costs were also positive, which is striking, given that one
would expect a cost minimization. The positive estimates could be caused by the trips to Dutch harbours that
are in the data set. The closed area parameters are both negative, reflecting the fact that fishing is not
allowed in these areas. The parameters associated with the shipping lanes had negative estimates, as in the
French and English case, but these estimates did not differ significantly from zero.
Other spatially-explicit statistical analyses have been conducted to evaluate, separately, the impacts of
aggregate extraction and maritime traffic.
In terms of marine aggregate extractions, the effects were investigated of both aggregate extraction intensity
and the proximity to dredging sites on the distribution of fishing effort, for a broad selection of French and
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English demersal fleets operating in the Eastern Channel. The most striking result was that for most of the
fishing fleets and aggregate extraction sites, neither dredging intensity, nor the proximity to the extraction site,
had a deterring effect on fishing activities. To the contrary, the fishing effort of dredgers and potters could be
larger in the vicinity of marine aggregates sites than in their neighbourhood and also positively correlated to
extraction intensity with a lag of 0 to 6 months. The fishing effort distribution of French netters was overall
space-invariant over the whole time period under investigation. However, it is important to note that the
fishing effort of netters has increased substantially in the impacted area of the Dieppe site (where it is
correlated to dredging intensity with a lag of 6 months), whilst remaining almost constant in the intermediate
and reference areas. The attraction of fishing fleets is likely due to a local and temporary concentration of
their main target species. However, knowledge on the vulnerability and life-history characteristics of these
species to aggregate extractions suggests that over-extending the licensed areas would be detrimental to
them and to their related fisheries in the longer term.
In relation to maritime traffic, we investigated whether fishermen’s effort and catch information could be used
to inform on species distributions and if the observed effort (and catches) could be constrained by other
activities, such as maritime traffic. In this first attempt to correlate fish distribution observed during a scientific
survey and fishing catches via linkage of VMS and logbooks data there was a good correlation between the
observed biomass in October by a scientific survey and fishing location targeting the different demersal
species in the Eastern Channel. Fleets seem attracted by areas identified to have high abundance densities.
For most of the species, maritime traffic seems to be a perturbation for the fishing activities. However, in the
case of the red mullet fishery, vessels seem to avoid traffic lanes except when they expect high fish densities.
They then may take the risk of fishing inside the traffic lanes or in areas of high marine traffic densities.
Eliciting the perspectives of fishers
To validate the outcomes of fleet dynamics models a survey was undertaken of French and Dutch fishers
operating in the Eastern Channel and in the German Bight. In the Eastern Channel, French fishers did not feel
constrained in the amount of space they had available for fishing. The one who did, cited Natura2000 and
shipping lanes as constraining factors, and said this directly influenced his fishing patterns. Four agreed that they
conflicted at times with other fishers (all Dutch purse seiners) over space while one mentioned conflicts with
coast guards. One also cited aggregate extraction (when completed) as resulting in no fishing anymore in that
area. In the German Bight, Dutch fishers considered that their fishing ground in the German Bight shrank in the
past 10 years. They have to fish more intensively now on less available fishing grounds. They have to face
sometimes unsafe situations near oil rigs and wind farms. Finally, fishers do not think they have any influence on
the increase of competition for space but would like to have more. Closed areas (including real time closures),
wind farms and Natura 2000 areas have restricted their activities spatially as well as, to a lesser degree, oil rigs,
shipping, and mussel cultures. -German Bight Dutch fishers earn less and catch less targeted species. They
have to adapt their fishing pattern. It is crowded now and less safe. Fishers expect more large-area restrictions of
a permanent character in the near future in the German Bight but will continue fishing since they feel they have
no choice.
Interviews were also conducted with representatives of the main sectors of activity (including fishing but also
non-fishing sectors) in the Eastern Channel, the Dogger Bank and the Gdansk Bay. The pressure on spatial
usage of European regional seas by various stakeholder groups is intense. In all case study sites, the majority of
stakeholders feel this pressure will only increase in the future, primarily due to proposals and plans for offshore
wind farms, the newest entrants to these busy seas. In some case study areas, such as the eastern English
Channel and Dogger Bank, applications have already been approved with construction planned; in the German
Bight wind farms already exist and at least in the Dutch part new proposals have been made1. In others, such as
the Gulf of Gdansk, such developments are further away, and unlikely to happen soon due to legal constraints,
yet the uncertainty of impacts, such as on fishing, is a cause of great concern. Of all the stakeholder groups, the
fisheries group was the only one addressed by all surveys and thus can be compared across all case study
areas: eastern English Channel, the Dogger Bank, the German Bight, and the Gulf of Gdansk. Fishing is one of
the oldest activities in all four of the case study areas and though fishers in each area tend to use different gears

There are, of course, many wind farms throughout the North Sea; there are simply none operational yet in the case study
area of the Dogger Bank.

1
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and face different pressures, there are a number of similarities among them. These pressures include:
regulatory pressures, competition with other users, and area restrictions.
Modelling the future dynamics of fishing vessels
Having analysed the key determinants of fishers’ and other stakeholders’ decision-making behaviour, the
future effects of increased resource-based competition (resulting from a discard ban combined with restrictive
individual fish quotas) or of new area-based constraints (e.g., implementation of new wind farms or
enforcement of new legally-binding closed areas) were evaluated in the short- and/or the long-term using bioeconomic models.
The short-term economic effect of implementing wind farms in combination with closed areas was studied in
the North Sea using an Individual Stress Level Analysis (ISLA). In this study we used the spatial data of the
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) coupled with logbooks to assess the stress potentially caused by closure of
fishing areas. The stress was expressed in financial terms as the percentage of current revenue obtained
from catch coming from areas to be closed. It is therefore not a loss but more a measure of the level of
reallocation of fishing needed to maintain the current revenue.
We used the A2 (“National enterprise” scenario) and B1 (“Global community scenario”) VECTORS scenarios
to design potential closures due to wind farms, nature conservation areas and maritime traffic in the North
Sea and we calculated the stress caused by the closures on the Dutch and German 2010 fishing fleets. The
scenarios investigated envisage large closures leading to stress levels of 7 to 15% for the Dutch fleet and 3
to 5% for the German fleet. Almost all of the Dutch vessels would be impacted by the closures (more than
90% of vessels in both cases) while the German fleet would be slightly less impacted (around 55% of vessels
impacted for A2 and 65% for B1). All Dutch harbours would have seriously impacted vessels (>15% of
revenue) for both scenarios, although the proportion of those vessels would be higher in B1 scenario,
especially in the southern harbours. The German harbours would be less impacted with only Büssum
showing hosting impacted vessels.
We then examined the longer-term effects of fishers competing for resources and/or space. First, we
explored the potential effects of a discard ban in mixed fisheries management using the French mixed
fisheries in the Eastern English Channel as a model system (DSVM IBM model). The model evaluates a time
series of decisions taken by fishers to maximize profits within management constraints. Compliance to
management was tested by applying a tax for exceeding the quota, which was varied in the study. We then
evaluated the consequences of individual cod quota in both scenarios, with respect to over-quota discarding,
spatial and temporal effort allocation and switching between métiers. Individual quota management without a
discard ban hardly influenced fishers’ behaviour, as they could fully utilize cod quota and continue fishing
other species while discarding cod. In contrast, a discard ban forced fishers to reallocate effort to areas and
weeks where cod catch is low, at the expense of lower revenue. In general, a restrictive policy for individual
quota for cod needs to be combined with a discard ban and a high tax to reduce over-quota discarding.
Second, we evaluated the long-term bio-economic effects of a closed area, using the FISHRENT model, for a
variety of scenarios. Regulations and changes in market and environmental conditions may change the
profitability of one fishery and can lead to reallocation of fishing effort. The extent of this effort displacement
will depend on the relative profitability of the alternative options for the fleet segments affected. When fishing
areas and fleet segments are heterogeneous, simple aggregate effort models such as those based on the
ideal free distribution theory may provide inaccurate predictions. A bio-economic optimization and simulation
model was applied to explore how the different conditions of A2 (“National enterprise” scenario) and B1
(“Global community scenario”) could impact the fishing effort allocation and the distribution of benefits across
fleet segments from different nations. In the model the optimization of net profits determines the effort
adjustment and the investment behaviour of fleet segments, which in turn affects the level of catch rates. This
tool was applied to the North Sea saithe fishery. For B1 and A2 there was a spatial heterogeneity of the
fishing effort observed with shifting effort through the year. As profit was maximized, effort aggregated in
those areas where the costs of fishing (e.g. fuel cost) were low. The simulations demonstrate that A2 and B1
will have heterogeneous impacts on individual fleet segments from different nations and home ports. Even
when A2 or B1 did result in little change in overall net profits, there were winners and losers, and the
distribution of gains and losses may not be intuitively obvious.
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FISHRENT was also applied to the Dutch flatfish fisheries using the A2 and B1 scenarios. The same closure
scenarios were used as the ones for the individual stress level analysis taking into account wind farms,
marine protected areas and shipping closures. In addition, the fuel price and fish prices were increased to
match the trend of the A2 and B1 scenarios for 2010-20130. The projections showed that the effects on the
fleets were strongly linked to their fuel consumption. The profit of the large beam trawlers that are very
dependent on fuel prices decreased because the closures forced them to fish further out to sea.
Finally, an individual-based model (IBM) evaluating the bio-economic efficiency of fishing vessel movements
from recent, high spatial resolution fishery data (DISPLACE) was further developed to incorporate the
underlying size-based dynamics of the targeted stocks for Danish and German vessels harvesting the North
Sea and Baltic Sea fish stocks. The stochastic fishing process is specific to the vessel catching power and
proportional to the encountered population abundances, based on disaggregated research survey data. The
impact of the fishing effort displacement on the fish stocks and the vessels’ economic consequences were
evaluated by simulating individual choices of vessel speed, fishing grounds, and ports. All scenarios led to
increased energy efficiency, except for the fishing closures due to increased travel distance. On an individual
scale, the simulations led to gains and losses due to either the interactions between vessels or to the
alteration of individual patterns. We demonstrate that integrating the spatial activity of vessels and fish
abundance dynamics allow for more realistic predictions of fishermen behaviour, profits, and stock
abundance.
Synthesis of results
The main objectives of the research carried out in the WP2.3 work package were, 1) to identify and quantify the
key drivers of fishers’ behaviour interacting with other fleets and other sectors of activity operating in the same
maritime domain and also, (2) to forecast fishing effort allocation in response to additional spatial or resourcebased constraints due to the implementation of a new sector of activity, closed areas, or other management
measures.
Models developed and refined in VECTORS indicated that traditions (reflected by past effort allocation) and
economic opportunism are driving factors for effort allocation in both the Eastern Channel and the North Sea for
the French, English and Dutch fleets investigated, which supported the findings of previous studies applied to
other fisheries worldwide. Economics and tradition were still more important in driving effort allocation than
spatial interactions/competitions with other fishing fleets, maritime traffic, aggregate extractions, wind farms and
closed areas. These model results were largely confirmed by French and Dutch stakeholders interviewed in the
English Channel and German Bight respectively.
Fishers interact with other fishers but the nature of the interaction (positive or negative) depends on the metier
used. In the Eastern Channel maritime traffic adversely influenced English dredgers. Spatial distribution of Dutch
fly-shooters did not appear to be substantially affected by maritime traffic. Many, but not all, of the French fleets
under investigation tended to avoid shipping lanes except when stock density was high. In the Eastern Channel
and German Bight maritime traffic has been a constraint for fishing activities, but is less so nowadays due to the
decrease in the number of trawlers. In other regions (Dogger Bank, Gdansk Bay), maritime traffic did not appear
as an important issue to interviewed fishers.
At a broad spatial scale, over the whole Eastern Channel, aggregate extraction restricts English scallop
dredgers. However at a more localized level (i.e., for each aggregate extraction site), and for a wider range of
English and French fleets, the interactions between aggregate extractions and fishing activities are of a more
complex nature. Some fleets (e.g., potters targeting whelks and large crustaceans, netters targeting sole, and
even scallop dredgers), were attracted to the vicinity of aggregate extraction sites.
Fishers’ interviews indicated that wind farms were seen as a concern in the Eastern Channel, the German Bight
and the Gdansk Bay, but less so in the Dogger Bank. Oil and gas platforms are already operating in the North
Sea, and these are considered as an issue by some fishers operating in this region.
In some areas, competing stakeholders have found ways to work together for integrated spatial management,
such as in the English Channel and the Dogger Bank, in others such as the Gulf of Gdansk, they are just
learning to work together. Some stakeholders come together to push for similar aims, alliances can take place
even between traditional “competitors.” In the English Channel, groups in general seem to compromise and
come together, despite differences. The conservationist mandate has been strengthened in recent years, but is
D2.3.1
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being tempered by the UK government’s vision for “clean, healthy, safe, productive, and biologically diverse
oceans and seas;” consequently pragmatism and compromise is automatically built-in to the system. The UK
has also formed statutory bodies whose role is to liaise with industry to help minimize impacts on the
environment. In contrast, on the Dogger Bank and in the Gulf of Gdansk, conservationists and other groups
appear less willing to compromise, making integrated management much more challenging. In the Dutch
situation most consultations are with other federal agencies, major marine industry sectors, and public review of
plan documents. The Dutch respondents however don’t think they have any influence on these developments.
A range of forecast models with different structures were applied to predict the bioeconomic impact on fishing
fleets of (quota-induced) resource competition combined with discard restrictions and of area-based restrictions
(inferred by other fleets, other sectors of activity, and/or closed areas) in the short-term and the medium-term
These forecast models can be ranked by increased complexity, which also provides indications on how these
should be understood and/or used by marine managers. Simple models provide short-term forecast based on
historical data only. They could be used by managers to quickly anticipate the stress fishers may experience in
the short term as a result of the installation of a new plant overlapping with their fishing ground (e.g., oil rig, wind
farm) or the enforcement of a new closed area. However, they cannot be used by mangers to predict the effects
on fishing effort spatial displacement or the knock-on pressure exerted on marine ecosystem (and on commercial
species in particular). More complex models explicitly build in fleet dynamics in the form of effort allocation but do
not build in the dynamics of fish populations. These could be used by managers to evaluate the impact of catch
quotas combined with a discard ban or area-based restrictions on fishing effort allocation one year ahead. The
most complex of the models investigated account for the dynamics of fishing fleets, fish population, and
economics. They could be applied to evaluate the impact of area-based restrictions, in combination with
conservation management measures (e.g., catch or effort quotas), on the conservation and economic utilization
of fisheries resources in support of marine planning at a fine resolution or to evaluate the impact of economic
incentives and right-based management (e.g., Individual Transferable Quotas).
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1 Introduction
Human use of maritime domains is increasing and diversifying. The current and emerging pressures are
multiple and interacting including impact from exploitation of living and mineral resources, maritime transport,
renewable and non-renewable energy production in a context of climate change. Because managing
ecosystems is first managing people (Leslie and McLeod 2007), a key issue for ocean managers is then to
anticipate some of the patterns underlying human behaviour, their interactions, and the pressures they may
exert on the marine ecosystems they exploit.
Until recently, sea resources were managed on a mono-sectorial basis in most countries worldwide.
However, it has become evident that increasing competition for marine space and the cumulative impact of
human activities on marine ecosystems requires a more collaborative and integrated approach to
management, across the different sectors of activity. This has led many countries worldwide to develop
ocean policies aiming at managing human activities that can impact their maritime domain in a cross-sectorial
fashion, an approach now referred to as ecosystem-based management (EBM). In the EU, the move towards
ecosystem-based management has been materialized by the European Commissions’ Marine Strategy
Framework Directive - MSFD (EC 2007, EC 2008a), and proposals for effective implementation of Marine
Spatial Planning (MSP). The MSFD includes a cross-sectorial framework for Community action to achieve
good environmental status of the marine environment in a context of sustainable development, while MSP
provides a spatially-explicit management instrument to both enforce ecosystems conservation and alleviate
competition for space and resources between sectors of activity.
Marine scientists from various backgrounds have increasingly been requested to provide integrated advice
(i.e., integrating several elements of the ecosystem and several types of human activities), to inform the
MSFD and MSP. Providing integrated, ecosystem-based advice requires overcoming several research
challenges. One of the important challenges for research scientists is to understand spatial interactions
between human agents belonging to different sectors of activity, and subsequently to anticipate how human
activities could be redirected following various forms of area restrictions, and also how this reallocation could
affect the human pressure actually exerted on newly occupied ecosystem compartments. Of particular
importance is the issue of how fishers would reallocate their fishing effort if access to their traditional fishing
grounds was restricted by either management (e.g. Marine Protected Area – MPA), or the installation of a
new sector of activity, and also the extent to which the pressure they exert on marine ecosystems would then
be modified.
The scope of this report is to present the science developed within the VECTORS project to improve the
understanding of the key processes driving the behaviour of human agents utilising a variety of EU maritime
domains. While particular attention has been paid to the spatial interactions between fishing activities and
other human uses (e.g., maritime traffic, offshore wind turbine arrays, aggregate extractions), the behaviour
of non-fishing sectors of activity has also been considered. Various quantitative and semi-qualitative
approaches have been pursued to get better insights into behavioural drivers based on past data, and also
forecast how human agents would react if access was constrained by either management (e.g. Marine
Protected Area – MPA), or the installation of a new operator.
This report covers the North Sea and Eastern Channel, and also one area of the Baltic Sea: the Gdansk Bay.
The expertise and contributions brought about by the different institutes in these case studies is summarised in
the table below. For each geographical case study, a selection of sectors of activity to be investigated was made.
Protected areas have been considered for all case studies. The sectors of activity and spatial management to be
considered across case studies are summarised in the table below.
North Sea and Eastern Channel
German Bight
Dogger Bank

Eastern Channel

Baltic Sea
Gdansk Bay

Commercial fishing
Recreational fishing
Shipping
Aggregate extractions
Windfarms
Oil/gas extractions
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Aquaculture
Tourism
Protected areas
Codes:

existing and investigated under VECTORS;

not existing yet but future projects investigated under VECTORS;

existing but not investigated under VECTORS;
The report starts with a summary description of the data and methods being used, and of the contribution of the
different partners involved. Chapter A describes the different approaches (discrete-choice models, vessel
trajectories modelling, time series analyses, semi-qualitative interviews) used to hindcast the behaviour of human
agents operating in common maritime domains, based on past data. The objective of Chapter B is to forecast
fishers’ behaviour in both the short-term (using spatial conflict analyses) and the long-term (using a range of
predictive bio-economic models). The report concludes with a comparison of the results obtained with
quantitative and stakeholder interview-based approaches, and an opening to the other pieces of research carried
out within the VECTORS project.
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2 Summary of data available and methods used
Data: Catch and effort data by fishing vessel, fishing trip, gear used and ICES rectangle visited have been made
available for the French, Dutch, English and German fleets (IFREMER, CEFAS, IMARES, LEI and vTI-SF). Finescale VMS data have also been made available for the Dutch, English, German and French vessels above 15 m.
Some complementary satellite-based fishing information was made available for a panel of voluntary French
vessels fishing in the Eastern Channel via the RECOPESCA project. The French RECOPESCA project aims to
derive fishing effort at a fine time and spatial resolution. Sensors are set on voluntary fishing vessels that
measure different parameters of the fishing operations (setting/pulling gear, etc.) and of the environment
(temperature, salinity, etc.). Records are registered every 15 minutes. Unlike VMS records, RECOPESCA data
do not require a proxy to discriminate between fishing and steaming. However, while VMS data are available for
all vessels above 15 m, RECOPESCA data are only available for the panel of voluntary vessels. Finally, both
catch and effort data by fishing operation are available from observers on-board voluntary fishing vessels
participating in EU discards monitoring programmes.
The VECTORS WP2.3 team also sought data from the non-fishing sectors of activity, and particularly aggregate
extraction and maritime traffic. The objective of collecting data for non-fishing sectors was to produce a Spatial
Overlap Metric (SOM) measuring the constraint exerted by other sectors of activity on fishing. Comprehensive
dredging information (day and area of extraction, volume extracted and/or dredging intensity in hours) was
collected by CEFAS, the University of Rouen and IFREMER from English and French aggregate extraction
companies operating in the Eastern Channel. In many cases, data mining was not free of charge, and further
funding had to be sought outside of the VECTORS project (CEFAS). Access to maritime traffic information was
successfully achieved by CEFAS via the AIS programme (ships’ positions recorded on average every 30
seconds). Access was then granted by UK coastguards to a wide coverage of the maritime traffic in the Eastern
Channel for the period 2005-2011. Similar AIS information has been made available for the North Sea by
IMARES and LEI. For the other sectors potentially competing for space with fishing (e.g., wind turbine arrays,
oil/gas extractions, aquaculture), the SOM was set to the surface occupied by the plant. A similar approach has
been pursued to estimate the SOM resulting from protected areas.
In order to apply common methodologies and codes across different case studies, whilst abiding by outstanding
confidentiality issues around these data, it was decided to develop a common exchange format to collate the
data presented above for all participating institutes. However, it is stressed that unless specified, the databases
could not be exchanged across institutes. Only statistical and modelling packages applicable to those databases
were distributed by the responsible work package co-ordinators to data owners. The exchange format including
mainly 5 tables is fully detailed on the VECTORS website. These tables are summarized below:
 EFLALO: Vessels’ physical attributes, fishing effort and landings, by fishing trip, gear & ICES rectangle (30’ x
60’)
 EFLALO++: Vessels’ physical attributes, fishing effort and landings, by fishing operation & fine-scale area (3’
x 3’)
 ARBRE-DYN: Protected areas and daily activity of other sectors interacting dynamically with fishing by finescale area (3’ x 3’)
 ARBRE-STAT: Protected areas and daily activity of other sectors interacting statically with fishing by finescale area (3’ x 3’)
 TACSAT: Fishing activity, based on satellite monitoring
The Table below shows data availability per institute and per case study (cells highlighted in yellow).
EFLALO
EFLALO++
TACSAT
ARBRE-DYN
ARBRE-STAT
CEFAS
E. Channel
DTU-Aqua
D. Bank
IFREMER
E. Channel
LEI/IMARES
D. Bank
G. Bight
TI-SF
D. Bank
G. Bight
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Methods development: Two complementary types of approaches have been carried out to analyse and/or
model the mechanisms of human behaviour, which are hereby referred to as quantitative and qualitative
research. Quantitative research consisted of analysing and modelling fishing decision-making processes based
on existing data, while qualitative research consisted of interviewing stakeholders from different sectors of
activity to get their views on both their past and likely future behaviour. Different methodological approaches
have been pursued by different institutes, and these are summarized below:
 IFREMER and CEFAS focused on the modelling of fishing effort distribution using discrete-choice models
building in a RUM (Random Utility Model) function,. The external determinants considered in modelling fishers’
decision-making were economics, traditions, spatial management (12-mile zone) and spatial competition with
other fishing fleets, maritime traffic and aggregate extractions. Two separate models were developed for the
Eastern Channel using R and SAS software, one using an ICES rectangle (30’ x 60’) observation window, and
the other one a 3’ x 3’ spatial resolution. Both prototype fleet dynamics were applied to the Dutch fleets,
operating in the Eastern Channel, the Dogger Bank and the German Bight, using the common exchange format
presented above (with contribution of LEI and IMARES).
 Agrocampus-Ouest and IFREMER modelled vessel trajectories using HMC – Hidden Markov Chains, and also
methods based on stochastic differential equations. Tools were developed to characterize the fine-scale spatiotemporal dynamics of fishing effort, using VMS data.
 LEI and TI-SF developed a stress level analysis for the German Bight. They calculated in particular a stress
level: percentage of fishing effort/catch/revenues of total effort/catch/revenues blocked by competing activities.
This index was then be used to analyse the short-term impact of future management on fisheries revenues,
and to compare the performances of different management scenarios. A prerequisite to the derivation of this
index level was the identification of past revenues in areas which might be closed to fisheries in future.
 LEI, TI-SF, IMARES and DTU-AQUA focused on the development of three bio-economic forecast fisheries
models building in fleet dynamics in different ways, FISHRENT, DSVM – Dynamic State Variable Model, and
DISPLACE. FISHRENT was initially developed by economists and then expanded within VECTORS to
account for spatially-explicit biological and ecological processes, FISHRENT also includes other sectors of
activity than fishing, and it builds in long-term behaviour (investment/disinvestments). German and Dutch fleets
were already parameterised in FISHRENT for the German Bight. The application was extended to English,
French and Danish fleets fishing for saithe in the Northern North Sea. Both DSVM and DISPLACE are
Individual-Based Models (IBM). DSVM was used to evaluate competition, among several fishing fleets, for
harvesting common fish resources in the Eastern Channel. DSVM builds in demography of fish populations and
models both effort allocation and discarding practices. DISPLACE evaluates the bio-economic efficiency of
fishing vessel movements from recent high resolution spatial fishery data. DISPLACE considers the underlying
size-based dynamics of the targeted stocks for Danish and German vessels harvesting the North Sea and
Baltic Sea fish stocks. The stochastic fishing process is specific to the vessel catching power and proportional
to the encountered population abundances, based on disaggregated research survey data. The impact of the
fishing effort displacement on the fish stocks and the vessels’ economic consequences were evaluated by
simulating individual choices of vessel speed, fishing grounds, and ports.
 IFM, LEI and IOPAS led the qualitative research part of WP2.3. Qualitative research, consisting of semistructured and structured surveys, was conducted to investigate competition between the different users of the
marine environment. A comparative questionnaire was developed to be used in support of qualitative semistructured stakeholder interviews. Interviews were undertaken with 2-3 representatives of each stakeholder
group. The interviews with marine users sought information on, (1) which competition for space (and/or
species) they already experience from each other, (2) their expectations on future competition, (3) the influence
of restriction/temporary area closures and how they (would) deal with those and, (4) the motivations underlying
their decision-making. The goal was to provide results from qualitative research as inputs to model
developments and to also validate the simulation results obtained with the (quantitative) modelling approach.
Of particular importance was the identification of the determinants of fishing behaviour, the design of realistic
scenarios to be simulated, and the likely impact of new forms of area restriction on future fishers’ behaviour.
In short, all participating institutes presented a variety of approaches to fleet dynamics modeling and the results
they obtained. These methods were applied to alternative case studies. These different approaches and their
case study applications are summarized in the Table below.
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Eastern Channel Dogger Bank
G. Bight
Saithe fishery
FRA GBR NLD DEN GBR GER NLD GER NLD FRA GER GBR DEN
CEFAS

Random
Utility
Model
IFREMER
Random
Utility
Model
Other
spatial
approaches
DTU-Aqua
IndividualBased
Model
IMARES
IndividualBased
Model
LEI / TI-SF
FISHRENT
Spatial
Conflict
Analysis
AGRO/IFREMER Trajectory
Models
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A. Hindcasting the behaviour of human agents
operating in a common maritime domain
1 Modelling the spatial dynamics of fishing effort
1.1 Modelling vessels trajectories using Hidden Markov Chains
1.1.1 An autoregressive model to describe fishing vessel movement and activity
The following report is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Gloaguen, P., Mahévas, S., Rivot, E., Woillez, M., Guitton, J., Vermard, Y., and Etienne, M. An autoregressive
model to describe fishing vessel movement and activity. Submitted to Environmetrics, under review.
Section Abstract
The understanding of the dynamics of fishing vessels is of great interest to define sustainable fishing strategies
and to characterize the spatial distribution of the fishing effort. It is also a prerequisite to anticipate changes in
fishermen’s strategy in reaction to management rules, the economic context or the evolution of exploited
resources. In this context, analysing individual vessel's trajectories offers promising perspectives to describe the
behaviour during fishing trips.
A hidden Markov model with two behavioural states (steaming and fishing) is developed to infer the sequence of
non-observed fishing vessel behaviour along the vessels' trajectory based on GPS records. Conditionally to the
behaviour, vessels movements are modelled by a discrete time solution of a (continuous time) stochastic
differential equation on vectorial speeds. The model's parameters and the sequence of hidden behavioural states
were estimated using an Expectation-Maximization algorithm, coupled with the Viterbi algorithm that captures the
most credible joint sequence of hidden states.
A simulation approach was performed, that outlined the importance of contrast between the model’s parameters
as well as the influence of path length to allow good estimation performances. The model was then fitted to four
original GPS tracks recorded with a time step of 15 minutes derived from volunteer fishing vessels operating in
the Channel within IFREMER's RECOPESCA project. Results showed differences on parameters estimation
depending on the gear used, on both the speeds during fishing operations and the Markovian transitions
between behaviours. Results also suggested future inclusion of variables such as tide currents within the
ecosystem approach of fisheries.
Introduction
The understanding of the dynamics of fishing vessels is essential to estimate the impact of fishing pressure on
the marine ecosystem. It is widely accepted that spatial and seasonal variability of many factors, such as the
species assemblage (targeted or accessory), the economy, the environment, fishing regulations and individual
preferences, influence fishermen’s decisions and induce an heterogeneous distribution of the fishing effort.
Therefore, characterizing spatial distribution of fishing effort on a fine spatial scale is crucial to assess fishing
mortalities accurately (Smith and Wilen 2003; Poos and Rijnsdorp 2007a; Mills et al. 2007). Recently, some
statistical models of fishermen’s behaviour have been developed to understand fishermen’s reactions to
management measures (Vermard et al. 2008) and improve the assessment of the impact of management plans
(Lehuta et al. 2013). Another key issue addressed with such models of fishing vessel dynamics concerns the
understanding of the population dynamics derived from the spatio-temporal distribution of vessels targeting fish
populations (Bertrand et al. 2004; Poos and Rijnsdorp 2007a).
Modelling the dynamics of fishing vessels is classically approached by statistical analyses of landing declarations
with a low spatial resolution (ICES statistical rectangle) (Hutton et al. 2004; Pelletier and Ferraris 2000). Recent
technological progress has led to massive acquisition of fishing vessels’ movement data, which offer new means
of studying the spatio-temporal dynamic of fishermen. Since 2005, vessels bigger than 15 meters have been
equipped with Vessel Monitoring System (VMS), for legal controls and safety (Kourti et al. 2005). Since 2012, the
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regulation has been extended to all fishing vessels larger than 12 meters. VMS data consists in geographical
positions recorded at a more or less regular time step (less than two hours for mandatory VMS data) with low
positioning errors. In addition to this, IFREMER developed the RECOPESCA project with volunteer fishermen,
whose vessels positions were recorded at a 15 minute time step.
Concerning the statistical modelling approach, mechanistic mathematical models have long been used in
ecological sciences to analyse movements and behaviour of different tracked animals (Bovet and Benhamou
1988; Mills Flemming et al. 2006). A key issue in behavioural ecology is the identification of the sequence of
hidden (non-observed) behaviours from the analysis of the trajectory, such as foraging, research, migration.
Similar questions are investigated in fisheries science, where the identification of different behaviours adopted by
fishing vessels during a fishing trip (route towards fishing zone, fishing activity...) is of interest to understand what
drives fishing activities and fishing effort dynamics. The associated mathematical models are hierarchically
structured. They first describe a non-observed time-behavioural process based on different behavioural states
adopted by the individual and rules for switching from one to the other. The continuous path is then modelled
considering movement characteristics such as direction or speed for instance, conditionally to the behavioural
state. These models are commonly called State Space Models (SSM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and
have proved their usefulness for both ecology and fisheries science (Patterson et al. 2009). In animal ecology,
Morales et al. (2004) described the path of elks with a mixture of discrete time random walks, considering Weibull
and Wrapped Cauchy distributions for scalar speeds and turning angles, with an underlying switching process
between different behaviours. Similar kinds of models were used in fisheries science by Vermard et al. (2010)
and Walker and Bez (2010) who describe fishing vessel movement with a mixture of discrete time random walks,
considering respectively normal and beta distributions for scalar speeds and wrapped Cauchy distributions for
turning angles, both using a hidden Markov process to rule the behaviour. Jonsen et al. (2007) and Gurarie et al.
(2009) modelled movements of leather back turtles and fur seals with mixed correlated discrete time random
walks over vectorial speed. Beyond the wide range of case studies, models in all those applications are based on
the principle of a linear interpolation of the movement between two successive records. However, such linear
interpolations may be a crude approximation of the real movement. For instance, when the time step between
two successive observations is long, it may under-estimate the distance (and therefore the speed) between two
points (Skaar et al. 2011).
The primary goal of this study is to investigate the possibility of moving towards a model of fishing vessel
movement in continuous time whereby a HMM captures the sequence of behavioural states along the fishing trip.
Stochastic differential equations (SDE) appear as an appealing tool to describe continuous time processes
(Protter 2004). However, estimating parameters of a SDE driven by a HMM still remains an unsolved statistical
issue. In this study, this difficulty was overcome using a specific vessel movement model with good mathematical
properties. We propose to describe the vessel’s path using the Ornstein Ulhenbeck process (OUP). This model is
well adapted as it is an exact solution of the considered SDE, and is equivalent, when considered at discrete and
regular time steps, to a Gaussian Auto-Regressive (AR) process. Considering a HMM coupled with an AR of
order 1 process largely facilitates inferences by comparison with a SDE in its native form. The OUP has already
been used by Johnson et al. (2008) to describe the movement of fur seals. To the best of our knowledge, the
strengths and limitations of this approach have never been investigated to model fishing vessel movement.
Unlike most applications of HMM in fisheries science that used a Bayesian framework to estimate model
parameters (e.g., Vermard et al. 2010; Walker and Bez 2010), we considered a maximum likelihood approach
based on a combination of the Baum Welch algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm. The former is a derivation of the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for HMMs, while the Viterbi algorithm is used to rebuild the most
probable (behavioural) hidden state sequence. This latter algorithm showed reliable inferences on HMM as it
accounts for the serial dependencies in the Markovian sequence instead of considering each time step
marginally (Rabiner 1989).
We illustrate the strength and limitations of the approach by fitting the model to GPS records issued from the
RECOPESCA project (Leblond et al. 2010), implemented by IFREMER to improve the assessment of the spatial
distribution of catches and fishing. A sample of voluntary fishing vessels, equipped with GPS systems together
with a suite of sensors for studying fishing effort, take part in this project. Although they concern a rather
restricted number of fishing vessels, RECOPESCA data offer several advantages by comparison with mandatory
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VMS data. First, these data are recorded with a shorter time step than VMS data (a position every 15 minutes
instead of 1 hour). Second, they are recorded with a highly regular time step (15 min +/- 1 min). The finer time
scale allows for a more accurate reconstruction of fishing vessel trajectories than VMS data. In particular, bias
induced by interpolating the trajectory with a straight line between two records would be lower than with an hour
time step between two points (Skaar et al. 2011). Furthermore, the regularity of recording offers an interesting
opportunity to reformulate the Ornstein Ulhenbeck as an autoregressive process.
This article is structured in the following way. In the Material and Methods, we detail the RECOPESCA* data set,
followed by the theoretical and methodological framework including the model’s description, the inference
algorithm and the simulation approach to assess the performance of the method. Results are then presented and
the ending section proposes a discussion on the adequacy of this modelling approach and some
recommendations for future modelling of fleet dynamics.
Material and Methods
RECOPESCA data
Four trajectories associated with four different fishing vessels operating in the Channel with different fishing
gears were considered as examples to illustrate our modelling approach (see Figure 1). These four trajectories
were extracted from the RECOPESCA data base. For each trajectory, GPS positions in port and at sea were
available. As the analysis only focus on fishing vessel movement during fishing trips, we first removed positions
in port based on logbooks (landings declarations). The positions were recorded at a regular time step (plus or
minus 1 minute). Selected trips last more than 12 hours, ensuring enough observed positions for parameters
identification. These four vessels belong to the demersal fishery for which the research of fish aggregations
observed in pelagic fisheries does not exist. Hence only two behaviours are assumed along their path, ’steaming’
for cruising and ’fishing’ when they operate their gear.

Figure 1. Four fishing trips considered to illustrate the strengths and limitations of the approach. Trip A is a 22
hour trip of a 12 meter vessel using dredges. Trip B is a 14 hour trip of a 12 meter vessel using otter trawl. Trip
C is a 13 hour trip of a 13 meter vessel using trammel nets. Trip D is a 107 hour trip of a 22 meter vessel using
otter trawl.
________________________________________
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* http://arrchimer.ifremeer.fr/doc/000244/13500/
Despite ttheir differencees, common characteristics
c
s can be noticed for these trrajectories: 1)) movement iss mainly in
a straightt line with no turning
t
direction privileged;; 2) when cruising, vessel goes
g
faster thaan when fishinng; 3) at a
15 minuttes time step, there is mainnly persistencce in a state (states occur in sequence).. While animaals usually
show a m
more erratic movement
m
wheen foraging thhan when cruissing (Morales et al. 2004), for fishing veessels, the
fishing phhase can be either
e
erratic or
o not dependding on the opperated gear. For instance,, it is sometim
mes erratic
for dredgging whereas it is more lineaar for trammellling or otter trrawling. Thereefore, this erraatic behaviour might not
be appropriate to distinnguish betweeen fishing and cruising statees.
An SDE ffor a continuous movementt process conssidered as an AR1 in regulaar discrete timee
The vesssel movementt is consideredd via a decom
mposition of vectorial speedd process on its two dimennsions V p
and V r.
V p is caalled the “perssistence” speed, and correesponds to the tendency too maintain pre
revious direction. V r is
called the “rotational” speed, and corresponds
c
tto the tendenncy to turn. These
T
two quaantities are derived
d
as
follows:

where Vjj is the average speed derivved from positiions Xj and Xjj recorded at times
t
tj 1 and tj , and ψj is the turning
angle derrived from XjX
Xj and Xj1Xj , with
w ψ1 = 0 (ssee figure 2).

Figure 2.. Graphical reepresentation of the Hiddenn Marlov Proccess for behaavioural statess of the autorregressive
speed movement. Abbove: from obsserved positioons to modelleed displacemeent variables considered too estimate
1 Below:
behaviouural states. Inn third columnn, empty dots would be forr instance statte 2, and plainn dots state 1.
HMM struucture with a sequence of hidden
h
states ruled by a Markovian transsition matrix ddetermining a sequence
of observvations.
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Modelling the movement with variables 1 and 2 requires less assumptions than models using scalar speed and
turning angles separately. The former can be approached using a Gaussian structure (Gurarie et al. 2009),
whereas the latter requires two different distributions (Vermard et al. 2010; Walker and Bez 2010). The speed
process in a given activity is assumed to solve a SDE
where γ is the asymptotic mean of the process, ζ is the variance, ρ is an autocorrelation parameter, and Wt is the
standard Wiener process (see 28, for instance). The Ornstein Ulhenbeck Process is known to be the solution of
equation 3 (Uhlenbeck and Ornstein 1930). Considering discrete time observation (Vt1 , . . . , VtJ ) and using
stochastic calculus, one can show that for each increment of time Δj between observations Vtj and Vtj+1, a
solution of equation 3 has the following exact discrete form :

Thus, assuming a regular time step Δj = Δ the process in equation 4 is equivalent to an autoregressive process:
Consequently, the vectorial speed process is modelled by a mixture of two dimensional AR processes (with
respect to its decomposition 1 and 2), and, following Vermard et al. (2010), the vessel’s behaviour is modelled by
a hidden stochastic discrete time process noted St 0 = S0, ..., St = (St)t_0, where Sj is the state at time t = j, Sj 2
S = f1, . . . , Ig, and S is the set of behavioural states. This process is assumed to be a homogeneous Markov
chain of first order with a transition matrix Π = (Πik)i;k=1;:::;I :

The first state is supposed to be known and set to 1 with P(S0 = 1) = 1. In our specific study, we only considered
two states, S = 1, 2, 1 standing for steaming, 2 for fishing.
Therefore the model can be summarized as follows :

As in Gurarie et al. (2009), processes 6 and 7 are assumed to be independent. Even if this assumption seems
unrealistic, data reveal a weak empirical correlation between those two variables. Both components of the speed
V p t and V r t at each time step t were considered as observed without error. It is known that an AR process as
in 6 and 7 is stationary if jμj < 1 (Shumway and Stoffer 2000). In this case the expectation and the variance of a
process V satisfy asymptotically:

These asymptotic equalities can be useful in order to interpret parameters variation. For instance, if the vessel
stays long enough in state 1, the expectation for V p and V r could be derived from equations 9 and 10.
Moreover, parameters in processes 6 and 7 have some intuitive interpretations.
– η can be seen as a level parameter (if μ is equal to 0, then it’s the mean of a normal distribution).
– μ is an autocorrelation parameter. Its existence and variability is justified considering data from the four
different trips (autocorrelation plots not shown). It’s important to note that its uniqueness only makes sense
because of the regularity of time-step.
-- σ2 is a shape parameter, it is the noise of the process.
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Inference
The inference procedure consists in the estimation of both parameters and the sequence of hidden states from
observed positions. It requires two steps 1) performing parameter estimation using the Baum Welch algorithm, 2)
estimating the most likely sequence of states using the Viterbi algorithm. Considering J states, the set of
parameters to be estimated for this model is
When J = 2, 14 parameters are estimated (2 for the transition matrix, and 3_2_2 for AR processes parameters).
Computing the likelihood function in this case is too time consuming as the number of terms grows exponentially
with observations. A classical approach is to find Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE) Θ via the Baum Welch
algorithm, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for Hidden Markov Models (Rabiner 1989; McLachlan
and Krishnan 1997). Considering the model described above, both the Expectation (E) step and the
Maximization (M) step can be computed directly and without optimization techniques (R Core Team 2013). The
convergence is assumed when the log likelihood increase is less than 0.01. A known problem of the EM
algorithm is that, given a starting point, one can converge towards a local maximum of the likelihood. To ensure
a global maximum is found, the algorithm was performed from 100 different starting points, keeping the result
with the largest likelihood as Θ. A bootstrap is used to assess the variance of Θ. The MLE is used to simulate M
bootstrap samples on which MLE (ˆΘm)1_m_M are re-estimated, given these M re-estimations, empirical 95 %
confidence intervals are obtained for each parameter (getting 95% central values, McLachlan and Krishnan
1997; Efron and Tibshirani 1993). The bootstrap is the most time consuming part of this first estimation step.
Once the MLE step is performed, the Viterbi algorithm is used to derive the most probable sequence of states
(Rabiner 1989). Formally, for a MLE ˆΘm the Viterbi algorithm computes
The state at time t is therefore dependent on the sequence of states from t = 0 to T -1 accounting for Markovian
transition properties of the whole hidden sequence. In order to estimate uncertainty of state attribution, the Viterbi
algorithm is performed for each bootstrap sample. The empirical probability of being in state 2 at time t is then
computed. Working on real data, state 2 (standing for ”fishing”) is attributed to the estimated state with the lowest
mean for scalar speed, due to the fact that the vessel goes slower in that case.
Simulations
The performance of the estimation method is assessed through simulations of trajectories based on various
scenarios mimicking different levels of contrast in the movement characteristics of the two behavioural states.
For the model with two different states (14 parameters), parameters used for simulation are restricted to values
consistent with characteristics of the observed trajectories. For instance, we noticed that
1) ηr;1 = ηr;2 = 0 : the movement of vessels is mainly in a straight line, both while steaming and fishing, and does
not privilege any turning direction ;
2) The asymptotic persistent component of speed should be greater when steaming than when fishing ;
3) diagonal terms Π11 and Π22 of the transition matrix Π are large. This matrix is common to all scenarios and
diagonal terms are fixed at Π11=Π22=0.9/ Trips are simulated following nine scenarios with various degrees of
mixture between states and with different lengths (number of time steps) (see Table 1 for detailed values).
Scenario 1 is the baseline scenario. The difference between ηp;1 (= 6) and ηp;2 (= 1) is large, as well as difference
in autocorrelation parameters (”Steaming” state is uncorrelated while ”Fishing” state is positively correlated).
Scenario 2-3 ηp;2 increases from 1 (scenario 1) to 2 (scenario 2) and 3 (scenario 3), resulting in an increase of
the asymptotic expectation of Vp in state 2. Therefore the contrast in the expected asymptotic speed between
state 1 and 2 decreases.
Scenario 4-5 μp;2 increases from 0.5 (scenario 1) to 0.6 (scenario 4) and 0.8 (scenario 5), resulting in an
increase of the asymptotic expectation of Vp in state 2. Therefore the contrast in the expected asymptotic speed
between state 1 and 2 decreases. Moreover, the asymptotic variance of process Vp increase in state 2.
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Scenario 6-7 In scenario 6, σ2p;1 and σ2r;1 increase from 1 and 0.5 (scenario 1) to 2 and 1 respectively, resulting
to a higher asymptotic variance in state 1. In scenario 7 σ2p;2 and σ2r;2 increase from 0.5 and 0.1 (scenario 1) to 1
and 0.5 respectively, resulting to a higher asymptotic variance in state 2.
Scenario 8-9 The length of the observation is shortened from 400 points (scenario 1) to 100 points in scenario 8
and 50 points in scenario 9. Lengths of 400 and 50 points would represent respectively 100 and 12 hours data
considered and were the maximal and the minimal length of trajectories considered.

Table 1. Simulation scenarios: The matrix II is identical for all scenarios. Expectation and variance indicated are
calculated from equations 8 and 9 and rounded to the first digit. They are asymptotic and must be considered as
indicators of how the parameters affect the different processes.
Results of Simulations
For each set of parameters, 100 trajectories are simulated, thus providing 100 parameter estimates. Examples of
simulated trajectories obtained with parameters of scenarios 1, 3, 4 and 7 are presented on figure 3.

Figure 3. Examples of simulated trajectory for scenario 1, 3 4 and 7. Black dots are for fishing, white dots for
steaming.
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Vectorial speeds associated to trajectories of figure 3 are represented using scatter plots on figure 4. These
scatter plots highlight the different degrees of mixture between the two states, depending on the scenario.

Figure 4. Simulated vectorial speed processes for scenarios 1,3,4 and 7 (see Table 1). Black dots are for
fishing, white dots for steaming.
Knowing the true value of each parameter, estimation errors are computed and summarized using box plots
(figure 5). Results are shown only for process Vp, as trends are similar on process Vr.

Figure 5. Box plots of estimation errors (estimated value 0 the true value) obtained for simulation scenarios
presented in Table 1. Only estimation errors for process Vp are presented, white and grey box plots are for
parameter estimates in steaming and fishing respectively. The whiskers represent 1.5 time the interquartile
range at most. Outliers are plotted.
Moreover, as the true sequence of behavioural states is known, a misclassification rate is also computed and
displayed using box plots (figure 6). Box plots results highlight performances of the parameters estimation
method and the Viterbi algorithm, which are now detailed for the different simulation scenarios:
Scenario 1-3 For all parameters, the width of the box plots increases from scenarios 1 to 3, revealing that an
increase proximity between ηp;1 and ηp;2 has a negative impact on the estimation of all parameters (Figure 5).
Moreover, the misclassification rate of the states estimation is also increased. Even if it remains low for scenarios
1 and 2, it increases for scenario 3 (more than 50% of state estimations have a misclassification rate greater
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than 0.15, Figure 6). Looking at figure 4, this large misclassification rate can be explained by the large degree of
mixture between states in scenario 3.
Scenario 1, 4-5 When ηp;1 and ηp;2 are not changed, the increase of μp;2 increases estimation’s uncertainty over
level and autocorrelation parameters η and μ (Figure 5). The misclassification rate also increases, with a low
increase for scenario 4, and a larger one for scenario 5 (figure 6). Indeed, there is an increase in the degree of
mixture between states from scenario 1 to scenarios 4 and 5 (Figure 4).
Scenario 1, 6-7 In scenario 6, increasing of noise parameters σ2p;1 in state 1 increases lightly the uncertainty for
the estimations of level and noise parameters ηp;1 and σ2p;1. The same trend can be noticed in scenario 7 when
noise parameters in state 2 increase (Figure 5). The misclassification rate remains stable between scenario 1
and 6, but increases for scenario 7 as the processes in both states have in this case the same noise parameters
(Figure 6). Indeed, there is an increase in the degree of mixture between states from scenario 1 to scenario 7
(Figure 4).
Scenario 1,8-9 When the length is shortened, estimation’s uncertainty increases for all parameters, the increase
becomes larger from scenario 8 (100 points) to scenario 9 (50 points) (Figure 5). Moreover, the misclassification
rate is also impacted, getting worse as the observation gets shorter (Figure 6). Looking at the empirical
distribution function of Π22 (for instance, the same can happen for Π11), it is worth noting that in scenario 9, this
parameter is sometimes estimated close to 0 (Figure 7). This results in the identification of only one behavioural
state, and then a large misclassification rate.

Figure 6. Box plot of misclassification rate from the Viterbi algorithm for simulation scenarios presented in Table
1, the whiskers height is at most 2 times the interquartile range. Outliers are not plotted.
More generally, it is worth noting that for all scenarios, estimations are unbiased. Moreover, except for scenario 7
where the noise parameters are equal in both states, the variance of estimators is greater for state 1 parameters
than for state 2 parameters, as the noise parameter is larger in the first state (σ2p;1 > σ2p;2).
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Figure 7. Empirical distribution functions of estimated values for Π22, depending on the observation length for
scenario 1 (n = 400, solid line), scenario 8 (n = 100, dashed line) and scenario 9 (n = 50, dotted line). The true
value of Π (=0.9) is represented by a vertical line. When one of the Π22 is estimated close to 0 only one state is
identified.
Discussions and perspectives
This study provides a first application of an autoregressive model coupled to a hidden Markov chain to describe
the movement of fishing vessels. The vessel’s speed is modelled using an Ornstein Ulhenbeck process
formulated as a solution of a stochastic differential equation. Assuming a regular time step, we investigate the
potential of using an AR process. Studying the speed process with an AR allows one to include autocorrelation
during the movement of the vessel as it was done for several animals (Jonsen et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2008;
Gurarie et al. 2009) but, to the best of our knowledge, it has never been investigated in fisheries studies yet. This
modelling approach has two advantages compared to previous similar studies (e.g., Vermard et al. 2010; Walker
and Bez 2010). First, the model formulation is simpler and required less assumptions. Vessel dynamics is
described using only the speed process formulation considering the Gaussian structure of its vectorial
decomposition, while traditionally travelled distance and angular displacement were jointly used. Second, it
accounts for the continuous property of vessel’s travelling and not only the discrete feature of the observations of
their displacement.
The inference was performed by likelihood maximisation using the Baum Welch algorithm. In the case of
autoregressive processes, this iterative method has explicit equations and maximization solutions, allowing a
certain simplicity in parameters estimation. Confidence intervals of parameters estimates were derived using a
bootstrap method. The EM approach has also the advantage of allowing the use of the Viterbi algorithm to
estimate the hidden states sequence. This algorithm accounts for the whole sequence of states and not only the
probability of a state at each time step. In a two-state model, this would not make a major difference but this
would be more efficient than classical methods considering three states or more (Rabiner 1989). Results
obtained were compared with the Bayesian approach (not shown here), which is commonly used for such
modelling (Vermard et al. 2008). The Bayesian approach would use Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain algorithms
instead of EM. A loss in this case would be the potentiality of using the Viterbi algorithm, but, on the other hand,
the uncertainty of the estimation is directly computed, and there is no need for bootstrap methods, which is the
most time consuming step in our method. The Bayesian approach also needs to deal with prior distributions,
which allows us to integrate a priori knowledge, but raises the problem of sensitivity. On the other hand, the EM
approach requires different starting points to ensure the convergence towards the global maximum of the
likelihood and not a local maximum. Results in both approaches are similar as MLE corresponds to the mode of
posterior distribution in Bayesian estimation, and the same difficulties are encountered in disentangling states
when parameters are not contrasted enough. Computational times are hard to compare, given that both
techniques demand calibration and convergence criteria that can be discussed.
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A simulation approach is performed to assess the performance of the model and the accuracy of the estimation
for various realistic sets of parameter values (called scenarios). The simulation highlights the importance of the
heterogeneity on level (η parameters) and/or autocorrelation (μ parameters) of processes in each state in order
to have good estimation of both parameters and the sequence of hidden states. Simulation results also outline
the influence of the noise parameter, as a large σ in a given state increases the estimation’s uncertainty for all
parameters. Finally, the importance of the duration of observation is also established: the longer the trajectory,
the better the estimation.
The model is applied to four vessels involved in IFREMER’s RECOPESCA project, involving volunteer
fishermen. The quality of this data set provides several advantages over VMS data. First, the time step of
observations is more regular. This property of regularity is essential in our model and previous studies based on
VMS data have shown weakness because of the lack of regularity in records [34]. Second, geographical
positions of RECOPESCA vessels are recorded with a higher frequency (15 minutes instead of 1 hour for VMS)
which makes the hypothesis of a steady course between recorded positions more reasonable, and reduces the
chance of an unobserved fishing operation (Vermard et al. 2008).
Estimations reveal contrasted behaviours along the vessels’ trajectory. A first trip shows 2 states neatly
separated, corresponding to an erratic and low speed fishing pattern, and a higher speed steaming pattern,
whereas two other trips show fishing activity characterized by a (almost) constant value for vectorial speeds,
traducing a steady course and constant scalar speed fishing pattern. A fourth example is presented where the
interpretation in fishing/non fishing is questionable. Looking at the scalar speed process, it is unrealistic to
declare that one of the two states is fishing or steaming. The differentiation between states is made over auto
correlated and noisy patterns on V p process. Actually, the scalar speed process shows sine wave patterns that
are identified as state 2, while patterns of noise are for state 1. The sine wave patterns could indicate fishermen’s
adaptation to tide currents, fishing with the currents is indeed a possible behaviour in order to minimize fuel
costs, or change the gear behaviour and target other fish assemblage. If it is so, it would be of interest in the
future to couple the vessel dynamics model with tidal streams models to remove the trend due to this force. The
results over the four studied vessel’s trajectories show different sets of parameters obtained for different types of
vessels and fishing activities (Biseau 1998), and a relative small uncertainty over state estimation.
The model considered here has two states, steaming and fishing, that could be similar to a ”migrating”/”foraging”
pattern adopted for animals (Jonsen et al. 2007). For simplicity reasons, we privileged a two-states model rather
than a three states one (as in Vermard et al. (2010) or Walker and Bez (2010)). This was made possible thanks
to a pre-treatment of the data that consists in removing positions in port but also because each studied fishing
vessel operates only one gear and one métier Woillez et al. (unpublished data). If a two-states model is realistic
here it could be more relevant in other cases to adopt a three or more states for trips during which several gears
can be operated or several métiers can be practised. A model with “transition” states can also be adopted to deal
with problems due to time step acquisition, and specifying different parameters for each fishery (Peel and Good
2011). A challenging alternative to these choices would be to consider a state space model where the number of
states is a parameter to infer, which would increase the computing time.
More generally, choosing a model raises several issues. Given a set of trajectories, the models’ hypothesis have
to be compared with the observations using some expert or statistical criterion, then, among satisfying models,
the best one has to be selected on some criterion (best fitting to the data, good estimation properties...).
In order to increase realism, it would be of interest to investigate the potential of an inhomogeneous Markov
chain to model the change of states. Indeed, in the model presented here, the Markovian transition matrix is
constant through time. However the “fishing” probability would decrease with time during the fishing trip. Another
challenging issue would be to model behaviours with a hidden Markov chain which is not synchronous with the
observations. Indeed change of state can occur between two observations of a vessel’s geographical position.
Assuming that change of state and observations are synchronous, the number of confounding factors in the
estimates of states would be increased (Vermard et al. 2010). One could consider a continuous time Markov
process to rule the observations. This hypothesis, although more natural, makes the inference a lot harder.
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Conclusions
This work applies the discrete version of the Ornstein Ulhenbeck process, solution of a stochastic differential
equation, which was used to describe fur seal movements in Johnson et al. (2008). Adopting stochastic
differential equations to describe dynamics of individuals is still a major challenge. To our knowledge this
mathematical framework has already been used for some animals (Brillinger 2010; Haiganoush et al. 2004),
though without a state space model, but has never been used in fisheries science. However Bertrand et al.
(2007) showed that Peruvian anchovy fishermen’s foraging strategy is close to natural predators. Therefore, it
would be interesting to assess the relevance of this continuous time approach for fishing vessels. A comparison
of estimates derived from both a continuous and discrete time framework would allow determining of when the
linear interpolation of trajectory is a good approximation to 1) conveniently describe a vessel’s dynamics and 2)
to allocate a vessel’s fishing effort. Indeed, using stochastic differential equations formalism might be timeconsuming and more complex.
This study shows the efficiency of fleet dynamics models to understand the mechanisms of fishing vessels’
movements and activities. The outputs of this analysis can then benefit paramatisation of the fleet dynamics
models for existing bio-economic models to improve the understanding of fisheries dynamics and to anticipate
the adaptation of fishermen to ecosystemic and management changes (Mahévas and Pelletier 2004; Pelletier et
al. 2009; Lehuta et al. 2013).

1.1.2 Accounting for the variability of activities to improve modelling of fishing
vessel behaviour with hidden Markov models
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Woillez, M., Gloaguen, P., Mahévas, S., Rivot, E., Vermard, Y., and Guitton, J. Accounting for the variability of
activities to improve modeling of fishing vessel behavior with hidden Markov models. In preparation.
Section Abstract
Hidden Markov models are well suited to describe jointly fishing boat movement and associated fishing activities.
They allow us to estimate the sequence of activities (i.e. fishing, traveling) along a trajectory, as well as the
movement parameters (speed, turning angle) associated to each activity. Most of the time these models are
developed to characterize the spatial dynamics of fishing vessels that belong to a specific fishery with a given
métier. However, because of the large variability that exists in fishing practices, some adaptations in the
modeling structure are needed when the spatial dynamics of one or several fishing fleets present a mixture of
métiers with distinct traits of movement and trajectory. A procedure was developed to capture the variability of
fishing practices and associated vessel trajectories. Fishing trips were characterized by their métiers, which were
identified for each gear by clustering landing profiles (in value). Fishing boat trajectories were described using
movement parameters (speed, acceleration, turning angles, straightness) estimated from GPS positions
recorded along the tracks. A principal component analysis was performed to provide a detailed description of the
different trajectory patterns in relation with fishing trip specificities (i.e. vessel, gear, métier). Hidden Markov
models were then fitted for some selected fishing trips. Two types of models were considered. The basic one
was a 2 states model with behavioural activities corresponding to fishing and traveling. The second one
presented a number of fishing states depending on the number of métiers identified for the trip. Fitting
performance was compared based on DIC and estimated confidence intervals for the parameters. This
procedure was applied to a set of volunteer vessels participating to the RECOPESCA project from IFREMER in
the Bay of Biscay and the English Channel for years 2011-2012. We show that fishing trip activities, such as
métiers, were structuring variables for trajectories, which helped to specify properly hidden Markov models.
Introduction
The implementation of a spatially explicit management in fisheries sciences will require a better understanding
and modelling of the spatial dynamics of fishing boats and derived efforts. Therefore much research has recently
focused on developing individual-based models of fishing boat using geolocation data with high spatial and
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temporal resolution. Mostly inspired from animal movement ecology, models that have been implemented, aimed
at estimating jointly the fishing boat movement and its behaviours along the trips.
Hidden Markov models (HMM) have proven to be well suited for this purpose. Several types of Hidden Markov
models have been developed until now (Vermard et al., 2010; Walker and Bez, 2010; Joo et al., 2013, Gloaguen
et al., submitted). Hidden states are defined to describe the unobserved behaviour (e.g. fishing, traveling,
stopping, and searching). The sequence of hidden states is ruled by a Markov chain or a semi-Markov chain (Joo
et al., 2013). The movement is modelled conditionally to hidden states, usually either by a correlated random
walk (Vermard et al., 2010; Walker and Bez, 2010) or by an autoregressive process on vectorial speeds
(Gloaguen et al., submitted). Observation process errors with re-interpolation are sometimes performed
(Vermard et al., 2010).
However, all the modelled movements correspond to a single type of object. For instance, in animal movement
ecology, HMM were applied to elks (Morales et al., 2004), seals (Jonsen et al., 2005) leatherback turtles
(Jonsen, 2006; Jonsen et al., 2007) or southern bluefin tuna (Patterson et al., 2009). Same finding can be done
in fishery sciences. HMM were applied to a specific fishery with a given métier, such as the purse-seine French
tropical tuna Fishery (Walker and Bez, 2010), the pelagic trawl French anchovy fishery (Vermard et al., 2010), or
the purse-seine Peruvian anchoveta fishery (Joo et al., 2013). Even though it is recognized widely that fishing
practices are heterogeneous.
Therefore, our aim was to demonstrate that modelling approaches need to be adapted to the heterogeneity of
the fishing practices. In effect, when the spatial dynamics of one or several fishing fleets present a mixture of
métiers with distinct traits of movement and trajectory, some adaptations might be naturally expected in the
modelling structure. To guide practitioners, we proposed a procedure that will allow us (i) to identify speciesbased métiers, (ii), to analyse trajectory data and (iii) to investigate relationships existing between trajectories
and fishing activities, such as vessels, gears and métiers. From the latter exploration, different structural types of
HMM models were developed in the aim of testing if the knowledge of the fishing activities can improve the
estimation performance of the sequence of behaviours. The application of the procedure was illustrated on a
subset of voluntary vessels operating along the French coasts and presenting a mixture of métiers.
Materials and methods
Trajectory data
Since 2005, IFREMER, the French Research Institute for Exploitation of the Sea (partner 15), has coordinated a
network of fishing vessels that volunteered to provide scientific observations. This project, named
RECOPESCA2, aims at using fishing vessels as scientific platforms to sample fishing activities and
environmental conditions during fishing trips. Various non-intrusive sensors were used. A Global Positioning
System (GPS) monitored the vessel’s positions at a regular time step of ~15 minutes. Depth sensors mounted on
fishing gears provide non-exhaustive information about fishing operations (not all gears are equipped and
recording can fail).
For this study, the dataset considered is a subset of the RECOPESCA database. It corresponds to data collected
on-board 39 fishing vessels operating in the Bay of Biscay, the Channel, the Celtic Sea and the southern North
Sea for years 2011-2012 (Figure 8). The fishing vessels range from 8.3 to 24 m for a power comprised between
44 and 657 kW (Table 1).

2
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Table 2. Technical characteristics of the 39 fishing vessels selected from the RECOPESCA database for years
2011-2012.
Vessel code
Length (m)
number
1
14,3
2
18,6
3
12,0
4
9,1
5
11,8
6
16,4
7
11,1
8
15,6
9
14,4
10
19,5
11
10,3
12
12,0
13
13,3
14
16,1
15
15,8
16
21,0
17
10,2
18
23,3
19
23,9
20
19,4
21
8,3
22
18,4
23
12,0
24
15,9
25
20,6
26
24,0
27
22,4
28
15,9
29
12,0
30
17,3
31
19,1
32
24,0
33
11,7
34
12,0
35
22,5
36
22,5
37
12,0
38
15,0
39
13,0
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Tonnage (t) Power (kW)
3718
4058
1300
1041
1018
3772
400
3919
3515
10925
813
2553
3012
5865
7284
13056
994
15596
16365
10500
567
4900
983
6475
12142
15255
14576
6502
1682
3815
9036
16280
900
3091
15094
16963
1839
4097
2792

165
221
110
83
81
272
70
157
140
316
106
162
242
261
258
442
113
511
657
336
84
397
283
316
355
453
392
256
155
216
294
499
44
103
371
365
215
323
161
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R
fishing vesseels for years 2011-2012. GPPS points wheere fishing
Figure 8.. Map of trajecctories from RECOPESCA
operationns were detectted using depth sensors aree in red, while others are in black.
Only fishing trips preseenting averagee speeds loweer than 14 nmi/h and time steps equal to 15min +/- 1.55min, were
considereed to insure thhat a clean dataset is used ffor the followinng statistical analyses.
a
Catch annd sales dataa
A projectt named SAC
CROIS3 has been
b
developeed at IFREME
ER to producce a coherentt and validateed dataset
about Freench production and fishingg effort. Practtically it links various
v
data types coming from vessel monitoring
m
systems, logbooks, and sales. This database wass used to extrract sales dataa and characteerize each logg event by
their landding profiles inn value (i.e. in euro).
To do so, some pre-prrocessing were realized, firsst to get rid off any lines conntaining NA’s values, then to
t remove
any duplicate lines qualifying the saame log evennts due, for instance, to inccoherence bettween the varrious data
sources, last to spatially aggregate sales data off log events, that
t were allocating to seveeral ICES recctangles in
proportion of fishing efffort derived froom thresholdi ng the speed from VMS datta (4.5 nmi/h)..
Trajectory
ry descriptors
Characteeristics of fishiing vessel trajectories weree captured ussing various movement
m
parrameters (Doddge et al.,
2009). They were com
mputed at each GPS posittion along traajectories. Thee movement pparameters considered
were:
t
the
 The sspeed, which measures thee rate of channge of the fishhing vessel position. It is ccomputed by taking
ratio bbetween the trravelled distannce and the tim
me needed too travel this disstance.
 The aacceleration, which
w
is the raate of changee of the fishingg vessel speeed. It is calculaated by takingg the ratio
betweeen the variatiion of speed over
o the travel led distance and
a the time needed to traveel this distancce.
3
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 The turning angle, which is the direction of change of the movement.
 The straightness index (Batschelet, 1981), which is the ratio between the displacement and the travelled
path.
 The displacement is the initial beeline distance to the goal, while the travelled path is the path length
travelled to reach it. Computed at the order k and for a given GPS position xi, the initial position is the position
xi-k, and the goal position is the position xi+k. Conveniently, the straightness index ranges from 0 when the
travelled path is much larger than the beeline distance, to 1 when the travelled path is the straight line. Here,
the considered index was averaged over the first four orders.
Then, mean and standard deviation were computed for the various movement parameters for each trajectory, as
well as a Gini index. This index measures the inequality among values of a frequency distribution. It equals zero
if there is perfect equality (i.e. all values are the same), and it equals one if there is a maximal inequality among
values. Practically, the Gini index is derived from the Lorenz curve, which represents the cumulative share of
time from lowest to highest speed, for instance, versus the cumulative share of total speed.
Additional descriptors, such as the trip duration, the inertia, and the isotropy, were computed over the entire
trajectories. The inertia describes the dispersion of the GPS positions around their mean location, while the
isotropy quantifies that the distribution of the GPS positions do not show any preferential direction in the
geographical space (Woillez et al., 2007; 2009).
Métiers identification
The métier reflect the fishing intention at the start of a fishing trip (Marchal, 2008). This information is rarely
available, unless direct interviews are made with fishermen (Neis et al., 1999; Christensen and Raakjer, 2006).
Alternatively, métiers can be defined retrospectively using effort information (e.g. gear, mesh size, fishing ground
visited, season) recorded in fishermen’s logbooks (Ulrich et al., 2001; Marchal et al., 2006). Other methods
assume that catch or landing profile, with or without effort information, reflect the fishing intention. Several
multivariate-based methods have been applied: Principal Component Analysis (PCA; Jabeur et al., 2000),
Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA; Pelletier and Ferraris, 2000), and cluster analysis (Lewy and Vinther,
1994).
Here our methodology consisted in a quantitative analysis of landing profiles using a methodology developed
within an R package 'vmstools' (Hintzen et al., 2011; Deporte et al., 2012). It consisted in 3 steps: (i) identification
of the main species, and reduction of the dataset to these key species only; (ii) reduction of the dimensionality of
the dataset by running a PCA; (iii) running a selection of clustering methods and defining the species-based
métier level 7 classifications. However some adaptations were needed, as this methodology was applied on a
subset of logbooks/vessels. The PCA step was skipped, because there was no need to reduce the dimension of
this dataset as it concerns only logbooks from a few vessels. Then, among the proposed clustering methods, the
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) was chosen. It allowed an objective determination of the number of
clusters thanks to a scree-test (Cattel, 1966). On the opposite, the k-means method was not able to do so. Thus,
it was rejected. The CLARA method, which was developed to handle clustering on a large dataset, was not
appropriate either. For the HAC, the scree-test was adapted to the size of the dataset. The dendrogram was cut
after the first largest gain in the clustering variance ratio (variance between clusters/total variance of the dataset).
Deporte et al. (2012) were less conservative as they considered the second or the third threshold allowing for
more clusters to be found, which may not be appropriate in a smaller dataset like ours.
Exploring activities and trajectories
A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Lebart et al., 1984) was used to explore trajectories in relation to
activities. PCA consists in a eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance (or correlation) matrix after centering (or
normalizing) the data matrix for each variable. Here the data matrix is organized as follows; columns correspond
to 18 continuous variables (the 15 trajectory descriptors and 3 technical descriptors) and 3 categorical variables
(the gear, the métier and the number of métier per fishing trips), rows correspond to individual fishing trips. The
eigenvalue decomposition was performed on the normalized data matrix made of the 15 trajectory descriptors. It
allowed us to build uncorrelated factors (i.e. the principal components), which are linear combination of the
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original variables. The first principal component has the largest possible variance and each succeeding
component in turn has the highest possible variance under the constraint of being orthogonal to the preceding
components. The original high-dimensional dataset was then projected into a lower-dimensional space defined
by the most informative factors. Practically the 2 first plans made of the factors 1-2 and 1-3 were considered. To
help the interpretation of these factorial plans, correlations between the original variables and the principal
components (i.e. the factors) were represented into correlation circles. Thus the PCA allows describing a dataset
by revealing the internal structure of the data in a way that best explains the variance in the data. It allows us to
summarize the dataset and to reduce its dimensionality. Supplementary variables were considered to help the
interpretation of the PCA. They were the 3 technical descriptors (continuous variables) and the 3 activities
variables (categorical variables). These variables did not take part to the eigenvalue decomposition.
Supplementary continuous variables were plotted on the correlation circles, while supplementary categorical
variables were represented by categorizing individuals with distinct colours in the factorial plans.
Adapting hidden Markov models to activities
Here we adopted a simple approach to model movement to estimate the unobserved behaviour of the fishing
vessels. The movement was assumed to be generated by a mixture of random walks with stationary switching
probabilities. Conditionally to the behavioural state (noted S ) at a given time step t , the observation was
assumed to be independently drawn from a normal distribution with parameters  S and  S for mean speeds

Vt , and a wrapped Cauchy distribution with parameters  and  for turning angles  t .
Vt S t ~ N (  s ,  s )

 t S t ~ WC (  ,  )
Parameters in each state and transition probabilities were estimated within a Bayesian framework using the R
package 'RStan'. Most priors were non informative, except for the mean parameter  S of the normal distribution
of scalar speeds, where an order constraint was set. The priors indeed impose that 1   2   3 , with 1
drawn in a uniform prior over [1,15].
Two cases study were considered: a fishing trip of a vessel performing 2 different métiers due to the use of 2
different gears, and a fishing trip of a vessel performing 2 different métiers with a similar gear (different landing
profiles in value). For each trip, two hidden Markov models were fitted. The first presented 2 states, that could
correspond to 'fishing' and 'traveling', while the second had 3 states, that could correspond to 'fishing for métier
1', 'fishing for métier 2' and 'traveling'. Fitting performance were compared using a Deviance Information Criterion
penalized for the model complexity. And when available, observed fishing operations were used for validation.
Results
Clustering landing profiles to evidence species-based métiers
The analysis to determine the species-based métiers was run for each gear and for each region. Logbook/sales
data showed that 14 distinct gears were used by the 19 vessels from the Bay of Biscay, and 11 for the 12
vessels from the Eastern Channel. However, because the number of fishing trips associated to each gear was
variable, only the ones that showed a good sampling coverage (i.e. >100 fishing trips) were considered. The
detailed procedure is first illustrated on an example gear, and then results are summarized for all the other gears.
The procedure was run over all of the recorded logbook/sales data referenced in SACROIS for the 31 boats
considered for years 2011-2012.
For the example gear bottom otter trawls in the Channel - North Sea region, the métier analysis allowed first to
extract the main species from all of the log events of the vessels using this gear. The HAC method retained 44
species out of 196 from the initial dataset (Figure 9). The 'perTotal' method was less selective: given the strong
dominance of few species in the total value of the dataset, the incremental slope was very low and 24 species,
representing 95% of the total value, were retained. The 'perLogevent' method returned 17 species for the
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recommeended threshoold of 100% (nnumber of speecies represennting at least this proportionn of the value of at least
one log eevent). Combining these thrree sets of speecies led to a reduced dataset of 44 mainn species, i.e.. 98.9% of
the total vvalue.

Figure 9. Number of keey species to retain dependding on methods and threshholds. Speciess considered here
h come
from log eevents from vessels operating in the Chaannel - North Sea
S region and using bottom
m otter trawls as gear.
The PCA
A step was skkipped and the HAC methood was run onn landing proffiles of the boottom otter traawls while
considering only thesee 44 main species. The denndogram was cut at the firstt threshold. 4 clusters weree identified
(Figure 10). Target species were identified from tthe species coomposition of each cluster.. Target species should
belong too the first 75%
% of the cumulated catch prroportion, havve a test valuee of above 3 aand be presennt in more
than 30%
% of the log evvents. The targget species off the first clustter were, in order of value, w
whiting, inshore squids,
haddock,, Atlantic macckerel, lemon sole. For the second clustter, it was codd, thornback rray, red gurnaard, black
seabream
m, pouting, nuursehound. It was
w common sole and Eurropean plaice for the third, aand common cuttlefish,
monkfishes for the fourth.

Figure 100. Landing proofiles in value (i.e. euro) peer clusters for fishing vessels using bottoom otter trawlss (OTB) in
the Channnel - North Seea region.
Such anaalysis was runn for each geaar and each reegion. 11 gearrs were treatedd with a total oof 60 metiers identified.
43 métierrs from 10 gears were idenntified in the B
Bay of Biscay - Celtic Sea reegion, while 224 métiers from
m 6 gears
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were identified in the Channel - North Sea region. Such analyses allowed identification of métiers based on
landing profiles, which provide a valuable knowledge about fishing activities by determining a posteriori the
fishing intention at the start of a trip. Such fishing activities characteristics may have consequences on the
trajectories patterns of fishing boats
Exploring activities and trajectories
Trajectory descriptors were computed for the 31 fishing vessels operating in the Bay of Biscay - Celtic Sea and in
the Channel - North Sea regions for years 2011-2012. First, two separate PCA were done for the two regions.
They were performed on trajectory descriptors using gear as a supplementary variable and fishing trips with only
one gear and one métier. The idea was to evidence trajectories difference according to gear. Then, two other
separate PCA were performed for the two regions, but on trajectory descriptors for fishing trips using the same
gear, e.g. bottom otter trawls. This time, vessel references and species-based métiers were used as
supplementary variables.
For the PCA run for the Bay of Biscay - Celtic Sea region (Figure 11), the first three axes explained 67% of the
total variance; 38% for axis 1, 17% for axis 2, and 12% for axis 3. The first axis is explained positively by the
standard deviation of the turning angle and the acceleration, and the Gini index and the standard deviation of the
straightness index and the speed. The first axis is negatively explained by the mean acceleration and
straightness index and the fishing trip duration. The second axis is only explained negatively by the mean speed
and straightness index, and by the Gini index of the acceleration. The third axis is explained positively by the
inertia and negatively by the isotropy index. This allowed quantifying of how trajectories differ depending on the
gear used during the fishing trip. Trips using fishing pots aggregate tightly in the factorial plan. They are
characterized by a short trip duration, low mean acceleration and sinuosity, in opposition to a high variability in
turning angle, acceleration, speed and sinuosity. Trips using gillnets, dredges and longlines are quite similar to
the ones with fishing pots. Trips using otter twin trawls and bottom otter trawls show similar trajectory
characteristics; a long trip duration, high mean acceleration and sinuosity, a low variance in turning angles,
acceleration, speed and sinuosity. Trajectory patterns for trawls do not show preferential direction (isotropic) on
the contrary to other gears. Trips using pureseine or Scottish seine differ mainly in terms of average speed and
straightness index, and of the inequality in the distribution of the acceleration values. Technical characteristics,
i.e. vessel length, tonnage and power, were projected on the correlation circle as supplementary variables. All
three variables were positively correlated with the mean acceleration and the trip duration on axes 1-2, and with
the second order straightness index on axis 3.
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Figure 111. Principal coomponent anaalysis (Bay of Biscay - Celtic Sea region)): Top row: coorrelation circlles for the
variabless projected in the factorial plan represeented by axess 1-2 (left), and
a axes 1-3 (right). Amonng all the
variabless, three were treated as suupplementary ; the vessel tonnage
t
(VE__TON), lengthh (VE_LEN) and
a horse
power (V
VE_KW). Bottoom row: Projeccted individuaals (i.e. fishing trips) on the factorial
f
plan ddefined by thee axes 1-2
(left), andd axes 1-3 (rigght). Individualls were colourred according to gears they are using.
For the P
PCA run for thhe Channel - North Sea reggion (Figure 12), the first thhree axes expplained 61% of
o the total
variance;; 31% for axiss 1, 19% for axis 2, and 111% for axis 3. The first axis is explainned by the same set of
variabless as the axis 1 of the previoous PCA, exccept for the staandard deviation and the G
Gini index of the speed.
The secoond axis is explained
e
positively by the mean and standard
s
deviation of the sspeed, while axis 3 is
explainedd negatively by
b the Gini off the acceleraation. Trips ussing fishing poots aggregatee separately from other
trips on the first factoriial plan. These trips differ ffrom others in terms of highher mean and variance of the speed.
Trips usinng dredges, trrawls or gillneets aggregate together, but differences can be detecteed. Trips usingg dredges
show thee lowest meann and variancee of the speedd, while trips using
u
gillnets and
a trawls shoow intermediaate values.
Trips using gillnets annd trawls diffeer from each other along the
t first axis. Trips using ttrawls show longer trip
duration with higher mean
m
acceleration and straigghtness indexx than trips ussing gillnets. TThe latter shows higher
variabilityy of the turninng angles, thee straightnesss index and thhe acceleratioon than trips uusing trawls. Technical
characterristics were again
a
projected on the coorrelation circcle as suppleementary varriables. All thhree were
positivelyy correlated with the trip durration and thee mean acceleeration and on axes 1-3, andd with the seccond order
straightneess index on axis
a 1. It is woorth noting tha t the PCA oveer the 2 regionns show a lot oof similarities.
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Figure 122. Principal component
c
annalysis (Channnel - North Sea
S region): Top row: corrrelation circlees for the
variabless projected in the factorial plan represeented by axess 1-2 (left), and
a axes 1-3 (right). Amonng all the
variabless, three were treated as suupplementary ; the vessel tonnage
t
(VE__TON), lengthh (VE_LEN) and
a horse
power (V
VE_KW). Bottoom row: Projeccted individuaals (i.e. fishing trips) on the factorial
f
plan ddefined by thee axes 1-2
(left), andd axes 1-3 (rigght). Individualls were colourred according to gears they are using.
A PCA w
was run on traajectory descrriptors from fisshing trips ussing only bottoom otter trawlls in the Bay of Biscay
(Figure 13). By using vessel
v
referennce and speciees-based méttier as supplem
mentary varia bles, one can evidence
that, in suuch a small dataset, some métier are sppecific to a vesssel. For instaance, métier ccorresponding to cluster
3 (inshorre squids, surm
mullet, commoon octopus, ggreater weever) is mainly peerformed by thhe vessel #6. Common
expectation should ratther be that métiers
m
are nnot specific to a vessel. Foor instance, m
métier correspponding to
cluster 6 (common solle and wedgee sole) is praccticed by vesssels #3, #5, #333 and #38. M
More interestinngly, for a
given vesssel, for instannce, the vesseel #33, severaal métiers are undertaken during
d
distinct fishing trips, and these
métiers eexhibit differennt trajectory paatterns as illusstrated througgh the PCA. Thus trips of m
métiers correspponding to
cluster 2 and 6 differ mainly
m
in termss of mean speeed (positively correlated to axis 2) and sttandard deviation of the
turning angles and the straightness index (positiveely correlated to axis 1, andd negatively too axis 2).
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meters computted for trajectoories of fishinng vessels
Figure 133. Principal coomponent anaalysis on movvement param
using otter bottom traw
wl (OTB) in the Bay of Bisscay - Celtic Sea
S region. a)
a Correlation circle of the variables.
w colours inndicating b) the vessel
Projection of individuaals trajectoriess on the factoorial plan (axees 1 and 2) with
referencee, c) the métieers and d) the number of méétiers.
The same remarks couuld be made for
f the PCA ruun for trips using bottom ottter trawls in thhe Channel - North
N
Sea
region (FFigure 14). Traajectories are structured in function of activities charaacteristics (i.e.. vessel charaacteristics,
gears, annd species-bassed métiers).

Figure 144. Principal coomponent anaalysis on movvement param
meters computted for trajectoories of fishinng vessels
using otteer bottom traw
wl (OTB) in thee Channel - N orth Sea regioon. a) Correlattion circle of thhe variables. Projection
of individduals trajectories on the facctorial plan (axxes 1 and 2) with colours indicating b) thhe vessel refeerence, c)
the métieers and d) the number of méétiers.
Adaptingg hidden Markoov models to activities
a
From thee conclusionss of the prevvious analysiss, one can expect
e
to seee a differencce in the fishhing state
characterristics (in term
ms of speed and
a turning aangles for insttance) of 2 diistinct métierss when fitting a hidden
Markov m
model. Here we
w focus on fisshing trips wheere 2 métiers were practiced; one trip witth 2 distinct métiers due
to the usse of 2 distincct gears (case study 1) andd another trip with 2 distinct métiers whille using the same
s
gear
(case stuudy 2). The iddea was to seee if the addittion of a secoond fishing state (three staates total for the
t HMM)
improve tthe model fit foor such multi-métiers fishingg trips.
In the firsst case study, the fit was im
mproved (Figuure 26). The penalized
p
deviance informattion criterion decreased
d
from 932.4 to 877.4. Posterior
P
distribbutions of the speed for fishhing splits intoo two narroweer distributionss; one with
a higher speed and annother with a loower speed. U
Unfortunately, no observatioon data were aavailable for this trip for
validationn.
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Figure 155. Top: Fittingg a correlatedd random wal k model with 2 or 3 statess for a vessell (#3) using trawls and
gillnets. B
Bottom: Posteerior distributioons of speed foor states ’fishing’ and ’traveling’.

In the seecond case sttudy, althoughh the fit is alsso improved (decrease of the penalizedd deviance innformation
criterion), validation daata show thatt the supplem
mentary state must be interrpreted as ’traaveling between fishing
zones’ raather than ’fisshing’. Actually, when lookking at the poosterior distribbution of the speed for fisshing, the
distributioon did not chhange betweeen both modeel fits. It was the distributioon of the speeed for traveling which
changed.. This supportted our concluusions concernning the interppretation of the first case sttudy. For these 2 cases
studies, rresults show that
t 2 métiers, due to 2 diffe
ferent gears, are
a better estim
mated (using 2 fishing statees) than 2
métiers ppracticed with the same geaar.
Discussiion
The results of our studdy indicate thaat fishing boatt trajectories show
s
movement parameterss and patternss in space
that depeend on the type
t
of fishing activities. TThree effectss were quantiitatively descrribed in a PCA-based
exploratoory approach; the vessel chharacteristics (vessel lengtth, tonnage annd power), th e type of fishhing gears
(e.g. traw
wls, gillnets, loonglines or poots), and the sspecies-basedd métiers (setts of target sppecies determ
mined from
the landing profiles in value). A seet of descriptoors were propposed to quanntify fishing bboat movemennt (speed,
turning aangle, acceleraation, and sinnuosity) and ppatterns in sppace (inertia and
a isotropy). This set wass used for
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describing trajectory pattern in the PCA. However it is not exhaustive and could be enhanced. This exploratory
approach succeeded in illustrating the high variability due to fishing activities in the trajectory patterns.
Consequently, hidden Markov models were adapted to account for such variability. This was evidenced on 2
fishing trips using a mixture of métiers either due to different type of gears or not. A Hidden Markov model with 2
fishing states was performing better than a model with 1 fishing state in the case of the trip with 2 métiers due to
the use of 2 different fishing gears. In the case of the trip with 2 métiers using the same gear, the third state has
a better interpretation as a transition between fishing and steaming, thus the 2 métiers cannot be disentangled.
In such cases, covariates describing the environment, such as the time of the day, the season, the habitat, might
be better to distinguish the métiers properly.
This analysis was applied on a restricted dataset. Such a procedure could be applied to the complete French
fisheries, or at least to vessels above 12m (the ones equipped with VMS). The métier would be defined in the
same condition as in Deporte et al. (2012). The number of fishing trips presenting a mixture of métiers due to
gear is expected to be different. In the dataset that has been used for this study, most of the fishing trips (>90%)
presented a single gear. A lower proportion is expected for the complete French fisheries. Accounting for the
gears in the HMM may not make a huge difference when estimating the fishing effort but would increase model’s
adequacy to reality. Moreover, the allocation of captures to fishing locations may be improved by the estimation
of the fishing states corresponding to each gear.
This required that gears are known with confidence. However gears can be incorrectly declared in logbooks
affecting the captures allocation, but also the identification of the métiers. Trajectory classification based on the
same movement parameters used for the PCA could be undertaken to estimate the accuracy of such
information. In addition, the PCA-based exploratory approach could also be used to validate displacement
models by comparing simulated and observed movement characteristics.

1.2 Modelling effort distribution using Random Utility Models
1.2.1 Eastern Channel: Spatial effort allocation of French vessels interacting
with other fleets, maritime traffic and coastal management
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Girardin, R., Vermard, Y., Thébaud, O., Tidd, A., and Marchal, P. Predicting fisher response to competition for
space and resources in a mixed demersal fishery. Submitted to Ocean and Coastal Management. In review.
Section Abstract
Understanding and modelling fleet dynamics and their response to spatial constraints is a prerequisite to
anticipating the performance of marine ecosystem management plans. A major challenge for fisheries managers
is to be able to anticipate how fishing effort is re-allocated following any permanent or seasonal closure of fishing
grounds, given the competition for space with other active maritime sectors. In this study, a Random Utility Model
(RUM) was applied to determine how fishing effort is allocated spatially and temporally by the French demersal
mixed fleet fishing in the Eastern English Channel. The explanatory variables chosen were past effort i.e.
experience or habit, previous catch to represent previous success, % of area occupied by spatial regulation, and
by other competing maritime sectors. Results showed that fishers tended to adhere to past annual fishing
practices, except the fleet targeting molluscs which exhibited within year behaviour influenced by seasonality.
Furthermore, results indicated French and English scallop fishers share the same fishing grounds, and maritime
traffic may impact on fishing decision. Finally, the model was validated by comparing predicted re-allocation of
effort against observed effort, for which there was a close correlation.
Abbreviations:
DCF: Data Collection Framework
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DPMA: Directorate for Marine Fisheries and Aquaculture
EAFM: Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management
IBM: Individual-Based Modelling
IFD: Ideal Free Distribution
IIA: Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives
LRI: likelihood ratio index
MSFD: Marine Strategy Framework Directive
RUMs: Random Utility Models
VSS: Vessel Separation System
Introduction
According to the FAO (2012) most fisheries resources are already fully exploited or over-exploited due in part to
excess fishing capacity and fishing power. Fishing activities can also have adverse effects on the structure and
functioning of marine ecosystems (Buchen, 2009; FAO, 2012). To address that challenge, many fisheries
management agencies have adopted an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management (EAFM) (Browman and
Stergiou, 2004), by implementing management plans. This approach aims at maintaining or restoring fisheries
resources to sustainable levels, while mitigating the adverse ecological impacts of fishing (Pauly et al., 2002). To
accurately assess and evaluate fisheries management performances, it is essential to better understand the
processes driving the dynamics of the marine ecosystems and the fishing fleets that impact upon them (Fulton et
al., 2011; van Putten et al., 2011; Wilen et al., 2002).
Understanding and predicting the complex interactions between resource users and ecosystem dynamics is
essential to reduce the risk of management failure (Hilborn, 2004). A founding principle of ecosystem-based
management is that humans are fully part of ecosystems (Leslie and McLeod, 2007), and one of the main
challenges for decision-makers is to better understand the factors that influence human behaviour (Wilson and
McCay, 2001). This is of particular importance to fisheries managers who need to better understand the
mechanisms of fishing effort allocation, so as to better anticipate fishers’ reactions to management.
Fishers’ decision-making can be cast in terms of short- versus long-term choices (Van Putten et al., 2011). For
example long-term choices include decisions about capital investment, or about whether to enter or exit a
particular fishery (Nostbakken et al., 2011). Conversely short-term decisions may consist of immediate actions,
such as choosing a fishing area and/or a type of fishing activity (referred to in this deliverable as a “métier”) at the
beginning of, or during a fishing trip, and also includes actions, such as discarding fish (Andersen et al., 2012;
Hilborn, 1985; Hutton et al., 2004). In this study we concentrated on short-term behaviour, and in particular the
factors that determined fishing effort allocation both spatially and across métiers. An increasing number of
studies have investigated and modelled short-term fishers’ behaviour using both conceptual and data driven
approaches. Conceptual approaches include applications of the Ideal Free Distribution (IFD) theory (Gillis, 2003;
Rijnsdorp et al., 2000), optimal foraging theory (Dorn, 2001), Individual-Based Modelling (IBM) (Millischer and
Gascuel, 2006; Soulié and Thébaud, 2006) or vessel trajectory analysis (Bertrand et al., 2005; Vermard et al.,
2010). Many data-driven approaches to fishers’ behaviour modelling have built in Random Utility Models (RUMs).
RUMs provide an appropriate and functional approach to describe how fishers make a choice among a panel of
finite alternatives (Wilen et al., 2002). Such a discrete-choice modelling approach has been applied to analyse
fishers’ choice of fishing ground (Hutton et al., 2004; Wilen et al., 2002), target species (Pradhan and Leung,
2004a; Vermard et al., 2008), and gear type (Andersen et al., 2012; Holland and Sutinen, 1999; Marchal et al.,
2009).
Fishers do not necessarily know all of the surrounding environmental factors and so may only have partial
information about the precise position and availability of their target species. In most fleet dynamics studies,
skippers have been assumed to choose their fishing ground, gear and/or target species, based on their own
experience (e.g. their past choices/activity) and on their economic expectations for a given choice (e.g. past profit
achieved). For example, fishers’ behaviour can be influenced by fish price fluctuations, which are often seasonal
and are an important factor to take into account when evaluating the expected profitability of alternative potential
choices (Dupont, 1993; Loannides and Whitmarsh, 1987). Anecdotal evidence suggests that other factors which
have seldom been considered in past empirical studies could determine fishers’ behaviour. These factors include
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communiication betweeen fishers, or radar-screenning of concurrrent vessels which may inndicate the preesence of
target sppecies in a sppecific area. By
B contrast, skkippers comppete for spacee and resourcces, not only with
w other
fishers, bbut importantlyy also with other sectors oof activity operrating in the same
s
maritimee areas. Explooitation of
marine reesources, for example agggregate extracction, offshoree wind farms and maritimee traffic can im
mpact the
choice off fishing grounnds by restrictting access orr decreasing the availabilityy of fish resou rces. In EU waters,
w
the
Marine S
Strategy Fram
mework Directiive (MFSD) oof the European Union (EC
C, 2008a) reqquires that thee different
sectors oof activity opeerating on thee same maritim
me domain be managed joointly rather tthan in isolatioon. A key
issue for fisheries managers then becomes
b
und erstanding hoow fishers opeerate their acctivities and addjust their
tactics in area-constraiined environm
ments.
To assesss spatial connstraint impact, this study aaimed to idenntify and quanntify the determ
rminants of fisshing fleet
dynamicss in one of thee most congessted maritimee area in the world,
w
the Eastern English C
Channel (ICES
S Division
VIId) (Figgure 16).

Figure 166. Statistical rectangles andd main fishingg harbours in the
t Eastern English
E
Channnel (ICES Subb-Divisions
VIId).
The anallysis focused on French fleets catchingg flatfish speccies, sole (Sollea solea) annd plaice (Pleuronectes
platessa)). The flatfish species repreesent an impoortant source of revenue for
f fishers in tthis area, how
wever this
fishery haas important impacts
i
on the marine ecoosystem (Riou et al., 2001). Random utiliity modelling is used to
gain insigghts into how fishers choosse a métier annd/or an area, at the scale of a trip, whilsst interacting with other
fishing fleeets, maritimee activities andd spatial manaagement (reguulations). Mariitime traffic in the Channel is thought
to interact substantiaally with fishinng activities due to it beeing one of the world’s bbusiest shipping lanes
encompaassing a large proportion off the Channel (Figure 16 annd Figure 17). The main foorm of spatial regulation
for comm
mercial fishing activities in thhe Channel is the coastal area
a within tweelve nautical m
miles from thee coastline
(hereafteer called the “112-mile zone”)) where trawlinng is prohibiteed to vessels with
w an enginee power exceeding 221
kW or ann overall length exceeding 24
2 meters. Finnally we testedd the predictivve capability oof the model to forecast
effort re-aallocation onee year ahead using two diffferent predictoors, and then predicted re--allocation of effort was
comparedd against realised/observedd re-allocation of effort.
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Figure 177. Intensity of the other hum
man uses of thhe maritime arrea in the Easstern English C
Channel per ICES pixel
(0.05°. oof longitude x 0.05°. of latitude) in 20088. The maritim
me traffic is reepresented in green. The aggregate
a
extractionn is in blue annd the daily avverage cumulaated effort of thhe English fishhery is repressented in a shaade of red
(data derrived from VMS data in 20088).
Materialss and method
ds
Data
French fisshing fleets
French laandings (in booth weight annd value) and fishing effort data are collected by the French Direcctorate for
Marine FFisheries andd Aquaculturee (DPMA) froom mandatorry fishers’ loggbooks combbined with saales slips
informatioon. They are available on the “Harmoniie” database of the Fisheries Informatio n System maanaged by
IFREMER
R. Landings inn weight and value
v
as well aas fishing effoort (in hours fisshed) are avaailable by vesssel, fishing
trip, gearr type and statistical rectanggle (ICES recctangle with a surface of 1° longitude × 00.5° latitude,F
Figure 16).
Price perr species and per month waas derived fro m the average monthly value of landingss. Fishing vesssels were
categorissed into Data Collection
C
Fraamework fleetss (EC, 2008b, 2010; DCF) based
b
on the IIFREMER nattional fleet
register aand trips weree categorised into métiers bbased on monthly activity caalendars (Marrchal, 2008). Consistent
C
with EC (2008b), a fleet representts hereby a ggroup of fishing vessels sharing similarr attributes in terms of
technical characteristiccs (length classs, horse pow
wer, capacity) and/or major activity (e.g.,, main gear used, main
species ttargeted) durinng a particulaar year. Vesseels belonging to a fleet group may still ooperate differeent fishing
activities (hereby referred to as métiers) during th e year. A méttier is defined as a group off fishing trips taargeting a
similar (aassemblage of) species, ussing similar geear, during thee same periodd of the year aand/or within the same
area, andd are characteerised by a sim
milar exploitattion pattern. The
T different fleet and métieer groups considered in
this studyy are shown inn Table 3.
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Table 3. Description of the fleets (a) and métiers (b) investigated in this study, as defined in the Data Collection
Framework (DCF) of the European Union (EC, 2008b). The fleets and métiers coding are specific to this study.
a)
Gear type
Active gears

Main gear
Demersal Trawlers

Vessels length (m) Fleet code
<10
FL07
10-11.99
FL08
12-17.99

FL09

18-23.99

FL10

24-39.99

FL11

10-11.99

FL26

12-17.99

FL27

10-11.99

FL38

12-17.99

FL39

ALL

<10
10-11.99

FL43
FL44

Fixed nets

12-17.99

FL49

ALL

FLZZ

Dredgers

Vessels using Polyvalent ‘active’ gears only

Passive gears

Other fleet
b)
Gear
Boat dredge
Bottom otter Trawl

Fishing activity
Molluscs
Demersal fish
Mixed cephalopods and demersal fish

Beam trawl
Demersal fish
Mid water otter Trawl Small pelagic fish
Trammel net
Demersal fish
Others

Métier code
NOS01
NOS05
NOS07
NOS22
NOS24
NOS34
NOSZZ

We analysed fisheries data per vessel and fishing trip for the period 2007-2009. During a trip, vessels can
operate in multiple ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea) rectangles (Figure 16). Where a
vessel visited several ICES rectangles in the same trip, the rectangle wherein it spent most of its fishing effort
was attributed to the trip under consideration. The French vessels selected were those registered in the main
Channel maritime districts (ICES Division VIId), i.e., Boulogne sur Mer, Cherbourg, Caen, Dieppe, Fécamp, Le
Havre and Dunkerque (Figure 16). Those vessels, which had never fished in VIId during the period 2007-2009,
were excluded from the analyses. Furthermore, analysis of the landing profiles of each fleet allowed us to
determine the flatfish fishery by selecting flatfish landings which represented more than 2% of the total flatfish
landings by weight in this area.
Allocation of the fleets’ effort across métiers varied intra-annually. Figure 18 illustrates for all demersal trawlers
smaller than 18 m (FL07, FL08 and FL09), polyvalent active gear fleets (FL38 and FL39), and for the dredger
fleets (FL26 and FL27), the seasonal shift between dredging for molluscs (mainly performed in the winter) and
bottom otter-trawling for demersal fish (mainly performed in the summer), or also midwater otter trawl for fleets
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polyvalennt active gearr fleets. In adddition, an impportant part off the activity of
o the smallesst trawlers andd smallest
dredgers (respectively <10 m, FL077, 10-12m, FL226) was compposed of the “other métiers”” (NOSZZ). Inn contrast,
demersal trawlers larger than 18 m (FL10 and FLL11) almost exxclusively usedd bottom otterr-trawl for dem
mersal fish
(NOS05) throughout thhe year. Polyvvalent passivee gear fleets (FL43
(
and FL444) showed a more constaant pattern
of activityy throughout the
t year, whicch was mainlyy dominated by
b trammel-netting (NOS34)) for the largeer vessels,
and by thhe “other métieer” group (NO
OSZZ) for the ssmallest vessels. A seasonal shift to dreddging was obsserved for
the 12-188 m fixed nets fleet (FL49), similar to that observed for the towed geaar fleets (Figuure 3).

Figure 188. Proportion of métiers useed by each seelected fleet per
p month in 2007
2
and 20008, in percentaage of trip
chosen (D
Data used derrived from Freench logbookss and monthly activity calenddars).
Other seectors of activvity and spatial restrictionns
The interractions betweeen each of the
t French fleeets were exaamined in relaation to (i) othher French annd English
fishing fleeets, (ii) maritime traffic, and
a (iii) spatiaal managemennt. The fishingg activity of EEnglish vessels (mainly
beam traawlers) was represented by their aggreegate effort (inn hours fishedd) per day annd per ICES statistical
rectanglee. Most of thee large-scale maritime
m
traffiic in the Channel occurs through a corrridor referred to as the
extendedd Vessel Sepaaration System
m (VSS; Figurre 2). For the purpose of thhis study, we assumed thee pressure
exerted bby maritime traaffic on fishingg activities to be representeed by the perccentage of ann overlap of VS
SS on the
ICES staatistical rectangle. The 12-m
mile managem
ment zone wass represented by the percenntage of spatial overlap
between this zone andd each statistical rectangle.. The spatial overlaps
o
described above w
were calculateed using a
Geographic Informatioon System (GIS) and then nnormalized witth the surface of each statisstical rectangle using R
statistical software (R Core
C Team, 2012).
Fleet dynnamics modeelling
In order to understandd and forecasst fishing behaaviour, we developed a disscrete-choice model using a random
utility funnction. Such models
m
have been widely aapplied to analyse and moodel human bbehaviour andd activities
(Earnhartt, 2002; Hollaand and Sutinnen, 1999; MccFadden, 19774; Sammer and
a Wüstenhaagen, 2006). The main
assumption of RUM is that individuaals seek to maaximize their utility
u
(Pascoee and Robinsoon, 1998; Robinson and
Pascoe, 1997; Wilen et
e al., 2002). Different
D
explaanatory variabbles were testeed in order to identify the best model
by runninng the RUM with
w different seets of explanaatory variable (Table 4). A model
m
was parrameterized foor each of
the fleetss shown in Tabble 3.
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Several RUM types building on different probability distributions have been used to model fishing choice
behaviour. In the present case, two distributions have been considered. First, a conditional logit model
(McFadden, 1974 ; Vermard et al., 2008) was used. This is the simplest sort of distribution to be considered, and
also the one for which model outcomes are the easiest to interpret. A potentially critical aspect of this distribution
model is that it should accommodate the property of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This IIA
requires that for any choice alternatives, the relative odds of choosing one alternative rather than another are the
same, irrespective of the availability of the other alternatives or consideration of their attributes (Train, 2003). A
nested logit model was then also tested. Nested logit models impose a more complex hierarchical structure that
could both alleviate the risk of failing the IIA property by limiting its application to alternatives of the same nest,
and better mimic, at least conceptually, the fishers’ decision-making process (Holland and Sutinen, 1999;
Marchal et al., 2009).
Table 4. Description of the explanatory variables used in the Random Utility Model.
RUM explanatory variables
VPUE_MONTH_1
VPUE_MONTH_12

1 month
12 months

Lag

EFF_MONTH_1
EFF_MONTH_12
EFF_OTH

1 month
12 months
No lag

EFF_GB

No lag

∑POURC_CPUE

1 month

SURF_AREA_OCCUP

No lag

SURF_12NM

No lag

Description
Profit expected by choosing a given
métier, based on value per unit
effort experienced in the past with
this métier
Habit of a vessel, reflected by past
effort allocation by métier
Pressure exerted by other French
fleets in a given statistical
rectangle
Pressure exerted by English fleets
in a given statistical rectangle
Proportion of each main species in
the landing of a vessel one month
before the current trip
Spatial constraint exerted by
maritime traffic, estimated by the
proportion of each statistical
rectangle overlapped by the
extended vessel separation system
Spatial constraint exerted by the
12-mile coastal zone, estimated by
the proportion of each statistical
rectangle overlapped by the
management area.

For the conditional logit model, within a fleet, we assumed that at the start of a fishing trip, each individual vessel
(v) may choose among several alternatives (i). Each alternative was defined by combining a métier and a
statistical rectangle (Figure 16; Table 3). This allocation process is divided in two steps in the nested logit model,
with at first, métier’s choice corresponding to the nest and then within each nest, the area selection. All areas
visited by fishing vessels outside Sub-Division VIId were merged in a unique area (named ZZZZ in this study).
Each alternative was associated to a utility function.
RUM explanatory variables
The deterministic part of the Utility function (Ui) was composed of 7 explanatory variables. We assumed that
fishers choose their métier and fishing ground with the aim to maximize their returns based on their own
experience and also on information gleaned from the other vessels in the same fleet operating the same métier,
such as the profit realised by the fleet in the past (Holland and Sutinen, 1999; Marchal et al., 2009). We also
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assumed that fishers interact spatially with other French and English fleets and that they may be constrained by
both Channel maritime traffic and the 12-mile zone.
The main economic variable driving effort allocation decisions was assumed to be VPUEi defined as the
expected returns from choosing métier in a given area. To take into account the potential effects of price
differences between species, VPUEi was derived by weighting past CPUEi,s aggregated per species group s,
month and métier, with the current monthly average price (€/kg) per species Prices (Equation 1).
VPUEi = ∑s (CPUEi,s * Prices)

(1)

Most studies of fishing decisions to date have shown that the decisions by fishers are also often based on their
own past fishing patterns (i.e., there is a degree of adherence to traditional fishing grounds and/or métiers)
(Holland and Sutinen, 1999, 2000; van Putten et al., 2011, 2013; Vermard et al., 2008). For this reason we
included a variable EFFi,v which represents the past monthly average effort allocated for each alternative by each
vessel. EFFi,v can be considered to represent the habits of fishers but also their knowledge of fishing grounds.
Two different time lags (1 month and 12 month) were applied for each of the variables above (the suffixes
_MONTH_1 and _MONTH_12 were added to distinguish between these two categories of lagged variables). The
monthly average proportion of catch of a species s per unit of effort of a vessel v, POURC_CPUEi,v,s, was
introduced in the model to represent the degree of targeting of specific species or groups of species by fishers.
This was calculated for the top six species in terms of commercial value for the fleets under investigation. These
included two flatfish species, sole (SOL) and plaice (PLE), seabass, Dicentrarchus labrax (BSS), cephalopods,
Sepia officinalis and Loligo forbesi (CEPH) and cod, Gadus morhua (COD). Scallops (SCE), were also included
as the main target species for the dredging fleets. Other species were aggregated in a seventh species group
(OTHFF). Only one month lag was applied for those variables. This is because when the POURC_CPUEi,v,s with
1- and 12-month lags were used in the same model, none of the other explanatory variables were significant,
likely due to a problem of multiple correlations between explanatory variables which was not observed when only
one of the two lagged variables was used. The two different time lags for the variables VPUEi and EFFi,v were
kept, to explicitly represent the effect of seasonality in fishing some of the target species, and the influence on
decisions of the most recent exploitation cues, hereby observed in the previous month.
To capture the impact of other fishing activities on fisher choices, three choice-specific variables were introduced
in the model. The first, EFF_othi, represents the spatial interaction with the other French fleets, and it is derived
from the sum of monthly average current effort allocated by other fleets to a particular area. The second,
EFF_GBi is the mean cumulative effort allocated by English vessels to a particular area, and represents the
spatial interaction between the French fleet under consideration and English vessels fishing at the same time.
The two remaining explanatory variables that were calculated represent the spatial constraint exerted by
maritime traffic and area-based management on the French fleets. SURF_AREA_OCCUPi is the monthly
average overlap between the extended VSS and the fishing grounds, and provides an estimate of the pressure
exerted by maritime traffic per ICES rectangle. The variable SURF_12NMi represents the 12-mile zone, and was
calculated as the percentage of each statistical rectangle that overlapped with this restricted fishing zone. Finally,
correlations have been tested between each couple of variables.
In summary, the deterministic part of the utility function was written as follows (equation 2):
Ui ~ VPUEi + EFFi,v + EFF_othi + EFF_GBi + ∑s POURC_CPUEi,v,s + SURF_AREA_OCCUPi + SURF_12NMi(2)
Model selection and probability
The two different models, nested and conditional logit, were tested on each fleet. Both models were tested
against the IIA hypothesis. The test consists of comparing the estimation of the model with the set of all
alternatives C, with the same model using only a subset of alternatives A. Hausman and McFadden (1984)
provide a description of this test which leads to the formulation of a test statistic S (equation 3):
S = (θA – θC)’ * [cov (θA) – cov (θC)]t * (θA – θC)
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where θA and θC are respectively the maximum likelihood estimators of the conditional logit model with the subset
of alternatives A and the one with the set of alternatives C. This test statistic S follows a χ2 distribution. The test
is performed by comparing the full-alternative model with the model with one alternative missing, for each
alternative.
Selection of the best model is based on the McFadden’s likelihood ratio index (LRI) (McFadden, 1974), which is
similar to a R². The model was fitted to 2007-2008 data. The model retained can then be used to calculate the
probability of each possible choice i by maximizing Ui. The calculus of this probability is detailed in equation 4 for
the conditional logit model with N as the total number of alternative choices for a given fleet.
P (i) = exp (Ui) / ∑i=1:N exp (Ui)

(4)

Concerning the two-level nested logit model, this probability may be described as (equation 5; Train, 2003):
P(i) = P(m) * P(i|m)

(5)

where P(i|m) (equation 6) is the conditional probability that the skipper will choose the alternative i after having
selected the métier m. P(m) (equation 8) is the unconditional probability that the skipper will choose the métier m
before each trip. The deterministic component of Ui can be derived on factors applied to the selection of a nest (a
métier) hereafter called Z and others use in the second decision step (ICES area) hereafter called Y. P(i|m) can
be expressed as
P(i|m) = exp(β’Yi|m) / exp(IVm)

(6)

where β is the parameter vector to be estimated, and
IVm = log { ΣiϵCm exp(β’Yi|m)}

(7)

is the inclusive value for métier m. The unconditional probability of selecting à métier m is
P(m) = exp(γ’Zm + σmIVm) / ΣmϵC exp(γ’ZmσmIVm)

(8)

where σm is the inclusive parameter value for métier m and γ is the parameter to be estimated. The consistency
of using a nested logit model is assessed by testing the null hypothesis σm=1 with a Wald χ2 test.
Forecast
We used the models previously calibrated over 2007-2008 to forecast trip choices in 2009. For each fleet, a set
of explanatory variables was considered, and only the coefficients associated to the variables that best explained
the model’s variability (p < 0.05) were used to predict choices in 2009. The input data were derived from the
same source of information that was used to describe the fleet choices over the 2007-2008 period, and these
were processed in the same way. In many fisheries applications of discrete-choice models, the forecasted choice
is taken to be that with the highest probability (see equations 4 and 5) (Marchal et al., 2009; Vermard et al.,
2008). However, this approach appears to be rather ad hoc, and the prediction performances of the maximum
probability estimator have, to the best of our knowledge, never been contrasted with those of alternative
predictors, such as the median of the distribution.
In the present case, two methods of prediction were used. With the first method, the choice actually made is
assumed to be as in previous studies, the alternative with the highest probability. The second method requires
performing 200 simulations. Within each simulation, the choice is randomly selected from a multinomial
distribution parameterized by the probability distribution derived from the model calibration. The frequency of
each of the alternative choices actually made is then calculated for both methods for each month. For the second
method, the median of the 200 frequencies obtained with the random iterations is defined as the frequency of
forecasted choices.
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To assess the capacity of each method to forecast the trip choice made in 2009, the frequencies of forecasted
choices per month are compared to the observed frequencies. χ2 tests are usually performed to compare
observed and theoretical proportions. However, in our case, some choices will not be selected given the
information provided by the explanatory variables. Because theoretical frequencies are used as denominators in
the χ2 equation, null values will by construction compromise the utilization of that test. For that reason, another
indicator has been calculated in order to evaluate the respective performances of the two prediction methods.
This is the mean absolute error (MAE) weighted by the total number of trips per month obtained with each
method, for each fleet (equation 9) (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005).
MAE = [1 / (M * N)] * ∑i=1:M ∑j=1:N |Fi,j – Fpredi,j| / Fi

(9)

Where Fi,j is the frequency of observed choice j during month i; Fpredi,j is the frequency of the forecasted
choices; Fi is the total number of trips performed by a fleet during month I; N is the number of alternative choices
for a given fleet; and M is the number of months during which trips are operated. The method with the smallest
MAE is considered to be the one which best predicted the global behaviour of the fleets. The package mlogit of
the R 2.14.1 software was used to estimate the model and perform the forecasts (Croissant, 2011; R Core Team,
2012).
Results
Model goodness of fit
The correlation between explanatory variable is most of time less than 0.2, except for some fleets for which it can
be around 0.5 (especially for variable VPUE or EFF with two different time lags), so all the variables previously
described have been tested. The goodness of fit tests for the two models for each fleet using 2007-2008 data are
presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Comparison, for each fleet, of the model’s goodness of fit to the 2007-2008 data, for the conditional logit
model (MNL) and the nested logit model (NMNL) and test of the nested structure with a Wald χ² test. An
alternative correspond to a métier and area choice combined.
Number of
alternatives

McFadden R²

LRTEST

NMNL
0.69
0.56

MNL
4309.5
5796.2

NMNL
4358.8
5876

Wald χ² test
(p-wald)
NMNL
90.18 (<2.2e-16)
134.32 (<2.2e-16)

<10m
10-12m

16
29

MNL
0.68
0.55

12-18m

38

0.41

0.42

3272.2

3364.9

81.71 (<2.2e-16)

18-24m

31

0.26

0.26

3208.5

3221.5

7.59 (0.022)

24-40m

24

0.17

0.18

816.59

819.54

4.34 (0.114)

Dredgers

10-12m
12-18m

25
56

0.54
0.38

0.55
0.39

4874.4
12222

4967.3
12272

93.43 (<2.2e-16)
60.69 (6.64e-14)

Polyvalent active
gear

10-12m
12-18m

33
38

0.33
0.31

0.34
0.31

3435.1
3789.4

3548.3
3790.1

60.92 (3.74e-13)
0.59 (0.75)

All passive gear

<10m
10-12m

21
28

0.68
0.58

0.68
0.59

28941
9838.5

29298
9870.5

197.11 (<2.2e-16)
17.31 (0.00017)

Fixed nets

12-18m

24

0.64

0.64

3252

3234.4

2.29 (0.32)

Demersal trawlers

For all fleets, the McFadden R2 was slightly higher when the nested logit model was used and the same result
was observed with the likelihood ratio test. The IIA was tested for each fleet; however the property was never
fully satisfied for the demersal trawlers of length below 10 m (Table 6).
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Table 6. Tests for the IIA property, based on the S statistic, performed on demersal trawlers composed of
vessels of less than 10 m and passive gear fleet composed of vessels of less than 10 m.
FL07
Deleted choice

FL43

S statistic P-value
Negative

-

16.12

0.93

NOS05 27E9

15.01

0.96

NOS05 27F0

9.09

0.99

NOS05 28E9

Negative

-

NOS05 28F0

Negative

-

NOS05 28F1

6.53

0.99

NOS05 29F1

31.42

0.21

Negative

-

NOS22 28F1

1.16

1

NOS22 29F1

241.84

<0.0001

NOS34 out of VIId

Negative

-

NOSZZ 27E9

Negative

-

NOSZZ 27F0

Negative

-

NOSZZ 28F0

Negative

-

NOSZZ 29F1

Negative

-

NOS01 27E9
NOS01 out of VIId

NOS05 out of VIId

Deleted choice
NOS34 27E8

34.22

0.27

NOS34 27E9

13.90

0.99

NOS34 27F0

1.27

1

NOS34 28E8

Negative

-

NOS34 28E9

17.80

0.96

NOS34 28F0

Negative

-

NOS34 28F1

Negative

-

NOS34 29F1

41.84

0.07

NOS34 30F1

Negative

-

399.90

<0.0001

NOSZZ 27E8

Negative

-

NOSZZ 27E9

338.32

<0.0001

NOSZZ 27F0

Negative

-

NOSZZ 28E8

Negative

-

NOSZZ 28E9

Negative

-

NOSZZ 28F0

Negative

-

NOSZZ 28F1

Negative

-

NOSZZ 29F0

Negative

-

NOSZZ 30F0

4.58

1

NOZZZ 31F1

1.70

1

Negative

-

NOS34 out of VIId

NOSZZ out of VIId
Degree of freedom
Critical chi-squared[df]

S statistic P-value

26

30

38.89

43.77

The statistic S was often negative, which does not necessarily contradict with the IIA assumption (Hausman and
McFadden 1984). Nevertheless, the S statistic is higher than the critical value for some alternatives (e.g., NOS22
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29F1 for FL07, NOS334 outside areea VIId and N
NOSZZ 27E99 for FL43 in Table 6), whhich contradiccts the IIA
property. Even if the model
m
was furrther tested uusing the nested RUM (this approach rellaxes IIA and assumes
correlatioon across alterrnative choicees e.g. (see, B
Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), the IIA prooperty within nests was
still not fuully satisfied. Moreover,
M
thee goodness off fit of both thee nested and the
t conditionaal logit modelss, as given
by the LR
RI index, weree very similar, and overall th ere was little difference
d
between model eestimates (Figure 19).

Figure 199. Comparisonn of each estimate per seleected fleet. Grrey bars repreesent the condditional logit model
m
and
orange bars the nestedd logit model with
w the choicce of a métier for the first level and an IC ES area for thhe second
level. Only significant estimates
e
are presented.
In additioon, considerinng the result of
o the Wald χ 2 test, nested models for 24-40m dem
mersal trawlerss, 12-18m
vessel ussing polyvalennt active gearrs and 12-18m
m netters are considered similar
s
to condditional logit models
m
(p
>0.05; Taable 3). So, fuurther analysees were perfoormed using thhe most parsimonious moddel, the condittional logit
model. O
Overall the model provided a good fit for aall fleets in 20007-2008 and on average rresulted in a McFadden
M
LRI of 500% and a maxximum value of
o 68% for thee fleet of polyyvalent passive gears of vesssel < 10 m. The other
fleets ressulted in a McFadden
M
LRI of 30% whicch is still reassonable for a mixed fisherry while the poorest
p
fit
observedd was for the ‘llarge demersaal trawler’ fleett, with a McFaadden LRI of 17%
1 (Table 3)).
Parametter estimation
n
Expectedd economic opportunities
o
s
The efforrt allocation off all demersal trawlers fleetts (from FL07 to FL11) and all of the passsive gear fleeets >10 m
(FL44 annd FL49) werre always positively influennced by the variable VPU
UE_MONTH_112i, while thee effect of
variable VPUE_MONT
TH_1i was dependent on vvessel length and gave a negative coeffficient for all demersal
trawlers oof length rangge 10-24 m (F
FL08, FL09 a nd FL10). By contrast, the effort allocattion of all dreddgers and
polyvalennt active gearr fleets respecctively (FL26, FL27, FL38 and
a FL39) waas positively aaffected by the variable
VPUE_M
MONTH_1i, whhile the impactt of variable VP
VPUE_MONTH
H_12i was deppendent on vesssel length (Table 5).
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Table 7. Parameters estimates from RUM on trip choice behaviour for each fleet. Only the significant parameters are shown and used to forecast the year 2009. The positive
coefficients are shown in bold characters (P-value: 0 ‘***’, 0.001 ’**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05< ’-‘)
Variables

VPUE_MONTH_1
VPUE_MONTH_12
EFF_OTH
EFF_GB
EFF_MONTH_1
EFF_MONTH_12
POURC_CPUE_SOL
POURC_CPUE_PLE
POURC_CPUE_BSS
POURC_CPUE_COD
POURC_CPUE_SCE
POURC_CPUE_CEPH
POURC_CPUE_OTH
SURF_AREA_OCCUP
SURF_12NM

D2.3.1

Demersal Trawlers

Dredgers

Polyvalent active gears

<10m

10-12m

12-18m

18-24m

24-40m

10-12m

12-18m

10-12m

0.0050**
0.0104***
-0.064***
-0.096***
0.1364***
0.0414***
0.0959***
0.0257***
-0.0426*
0.0540***
0.1506**
0.0019*

-0.002*
0.0056***
0.1052***
0.0300***
0.0651***
0.0677***
0.0255***
0.0158*
0.0354***
-

-0.003***
0.0042***
0.0290***
-0.015***
0.0678***
0.0268***
0.0318***
0.0943***
0.0248*
0.0235***
0.0400***
0.0341***
-0.008***
-

-0.006***
0.0012***
0.0147***
0.0400***
0.0859***
0.0262***
0.0228***
-0.006***
-

0.0012***
0.0016***
0.0106***
0.0214***
0.0140**
0.0095***
-

0.0023***
-0.0056*
0.1018***
0.0607***
0.0144*
-0.1356**
0.0411***
0.0803***
0.0386***
-

0.0017***
-0.0043***
-0.0316***
0.0262***
-0.0051***
0.0681***
0.0430***
0.0526***
0.0180***
0.0909***
0.0242***
0.0098***
0.0400***
-0.0071***
-

0.0009*
0.0104***
-0.0434***
0.0291***
-0.0102***
0.0105***
0.0462***
0.0313***
0.0237*
0.0237***
0.0320***
0.023***
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12-18m
0.0015**
-0.0298**
0.0371***
0.0741***
0.0320***
0.0427***
0.0263**
0.0664***
0.0183***
0.0325***
-0.0060**
-

All Passive gears
<10m
-0.0166***
0.0875***
0.2370***
0.0509***
0.0309***
0.0286***
0.0102***
0.0359***
0.0340***
0.0028***

10-12m
-0.0015**
0.0059***
0.0046***
0.0290***
0.0321***
0.0707***
0.0207***
0.0216***
0.0569***
0.0241***
0.0427***
-0.0037*
0.0043***

Fixed
nets
12-18m
0.0028*
0.2591***
0.0340***
0.2920***
0.0382***
0.0165***
0.0302***
0.0060*
-
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Traditional fishing
The current effort allocation of all fleets rigged with active gears (demersal trawlers, dredgers and polyvalent
active gears) was negatively (or not) affected by their past short-term effort allocation, except for the fleet of
demersal trawlers 24-40 m (FL11) and all of the passive gears, which were positively influenced by past effort in
the same month in the previous year.
Influence of other uses of maritime space
Three different variables represent the potential spatial interactions, which may potentially interact with the
French fishing fleet. These include (i) other fleets from France or England, (ii) maritime traffic, and (iii) the 12-mile
zone where trawling is prohibited to large trawlers. The presence of English vessels reflected by the variable
EFF_GBi was positively correlated with several of the French fleets: 12-18 m demersal trawlers (FL09), 12-18 m
dredgers (FL27), and all polyvalent vessels using active gears (FL38 and FL39). That presence has no effect on
the other fleets.
However, most of the French fleets tend to avoid areas with an overlap with other French fishing fleets, as
represented by EFF_othi which always has a negative influence on the choice of a statistical rectangle.
The proxy representing maritime traffic, SURF_AREA_OCCUPi, had a negative influence on the choice of
activities by fleets of larger active gear vessels (FL09, FL10, FL27 and FL39), and also the 10-12 m passive gear
fleet (FL44). However, the smallest demersal active gear fleets (<12 m, FL07, FL08, FL26 and FL38) display a
positive or null coefficient. Choices by the fixed nets fleet (FL49) are also positively impacted by the maritime
traffic overlap variable.
The proxy representing the overlap with the 12-mile coastal management area, SURF_12NMi, has a positive
coefficient for fleets consisting of small vessels: demersal trawlers under 10 m (FL07), 10-12 m polyvalent active
gears fleet (FL38), under 10 m and 10-20 m passive gears fleet (FL43 and FL44).
Forecasted fishing effort allocation (2009)
The test of the two ways to forecast area and métier choice (based on either the maximum probability or the
simulated median method) for 2009, indicated that the median value derived from a random sampling of 200
alternative within the multinomial probability distributions estimated by the RUM best matched the observations.
As shown in Table 8, the MAE was always lower with the random sampling method than with the method using
the maximum of probability as a choice.
Table 8. Comparison of two methods to forecast the trip choice in 2009 based on the parameter estimates from
discrete choices models previously analysed. The MAE (Mean absolute error) of each method is shown for each
fleet.
Forecast
method

FL07 FL08 FL09 FL10 FL11 FL26 FL27 FL38 FL39

FL43 FL44 FL49

Maximum
of
probability
200
random
iterations

8.32

2.06

1.89

1.62

3.02

2.65

1.24

3.49

2.48

5.5

1.40

2.31

6.64

2.01

1.83

1.60

2.50

2.71

1.12

2.65

2.324

3.51

1.07

2.14

Only the small dredger fleet had a better forecast with the maximum of probability method. On average, the
percentage of error in the prediction (MAE) is low, in most cases less than 5%, and always less than 10%, which
is confirmed by visual inspection (see examples in Figure 20).
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Figure 200. Example of forecast of daata in 2009 inn number of trrips per monthh for most freqquent alternative choice
of each flleet: the fleett FL07 when other
o
métiers are chosen inn the area 27F0; the fleet FFL08 when boottom otter
trawling fo
for demersal fiish in area 277E9; the fleetss FL09, FL10, FL11 when bottom otter traawling for dem
mersal fish
in the outtside of area VIId;
V the fleet FL26 when oother métiers are chosen inn the area 29FF1; the fleet FL27
F
when
dredging for molluscs in the area 299F0; the fleetss FL38 and FLL39 when dredging for mol luscs in the area
a 27E9;
the fleet FL43 when other
o
métiers are chosen ooutside of areea VIId; the fleets FL44 annd FL49 whenn trammel
netting foor demersal fish in the areaa 30F1. The dark line reprresents the obbserved choicce in 2009, thhe red line
representts the forecasst based on the
t maximum
m of probability predictor, the green dotttted line repreesents the
median ppredictor derivved from the 200
2 random itterations and the green areea represents the range of predictors
obtained with the 200 random
r
iteratioons.
Discussion
In this stuudy different drivers
d
of fishers’ behaviouur were quantified using a random
r
utility modelling appproach. A
novel dim
mension of ourr investigation is that, in adddition to the exxplanatory varriables usuallyy considered in this type
of exercisse (e.g., expeected profit, trradition), we aalso considered the impact on the efforrt dynamics of
o selected
French fleets, in termss of spatial innteractions beetween fleets, the overlap with a spatia lly competing sector of
activity (m
maritime traffic), and the area
a
based m
management constraint
c
(12--mile zone). O
Our results shhowed the
existencee of different behavioural
b
dyynamics, depeending on thee main gear used by the fleeets and the size
s of the
vessels inn these fleets.
Models’ sselection
All of the models providded a reasonaable fit to the 22007-2008 daata, even though the IIA prooperty was not satisfied.
For spatiaal analysis, Wilen
W
et al. (2002) have show
wn that the usse of a conditional logit moddel often causses the IIA
property tto be at fault. An alternativee used in manny studies is the nested logit model (Holl and and Sutinnen, 1999;
Marchal eet al., 2009; Wilen et al., 2002). Howeever, by consiidering nestedd model, the IIA property is still not
satisfied w
within each neest and the information proovided is similaar to that obtaained with the conditional loogit model.
Train (20003) suggestedd using the mixed logit mod el, for which the IIA propertty is relaxed. AAlthough the mixed
m
logit
model caan also includee choices and individual chaaracteristics, it is also moree difficult to innterpret, and so
s was not
tested in this study. While
W
the IIA property
p
was not respectedd, the conditioonal logit RU M fitted the 2007-2008
2
fishing efffort data well, providing saatisfactory preedictions comppared to the actual
a
2009 d ata (average prediction
error alwaays lower thann 10%).
Another important finding of this stuudy were the limitations asssociated with the maximum
m of probability method
(e.g. ampplification of model
m
outliers) often used too simulate fisher’s decision based
b
on randdom utility moodels (e.g.,
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Holland and Sutinen, 1999; Vermard et al., 2008; Marchal et al. 2009). We proposed here a method where an
alternative is randomly sampled within the probability distribution derived from the RUM. This technique improves
the predictions, and it also takes account of the variability of the fitted model. However, this method is more
computer-intensive due to the important number of simulations that are needed to reduce prediction error.
Fishers’ behaviour driven by past activities
The decisions made by the different fleets in our models are strongly determined by the past activity of each fleet
and more precisely by their activity in the previous year. However, the analysis of active demersal fleets also
highlights the importance of scallop dredging in the Eastern Channel, which to a large extent determines the short
term behaviour of these fleets. Scallop dredging is prohibited to French vessels between the 15th of May and the
1st of October, by ministerial order. Given the economic importance of this activity in the overall pattern of fishing
of the fleets, any change in the regulation of this métier can be expected to induce important modifications in
fisher behaviour. This regulation implies a seasonal switch in the métier choice of demersal active fleets (Figure
18), which is reflected in the estimated coefficients. Hence, fishers’ métier choices are negatively impacted by
their past short-term effort allocation, which confirms the strong seasonal variations in fishing effort observed for
these fleets. The fleets maintain a similar pattern of choice from one year to another that is shown by the positive
value of the variable associated to long-term habits.
The influence of expected returns differs between the demersal trawlers and the other active gear fleets. The
positive impact of the VPUE_MONTH_1 on the small demersal trawlers, dredgers and polyvalent active gears
(respectively FL07, FL26, FL27, FL38 and FL39) may be due to their ability to change métier relatively more
easily compared to the larger demersal trawlers. Indeed, operators of these small trawlers are used to working
across a greater diversity of fishing activities than those of larger trawlers. The large demersal trawlers (from
FL08 to FL11) appear to be less reactive to changes in the relative profitability of alternative activities. Based on
the model results, it appears that operators of these vessels tend to plan their fishing strategy based on the
returns per métier in the previous year, when scheduling a change in the gear used and (or) in the area fished.
The largest class of demersal trawlers (FL11) targeting fish (NOS05) as its main activity responds positively to
variation in expected returns in the previous month, which could be explained by the fact that most of the activity
of this fleet occurs outside of the Channel. The same hypothesis could be invoked to explain the behaviour of the
passive gear fleet of vessels 10-12m in length (FL44), the activity of which is mainly focused on the use of
trammel net (more than half of the fleet’s effort is allocated to this métier)(NOS34). The only fleet with a negative
response to relative expected revenue in the previous year is the dredger fleets of 12-18m vessels (FL27). This
could be explained by two different hypotheses. Firstly, the effort allocation of this fleet could be explained by an
increase of scallop biomass in 2008 compare to 2007. The impact of Scallop availability is shown in Figure 18
where the proportion of effort allocated to the dredge métier (NOS01) in May 2008 (more than 60%) is much
higher than it was in May 2007 (20%). Secondly, fishers could have reached their scallop catch quota earlier than
expected in the 2007 season, which could also explain the previous observation. However, the results obtained
with respect to this 12-month lagged variable must be interpreted with great caution, since only two years of data
have been used in this study.
Is there an impact of spatial management and other maritime activities on fisher’s behaviour?
Large vessels fishing with active gears are spatially constrained by the fishing activity regulation within the 12miles zone, inducing an allocation of their effort in the middle of the Channel. Their activity then competes with
maritime traffic which is highly concentrated in this part of the Channel. Fishers seem to change their effort
allocation during the period of the year with the most important shipping intensity, as shown by the negative
coefficient for the variable SURF_AREA_OCCUPi for demersal trawlers (FL09 and FL10), dredgers and
polyvalent vessels using active gears (respectively FL27 and FL39). By contrast, the small demersal trawlers fleet
(FL07) and the fixed nets fleet (FL49) choose fishing areas where traffic is intense. Fleets of small vessels using
active gears (FL07 and FL39) focus their activity in the inshore area, as shown by the positive correlation with the
variable SURF_12NMi where (except in the Dover Strait) they are not impacted by shipping. This fleet spends
most of its fishing activity near the Dover Strait where the maritime traffic is the most intense due to the narrowing
of the strait in that part of the Channel but this fact is not captured by the model. Unlike larger boats, smaller
vessels using active gears are also limited in terms of the distance to fishing grounds (these vessels operate daily
trips, have limited fish storage capacity and limited engine power). For the fleet fishing with fixed nets (FL49), the
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Strait of Dover corresponds to the presence of their target species and more particularly sole, which could explain
(Carpentier et al., 2009).
the positive correlation of their area choices with the variable
_
_
This fleet thus allocates its effort in the statistical rectangle close to the Strait where shipping is the most intense.
Moreover this fleet sets its nets on each side of the maritime traffic lines (Carpentier et al., 2009), while the
demersal trawlers, dredgers and polyvalent vessels using active gears need to be able to travel across the VSS
whilst fishing, which could explain the behaviour difference.
When the interaction between fishing fleets is significant, vessels seem to avoid areas occupied by other French
fleets. Small vessels generally fish inshore, while larger vessels using active gears are not meant to be fishing
within the 12 miles area, which could partially explain the spatial separation between these fleets. Another
hypothesis could be that smaller vessels are able to profitably fish in areas with lower fish density than larger
vessels. If this is the case, if localised depletion of fish or congestion of fishing capacity is observed in an area,
smaller boats might be able to reallocate their effort to an area with lower fish density but with less competition.
Moreover each target species gets its own spatial repartition that could explain the difference of effort allocation
observed between each French fleet. The model also, rather counter-intuitively, predicts that French 12-18 m
demersal trawlers and dredgers, as well as both polyvalent active gear fleets (respectively FL09, FL27, FL38 and
FL39) seem to prefer fishing in areas where UK vessels also allocate their effort. The English fleet is mainly
composed of beam trawlers and dredgers both targeting the same species as the fleet segments in France. In
particular, both the French and English vessels operate the métier targeting scallops (NOS01), a poorly mobile
species, which probably explains why English and French fleets targeting scallops coexist on the same fishing
grounds.
Forecast 2009 data
The forecasting model fitted the 2009 data reasonably well. This indicates that our model may be used to predict
effort allocation one year ahead with a small level of error. By using the methods of forecast with several
iterations, we take into account model variability and increase the accuracy of the prediction, even for the fleets
with the weakest model fit. However RUMs are strongly data-driven and they need to be re-evaluated in case of a
stepwise regime shift such as the introduction of a brand new spatial constraint (e.g., a marine protected area, or
a wind farm). The model could be improved using finer scale data for fishing effort allocation (e.g. satellite based
information). Such high resolution data could also be used to assess the impacts of aggregate extraction on
fishing effort allocation. The use of detailed indicators of shipping intensity could also add information to our
study.
Perspectives
To simulate the ecosystem conservation performances of different management regimes, this model needs to be
integrated in a holistic modelling framework which can also predict the responses of the key target species to
alternative harvesting patterns. Changes in spatial effort distribution and/or species targeting will change the
dynamics of the underlying populations of these species, which might in turn lead to new changes in fishing effort
allocation. Such a holistic model should in principle also take into account the process of entering and exiting the
fishery. Some studies have already investigated this complex process (Le Floc’h et al., 2011; Pradhan and
Leung, 2004b; Thébaud et al., 2006; Tidd et al., 2011), exploring the processes driving structural changes in
fishing fleets. In the present paper the RUM can be used as the basis for a fleet dynamics sub-model in an
existing holistic model such as ISIS-Fish (Pelletier and Mahévas, 2005), that simulates all the dynamics of the
fishery from the biology of the target species to the response to management strategies, or Atlantis (Fulton et al.,
2007) that takes into account all parts of the marine ecosystem in interaction with human activities and their
management. Such coupled models can be used to test different management strategies and the effect of spatial
interactions between different uses of the marine ecosystem.
Conclusion
In this study, RUMs have been used to understand fishers’ behaviour interacting with other maritime activities in
one of the busiest seas of the world, the Eastern English Channel. Several explanatory variables have been used
in accordance with literature. To assess the impact of others maritime activities, the overlap between fishing
activities, maritime traffic area and the 12 miles restricted management area has been built in our model. Finally,
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the between-fleets interactions are also represented in those models. Two different models have been tested, the
conditional logit and the nested logit models. None of them fully satisfied the IIA property, and both fitted the
2007-2008 data similarly, so we selected the more parsimonious logit model in subsequent analyses. We showed
that all of the fleets considered in this study were strongly influenced by their past activities with specific
responses depending on the fleet considered. However, we also showed the importance of the maritime traffic
which negatively impacted large vessels using active gears. To simulate the ecosystem conservation
performances of different management, considering all of the interactions that occurred between the different
maritime activities, this model needs to be integrated in a holistic modelling framework.

1.2.2 Eastern Channel: Spatial effort allocation of English vessels interacting
with other fleets, aggregate extractions, maritime traffic and coastal
management
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Tidd, A.N., Vermard, Y., Marchal, P., and Pinnegar, J. Fishing for space. Manuscript in preparation.
Section Abstract
Since 2008, the European Union has had objectives for spatial planning and regulation to deal with increasing
human activities and pressures at sea. Integrating spatial planning with existing fisheries regulations has been
difficult because of the spatial scale at which landings are reported and the fear among practitioners of conceding
space to competing activities. To determine the extent that spatial competition influences the choice of fishing
grounds, a discrete choice model was applied to fine spatial resolution data obtained from the Vessel Monitoring
System (VMS). We analysed the determinants of English and Welsh scallop-dredging fleet behaviour, including
competing sectors operating in the eastern English Channel. Results show that aggregate activity, maritime
traffic, expected costs, English inshore 6 and French sovereign 12 mile nautical limit negatively impact the choice
of fishers, and conversely that past success, expected revenues and fishing within the 12 nautical mile limit have
a positive effect on their utility. The model has potential application for Marine Spatial Planning (MSP).
Introduction
As human pressures increase there is a need to balance competing demands for natural resources that society is
challenged to manage and conserve for future generations. Experience has shown that once humans have fully
exploited a resource on land they look for alternatives at sea. The sea, traditionally seen as a common property
resource, is confronted increasingly with competition for space by competing sectors, e.g. fisheries, oil and gas
exploitation, aggregate extraction, wind energy, shipping and transport, recreation, dumping and the military. The
spatial planning and regulation of the increasing human activities and pressures at sea are therefore becoming a
concern, especially given that some resources are limited in space and quantity. If the limited resources are
poorly regulated, there may be a race to exploit them, a situation commonly known as the “Tragedy of the
Commons” (Hardin, 1968).
Since 2008, the European Union has had objectives that place a responsibility on member states to achieve
common principles. It is called the “Roadmap for spatial planning” (EC, 2008c) and falls under the Integrated
Maritime Policy (IMP; EC, 2007), and is now generally referred to as Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP). The
objectives of MSP are to manage anthropogenic activities in space and time, precluding or minimising conflicts
between competing sectors without negatively impacting the ecosystem, operating within the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MFSD; EC, 2008d) and covering human activities. MSP is therefore an integrated marine
management plan to alleviate conflict and balance ecological, social and economic demands to achieve Good
Environmental Status (GES) in EU waters. However, because sectors at sea can change rapidly and the
complexities of natural systems are linked and inter-reliant, a management decision for one may affect others,
and MSP needs to be treated as a process of continuous, adaptive management. Uncertainty associated with
compliance to management measures and thus its effectiveness has been linked to a lack of knowledge on the
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motivations associated with people. Traditional fisheries management treats fishers as fixed components with no
consideration of their behaviour in terms of attitudes to fishing (i.e. spatial, temporal, social, ecological and
economic) and individual aims (Salas and Gaertner, 2004; McKelvey 1983; Smith and McKelvey, 1986).
The EU’s Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) recognised the importance of these factors (EC, 2009a) and is now
committed to both an ecosystem approach and more regional approach, whereby fleets and fisheries and their
interactions are to be managed within smaller regional areas rather than the broad ecoregions used in the past.
Given the importance of MSP, several writers have stressed the relevance of designing fleet-based spatial
management in the commercial fisheries sector (Botsford et al., 2007; Kraus et al., 2009; Bastardie et al., 2010a),
accounting for different fleet activities at a scale fine enough to feed into the MFSD. To date, integration has been
difficult owing to the broad scale (ICES statistical rectangle ~900 nautical miles2) at which some data (e.g.
landings) are reported. With the emergence of Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS) over the past decade, however,
MSP is now potentially possible at a finer scale. Issues of data confidentiality between member states have
hampered the process, though, and there is also a historic reluctance of fishers to provide accurate landings
information for fear of conceding knowledge of profitable fishing grounds (NSRAC, 2005). Degnbol and Wilson
(2008) suggested that fishers are concerned about data confidentiality, especially how the data they provide
would be used and by which authority. For example, they especially raise concerns regarding how the data would
be used against them by conservationists, as the data could potentially be used to identify productive fishing
grounds as suitable for Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) or by fisheries managers to implement tighter
enforcement constraints. In the light of the limited data availability and confidentiality, fisheries managers are
looking now for alternative approaches to assist spatial planning, which will reduce implementation error i.e.
where the effects of management differ from that intended (Peterman, 2004). One such approach involves
anticipating fisher behaviour in response to regulation. Recent studies have applied random utility model (RUM)
methodology (Vermard et al., 2008; Andersen et al., 2010; Tidd et al., 2012) to this issue, because such models
offer an opportunity to study individual behaviour at a finer scale of space and time than previous approaches
(Coglan et al., 2004). Fisher behaviour cannot be predicted with certainty because of the many factors (see
above) which influence where and when a fisher will operate. If managers can better anticipate fisher behaviour,
then they may be able to reduce the unanticipated side-effects of management actions aimed both at the fishery
sector and at other sectors.
The objective of the present study was to analyse and model the key determinants of where fishers choose to
fish, building on retrospective time-series and including competition between a selection of key sectors of activity
and understanding their interaction to these activities. The focus was the English and Welsh scallop-dredging
fleet operating in the eastern English Channel (ICES Division VIId). That area also contains one of the busiest
shipping lanes in the world, the route between the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea, and there is a traffic
separation scheme (TSS) in operation with 100 vessels in and 100 vessels out per day. It is perceived that such a
concentration of vessels would have a negative impact on commercial fishers.
There are also several active marine aggregate extraction sites and fishers have expressed concerns about the
accumulation of marine aggregate sites where licences are permitted and the effect of fishing pressure
concentrating itself elsewhere for fear of gear damage and the sustainability of fish stocks (Cooper, 2005). In
terms of fishing restrictions in the eastern Channel there is a 12 nautical mile belt of territorial water surrounding
the base coastline that is sovereign waters (English and French), also English local bylaws restrict beam trawlers
of 300 hp or 70 grt from this area and as such restrict competition with the inshore fleet fishing for sole (Figure
21). This ruling also prevents fishing by any international fishing vessel, though the area can be used for safe
passage. The 6 mile limit is also a restricted zone to assist inshore vessels by restricting vessels of size >14m.
Most of the vessels operating in the region are small (<10 m) inshore boats that deploy gillnets, trawls, longlines,
traps and pots, and target sole (Solea solea), plaice (Pleuronectes platessa), cod (Gadus morhua), bass
(Dicentrarchus labrax) and some skates (Rajidae; Pawson, 1995).
A mixed RUM was developed to analyse the determinants of fisher behaviour at a fine scale (a trade-off between
ICES rectangle and individual position) using English and Welsh VMS data, highlighting the effect of the key
potential competing sectors on fishing behaviour. Suggestions are then made as to how the method can be used
in integrated MSP in anticipation of the potential establishment of Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in the
area as part of UK commitments to the EU's Habitats Directive (EC, 1992).
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English Channnel.
Figure 21. Competitionn among sectoors within the E
Materialss and method
ds
The UK sscallop fleet
The UK sscallop (Pecteen maximus) industry is onne of the UKss most valuable fisheries annd was valueed at >£47
million (£13 million in thhe eastern Ennglish Channeel) in 2009, em
mploying >13,0000 people in the catching sector
s
and
17,000 inn the processing sector (Deefra, 2011). S callops are fisshed in one of
o three ways,, dredging, traawling and
hand-diving. Dredging is the most common
c
meth od and consissts of deployinng a heavy m
metal frame with a chain
mesh andd a set of sprring-loaded teeth pointed doownwards to assist in rakinng out the scaallops into thee dredge’s
chain mesh. These dreedges are connnected to a bbeam, which inn turn is connected to heavvy warps that are towed
over the sseabed by a fiishing vessel.
The UK sscallop-dredging fleet is saidd to be nomaddic in nature, moving arounnd the UK coaast to fish wheere scallop
abundancce is best and operating there until those groundds become economically
e
non-viable. They
T
then
apparentlly move to otther areas andd only return to fished-out areas a few years later w
when stocks there have
recoveredd (Defra, 20111). The easttern English C
Channel was traditionally a winter fishhery because, following
spawningg in early summer, the scallops were in ppoor condition so unmarketable. In recennt years, howeever, there
has beenn an increasingg trend in the number of veessels operating in this fishery as fisherss in other fisheeries have
had to coonfront changees in regionall managemennt (e.g. more restricted
r
fishing opportunitties elsewheree, such as
Cardigan Bay), and market
m
conditioons so have ssubsequently changed theirr own tactics and strategiees in order
simply to survive (Manngi et al., 20111). This statem
ment also appplies particularrly to UK white
tefish vessels,, for which
economicc performancee has been hit by rising fuel costs and hennce high running costs (Currtis et al., 20066).
Scallop fishing is less fuel-intensive
f
(in terms of seearch behavioour of the fleet) because fishhers are chasing a highvalue, staationary stockk rather than one that is moving continually. There is also the additional preessure for
summer ffishing groundds for vesselss to use, becaause the Irish Sea fishery is closed from
m June to October. This
notwithstaanding, there is discussion of a summer closed seasoon in the Channnel being impposed, as is thhe case in
France. A further presssure over the past six or soo years has beeen changes in Scottish fishheries which led to their
largest sccallopers (14 per
p side) beingg banned from
m Scottish watters, meaning that they can now work only south of
the Scottiish border (Hoowell et al. 20006).
Defra (20011) suggest that
t there hass been a noticceable increasse in fishing effort
e
in the eaastern Englishh Channel
from 20008 to 2010 annd this is predominantly fro
rom the larger ≥15 m longg more powerrful vessels due
d to the
increase in scallop abbundance ressulting from hheavy recruitm
ment. The variability
v
in llandings resuulting from
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fluctuations in recruitment, market demand, regulations and more recently fuel price are common features of
scallop fisheries. Historically the consequences of which include variability in the number of vessels participating
in the fishery due to there being no restrictions on licences or total scallop catches. In 1999 the number of
vessels was particularly high so regulatory authorities attempted to cap licences on vessels (≥10 m) (Brand,
2006). However it has been suggested that it had little impact on the fishing effort as there were more licences
granted than there were boats fishing in the fishery (Brand, 2006). Nevertheless there are periods of temporal
inactivity when stock abundance is low and the fleet move to other fishing grounds (Beukers-Stewart and
Beukers-Stewart, 2009). Generally current management of scallop fisheries are controlled through minimum
landing sizes and the numbers of dredges regulated by local sea fisheries committees as there are no catch
limitations.
Data
The UK’s Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) database for fishing activity and the
fleet register were used to select commercial landing and vessel data from the English and Welsh fleet (excluding
Scottish and Northern Irish due to confidentiality issues). Individual trip data for commercial scallopers were
collated for the years 2005–2010. The data collected for each vessel included species landed, hours fished,
landed weight per ICES statistical rectangle (kg), month of fishing, year of fishing and total value of the catch by
species, vessel and trip. Within the EU, it is currently only a requirement for vessels >10 m long to submit
logbooks, but the database also contains a subset of catch from <10 m vessels that historically reported their
catches by means of logbooks.
Methodology for the definition of fleets was based on the European Commission’s Data Collection Regulation
(DCR; EC, 2000). A method was developed independently (see EC, 2006), preceding the present Data Collection
Framework (DCF; EC, 2008e), which defines the scallop-dredging fleet on the basis of its use of a scallop dredge
for >50% of a fishing trip. It is assumed that dredge catches consist mainly of molluscs and that their
tactics/métiers can be defined based on the proportional composition of mollusc value to the total value of
landings, so removing the differences in catch rates attributable to vessel capacity.
VMS monitoring in the European Union (EC, 2003, 2009b) has been in place since 2000, initially for fishing
vessels of ≥24 m long, post-2005 for vessels ≥15 m long, and in 2012 ≥12 m long. The data are designed to help
regulatory authorities determine whether a vessel is rule-breaking by receiving a ping every 2 h giving position,
course and speed. However it is not totally clear from VMS data whether the vessel is in port, steaming to and
from fishing grounds, hauling, shooting or fishing. Over the past few years, authors such as Mills et al. (2007),
Lee et al. (2010) and Hintzen et al. (2012) have described methods to determine fishing or steaming activities
from unprocessed VMS data, methods that include removal of erroneous data, e.g. positions on land, unusually
high speeds, positions close to port and duplicate records. No individual method in the scientific literature has
been adopted as the definitive process or preferable to another, however, but for ease and accessibility, the data
for the years 2005–2010 were processed in the manner described by Lee et al. (2010). Logbook data and VMS
fishing records were selected, combined by vessel and ICES rectangle between departure and arrival dates,
forming a detailed dataset of fishing activity. The ICES rectangle was further formatted into 200 (3' × 3')-pixel
squares coded from 000 to 199, starting from top left and moving to bottom right, placing all the coordinates from
the VMS data into the pixels.
Marine diesel prices, excluding value-added tax (VAT) and duty, were obtained from the Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC). Aggregate-extraction intensity data by month for the years 2005–2010 were
obtained from the UK’s Royal Haskoning and Ifremer. In terms of shipping/transport traffic information from
Automatic Identification System (AIS) was obtained from the Maritime Coastguard Agency (MCA) which is used
by port authorities to help prevent shipping collisions and control sea traffic for all vessels over 299 grt. Finally,
UK 6-mile and French 12-mile limits were added to the maritime activities dataset because it was considered that
competition for space with the local inshore fleet would be an influencing factor. Having populated the dataset
with all covariates, the dataset could be used in a mixed RUM to determine the key determinants of fisher
behaviour in relation to the key competing sectors of activity as well as fishing specific covariates. It is likely that
key competing sectors of activity as well as costs (i.e. fuel price) will negatively impact fishing specific operations
(Figure 22), in contrast to expected revenues and past effort (knowledge or habit) largely influencing fishing
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is a vector of the attributes of each of
where β is a vector of coefficients that varies across individuals, and
the choices made. Cost data enter the model with a negative sign and revenues with a positive sign, as
suggested in the economic literature (Train, 1998; Ran et al., 2011). The analysis was carried out in the SAS
package PROC MDC (SAS, 1999) using quasi-Newton optimisation and 100 Halton draws.
The definition of choice set
When designing RUMs, fisheries scientists are confronted with the problem of creating a choice set, which covers
the individual sites to which a fisher travels to fish. If sites are too small (individual latitude/longitude positions),
there may not be sufficient site-specific information, but if they are too large, important site-specific information
can be lost when aggregating, losing information valuable to policy-makers. Handling many variables with zero
data in the choice set may cause problems of maximum likelihood estimation and result in model nonconvergence.
Fishers have prior knowledge of resource distribution and habitat (Hilborn and Ledbetter, 1979; Gillis et al., 1993;
Pet-Soede et al., 2001), and scallops are relatively static molluscs, suggesting that in future years, any choice set
will be subject to relatively little or no change. On the basis of this assumption, the predetermined area making up
the choice set for this study was based on the 2005–2010 effort distribution of scallop dredgers plotted from the
VMS records (Figure 22). The investigative plots displayed effort coverage over a large area within the small
number of ICES statistical rectangles (as previously ICES rectangles were considered too large for spatial
planning purposes with pixels too finite). Therefore a trade-off was necessary and the pixels were grouped (25
pixels) into 8 subrectangles based on area (the 15' × 15' rectangles also used by Ifremer’s Channel Groundfish
Survey, CGFS). These areas were georeferenced into 45 subrectangles, so determining the choice set (Figure
23).
Variable selection
As with other economic/fisher behaviour studies, data on the costs of fishing trips are not always available
because of the time and cost taken to collect such information, and the information is also likely to be confidential.
Researchers therefore use a proxy of value per unit effort (vpue) rather than cost, which relates to the utility/net
benefit of variations in stock density (Marchal et al., 2007; Vermard et al., 2008). Value per choice was calculated
as a proportion of the total value (revenues from landings) per ICES rectangle based on effort derived from the
VMS, and vpue was then computable. The average vpue by year and month and location choice was calculated
for the fleet and lagged in two ways: lagged vpue for a particular month in year t = –m; lagged annual vpue in
year t–1 = mt-1, i.e. taking account of strong or weak temporal and spatial fluctuations. Habit, knowledge and
experience of fishing locations influence fisher behaviour (Begossi, 2001). The past percentage of a particular
vessel's scallop trips to a fishing location as a percentage of the fleet total elsewhere was used as the
habit/experience variable and to track the seasonal nature of the fishery, as in Holland and Sutinen (1999). These
variables were lagged in the same method as explained above.
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Figure 23. The eastern English Channel with ICES rectangles overlaid and the choice set represented by the
hatching geo-referenced by ICES rectangle and the eight sub-rectangles within.
Fishers are assumed to maximise their returns (Robinson and Pascoe, 1997), so depending on weather and
other factors, they trade off travel costs against the quality of the fishing grounds. An increase in distance linearly
relates to an increase in fuel costs and hence time and energy, so removes the potential for participating in other
activities, e.g. fishing closer to shore or non-fishing activities (Daw, 2008). Therefore, in terms of accounting for
the expected travel costs and the landing behaviour of the fleet, a proxy for cost was calculated based on the
average fleet distance to landing port from VMS fishing locations, calculated using the Haversine formula
(Sinnott, 1984), weighted by mean average fuel price, from fishing in the same location in the same month of the
previous year fishing (i.e. lagged average costs) as a measure of perceived costs. Aberthany et al (2009)
conducted a social survey of fishers in the south west of England and provided year to year evidence that fishers
routinely keep track of fuel prices in order to forecast their potential earnings after deductions for other costs are
subtracted e.g. crew share. Landing port was used because of the nomadic behaviour of this fleet; it was
assumed that the fishers would have prior knowledge of seasonal market prices in the proximity of fishing
locations.
Aggregate activity enters the model as the average percentage coverage per choice by fishing year the previous
month (to capture potential past activity as a nuisance to fishing operations), but because of inconsistencies
between French commercial aggregate data expressed at a daily scale and English intensities at a monthly scale,
daily scale records could not be used. The 6 mile limit (as a proxy for the English restricted zone for vessels over
14m) and the 12-mile limit (as a proxy for the French internationally restricted zone) were treated as a spatial
constraint (as above). One might assume that the greater the percentage coverage of a restriction, the greater
the negative impact on site choice and that site preference would then be elsewhere due to activities that would
be a nuisance to fishing. Maritime traffic information in the form of shipping densities from the AIS database was
included as average hours occupied by marine traffic as a measure of ‘intensity’ the previous month in the year of
fishing). It could be expected that in some instances high concentrations of shipping could hinder fishing activity
and as such have a negative influence in determining site choice. Finally, as a proxy for congestion and social
influencing effects by the inclusion of the average hours fished the previous month in the year of fishing by
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English, French and other (unidentified fishers grouped) fishing vessels. These data were extracted from the AIS
database and treated as separate entities from the maritime traffic. The variable selection set described above
was merged with individual scallop trip data by year, month and choice, such that for every trip, the decisionmaker had a choice of the specified 45-subrectangles. If the choice was made, the score took a value of 1 if
selected or 0 otherwise. The definitions of the variables are listed in Table 9.
Table 9. Definition of variables used in the RUM to model fisher location choice for the 45 ICES sub-rectangles in
the eastern English Channel as defined in Figure 23.
Variable
effyr

Definition
Percentage of trips to the location in the same month the previous year (taking account of
trips by the scallop fleet fishing in other areas outside of the eastern English channel

vpueyr

Average vpue of scallop from fishing in the same location in the same month in the
previous year.

vpuem

Average vpue of scallop from fishing in the same location the previous month in the actual
year of fishing.

effm

Percentage of trips to the location in the previous month in actual year of fishing. (taking
account of trips by the scallop fleet fishing in other areas outside of the eastern English
channel).
Average hours occupied by marine traffic as a measure of ‘intensity’ the previous month in
the year of fishing.
Average % coverage of area occupied by aggregate activity ‘intensity’ the previous month
in actual year of fishing.
Average hours occupied by fishing activity by English, French and other fleets identified in
the AIS database the previous month in the year of fishing.
Average distance to port of landing from the same location the previous year of fishing
multiplied by the fuel price.
Average % coverage of area occupied by French 12 mile limit.
Average %coverage of area occupied by English 6mile limit.

traffic
aggregate
eng/fra/oth
fleet
cost
mpa12fra
mpa6eng

Results
The results from the mixed model showed a McFadden’s pseudo-R2 of 0.19, suggesting a very good fit
(McFadden, 1979). Theoretically, the range for McFadden’s pseudo-R2 is between 0 and 1, but the general rule of
thumb is that any value from 0.2 to 0.4 suggests an excellent fit as shown in an earlier study by Domenech and
Mcfadden (1975) in which they compared ordinary least squares (OLS) R2 of 0.7–0.9 with the above pseudo-R2
range. Pseudo-R2 method differs from a traditional R2 where the parameter estimates were not calculated to
minimise variance via (OLS) goodness of fit process, instead they are calculated via maximum likelihood iterative
process and the low values between 0.2–0.4 are considered to be acceptable (McFadden, 1979). Observations
from the parameter estimates showed some key features, in terms of significance and direction of the signs.
Holland and Sutinen (1999) suggested that the direction of the sign of the coefficient in terms of profit or revenue
is an indicator of average risk preference in terms of variability, suggesting as an example that if fish aggregations
are not present at certain times of the year, fishers would not go to an area; as such there would be an increase
in variability in profit or revenue and the coefficient would be negative. Conversely one may view a positive sign
and a small coefficient of variation as showing that fishers are risk-averse and fish in locations of past success or
experience.
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The estimated coefficients from the mixed model on the 3019 observations available are presented in Table 2. All
coefficients were statistically significant (p < 0.01) except the coefficient for the average vpue of scallop from
fishing in the same location in the same month in the previous year (vpueyr_M, p > 0.1) and the proxy for
congestion/social influence during the previous month in the actual year of fishing for the French fleet (frafleet_M,
p < 0.1). The estimated standard deviations of the estimates were not significantly different from the mean
indicating that the parameters do not vary in the population of fishers for past expected revenues (vpuem_S),
average distance to port of landing from the same location the previous year of fishing weighted by the fuel price
(cost_S), average percentage coverage of area occupied by marine traffic (traffic_S) and average hours occupied
by fishing activity by English/other fishing vessels (engfleet_S/othfleet_S). Conversely, the percentage of trips to
the location in the previous month in the actual year of fishing (effm_S), the average percentage coverage of area
occupied by aggregate activity (aggregate_S) and the average percentage trips to the location in the same month
the previous year (effyr_S) did vary, perhaps relating to variations in characteristics of the fishers not captured in
the model. The signs of the standard deviations in some instances are negative, but for estimation purposes they
are free to take any sign, because the normal distribution is symmetrical around its mean, and the absolute value
can be taken to estimate the variance.
The effort distribution maps in Figure 22 show the interactions of the scallop dredges with the traffic separation
scheme (here represented by the TSS) and the aggregates and fisheries outside the English 6 and French 12mile limit. Coupled with the model outputs, these results display some notable features. In general the mean
coefficients show the signs one would expect (Table 10). The negative sign on the coefficient for the English 6
and 12 mile limit (mpa12fra_M/mpa6eng_M) show that English scallop fishers are negatively affected by the
restrictions within these choices (Figure 22). The negative signs on the mean coefficients for aggregates
(aggregate_M) and the traffic variables (traffic_M) imply that these sectors impede fishing operations. However, in
every year of the study there was a large amount of fishing effort in these areas, even more so in 2010 within the
TSS. Perhaps that result is a trade-off in terms of larger expected revenues in these areas. Expected revenues
(vpuem_M) show positive signs, which clearly demonstrates that revenue has a significant influence on the
tactics of fishers. Nevertheless vpueyr_M was insignificant, which strongly reinforces the in year behaviour as the
key driver. In contrast, the cost proxy (cost_M) was found to be negative as expected. Past effort variables
(effm_M and effyr_M), which were included to depict habit or knowledge of past success of fishing grounds, have
positive coefficients, suggesting they are important drivers in determining fisher location choice.
Table 10. Estimated parameter estimates, the dependent variable took a value of 1 if a choice was made or 0
otherwise (“_M” and “_S” refer to the mean and standard deviation of the variable it relates to, respectively.
Parameter
traffic_m
traffic_s
vpueyr_m
vpueyr_s
vpuem_m
vpuem_s
effyr_m
effyr_s
cost_m
cost_s
effm_m
effm_s
aggregate_m
aggregate_s
mpa6eng #
D2.3.1

d.f

Estimate

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-0.1589
0.0257
0.0109
0.1677
0.1317
0.0708
0.1479
0.8723
-0.2184
-0.0105
0.9894
0.8238
-0.0955
-0.3503
-0.3133
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Standard
Error
0.0299
0.3244
0.0231
0.0715
0.0218
0.1289
0.0429
0.0985
0.0421
0.4042
0.0432
0.0786
0.0156
0.0513
0.0863

***

**
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
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mpa12fra #
engfleet_m
engfleet_s
frafleet_m
frafleet_s
othfleet_m
othfleet_s

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-0.2206
0.0364
-0.005047
-0.004345
-0.0412
0.0214
-0.009928

0.1097 **
0.006452 ***
0.0443
0.009317
0.0406
0.006978 ***
0.0562

* Statistical significance at *, 10% level, **, 5% level, and ***, 1% level.
Parameters marked _M are the lognormal mean coefficients and _S are their between-population standard
deviations. Note: The coefficients for these variables (marked #) are assumed to be fixed as this variable allows
for the fact that the probability of visiting a larger less restricted choice is higher than that for a smaller more
restricted choice, or else equal (having this variable vary over fishers would not be meaningful) (Train, 1997).
To test the sensitivity to different variables, the mean choice probabilities were calculated from the model output
and then compared with mean choice probabilities after re-running the model under alternative scenarios where
each variable was doubled/halved one at a time. The differences in probability of location choice, under each of
these scenarios, show that the magnitude of the effect on location choice (Figure 24) and how sensitive the
variables are to changes i.e. how the variables that penalise fishing operations (e.g. aggregate extraction, marine
traffic, and fuel costs) affect fishers, in contrast to expected revenue which should encourage fishing operations.
In terms of aggregate extraction, fishers responded to a decrease in % area covered which most noticeably
resulted in a difference in probability of +0.012, in a close to shore associated with aggregate extraction, 30E9G,
there were small noticeable increases in 30E9F and 29F0C. Doubling the effect, increasing the size of the site
resulted in fishers moving out of the areas of aggregate extraction, notably to 30E9G, 30E9F and 29F0C with a
change of probability of –0.018, –0.012 and –respectively. Nevertheless there was an increase in probability into
29F0B, a sub-rectangle which contains aggregate activity which. These observations would suggest that sites
that contain aggregate activity heavily influence fisher decision making possibly due to having knowledge of the
habitat that scallops live in, coupled with past experience at the more off shore site 29F0B which in recent years
are shown to contain the most fishing effort (Figure 22). It would also appear that most of the main scallop
grounds are in marine traffic areas (TSS/Traffic densities; Figure 22) and therefore one would expect that with a
decrease in traffic intensity there would be less competition for space and fishers would move into these areas.
Maritime traffic, however, surprisingly showed relatively little small effects, doubling the coefficient of maritime
traffic intensity resulted in fishing effort being displaced out of the area of the traffic lanes, essentially spreading
out, whereas halving the coefficient led to an increase in predicted effort into the areas of the traffic lanes, most
notably 29F0A, 29F0B and 29F0C. However, expected fuel cost did not show large significant differences in
probabilities of site choice when increased or decreased. Figure 24 suggests that with a halving or doubling of the
fuel price fishers change their behaviour, i.e. when fuel prices are halved fishers move closer in shore to the
English ports to maximise their utility, in contrast when they are doubled fishers move to areas offshore where the
concentration of fishers and expected revenue is at its highest (e.g. areas, 29F0B, 29F0C and 29F0D) or nearer
to French landing ports, resulting in a trade-off with expected costs and expected revenue (net benefits).
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Figure 24. Changes in probabilities when halving or doubling the effects of each variable in contrast to the
benchmark model.

Discussion
It is widely recognised that decision-makers and managers now require an ecosystem-based approach to
address current interlinked problems social well-being (FAO, 2003). Since the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in
1992 there have been pressures from environmental organisations, increased public and political interest and a
concurrent implementation of directives and policies to improve management of human activities on a regional
basis by different stakeholders. Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) requires the balancing of multiple objectives, e.g.
fisheries managers need to understand the implications of effort displacement from closing an area and the
unforeseen consequences of their management actions (e.g. effects on other marine life, economic implications
and effects on other maritime sectors).
Several authors have stressed the importance of anticipating fisher behaviour in response to management
regulation, in order to reduce implementation error (Dugan and Davis, 1993; Allison et al., 1998; Fulton et al.,
2011). Here, a mixed RUM was applied at fine-scale resolution to assess the key determinants of scallop fisher
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behaviour in the eastern English Channel, so that if there is a new regulation or activity, emerging pressures as
well as potential hazards were present, fishing effort re-allocation could potentially be predicted.
A key finding was that past success in a location within the previous month was a predictor of continued fishing in
that location. I interpret this as a proxy for habit, knowledge or experience as in other studies (Holland and
Sutinen, 1999; Salas and Gaertner, 2004; Andersen and Christensen, 2006). Similarly, the expected utility of
visiting one fishing site rather than another in terms of marginal revenue, expressed as vpue, was as significant
as expected (Ran et al., 2011). This is more apparent for the vpue in the previous month, rather than in the same
month the year before, potentially capturing either seasonality or relatively short term temporal correlations in
stock abundance (see Table 10). Surprisingly, perceived fuel costs were not a major driver in choice of fishing
grounds, possibly because of the proximity of grounds to landing ports in the eastern English Channel. The
French12-mile limit (international restriction/MPA) and English 6 mile limit (inshore vessels <14m/ MPA)
unsurprisingly had negative influences on fisher site choice, possibly because of productive fishing grounds
adjacent to these limits which are restricted for this size of fishing vessel and/or due to international restrictions.
Nevertheless competition from the national fleet could become an issue if the fleet was squeezed into a small
enough space, for example by spatial closures. Of policy importance are the effects of the commercial marine
environment and associated maritime activities on the behaviour of the scallop fleet; if these are better
understood then the additions of other sectors or the addition of other potential aggregate site plans and their
implications to this fleet can be assessed in terms of potential effort re-allocation.
In terms of average risk preferences in determining site choice, this fleet is generally risk adverse as the mean of
the coefficients does not generally differ from 0, meaning that the choices fishers make generally balance out in
the population of fishers. However, by assessing the coefficients that do vary e.g. effm, effyr and aggregates, we
are able to assess what proportion of the population of fishers see these factors as positive or negative when
making decisions about site choice. Taking together the result of the significant (p < 0.05) standard deviation (e.g.
effm_S) and mean of the coefficients (e.g. effm_M) for past success in a location within the previous month we
can deduce that 88% of the population of fishers see this as a positive inducement and a negative inducement for
the other 12%. Similarly past effort in the same month the year previous (effyr) imply that 58% of fishers see this
as a positive factor determining their decision making.
The areas occupied by aggregate extraction sites are chosen more than expected with about 40% preferring
fishing in these areas, in contrast to the other 60% seeing it as a negative influence, confirming the assumption
that the aggregate industry does impact scallop fishing, which takes place in large areas where aggregate
licences have been granted since 2005 (Vanstaen et al., 2007). This is contrary to Desprez and Lafite's (2012)
findings for sole, which suggests that aggregate extraction can have a positive effect on the catchability of sole by
beam trawlers and hence on profitability. Perhaps, increased turbidity increases sole catchability (by reducing
visual cues for escape and/or fish being disturbed from the seabed) or the dispersal of food into the water column
encourages sole to move away from the bottom to feed.
The existence of the TSS in one of the busiest shipping lanes in the world is a management attempt to alleviate
maritime accidents which can also impede fishing. The output from the model suggests that the presence of a
TSS significantly reduces the probability of a fisher choosing a location, suggesting that the policy is having the
desired effect of separating fishing from other activities, though at the cost of reduced ability to choose areas of
potential high profitability. Nowadays, policy makers require information on predictions of potential shares of each
alternative chosen by the fishers, and the analysis shows that changing a particular preference parameter it is
possible to calculate choice probabilities under alternative policies. For example, an increase in aggregate activity
and the likely choices of fishers in response to this, or an increase in traffic densities and the likely effects of effort
displacement would have a high chance of displacing effort to local inshore waters (Figure 24). The results from
the sensitivity analysis (Figure 24) show that the fleet trades off higher fuel cost by going further off shore with the
expectation of the reward of higher returns, and when costs are lower they fish more inshore.
As mentioned above, the fleet is affected by maritime traffic densities; fishing further inshore under increased
traffic and surprisingly ‘spreading out’ of the way of any potential dangers. This may be because the majority of
the traffic lanes are home to the main scallop fishing grounds and the specific location they relocate to
inshore/offshore have the next best expected catch rates and lower costs in terms of distances to landing ports.
This is also apparent for the competition with the aggregate sites, which are located in the heart of scallop fishing
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grounds. Any reduction of the space taken up by aggregate extraction, especially inshore, shows an increase in
effort allocation to those locations. An important point from Figure 24 is that if one of the parameters that
disadvantages fishers (e.g. increasing the traffic densities – doubling the effect) is altered, then effectively the
competition for space increases and the fishery spreads out, and as such fishers ‘fish for space’. This could mean
that a reduction in the total space occupied by the vessels could be interpreted as a direct measure of
competition within the fleet as well as a response to other sectors. Further investigation would be necessary to
prove or disprove this theory, along with the inclusion of other international fishing fleets. Overall, the model
describes the nomadic behaviour of the fleet, i.e. in-year behaviour with respect to habit, expected revenue,
proximity to landing ports and competition from other maritime sectors.
Conclusions and future work
The Eastern English Channel is a shared resource and there is increasing competition for space and new
challenges for novel management approaches by understanding all or some of the interactions between sectors.
In parallel to this work, progress is being made on several dynamic processes (e.g. larvae distribution,
consequences of aggregate extraction on benthic communities and fishing interactions) that will be implemented
into a bio–economic mixed fishery model and a complex ecosystem holistic model using the ATLANTIS
(http://www.csiro.au/en/Organisation-Structure/Divisions/Marine--Atmospheric-Research/Atlantis-ecosystemmodel.aspx) framework Different management strategies can be performed and their outcomes assessed.
To my knowledge, no other study has used a mixed RUM at fine resolution to assess key determinants of human
behaviour in relation to different maritime sectors and as a possible tool for MSP. The results are promising and
lay the foundations for future work which could include Marine Conservation Zones (MCZs). Final decisions on
where MCZs will be enforced in the English Channel are still a work in progress, so it was not appropriate here to
incorporate simulated closure and effort displacement evaluated using Equation (2). Nevertheless, the principle
outlined and the approach taken could already be applied to other fleets, as RUMs offer the capacity to model
individual behaviour at fine spatial and temporal scales, which is needed for policy decisions (Smith, 2002).
Further work could include evaluating trade-offs with both socio-economic and conservation objectives using
efficient and effective spatial planning tools such as Marxan and MinPatch, as performed in a study by Wallace
(2012) whereby cost layers were introduced in order to evaluate trade-offs. However, Wallace (2012) did not
incorporate fisher behaviour and the author stresses the importance to include this in any future analysis.
Nevertheless, before such use for policy, the predictive ability of these models does need to be evaluated using a
form of cross-validation (see Tidd et al., 2012).

1.2.3 Eastern Channel: Spatial effort allocation of Dutch vessels interacting
with other fleets, aggregate extractions, maritime traffic and coastal
management
Section Authors
Poos, J.-J. (IMARES), Tidd, A.N. (CEFAS), and Hamon, K.G. (LEI-DLO)
Section Abstract
The RUM structure developed in Section 1.2.2. was also used to evaluate the interactions of fishing effort
allocation and shipping for the Dutch demersal fleet fishing in the English Channel, the analyses done for the
French and UK fleets was also done for Dutch seiners operating in the Eastern Channel. The parameters
associated with the gross revenue all had positive parameter estimates for the means, as is expected from fishers
seeking to maximise net revenues. The parameters associated with costs are also positive, which is striking,
given that one would expect a cost minimization. The positive estimates could be caused by the trips to Dutch
harbours that are in the data set. The closed area parameters are both negative, reflecting the fact that fishing is
not allowed in these areas. The parameters associated with the shipping lanes had negative estimates, as in the
French and English case, but these estimates did not differ significantly from zero.
Introduction
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In Section 1.2.2, an extensive study was done on the spatial effort allocation on French and UK fleets in the
English Channel, using Random Utility Models (RUMs). The focus of that analysis was to evaluate the
interactions of fishing effort allocation and shipping. Given that there is a Dutch demersal fleet fishing in the
English Channel, the analyses done for the French and UK fleets was also done for the Dutch fleets.
Methods
We used information on the Dutch fleet fishing in the Channel from the period 2002-2010 for these analyses. The
size of the Dutch “fishing fleet” in the Eastern Channel can be defined by counting all vessels with at least one
registered fishing operation in the given year. In 2010 the Dutch fleet consisted of 31 vessels. All Dutch vessels
are at least 24 meters long. Total effort of the Dutch fleet in 2010, is smaller than the French effort in the Eastern
Channel. However, although the effort is smaller compared to the French effort, it has increased over the last 10
years.
In the analyses we focused on the demersal fleet. This fleet mainly uses Scottish seines. This fleet targets mainly
species for which there are no European quota, such as red mullet, gurnard spp., squid and bib. In addition,
whiting is caught, which is managed by means of quota set at a European level.
We used three different mixed multinomial logit models, similar to the English and French case study. These
models describe the choice of fishing ground as a response to a number of variables, equal to the English and
French case study. The difference between the three models is the set of explanatory variables. In model A, we
used a set of explanatory models that include the revenue from gurnards (one of the main target species), and
the costs (related to the distance from port). Model B is equal to model A, but the costs are removed from the
explanatory. Model C is equal to model A, but instead of the revenue from gurnards, we use the revenue from
gurnards, red mullet, bib, and whiting.
Results and Discussion
All models significantly explained the observed variance in choices. Table 11 gives the goodness of fit values for
model A. The parameter estimates for the three models were fairly similar, especially for the means. The
parameters associated with the gross revenue all had positive parameter estimates for the means, as is expected
from fishers seeking to maximise net revenues. The parameters associated with costs are also positive, which is
striking, given that one would expect a cost minimization. The positive estimates could be caused by the trips to
Dutch harbours that are in the data set. The closed area parameters are both negative, reflecting the fact that
fishing is not allowed in these areas. The parameters associated with the shipping lanes had negative estimates,
as in the French and English case, but these estimates did not differ significantly from zero. This could be caused
by the limited set of observations for the Dutch fleet (2008-2010 for a small fleet of vessels).
Table 11. Goodness of Fit values for model A.
Measure
Value Formula
Likelihood Ratio (R)
3547.5 2 * (LogL - LogL0)
Upper Bound of R (U)
28614 - 2 * LogL0
Aldrich-Nelson
0.5122 R / (R+N)
Cragg-Uhler 1
0.65 1 - exp(-R/N)
Cragg-Uhler 2
0.6502 (1-exp(-R/N)) / (1-exp(-U/N))
Estrella
0.674 1 - (1-R/U)^(U/N)
Adjusted Estrella
0.6718 1 - ((LogL-K)/LogL0)^(-2/N*LogL0)
McFadden's LRI
0.124 R / U
Veall-Zimmermann
0.5726 (R * (U+N)) / (U * (R+N))
N = # of observations, K = # of regressors
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Table 12. Parameter estimates from the three models
Model A
Parameter
DF Estimate SE Approx
lnlavg_vpue_M
1
lnlavg_vpue_S
1
lnlavg_vpueguu_M 1 0.071 0.024 0.003
lnlavg_vpueguu_S 1 -0.353 0.044 <.001
lnlag_effyr_M
1 0.392 0.037 <.001
lnlag_effyr_S
1 -0.460 0.104 <.001
lncost_M
1 0.198 0.040 <.001
lncost_S
1 0.016 0.692 0.981
lnlag_effmth_M
1 0.600 0.033 <.001
lnlag_effmth_S
1 0.757 0.056 <.001
MPA_IV_UK6
1 -0.638 0.089 <.001
MPA_IV_FR12
1 -0.753 0.075 <.001
lnoth_M
1 0.098 0.013 <.001
lnoth_S
1 -0.059 0.036 0.095
lnfra_M
1 0.046 0.007 <.001
lnfra_S
1 -0.003 0.085 0.976
lneng_M
1 0.028 0.006 <.001
lneng_S
1 0.062 0.022 0.004
lnsoa_tra_M
1 -0.027 0.020 0.176
lnsoa_tra_S
1 0.052 0.133 0.694

Estimate

Model B
SE Approx

0.087
-0.377
0.382
0.001

0.023
0.042
0.034
0.805

<.001
<.001
<.001
0.999

0.598
0.7966
-0.797
-0.875
0.098
0.058
0.041
-0.002
0.029
-0.071
-0.030
0.0285

0.034
0.055
0.088
0.072
0.012
0.036
0.007
0.114
0.006
0.020
0.018
0.162

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.100
<.001
0.988
<.001
<.001
0.098
0.860

Model C
Estimate
SE Approx
0.073 0.023
0.002
0.001 0.671
0.999

0.399
-0.487
0.199
0.005
0.594
0.748
-0.659
-0.702
0.096
-0.052
0.047
-0.001
0.029
0.059
-0.020
-0.047

0.037
0.094
0.038
0.815
0.033
0.056
0.089
0.075
0.012
0.039
0.007
0.089
0.006
0.022
0.019
0.139

<.001
<.001
<.001
0.995
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.186
<.001
0.996
<.001
0.007
0.290
0.734

1.2.4 Dogger Bank & German Bight: Spatial effort allocation of Dutch fleets
interacting with other fleets
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Hamon, K.G., Girardin, R., and Poos, J.-J. Spatial effort allocation of Dutch fleets interacting with other fleets.
Section Abstract
The RUM developed in Section 1.2.1 was also applied to the Dutch beam trawl fleet (2008-2010). The Dutch
fleets’ activity was well captured by the model including only biological and economic drivers. Predictions were
accurate and followed the seasonal patterns well. To predict the long term changes in fishing activity additional
factors, such as the competition for space with other marine users, should be included and changes in fish
distribution should be linked to the current model.
Introduction
The method developed by Girardin et al (1.2.1) was applied to the Dutch beam trawl fleet (2008-2010).
Material and methods
The beam trawlers were separated in four fleets according to the vessel size. The four fleets are described in
Table 13.
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Table 13. Dutch beam trawler fleet included in the study with number of vessels.
Fleet

Fleet code

Number of vessels

12-18m beam trawlers

FL03

5

18-24m beam trawlers

FL04

248

24-40m beam trawlers

FL05

57

>40m beam trawlers

FL06

107

The activity of those four fleets was characterized by i) the fishing activity codes4 defined at the EU level as the
combination of the gear and the targeted species and ii) the fishing area (taken here as the ICES rectangles).
Only 2 main fishing activities were identified based on gear and targeted species: beam trawl targeting
crustaceans (NOS21) and beam trawls targeting demersal fish (NOS22), other activity is characterized as
NOSZZ. The fleets operate the 3 activities in different areas, the number of areas where activity has been
observed is shown on
Table 14. The total number of métiers (activity x area) is shown for each fleet.
Table 14. Number of areas in which each activity is operated (based on 2008-2009 data)
Targeted species

FL03
FL04
FL05
FL06
12-18m 18-24m 24-40m >40m

Crustaceans
Demersal fish

NOS21
NOS22

14
3

Other

NOSZZ 3

all

20

21
31

15
35

51

22

23

15

74

73

66

The method applied consists of understanding the choice of metier for each fleet/vessel per month. A number of
drivers have been selected a priori to explain individual choices (see table 3). They include
 attractiveness of the metier for the fleet (captured by a constant);
 value per unit of effort (VPUE) of the metier the previous month and the same month the previous year;
 effort of other fleets in the area for the month (other Dutch fleet, German fleets, Danish fleets and
English fleets);
 the effort of the vessel in the metier the previous month and the same month the previous year;
 and the importance of key species in the catch composition (key species include shrimps, sole, plaice,
cod, brill, flounder, dab and turbot).
Other activities such as transport and wind farms were tentatively included but the low extent of these activities
compared to the size of the area (North Sea) created singularity issues.

4

DCF - Annex III of Council Regulation (EC) No 199/2000
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Table 15 Factors includded in the moddel for each fleeet
12-18
Constant per choice X
VPUE m--1
X
VPUE m--12
X
Effort other NL
X
Effort DE
X
Effort DK
X
Effort EN
X
Effort m-11
X
Effort m-112
X
% CPUE CSH
X
% CPUE SOL
X
% CPUE PLE
% CPUE COD
X
% CPUE BLL
% CPUE FLE
X
% CPUE DAB
X
% CPUE TUR
% CPUE other
X

18-244
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

24-40
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

> 40
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The param
meters calculaated on the 20009 data (and 2008 for the effort
e
and VPU
UE of the sam
me month, prevvious
year) werre used with thhe 2010 data to
t predict the choice of the fleets in 2010.
Results aand Discussion
The montthly predictionns fitted the obbservations weell despite the large numberr of choices (aas shown on a subset of
options FFigure 25, the predictions
p
forr the four mosst frequent obsserved metier for each fleet)t). The intensitty of the
choices aas well as the seasonality arre well captureed with the moodel except foor the choices made in Noveember by
the largerr beam trawlerrs (FL06).
FL03
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Figure 255. Monthly preedictions of fisshing activity for the four most
m frequent trips observeed for each fleet. Black
lines corrrespond to thee observed vaalues in 2010,, the red liness correspond to
t the predictiion choosing the metier
highest pprobability, the green areaas correspondd to 50 randdom iterationss (drawing thee predictions from the
probabilities of the metiers to be chosen) and the green dashed lines correspond
c
too the mediann of those
predictionns.
The significant factors for the predicction of the chooice of the fisshing metiers are
a shown in Figure 26. Foor all fleets
the effortt the same month
m
the prevvious year (E FF_MONTH__12) is the facctor with the highest coeffiicient, this
means thhat all the fleets have a seaasonal patternn that is repeaated from yearr to year (at leeast in 2008 and
a 2009),
this seassonal patternn is also maarked with thhe negative coefficients of the effortrt the previous month
(EFF_MO
ONTH_1) for the
t three fleeets 12-18m, 1 8-24m and 24-40m, meaning that thosee fleets changge activity
from one month to the next. While effort
e
in the preevious month is not a posittive factor of cchoice, a high value per
unit of efffort (VPUE) inn the metier (V
VPUE_MONTTH_1) increasees the chancee of the metierr being chosen the next
month forr fleets FL04 and FL05. Thhe VPUE in thhe metier the year before (VPUE_MONTTH_12) also lead
l
to an
increasedd liklehood of the
t choice beiing chosen forr FL04 and FLL06.
The pressence of othher fleets impacted the ffour fleets differently. The presence of other Dutch fleets
(EFF_OTTH_MONTH) showed
s
a signnificant positivve coefficient for
f all fleets with
w vessels larrger than 18m
m meaning
that thosee vessels sharre fishing grouunds at the IC
CES rectangle level. The preesence of Gerrman vessels (EFF_DE)
is also poositively correlated to effort for
f the four fleeets and moree so when onlyy the German Bight is detailed (which
is where most common grounds forr Dutch and G
German fleetss are). The presence of Ennglish and Dannish fleets
(resp. EFFF_UK and EF
FF_DK) is neggatively correllated to the presence of thee larger beam
m trawlers (FL06) if only
German B
Bight is detailed but the Ennglish fleet is positively corrrelated with thhe fleets 18-24
24m (FL04) annd 24-40m
(FL05) at the North Seaa level.
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f
and theeir coefficient values prediccting the fishing choices of tthe four fleets. The grey
Figure 266. Significant factors
bars are the coefficient using the chhoices only in the German Bight (rest of the North seaa is aggregated as one
area) andd the orange bars
b are for thee model with tthe all North Sea
S (as the ressults shown abbove).
The speccies composition of the catcch is also an iimportant facttor for the chooice of metier and fishing ground.
g
As
expected, the fleetss FL03, FL04 and FFL05 have significant positive coeefficients for shrimp
(POURC__CPUE_CSH__1) and foor some flaatfish (sole – POURC
C_CPUE_SOL_
L_1 and floounder –
POURC__CPUE_FLE_11). The smaall vessels (FL03) have also a strrong positivee coefficient for DAB
(POURC__CPUE_DAB__1) while the fleets
f
FL04 annd FL05 fish more
m in areas with a lot of pplaice, other flatfish and
cod. The largest trawleers (FL06) are driven mainlyy by flatfish (soole, plaice, othher flatfish) annd by cod while the tend
to avoid aareas with largge amount of flounder
f
and tturbot.
Discussioon
Random utility models (RUM) can be
b used to ideentify importannt factors guidding the choicce of fishing activity and
fishing grrounds. Unforttunately, area closures duee to other activvities such as maritime traffffic, nature connservation
areas or w
wind farms coould not be inccluded in this eexercise becaause it led to singularity
s
in thhe system. Thhe species
compositiion of the catcch, previous experience
e
of the activity and presence of
o other fleetss could be inccluded and
tested for four Dutch beam trawlerr fleets with vvessel sizes between
b
12-18m (FL03), 1 8-24m (FL044), 24-40m
(FL05) annd over 40m (FL06).
Different factors proveed important for the four fleets, the flleets FL03, FL04
F
and FLL05 presentedd stronger
seasonaliity patterns (change of activvity from one m
month to the next)
n
that are consistent witth the knowleddge of the
double acctivity of somee vessels in thhose fleets wh o fish crustacceans (here shhrimps) and deemersal fish. The
T larger
trawlers ((FL06) do not catch shrimpss and do not ddisplay such a pattern of chaange of activitty from month to month.
The impoortance of the different targeet species in t he landings shows expecteed results, flatffish are imporrtant to the
fleets FL004, FL05 and FL06 and in a lesser exte nd also to FL03. The negaative relationshhips between the larger
trawlers ((FL06) and thee proportion of
o flounder an d turbot in thee landings couuld come from
m the spatial distribution
d
of the speecies, which reepresent only a small sharee of the fleet’s landings (beccause it is not targeted for thhe case of
flounder aand because the
t quota is loow for turbot).
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w captured by
b the model including onlyy biological annd economic drivers. Prediictions are
The fleetss’ activity is well
accurate and follow thee seasonal paatterns well (FFigure 25). Thee poor estimation of the Noovember choicces for the
large beaam trawlers coould be due too a change in weather condditions in autumn for the yeear used to esstimate the
parameteers (2009) andd the predictedd year (2010). The large traawlers can fishh further offshoore than otherr fleets but
this is dependent on weather
w
condittions, particulaarly in autumnn when stormss occur regulaarly in the North Sea. It
would bee possible to include a time series of w
weather condittions to test iff weather infl uences the decision
d
of
fishers.
To predicct the long term
m changes in fishing activityy additional faactors such ass the competittion for space with other
marine ussers should bee included andd changes in ffish distribution should be linnked to the cuurrent model.

1.3 O
Other spattial and sttatistical approach
hes
1.3.1 Do aggregate
e extractio
ons adverrsely affec
ct fishing activities in the
Eastern
n Channel?
wing study is due
d to be published as a paaper with the following refereence:
The follow
Marchal, P., Desprez, M., Vermard, Y., and Tidd, A. How do fisshing fleets intteract with agggregate extractions in a
congested sea? Manusscript in prepaaration.
Abstract
The effeccts of aggregaate extraction intensity and tthe proximity to
t dredging sittes on the disttribution of fisshing effort
were inveestigated for a broad selection of Frenchh and Englishh demersal fleeets operatingg in the Eastern English
Channel. The most proominent result was that the majority of fleeets fishing in the proximity of aggregate extraction
sites werre not deterreed by dredging activities. Inn contrast, the fishing effoort of dredgerss and potterss could be
greater inn the vicinity of marine agggregates sitees than elsew
where, and alsso positively ccorrelated to extraction
intensity w
with a lag of 0 to 6 months. The distribuution of fishingg effort of Frennch netters reemained consistent over
the study period. Howeever, it is impoortant to note tthat the fishingg effort of netters has increaased substanttially in the
impacted area of the Dieppe site (where
(
it is ccorrelated to dredging
d
intennsity with a laag of 6 montths), while
remainingg almost consstant in the inteermediate andd reference arreas. The attraction of fishinng fleets is likkely due to
a local annd temporary concentration
c
of their main target speciess. However, knowledge of thhe vulnerabilitty and lifehistory chharacteristics of these speccies to aggregaate extractionns suggests that over-exten ding the licennsed areas
would be detrimental too them and to their related ffisheries in thee longer term.
Introducttion
Human use of maritimee domains is increasing andd diversifying. The present and historica l pressures arre multiple
and interracting, includding impacts from the expploitation of living and minneral resourcees, maritime transport,
renewable and non-rennewable enerrgy productionn, in a contextt of changing environmentaal conditions. Managing
ecosystem
ms is primarilyy managing peeople and theeir activities (Leeslie and McLLeod 2007), soo a key issue for marine
managem
ment framewoorks is to anticcipate some oof the patternns underlying human behavviour, their intteractions,
and the ppressures theyy may exert onn the marine eecosystems they exploit.
Until receently, marine resources
r
in most
m countriess worldwide weere managed on a mono-seectorial basis. However,
because of diverse maaritime uses and
a stressorss and their spatial distributions, it is eviddent that the increasing
competitioon for marinee space and the cumulativee impact of human activitiees on marine ecosystems requires a
more collaborative, inteegrated approach to managgement acrosss the different sectors of acttivity. This hass led many
countries worldwide too develop marrine managem
ment policies aimed at managing humann activities byy adopting
new philoosophies succh as marine spatial plannning (MSP) and
a ecosysteem-based maanagement (E
EBM). The
Europeann Union (EU)) is committeed towards eecosystem-based managem
ment, and ass such, the European
Commisssion (EC) hass implementedd the Marine Strategy Fraamework Directive (MSFD; EC 2007, 2008). The
MSFD inccludes a crosss-sectorial fram
mework for coommunity action to achieve good environnmental statuss (GES) of
the marinne environment by 2020 inn the context of sustainable developmennt (EC 2008),, with MSP providing a
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spatially-explicit management instrument to both enforce ecosystem conservation and alleviate competition for
space and resources between sectors of activity.
Marine scientists from various backgrounds have increasingly been requested to provide integrated advice (i.e.
integrating several elements of the ecosystem and several types of human activities) to inform the MSFD and
MSP. Providing integrated ecosystem-based advice requires overcoming several research challenges. One of the
important challenges for research scientists is to understand the spatial interactions between human activities
from different sectors, and to anticipate how human activities could be redirected given various scenarios of
spatial management, including any ‘knock on’ affects to the ecosystem. Of particular importance is the issue of
how fishers would react (e.g. through a redistribution of fishing effort or by changing métier), if access to
traditional fishing grounds was restricted by either management (e.g. Marine Protected Area – MPA) or by spatial
competition following the introduction or installation of new sectors of activity.
This study focuses on the Eastern English Channel (henceforth called Eastern Channel) which has, for a long
time, supported the activities of a wide range of sectors. It is considered one of the most intensively used sea
areas in the world, including for fishing, maritime transport, aggregate extraction, discharges, offshore windfarms,
aquaculture and tourism (Carpentier et al. 2009). It is also a productive ecosystem that forms important fishing
grounds for a range of commercial species, including cod (Gadus morhua), sole (Solea solea) and plaice
(Pleuronectes platessa), and also encompasses some of their spawning and nursery areas and migratory routes,
as well as unique transitional benthic communities. It represents a major biogeographic boundary between the
Lusitanian province in the south and the boreal province in the north. At the same time, the Eastern Channel is a
relatively well-circumscribed geographical area, “a world within Europe” (Buléon and Shurmer-Smith 2007;
Carpentier et al. 2009), which makes it an appropriate site for investigating the complex interactions between
intense and diverse human activities
Of these human activities; fishing, maritime transport and aggregate extractions are probably the most notable for
that area. In 2011 there were approximately 4,200 fishing vessels registered in Channel harbours employing
9,800 fishers generating gross revenue of €500 million (Turbout 2013). Maritime transport is also a major
economic activity in the Channel whereby approximately 500 ships of over 300 tons enter and leave the Channel
every day, making it 1 craft every 3 minutes. Perpendicular to this cargo traffic, there are 90-120 daily journeys
operated by ferries between the continent and the British Isles transporting 17 million passengers per annum
(Buléon and Shurmer-Smith 2007). Marine aggregates have been exploited along the UK coasts of the Channel
for several decades, and more recently along the French coasts (Desprez 2000; Boyd and Rees 2003; ICES,
2009). In 2007, 5.5 million tonnes of marine aggregates were extracted from several tens of km² in UK southern
coastal waters and 1 million tonnes from less than 10 km² along French coasts. Recently, this activity moved
further offshore to areas also trawled by French fishermen. Several hundred km² are presently prospected by
French companies both in the eastern and central Channel. All these activities have in isolation or in combination,
long been recognised to be major vectors of change for the ecosystem structure and functioning, and also having
an economic effect on the maritime sectors of activity.
Here the purpose of the study was to get a better insight as to how fishers and aggregate activity in the Eastern
Channel interact spatially with one another by analysing a time series of different spatially-explicit metrics of
fishing activities and aggregate extractions using English and French data.
Material and methods
Material
Fisheries information
Fisheries information was provided under the same format by IFREMER (French fishing fleets) and CEFAS
(English fishing fleets). Fishing effort was made available from satellite-based data as hours fished, with a 3’ × 3’
spatial resolution. Only those vessels above 15 m were considered, because vessels below that size were not
equipped with a Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) until 2012 (EC 2009). Landings were obtained from fishers’ EU
mandatory logbooks for each fishing trip at the spatial resolution of an ICES (International Council for the
Exploration of the Sea) rectangle [1° × 30’]. The fishing fleets were distinguished based on the gear used per trip.
The most important French fleets, in terms of landings, were otter-trawlers, netters and scallop dredgers, while
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m-trawlers andd potters. Figuure 27a and b show the
the most important English fleets weere scallop drredgers, beam
spatial fisshing distribution of all Frencch and UK vesssels >15m inn the Eastern Channel.
C
Aggregatte extractions information
n
Dredging intensity for all
a French andd English agg regation extraaction sites waas collated froom the differennt Eastern
Channel aggregate exxtraction comppanies. The foormat under which
w
these data
d were colllected differedd between
French aand English agggregate extrraction compaanies. For thee French aggrregate extracttion sites, thee dredging
intensity was made avvailable as nuumber of dayys dredged peer month, and the volumee of sands annd gravels
extracted was also made
m
availablee. For the Ennglish aggreggate extraction sites, the dredging inteensity was
provided as number off hours dredged per monthh. Dredging inntensities weree binned into 3’ × 3’ squarees (Figure
27c). Fivee aggregate extraction sitees were definned in the Ennglish EEZ: UK01
U
(West oof Isle of Wigght), UK02
(South-Eaast of Isle of Wight), UK03 (East of Isle of Wight), UK
K04 (Central Eastern Channnel) and UK005 (SouthEast Enggland), and theese were treaated as indepeendent units for
f subsequennt analyses. TThree French aggregate
extractionn sites were iddentified and treated indep endently in thhis study: FR001 (Baie de Seeine), FR02 (Le Havre)
and FR033 (Dieppe).

b French
Figure 277. Eastern Chhannel maps showing the spatial distribbution (3’ x 3’) of, (a) the hhours fished by
vessels eexceeding 15 m cumulated over 2007-20012, (b) the hours
h
fished by
b UK vesselss exceeding 15
1 m over
2007-2011 and, (c) dreedging intensity in the vicin ity of all French and UK agggregate extraaction sites ideentified by
their resppective codes: FR01 (Baie de
d Seine), FR002 (Le Havre), FR03 (Diepppe), UK01-UK005.
Data explloration
The intennsity of aggregate extractioon varied withhout trend in five
f sites (UK
K01, UK03, UKK05, FR02 and FR03),
increasedd in two sites (UK04
(
and FR
R01) and decreeased at site UK02
U
(Figuress 2–4).
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p 3’ x 3’ square – plain linne) of (a, e, i, m)
m English
Figure 288. Fishing effort (average hoours fished peer month and per
beam-traw
wlers, (b, f, j,, n) English dredgers,
d
(c, g, k, o) Engliish potters, (dd, h, l, p) Freench otter-traw
wlers, and
aggregatee extraction intensity (aveerage surfacee exploited per
p month annd per 3’ x 3’ square) in English
aggregatiion sites (a, b,, c, d) UK01, (e,
( f, g, h) UK002, (i, j, k, l) UK03, (m, n, o, p) UK05.
There waas substantial fishing activvity by Englissh beam-trawllers, scallop dredgers, pottters and Freench ottertrawlers aat sites UK01 and UK05, but
b activity waas more limiteed at sites UK02
U
and UK003 (Figure 288). English
scallop drredgers, French otter-trawleers and Frencch scallop dreddgers were the main fleets operating aroound UK04
(Figure 229). French ottter-trawlers and
a French sccallop dredgeers were the main fleets ooperating arouund FR01,
whilst only French otter-trawlers hadd a substantiall amount of fisshing activity around
a
FR03. All French fleeets (ottern
had suubstantial fishiing activity aroound FR03.
trawlers, scallop dredgers, potters, netters)

Figure 299. Fishing effort (average hoours fished peer month and per
p 3’ x 3’ squuare – plain linne) of (a) Engllish beamtrawlers, (b) English drredgers, (c) French otter-traawlers, (d) Freench dredgerss, (e) French netters, and (a,
( b, c, d,
e) aggreggate extractioon intensity (aaverage surfaace exploited per month and
a per 3’ x 3’ square) in
i English
aggregatiion site UK04..
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Figure 300. Fishing effoort (average hours fished peer month andd per 3’ x 3’ sqquare – plain line) of (a, e,, i) French
otter-traw
wlers, (b, f, j) French
F
dredgeers, (c, g, k) FFrench potters, (d, h, l) Frennch netters, annd aggregate extraction
intensity (average surfface exploitedd per month aand per 3’ x 3’
3 square) in French
F
aggreggation sites (a, b, c, d)
FR01, (e,, f, g, h) FR02, (i, j, k, l) FR003.
French annd English lanndings data were only availaable at the sccale of an ICES
S rectangle, w
which is a mucch coarser
resolutionn than that used to group fishing effortt (3’ x 3’). Fiigure 31 to Figure
F
33 shoow landings from ICES
rectanglees including the different aggregate extraaction sites. Ass a result of thhe coarse ressolution scale it was not
possible to distinguissh between the landings from extracction sites UK01-UK03,
U
aand UK04-UK05, and
subsequeently these weere grouped innto larger areaas (hereby refeerred to as UK
K123 and UK445 respectivelyy). English
beam-traw
wlers primarily landed soole and plaicce, and also a quantity of
o scallops ((Pecten maxiimus) and
cephalopods (Loligo sppp. and Sepiaa officinalis) (FFigure 31a & Figure 32a). English
E
and FFrench scallopp dredgers
landed allmost exclusivvely scallops, although sol e were occassionally taken in reasonablle quantities by
b French
scallop dredgers, posssibly due to geear mis-speciffication (Figurre 31c, Figuree 32b,e, Figurre 33b,f,j). Freench ottertrawlers ooperate in a true mixed fisshery, mainlyy landing in different quantities of bass (Dicentrarchuus labrax),
cephalopods, red mulleet (Mullus surm
muletus) and whiting (Merlaangius merlanngus) (Figure 331b, Figure 32d, Figure
33a,e,i). Landing inforrmation from English and French potteers, although more limitedd than for othher fleets,
indicated a clear targeeting of ediblee crab (Canceer pagurus), European
E
lobster (Homaruss gammarus) and
a whelk
(Buccinum
m undatum) (F
Figure 31d, Figure 32c, Figuure 33c,g,k). Finally,
F
Frenchh netters prim
marily landed sole, with a
bycatch oof cod (Gadus morhua).
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o (a) sole (Soolea solea), plaaice (Pleuroneectes platessaa), cephalopodds (Sepia officcinalis and
Figure 31. Proportion of;
Loligo spp.) and scalloops (Pecten maximus)
m
in English beam
m-trawlers landed value; (bb) bass (Diceentrarchus
labrax), ccephalopods (Sepia
(
officinaalis and Loligoo sp.), red mullet (Mullus surmuletus)
s
aand whiting (M
Merlangius
merlanguus) in French otter-trawlerss landing valuue; (c) scallopps (Pecten maaximus) in Ennglish dredgers landing
value, (d)) large crustaaceans (ediblee crab, Canceer pagurus, European lobstter, Homarus gammarus) and
a whelk
(Buccinum
m undatum) in English pootters landingg value, in thhe ICES rectangles includding English aggregate
extractionn sites UK01, UK02, UK03.

Figure 322. Proportion of
o (a) sole (Soolea solea), plaaice (Pleuroneectes platessaa), cephalopodds (Sepia officcinalis and
Loligo sp.) and scallops (Pecten maxximus) in Engglish beam-traw
wlers landed value;
v
(b) scaallops (Pecten maximus)
in English dredgers landing value, (c) large crrustaceans (eedible crab, Cancer pagur
urus, Europeaan lobster,
Homarus gammarus) and
a whelk (Buccinum undaatum) in English potters lannding value; ((d) bass (Diceentrarchus
labrax), ccephalopods (Sepia
(
officinaalis and Loligoo sp.), red mullet (Mullus surmuletus)
s
aand whiting (M
Merlangius
merlanguus) in French otter-trawlers
o
landing value,, (e) scallops and sole in Frrench dredgerrs landing valuue, (f) sole
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and cod (Gadus morhhua) in Frenchh netters landding value, in the ICES recctangles includding English aggregate
extractionn sites UK04, UK05.

Figure 333. Proportion of
o (a, e, i) basss (Dicentrarcchus labrax), cephalopods
c
(Sepia
(
officinaalis and Loligoo sp.), red
mullet (M
Mullus surmuleetus) and whiting (Merlanggius merlanguus) in French otter-trawlerss landing value; (b, f, j)
scallops ((Pecten maxim
mus) and solee (Solea soleaa) in French dredgers
d
landiing value; (c, g, k) large crustaceans
(edible crrab, Cancer paagurus, Europpean lobster, H
Homarus gam
mmarus) and whelk
w
(Buccinnum undatum) in French
potters laanding value; (d, h, l) codd (Gadus morrhua) and soole in French netters landiing value, in the ICES
rectanglees including Frrench aggregaate extraction ssites (a, b, c, d) FR01, (e, f,, g, h) FR02, ((i, j, k, l) FR03.
Data anaalysis
An investtigation was conducted
c
to observe
o
whetther and to whhat extent fishhing effort wass modified in the areas
impacted by aggregatee extraction. Aggregate exxtraction couldd affect fishing activities ass a result of extraction
intensity, but also throuugh the proxim
mity of the extrraction site to the actual fishhing grounds.
To test tthe first hypoothesis, cross-correlation w
was calculated between thhe time seriees of fishing effort and
aggregatee extraction inntensity. The time
t
series of fishing effort and aggregate extraction inntensity was derived
d
for
each agggregate extracction site andd for each fishhing fleet by averaging vaalues across aall spatial uniits directly
impacted by an aggreegate extractioon. The crosss-correlation was
w derived at
a different tim
me lags to differentiate
between instantaneous and delayeed effects. Booth input and output time series were pre-whitened using an
ARIMA m
model filter (B
Box and Jenkkins 1976) to facilitate resuults interpretaation. Both pre
re-whitening and
a crosscorrelatioon calculationss were operated using thee PROC ARIM
MA proceduree from the SAAS/ETS packkage (SAS
2010).
To examiine whether and
a how the proximity to agggregate extraaction sites haad any effect oon the spatial allocation
of fishingg effort, a com
mparison of fishing effort oof the differennt fleets betw
ween three seets of spatial units was
conducted. The first set, hereby referred to as tthe impacted area, includeed all spatial uunits where sands
s
and
aggregatees were extracted, and wass allotted a prooximity index with a value of
o 2. The secoond set, herebby referred
to as the intermediate area,
a
includedd all spatial unnits bordering the impacted area (proximitty index valuee = 1). The
final set, hereby referrred to as thee reference ((or unimpacteed) area, included all spattial units borddering the
intermediate area (proximity index value
v
= 0). Laarge proximityy indices are associated
a
to a small distance to the
aggregatee extraction site,
s and vice versa. The efffect of the prroximity from extraction sitees on fishing effort was
tested ussing a time seeries cross-section regressiion analysis, where each section
s
consissted of the sppatial units
included iin the impacteed, intermediate and referennce areas, andd where the explanatory va riable was thee proximity
index withh its three posssible values (0:
( reference area; 1: interm
mediate area, 2: impacted aarea). The anaalysis was
carried ouut using the SA
AS proceduree PROC TSCR
REG (SAS 20110).
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Results
The results of the cross-correlation analyses are shown in Table 16. Pre-whitening was necessary to de-trend
and/or de-seasonalise most of the English aggregate extraction intensity time series. The French otter-trawlers
fishing effort was positively cross-correlated to aggregate extraction intensity with a time lag ranging from 0–3
months, and then negatively correlated with a time lag of 4–8 months, on sites UK01 (Figure 28d), FR02 (Figure
30e) and FR03 (Figure 30i). A reverse pattern was found between the fishing effort of French otter-trawlers and
aggregate extraction intensity on site UK04, with a negative cross-correlation at lag 2 and a positive crosscorrelation at lag 5 (Figure 29c). The fishing effort of English and French potters was instantaneously crosscorrelated with aggregate extraction intensity at lags 0 (instantaneously) in site UK01 (Figure 28c) and 2–3
months in site FR03 (Figure 30k). Finally, a positive cross-correlation between the fishing effort of French
dredgers and aggregate extraction intensity was found at lag 6 in site UK04 (Figure 29d). The cross-correlation
between the other fishing effort and aggregate extraction intensity time series was not significant (p < 0.05), or
could not be calculated when the time series was too short (FR01).
Table 16. Tests of, (1) cross-correlation between pre-whitened fishing effort and aggregation extraction intensity
time series and, (2) effect of the proximity from extraction sites on fishing effort (as output from time series crosssection regression analysis), for different French/English fleets and extraction sites (“-“ means not statistically
significant with p < 0.05).
Extraction site
UK01

Pre-whitening
p
d q
1
0 0

UK02
UK04

0
1

1
0

1
1,12

UK05

12

0

1

FR01

0
0

0
0

0
0

FR02
FR03

Fleet
English beam-trawlers
English dredgers
English potters
French otter-trawlers
French otter-trawlers
English dredgers
French otter-trawlers
French dredgers
English beam-trawlers
English dredgers
English potters
French otter-trawlers
French otter-trawlers
French dredgers
French otter-trawlers
French otter-trawlers
French potters
French netters

Cross-correlation
Lags (correlation)
ns
ns
0 (+)
6 (-)
ns
ns
2 (-); 5 (+)
6 (+)
ns
ns
ns
ns
(2,3) (+); (7,8) (-)
(0,2) (+); (4,5) (-)
(2,3) (+)
6 (+)

Proximity to extraction
Coefficient
p
-0.11
0.69
3.11
<0.01
1.23
<0.01
-0.95
0.24
-0.36
0.18
2.25
<0.01
-3.64
0.11
2.38
0.07
0.65
0.13
-0.43
0.25
2.05
0.04
-11.12
0.01
-1.32
0.43
-3.35
0.14
1.73
0.36
2.62
0.47
0.20
<0.01
0.12
0.78

The results of the Time Series Cross Section Regression (TSCREG) analysis indicated that the fishing effort of all
English and French potters targeting large crustaceans and whelk was larger in the vicinity of aggregate
extraction sites (Figure 34c, Figure 38o, Figure 36k). The fishing effort of English scallop dredgers targeting
scallops also increased with the proximity to aggregate extraction sites UK01 (Figure 34b) and UK04 (Figure
35b). Only the fishing effort of French otter-trawlers decreased in the vicinity of aggregate extraction site UK05
(Figure 34p). The distribution of fishing effort was not related to the distance to aggregate extraction sites for the
other fleets.
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Figure 344. Fishing effoort (average hours
h
fished pper month andd per 3’ x 3’ square)
s
of (a, e, i, m) English beamtrawlers, (b, f, j, n) English dredgers, (c, g, k, o) Ennglish potters,, (d, h, l, p) Freench otter-traw
wlers, inside (thick
(
plain
line), arouund (thin plainn line) and outside (thin dottted line) English aggregation sites (a, b,, c, d) UK01, (e, f, g, h)
UK02, (i, j, k, l) UK03, (m,
( n, o, p) UK
K05.

p 3’ x 3’ square) of (a) Engglish beam-traawlers, (b)
Figure 355. Fishing effort (average hoours fished peer month and per
English ddredgers, (c) French otter--trawlers, (d) French dredggers, (e) Frennch netters, innside (thick plain
p
line),
around (thhin plain line) and outside (tthin dotted linee) English agggregation site UK04.
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p 3’ x 3’ squuare) of (a, e, i) French otteer-trawlers,
Figure 366. Fishing effort (average hoours fished peer month and per
(b, f, j) Frrench dredgerss, (c, g, k) Freench potters, ((d, h, l) Frenchh netters, insidde (thick plain line), around (thin plain
line) and outside (thin dotted
d
line) Frrench aggregaation sites (a, b,
b c, d) FR01, (e, f, g, h) FR
R02, (i, j, k, l) FR03.
F
f
effort ( i.e. ratio betw
ween current effort
e
and the effort at the start
s of the
Finally the relative annnual shifts in fishing
time seriees) across thee impacted, inntermediate aand reference areas were compared.
c
Th e difference across
a
the
three areas was generrally minimal for
f most fleetss operating arround Englishh aggregation extraction sitees (Figure
37 and Figure 38). On the French aggregate extraaction sites, a steep increase in fishing eeffort was eviddent in the
impacted area for the French otter-trawlers (Figurre 39e), Frencch potters (Figgure 39k) andd French netteers (Figure
39l), whilee the fishing effort
e
in the intermediate andd reference yeears remainedd constant or eeven decreaseed.
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Figure 377. Annual trennds in fishing effort (averaage hours fishhed per month and per 3’ x 3’ square relative to
starting yyear) of (a, e, i,i m) English beam-trawlers
b
s, (b, f, j, n) Ennglish dredgerrs, (c, g, k, o) English potters, (d, h, l,
p) Frenchh otter-trawlerrs, inside (thicck plain line),, around (thinn plain line) and outside (thhin dotted linee) English
aggregatiion sites (a, b,, c, d) UK01, (e,
( f, g, h) UK002, (i, j, k, l) UK03, (m, n, o, p) UK05.

Figure 388. Annual trennds in fishing effort (averaage hours fishhed per month and per 3’ x 3’ square relative to
starting yyear) of (a) Ennglish beam-trrawlers, (b) E nglish dredgeers, (c) Frenchh otter-trawlerrs, (d) French dredgers,
(e) Frencch netters, innside (thick plain
p
line), arround (thin plain line) andd outside (thiin dotted linee) English
aggregatiion site UK04..

Figure 399. Annual trennds in fishing effort (averaage hours fishhed per month and per 3’ x 3’ square relative to
starting yyear) of (a, e, i) French otteer-trawlers, (b , f, j) French dredgers, (c, g, k) French potters, (d, h,, l) French
netters, innside (thick plain line), arouund (thin plainn line) and outtside (thin dottted line) Frencch aggregatioon sites (a,
b, c, d) FR
R01, (e, f, g, h)
h FR02, (i, j, k,
k l) FR03.
Discussion
In this sttudy, the effeects of both dredging inteensity and thee proximity too aggregate eextraction sitees on the
distributioon of fishing effort
e
was investigated for a broad selecction of Frencch and Englissh demersal fleets.
f
The
most striking result was that, for most
m of the ffishing fleets and aggregatte extraction sites, neitherr dredging
intensity nor the proxim
mity to the exxtraction site hhad a deterrinng effect on fishing activitiees. To the contrary, we
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noted that the fishing effort of dredgers and potters could be greater in the vicinity of marine aggregates sites than
elsewhere and also positively correlated to dredging intensity with a lag of 0 to 6 months. The fishing effort
distribution of French netters was consistent over the whole time period under investigation. However, it is
important to note that the fishing effort of netters has increased substantially in the impacted area FR03 (where it
is correlated to dredging intensity with a lag of 6 months), whilst remaining almost constant in the intermediate
and reference areas. The results obtained for French otter-trawlers were clearly mixed and site-dependent.
The general lack of a negative impact of aggregate extractions on fishing activities bear out the outcomes of
preliminary impact studies conducted by Vanstaen et al. (2010) on English aggregate sites in the Eastern
Channel, over various time periods. Vanstaen et al. (2010) concluded there was no evidence that marine
aggregates exploitation had significantly altered the spatial fishing distribution of fleets operating various mobile
gears. Vanstaen et al. (2010) even indicated some increase of fishing activity for scallop dredgers targeting
scallops in the vicinity of marine aggregates sites exploited in the central Eastern Channel (referred to as UK04 in
this investigation).
To understand why marine aggregates extractions did not have the negative impact one would have anticipated
on fishing activities, it is necessary to consider the biological and ecological effects of aggregate extractions on
marine organisms, and the habitat utilization of target species. It has been shown that aggregate extractions can
result in an immediate reduction in the total biomass and species number of benthic invertebrates due to
sediment disturbance (Desprez et al. 2000; Barry et al. 2010; Desprez et al. 2010). The recolonization may last
several years, possibly with a durable change in the composition of the benthic community when the nature of the
sediment composition has been thoroughly modified. However, concomitantly to the immediate removal of
benthos, the water column is enriched by the organic matter derived from the dredger outwash (Newell 1999). In
the vicinity of some Eastern Channel aggregate extraction sites, the increased deposition of organic detritus
during dredging is known to attract suspension-feeders, omnivorous, and/or scavenging species (e.g., porcelain
crab, Pisidia longicornis, and squat lobster, Galathea intermedia) and also fish such as common sole, black
seabream, and cod (Desprez et al. 2013).
These ecological considerations could in particular explain why French and English potters, targeting scavenging
species such as European lobster, edible crab and whelk (Carpentier et al. 2009) have concentrated in the
vicinity of all aggregate extraction sites around which these fleets normally operate. Scallop is a suspension
feeder (Carpentier et al. 2009), and so might feed on any increased organic matter in the water column, although
the preference of this species for coarse sand and gravel habitats may also be an important factor (Dare et al.
1993), in terms of the aggregate industry exploiting the same habitats as used by scallops. Such factors could
explain why English scallop dredgers (which target this species almost exclusively) were relatively more densely
distributed over some aggregate extraction sites (e.g., UK01 and UK04). A temporary increased abundance of
sole in the vicinity of some French extraction sites, likely due to its ability to switch diet and feed on small crabs
and dead bivalves (Desprez et al. 2013) could explain why the increase in fishing effort of the French netters
targeting predominantly this species has been substantially larger on the impacted site than in the neighbouring
areas. A dynamic change in dredging intensity is in some cases associated with a change in the same direction of
fishing effort for these fleets up to 6 months later, which may indicate a persistent modification of the benthic
community structure following extraction (Desprez 2000; Boyd et al. 2003; Cooper et al. 2007; Foden 2009). The
linkage between aggregate extraction and fishing effort of otter trawlers is more complex to interpret, possibly
because this fleet targets a range of species which may respond differently to changes in prey distributions
following aggregate extraction.
These results were considered in the light of those obtained from other studies investigating the impact of
aggregate extractions on commercial fish and shellfish species. These authors developed a sensitivity index
based on seven ecological and life-history characteristics: type of spatial distribution, threat status, importance for
fisheries, habitat vulnerability, ability to switch diet and affinity to seabed. Of the 11 case study species
considered, scallop and lobster reached the highest scoring, indicating a great vulnerability to aggregate
extractions. The scoring for edible crabs and sole was lower, and whelk was not considered. Drabble (2012)
suggested that aggregate extractions may have a deterring effect on the recruitment and hence on the longer
term adult abundance of sole, which may largely offset the short-term benefits of releasing organic detritus in the
water column for this species.
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s
such as sole, lobst
ster, edible craab, whelk,
Thereforee, while our reesults suggesst that a conccentration of species
scallop and the fleets which target them
t
is locallyy and temporaarily possible in the vicinityy of relatively small-size
aggregatee extraction sites, there is substantial
s
evvidence that extending the licensed areass beyond reason would
be detrim
mental to thesee species and related fisheriies in the longger term.

1.3.2
Do French fleets
f
avo
oid marittime trafffic lanes when ta
argeting
d
demersal fish?
f
Section A
Authors
Vermard, Y. (IFREMER
R), Marchal, P.
P (IFREMER),, Tidd, A. (CEFAS), Lehuta,, S. (IFREMER
R)
Section A
Abstract
The approoach we proppose here aims at getting beetter insights into whether fishermen
f
catcch informationn could
be used tto inform speccies distributioons and if the observed effoort (and catchees) could be cconstrained byy other
activities such as the maritime
m
trafficc. This first atteempt to correlate fish distribbution observeed during a sccientific
survey annd fishing catcches via linkagge of VMS annd logbooks data first emphhases a good correlation beetween
the obserrved biomass in October by a scientific survey and fishing locationn targeting thee different demersal
species inn the Eastern Channel. Fleeets seem attraacted by areass identified as of high abunddance densitiees. For
most of thhe species, thhe maritime traffic seems too be a perturbbation for the fishing activitiies. However, in the
case of thhe red mullet fishery,
f
vesseels seem to avvoid traffic lanees except wheen they expecct high fish dennsities.
They thenn may take thee risk of fishing inside the trraffic lanes or in areas of higgh marine trafffic densities.
Introducttion
The mariitime domain has been ussed by distincct activities (m
marine traffic (goods and ppassengers), fishing
activities, gravel extracctions …) for long time. Byy its localisation between the Atlantic O
Ocean and thee North
Sea, the Channel is a strategic areaa in the north-w
west Europe. The maritime area handless around 20% global
marine traaffic, making it one of the intensively
i
us ed sea in the world. Cominng from arounnd the planet, nearly
500 shipss of over 300 tons enter and leave the C
Channel every day, making it 1 craft everry 3 minutes. On
O top
of this gooods shipping 90-120 dailyy rotations aree operated byy ferries betweeen the continnent and the British
Isles, trannsporting 17 million
m
passenggers per annuum (Buléon annd Shurmer-Sm
mith 2007). W
With the develoopment
of the AIS
S (Automatic Identification
I
System),
S
and the legal obliggation for boats bigger thann 300 gross toonnage
to have thheir AIS turnedd on when shiipping now all ows for estimating spatial shipping
s
intenssity.
The easttern Channel is also rich in term of bbiodiversity and
a commercial fishery reesources. Thiss area
encompaass a number of commerciaal species as well as many location esssential to theiir life circle (feeding
grounds, nursery areass as well as migration routess for pelagic fishes, sea birdds and marinee mammals).
This bioddiversity and high commercial interest of the species in this area has contrributed to thee early
developm
ment of the fisshing activity. Some speciess have been managed by TAC but mosst of the comm
mercial
species aare still not under the TAC
C system. Othher managem
ment measures have been in place for a long
period such as minimum landing sizees, or spatial ffishing restricttion (3/12 milees zones).
t different species
s
of inteerest. Many studies
s
Fishermeen have develloped technicss and strateg ies to target the
have put forward the importance of
o the empiricaal knowledge and habits (Vermard et aal. 2008, Tiddd et al.
2012) on the choice off the metier annd the fishing area practisedd during in a given
g
trip. Butt the improvem
ment of
the technnology (sonarss, echo sounders, fishing poower…) also called
c
fishing creep (Mahévvas et al., 2011) has
also moddified fishermeen behaviourss and their cappacity to exploit certain areeas. It is usuaally considereed that,
given their experience and technology used; fisheermen are able to find the targeted
t
fish w
when they aree in the
area. How
wever, beforee the generalization of the VMS (Vessel Monitoring System)
S
their knowledge and the
spatial unnderstanding of
o the realizedd catches werre difficult to address
a
without making inteensive intervieews as
the legal ffishing declaraation are at thhe scale of thee ICES squaree (60’*30’) whicch is generallyy too scarce too get a
precise uunderstanding of the spatiall allocation off the catches with
w respect to
t the speciess spatial distribution.
The geneeralization of the VMS and the
t associatedd procedures developed to link VMS andd logBooks (Hintzen,
2012) maake it possiblee to consider studying
s
fine sscale spatial distribution
d
of the catches aand then undeerstand
the driverrs of the spatiaal effort allocaation.
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The approach we propose here aims at getting better insights into whether fishermen catch information could
be used to inform species distributions and if the observed effort (and catches) could be biased by other
activities such as the marine traffic. To that purpose we will conjointly analyse fine scale catches extrapolated
using logBooks and VMS data, AIS data and survey data.
Material and methods
Material
Fisheries information
Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) was introduced as part of the European Common Fishery Policy. It is applied to
boats over 24m since 01/01/2000 (CE No 686/97), to boats over 18m since 01/01/2004 and to boats over 15m
since 01/01/2005 (CE No 2244/2003). VMS position and logbooks information were provided by the French
administration. VMS provide information on the fishing boat location (longitude and latitude) every hour. However
no information on the state of the boat (fishing, travelling or on harbour) is available from the row data. Logbook
data inform on the location of the fishing operation at the scale of the ICES square and the fishing day. Coupling
both information is essential to get a precise view of the spatial catch distribution. Coupling logbook and VMS
data has already proven powerful for describing the spatial distribution of impact on the marine habitat (Bastardie
2010b, Eastwood, 2007). And several methods have been applied. The method always consists in two steps: i)
identifying the fishing operation among all position, ii) matching the declared landings (logbook) to the inferred
fishing position from VMS. These steps were performed using vmstools (Hintzen et al, 2012). The criterion to
define fishing position was based on a simple rule based on a speed threshold upgraded with some rules on
distance to harbour. Logbooks were merged day by day and landings reallocated to the inferred fishing position
based on the inferred fishing effort.
Marine Traffic information
AIS (Automatic Identification System) were implemented initially to avoid collision and control. The International
Maritime Organization’s International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea requires AIS to be fitted aboard
international voyaging ships with Gross Tonnage of 300 or more, and all passenger ships regardless of size.
These data are emitted irregularly at a very fine step (from 2 to 10 seconds) via VHF. The frequency at which
data are emitted is speed dependant. The faster the boat goes, the highest the frequency is. AIS transponder has
a limited emission distance depending on location and quality of coast based receivers/base stations). It is
admitted that vessels are reliably monitored along their coast line and out to a range of 60 nautical miles.
All data were stored in a postgres table, allowing for spatial analysis using postGis.
Vessels were filtered on their activity to remove fishing boats. Time interval between two consecutive locations,
representing the time spent in the area located in the area between these two points, was allocated to the last
position. Due to the high frequency of the emissions the straight line trajectory is not a strong hypothesis and
these times can then be summed over 3’*3’ squares to get an occupation index (Figure 40). This occupation
index represents the traffic intensity and its unit is computed as:
∆

sq

locations sq

with sq a given 3’*3’ square.
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Figure 400. Marine traffiic intensity (133th October 20008, right panel and 11th of October 20088, left panel). Black, red
green and blue squarees represent 3’*3’
3 square w
where Marine traffic intensity is less thaan respectivelyy the first,
second, third and last quartile
q
of the observed marrine traffic inteensity during October
O
2008..
Survey daata
Based onn survey data (Channel Groound Fish Survvey), abundannce maps were produced foor several species using
kriging interpolation (C
Carpentier et al,
a 2009). Theese maps allowed for estim
mated a relativve spatial abundance of
species oover the Easteern Channel duuring October (month of thee survey) (Figuure 69).

middle panel) and plaice
Figure 41. Abundance (number of fissh by square kkm) of cuttlefissh (left panel), red mullet (m
(right pannel) observed during CGFS in October 20008.
Methodss
We invesstigated whethher and to whhich extend thhe fishing effoort was distribbuted in the aareas of obseerved high
abundancce and how thhe fishing efforrt allocation waas impacted by
b the marine traffic.
Abundancce classes weere computed using the quaartile of the observed abundance. Four claasses were deefined, the
first one of low abunddance represented by the first quartile, the “medium
m abundancee” corresponding to the
second qquartile, the “hhigh abundancce” as the thiird quartile annd the “very high
h abundancce” as the lasst quartile.
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Marine Traffic was defined in the same way, based on the quartiles of the observed effort over the period. One
more category was added for the areas without any traffic. 3’*3’ squares where then allocated with the category of
the corresponding marine traffic density.
GIS routines were used to extract every day the fishing locations defined as targeting a given species and
occurring in the different intersection of traffic and biomass categories.
A fishing density (number of fishing location per square kilometres) per category was then computed to be able to
compare the attractiveness of each category (abundance * marine traffic) removing the impact of the surface of
each category.
Numbers of fishing positions per categories were analysed using boxplot and linear model to explain the impact
of both marine traffic and abundance in the effort allocation.
Results
The results of the fishing density in the different area by species are presented in Figure 42 to Figure 69 and
Table 17. The fishing density seems influenced by the fish abundance and the marine traffic. Coefficients for
abundance (Table 17) are all significant and positive, showing a positive attraction for areas of high abundance.
The coefficient for marine traffic intensity are all significant and negatives (Table 17), showing the negative impact
of the marine traffic on the fishing density. Boats seem to be attracted by areas of high abundance and low traffic
intensities.
Table 17. Outcomes of the model fitting (significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1).
Red Mullet
Plaice
Cuttlefish

Intercept
-0.0018887
0.0081152 (*)
0.0189604 (***)

Traffic Intensity
-0.0016547 (*)
-0.0017746 (*)
-0.0028157 (**)

Abundance
0.0121695 (***)
0.0085963 (***)
0.0082444 (***)

Figure 42 also shows that even if the linear model tends to explain fishing densities by low marine traffic and high
abundances areas, the fishing densities are the highest in the area of high marine traffic densities (5th category).
Fishing densities decrease with the increase of marine traffic intensities until abundance category 4, for which
marine traffic intensity hardly has any influence on fishing densities.
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Figure 422. Fishing dennsity targetingg red mullet p er abundancee category (y axis) and Maarine Traffic category (x
axis). Reed dot are thee median vallues and blacck circles thee 5 and 95 centiles valuess. The biggesst red dot
representts a fishing deensity of 0.0699 fishing operaations per km².
Figure 433 and Table 17 show similaar results for tthe fleets targeting cuttlefish. Fishing effoort increases with stock
density except for the highest maritime traffic cattegory (5), whhere stock density is little im
mpacting. Fishing effort
decreasees as traffic inntensity increaases from caategory 1 to category
c
3, and varies littlee when trafficc intensity
increasess from categorry 3 to categorry 5.
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Figure 433. Fishing dennsity targetingg cuttlefish peer abundance category (y axis) and Maarine Traffic caategory (x
axis). Reed dot are thee median vallues and blacck circles thee 5 and 95 centiles valuess. The biggesst red dot
representts a fishing deensity of 0.0566 fishing operaations per km².
For plaicee which is noot a target speecies but mainnly caught as a by-catch, even
e
if the linnear model stiill return a
positive eeffect of the abundance index and a neggative effect off the marine traffic intensityy, Figure 43 shows
s
less
contrasteed patterns.
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Figure 444. Fishing dennsity targeting plaice per abbundance cateegory (y axis) and Marine TTraffic categorry (x axis).
Red dot aare the mediaan values and black circles the 5 and 95 centiles values. The biggeest red dot reppresents a
fishing deensity of 0.0566 fishing operaations per km²².
Discussion
This first attempt to corrrelate fish disstribution obseerved during a scientific survvey and fishinng catches via linkage of
VMS andd logbooks daata first emphhasis a goodd correlation between
b
the observed bioomass in Octoober by a
scientific survey and fisshing location targeting the different demersal species in the Easternn Channel. Fleeets seem
attracted by areas idenntified as of high abundancee densities. Foor most of thee species, the marine trafficc seems to
be a pertturbation for thhe fishing actiivities. Howevver, in the casse of the red mullet
m
fishery, vessels seem
m to avoid
traffic lanes except when they expecct high fish deensities. They then take the risk of fishingg inside the traffic lanes
or in areaas of high marine traffic densities.
Many othher factors migght influence the spatial effffort distributioon such as thee home rangee of fishing veessels and
their depeendencies to home
h
harbourr. In order to m
mitigate this deependency to home harbouur, this study foocuses on
trawlers oof length 18 too 24 meters thhat are able too explore the whole Easternn Channel in a given trip and are not
as limitedd in term of traavelled distancce as smaller bboat can be.
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2 Vallidating fleet
f
dyna
amics mo
odels: an
n intervie
ew‐based
d approacch
Section A
Authors
Delaney, A. (IFM-AAU)), Hoefnagel, E.
E (LEI), Jouaanneau, C. (IFM-AAU)
In an efffort to undersstand their fisshing behavioour in greater detail, a quaantitative survvey was desiigned and
administeered to fisherss operating in the German B
Bight and the English Channel. In the Geerman Bight, the
t survey
was condducted with Dutch
D
fishermeen while Frencch fishers weere targeted inn the eastern English Channnel. The
survey waas not adminisstered to UK boats
b
in the Ennglish Channeel.
The surveey was designned specifically to gain insi ght into why fishers
f
choosee to fish in ceertain areas, understand
how otheer stakeholders and eventts may impacct their own actions in the case studyy areas, as well
w as to
understannd how they choose
c
to resppond to these ppressures.

2.1 E
Eastern English
E
Ch
hannel – th
he French
h case
Twelve booat owners weere surveyed in the spring aand summer of
o 2013. The gear types weere split betweeen trawls
and dredgging with onlyy one using gill nets. Tablee 18 presents the port of exxploitation andd the vessel tyype of the
fishers who answered the survey. Most
M fished fo r sole, with cood, sea bass, shrimp, scall ops, cockles, cuttlefish,
turbot, briill, and eel fillinng in the rest of the speciess harvested.
Table 18.. Port of explooitation and vessel type of thhe fishers whoo answered thee survey.

When askked why they fished in a certain areas, a lmost all fisheers (11) cited “distance to poort” as a primaary reason
for fishingg where they fished. Almost as many ciited a related response, “traadition” as a m
main reason (9).
(
Other
importantt consideratioons included fuel price (6)) and trip duuration (9). The
T only fishher to practice a more
generalized catching pattern
p
(demeersal) also ci ted “season,”” “regulations,” “previous ccatch” and “qquotas” as
additionally important. The other reaasons mentio ned were thee weather and the will to keeep fresh catcch (<48h).
French fisshers seldom went out of thheir main fishinng area, and iff they did it waas in close-byy areas (23F1, 29F1).

In generaal, fishers did not
n feel constrraints in the am
mount of spacce they had avvailable for fisshing. The onee who did,
cited Natuura 2000 and shipping lanees as constrainning factors, and
a said this directly
d
influennced his fishing patterns
as he wouuld need to goo further.
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wed fishers mentioned
m
thaat they were regularly confronted by ccompetition for
f space,
Four of the interview
particularrly with the Dutch
D
purse seiners enterinng the waterss and catching large amouunts of fish. One
O fisher
mentioneed tensions with the maritim
me surveillancee rescue centters (CROSS)) who would ooften tell them
m off about
their trajeectories. One also cited agggregate extracction (when completed)
c
as meaning no fishing anymoore in that
area
Three fishhers felt that there was morre competitionn for space thaan compared to
t 10 years prreviously, all stating
s
that
there are more gillnetteers now. Only two felt therre was more competition
c
foor fish speciess compared too 10 years
earlier, annd cited quotaas and the salee price as the issue.
Restrictioons/temporaryy closures:
Of the 9 rrespondents who
w were askeed, none had experienced an
a area restricction or a tempporary closuree within an
area theyy would normaally fish.
Expectatiions of future competition
c
Though cconflicts and competition
c
haas been minorr, half of the reespondents expect more coompetition in the future,
particularrly in regards to closed areaas (5), wind faarms (5), Natura 2000 sitess (4), and seaals (3). Interacctions with
the "militaary" concerneed demining operations
o
5-66 times a yeaar, generally well perceiveed. The extent of these
conflicts w
was felt to be short (6), lenggthy, large andd small, depennding on the tyype of compettition.

67% of thhe fishers inteerrogated weree not expectinng more comppetition for space in the neaar future in thhe Eastern
Channel. The 4 respoondents who did,
d cited in bbulk protectedd areas, offshhore renewabbles, and all users
u
to a
smaller exxtent.
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In responnse to the inccreased competition, none ssaid they wouuld work to influence decission-making and said in
responsee, they may quuit (2), go to annother fishing ground (3), chhange their tecchnique and aadapt as possible (1), or
they would continue ass usual (5). Most
M (7) felt theey had no influuence on thosse developmeents, only one fisherman
mentioneed the Regionaal Fisheries Committees
C
(C
CRPM) as a way
w to expresss themselves. This same peerson said
he would try to influennce those devvelopments byy different wayys of action (ccommunicatioon through CR
RPM, snail
operationn, blocking harrbour).

Decisionn-making proccess:
In choosing to fish in a certain area, the location aand fish species availabilityy were the prim
mary rationalees, with all
deciding upon where too fish before leeaving the ha rbor. One alsso chose to fissh in a locale aas his father also
a fished
there.

Overall, FFrench fisherss in Boulognee go to the cl osest fishing grounds available to them
m. They did noot feel too
constrained by other stakeholder
s
activities at thiis point in tim
me, though they worry aboout this changging in the
future. Increasingly buusy seas, especially with inncreased reneewable energyy activities annd marine connservation
were seen as the primaary threats to their
t
ability to fish in the futuure.
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2.2 G
German Bight
B
– the
e Dutch ca
ase
Introducttion
Over 4000 Dutch vesseels fish the German
G
Bight . The German Bight is confined by thee northern coast of the
Netherlannds, the coastts of Germanyy and halfway Jutland in Deenmark and att sea, east of tthe Doggerbaank. Main
ports aree the Northernn ports, like Urk;
U Texel; Haarlingen; Wieringen; Den Oever; IJmu iden; Lauwerssoog; and
Scheveningen. Cutterss of all sizes ussing a variety of gear: fly shhoot; twin rig; beam trawl; ppulse trawl; shrrimp trawl,
and other nets are tarrgeting plaice, sole, shrimpp, nephrops, other
o
quota sppecies and otther non-quotaa species.
Since 19889 cutters larrger than 300 hp are not aallowed to enter the Plaice box, situated along the cooast of the
German B
Bight (40,000 km2).

UK shipping forecast zones, with Geerman Bight.
LEI developed an internet survey based
b
upon thhe UK-FR survey developed by IFM-AAU
U (structured and open
answers) and sent it ouut via the website and newssletter of two national
n
Produucer Organisattions (POs). 103 people
“looked” aat the survey;; 19 filled it ouut (25 vesselss); 3 did not fish in the German Bight; 3 were incomplete and 2
were PO
O staff, so 8 were not vaalid. 11 Surveeys were com
mpleted and delivered vaalid informatioon. Of the
respondeents, 10 were male fisherss, 1 female fissher, togetherr fishing on 15 vessels of which 11 vesssels were
flying thee Dutch flag, 1 a UK flag, and 3 vessells flying the German
G
flag. The lengths oof the vesselss were as
follows: 1 Cutter < 12m
m; 6 Cutters 122 tot 24m; 2 C
Cutters 24 tot 40m;
4
and 4 Cuutters> 40m. VVarious gear-types were
used: Fly shoot; twin rigg; beam trawl; pulse trawl; sshrimp trawl and
a ‘other netss’.
The low response ratee can be explained, most l ikely, by two factors: the definition of “G
German Bight” and the
length of the survey. Firstly, Dutch fishers definee the Germann Bight differently from the way it is defined in the
map abovve; to them, thhe plaice box is the Germaan Bight. This becomes an issue for the survey since the plaice
box is cloosed for the laarger cutters. This definitionn problem waas not tackled by publishingg a map of the German
Bight in tthe internet suurvey. Anotheer explanation for the low response
r
mighht be the lenggth of the surrvey which
took on aaverage 40 minnutes to compplete.
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The Plaicce Box
Current ccompetition for
f space in the
t German B
Bight
The Germ
man Bight connsists of wateers of 3 counttries: The Nettherlands, Gerrmany and Deenmark. 7 of the Dutch
respondeents fish in all the
t parts of the German Bigght5
Response R
Response
Where do you fish in thhe German Biight?
Total
Percent
Dutch parrt
11
100%
German ppart
8
73%
Danish paart
7
64%
Total Responndents (For thhis Question)
11
The mainn reason to goo to the Germ
man Bight is tthe ‘season’, but also impoortant are thee expected priice for the
catch, thee distance to the port, previoous catch andd trip duration.
Whyy do you decidde to go the German
G
Bight and not to othher fishing groounds like Ressponse Respo
onse
e.g. the Dogger Bank?
B
TTotal
Perccent
Season
6
55%
%
Species price
4
36%
%
Reggulations
1
9%
%
Fuel price
0
0%
%
Traddition
0
0%
%
Distaance to port
4
36%
%
Prevvious catch
4
36%
%
Exchhange
of
1
9%
%
inforrmation
Trip duration
4
36%
%
Otheer:
“Wee are fishers of the
Wadddensea, we have
no licence for deeper
d
4
36%
%
wateers”.
“Thee best
catcch”.

sole

to
Tottal Respondeents (For this Question)
Q

5

11

More thaan one answer to
t a question is often possible..
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9 of the respondents think
t
there arre fewer squaare miles of fishing ground in the Germaan Bight thann 10 years
before. Thhis is mainly due
d to closed areas and winnd mill parks.
If yes, due to what?
Clossed area
Windd farms
Natuura
20000
Shippping
routee
Militaary
Oil rigs
Otheer:
Musselseed
catch
instaallation

Response
Total
7
7

Responsse
Percen
nt
78%
78%

4

44%

1

11%

1
2

11%
22%

1

11%

Total Responndents (For thhis Question)
9
(skipped this question )

2

This loss of space influuences the fishing pattern oof all 9 responndents. Now thhey have to fissh more intensively and
their trip length changeed, too. It is staated that closeed areas and parks are ofteen situated in ggood fishing areas.
a
Seven respondents coonflict with othher users overr space, espeecially with winnd farms, Natture conservation, other
fishers annd rigs. Four were fined after (accidentlly) fishing in a closed areaa; unsafe situ ations occur near wind
farms (4) and rigs (3) due
d to (weather) conditionss and 3 mentioon crowdedneess with other fishing vesseels. Five of
the respoondents say there
t
is moree competition for space am
mong fishers; however fivee also responded no to
increasedd competition among fisherss.
Only fourr of the elevenn respondentss note difficultties from non--human pressure, like channged fish distribution (3)
and climaate change (2)) and only onee mentions invvasive speciess and outbreaks of jellyfish.. Four do not notice any
influence of non-humaan pressure. Three
T
responddents think thhey have an advantage ovver changes caused
c
by
non-humaan pressures, but mainly seee fluctuationss as natural.
Restrictioons/temporary closures
Eight of the eleven reespondents thhemselves exxperienced ann area restricction or a tem
mporary closuure in the
German B
Bight of a relaatively large sizze (5) or med ium or small size
s (3). Nonetheless they sstill remain fishhing in the
German B
Bight, though as a consequuence they caatch less targeeted fish (5) annd earn less oor it takes morre effort to
earn the ssame. The typpes of closure are mentioneed in next bar chart:
Response Response
R
Total
Percent

What typpe of closure was
w it?
Spawningg area, like
Plaiceboxx
Temporarry
closuure
(e.g.real ttime closures))
Natura 20000
Wind farm
ms
Extensionn of military arrea
Extensionn of shipping
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50%
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routes
Riggs
Other:

3

38%

2

25%

Total Respo
ondents (For this
t Question))
8
(skipped thiis question)

3

Expectattions on futurre competitio
on for space iin the German Bight
All respondents expecct more area restrictions
r
off a permanentt character (10) in the neaar future in thee German
Bight. Onnly one responndent will quit fishing, otherss will continuee, because theey want to coontinue to go fishing.
f
No
respondeent thinks theey have any influence on these develoopments. Ninee would like to try to havve greater
influence through their PO (9) or other organisatioons.
On their last trip to the German Bight respondentss competed for space with a variety of acttivities:
Response Response
R
Total
Percent
5
45%

Which otther marine acctivities did you compete witth spatially forr your activities this trip?
Other fishhing vessels
Gas/oil/saand extractioon
sites
Maritime traffic
Wind farm
ms
Natura 20000 areas
Other closed areas
Other:
Total Respo
ondents (For this
t Question))

4

36%

8
6
5
6
0
11

73%
55%
45%
55%
0%

Seven respondents weent to the Dutch part, five too the Germann part and only one to the D
Danish part, this choice
was, for 88, motivated by
b the catch possibilities
p
annd for 3, by proximity
p
of the harbor. Althhough all kindds of other
marine acctivities affect fishing in the German Bigh t, regulations also have a great influencee on fishing praactices:
Response Response
R
Total
Percent
6
55%
4
36%
6
55%

Which reegulations affeect your fishingg practices?
Catch lim
mits
Days at ssea limits
Technical measures
Plaice B
Box and/or other
closed arreas
Area-based manageement
(3-miles
zone/6-miles
zone/12-m
miles zone)
NO REG
GULATIONS BUT
Because it is a less
crowded area
Other:
Fish pricees
Eel ban
Gear resttriction (art. 200)
Total Respo
ondents (For this
t Question))
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Regulatioons and compeetition for space has for all rrespondents impact on the fishing practicce:
R
Response Response
R
Total
Percent
8
73%
7
64%
5
45%
6
55%
9
82%
6
55%

What (acctivities) does this impact onn?
Fishing pattern
Catch com
mposition
Gear usee
Length off trip
Income
Job satisffaction
Other:

1

9%

“On everyything”
TTotal Respon
ndents (For this Question)

11

Conclusiion / Summarry German Biight
Conflict / cooperation
1. There aare fewer square miles of fishing ground in the German Bight than 10 years beforre.
2. Fisherss have to fish more intensively now on lesss available fisshing groundss.
3. Sometiimes unsafe situations
s
occuur near oil rigss and wind farm
ms.
4. Fisherss do not thinkk they have anny influence oon the increasse of competittion for spacee but would likke to have
more.
What limiits activities?
- Spatiallyy: Especially closed areas,, wind farms aand Natura 2000 areas. Too a lesser deggree rigs, shipping and
mussel cuultures. Other closed areas: Real time cloosures (RTCs).
- Regulattions: Catch limits; Days at sea limits; TTechnical measures; Plaicee Box; Area-bbased managgement (3miles zonne, 6-miles zonne, 12-miles zone),
z
Omega mesh-indicator.
Ranking oof most imporrtant impacts on
o their activitiies
Fishers eearn less and catch
c
less targgeted speciess. They have too adapt their fishing
f
patternn. It is crowdedd now and
less safe..
What hass changed?
(Ranked) Income; Fishhing pattern; Catch
C
composiition; Length of
o trip; Gear usse; Job satisfaaction.
Future vieews
Fishers eexpect more laarge area restrictions of a ppermanent chaaracter in the near future inn the German Bight. But
will continnue fishing sinnce they feel thhey have no cchoice.

3 Co‐‐existencce in busy seas: ssome insights fro
om the prrimary sectors
s
of a
activity
Section A
Authors
Delaney, A. (IFM-AAU)), Degnbol, D.. (IFM-AAU), H
Hoefnagel, E. (LEI), Jouannneau, C. (IFM -AAU), Piwow
warczyk, J.
(IOPAS)
Section A
Abstract
The presssure applied to
t the spatial usage of Eurropean regionnal seas by vaarious stakehoolder groups is intense.
This has been investiggated and com
mpared acrosss five regions: the Eastern English Channnel, the Germ
man Bight,
the Doggger Bank and the Gulf of Gddansk. In all ccase study sittes, the majorrity of stakehoolders feel thiss pressure
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will only increase in the future, primarily due to proposals and plans for offshore wind farms, the newest entrants
to these busy seas. In some case study areas, such as the eastern English Channel and Dogger Bank,
applications have already been approved with construction planned; in the German Bight wind farms already exist
and at least in the Dutch part new proposals have been made6. In others, such as the Gulf of Gdansk, such
developments are further away- and unlikely to happen soon due to legal constraints - yet the uncertainty of
impacts, such as on fishing, is cause of great concern. Of all the stakeholders groups, the fisheries group was
the only one addressed by both Sections 2 and Sections 3 and thus can be compared across all case study
areas: eastern English Channel, the Dogger Bank, the German Bight, and the Gulf of Gdansk. Fishing is one of
the oldest activities in all four of the case study areas and though fishers in each area tend to use different gears
and face different pressures, there are a number of similarities among them. These pressures include: regulatory
pressures, competition with other users, and area restrictions.

3.1 Eastern English Channel
Introduction
This section presents an analysis of the activities and interactions of the main stakeholders making use of the
eastern English Channel. The eastern Channel is a shallow (< 50 m) basin which extends approximately from the
Cap de la Hague (FR)-Weymouth (U.K.) on its western limit to the Calais-Dover Strait on the eastern side. This
equates roughly with ICES area VIId, an area delineated for fisheries management. A narrow, yet extremely
congested spatial area, this channel continues to face a variety and large volume of maritime activities. Some
activities are limited to the shallow, coastal areas (e.g. thermo-nuclear power generation, recreation) while others
are focused more or less in deeper, offshore areas (e.g. aggregate extraction).
Historically, the main activities of importance in the Eastern Channel included shipping, transport and fishing. In
addition to these on-going activities, many others have developed in the area. However the marine space has not
been used in the same manner by France and England. The U.K. started developments of offshore wind energy
whilst France started discussing the possibility to extend its renewable energy sector to the offshore area less
than 10 years ago. Another activity pioneered by the UK is the exploitation of marine aggregates which started
after World War II in the U.K. while it started in the late 1970’s for France and Belgium. In addition to these
numerous marine activities, there is a rise in coastal leisure activities on both sides of the channel (yachting, kitesurfing, etc.). All this increased use of the marine space goes along with a rise in marine conservation interests
(MPAs, SSIs, etc) which can engender restrictions of harmful activities in some areas.

There are, of course, many wind mill farms throughout the North Sea; there are simply none operational yet in the case
study area of the Dogger Bank.

6
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wer (http://nattura2000.eea.europa.eu/#).
Figure 455. Natura 20000 Network View
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Fishing
Fishing is one of the oldest activities in the region. The fishing sector is of great economic importance to France,
with those registered in the Channel/North Sea comprising 40% of the value and 37% of the jobs in the French
fisheries sector. The fisheries sector, however, is made of up a large number of subgroups. 90% are multi-use
boats which switch between gears such as net trawls, and traps, with only 10% fishing outside of the coastal strip
(12 nautical miles). Also the most important fishing port in France, Boulogne-sur-Mer, is located on this coastline
with landings of 78m€ and 35,000 tons. The majority of French offshore boats land in ports close to their fishing
grounds (e.g., in Scotland) and do not return to land, though Boulogne-sur-Mer does have the largest offshore
fleet in France. There are some conflicts among the subgroups, particularly given the decrease in some species
quota, such as squid and red mullet, which the fishers blame on Dutch seiners who are using efficient gear over a
large area. Other fisheries-related concerns include an increase in competition with an increase in the number of
gillnetters, as well as weather, toxins (scallop fishery), and a decrease in profitability. In terms of concerns
regarding other stakeholders, fishers fear a reduction in the areas which may be induced by the proposed wind
farms, Natura 2000 and marine protected area sites, as well as aggregate extraction with no foreseeable ability to
adjust positively to the increased competition.
Shipping, transport, and navigation
Shipping and transport are private activities while the monitoring and surveillance of navigation is a part of the
public sector. It is operated by the Maritime Rescue Coordination Centers (MRCCs) within the CROSS. CROSS
continually monitors their areas of jurisdiction and are responsible for safety, surveillance, and traffic. Two
CROSS monitor the Eastern Channel: Jobourg and Gris-Nez.
 CROSS Jobourg is present in the area of Cherbourg and monitors the maritime traffic on the Casquets TSS
(Traffic Separation Scheme: obligatory passage for ships). In addition to two traffic lanes, there are passenger
ships passing through the Channel Islands, and important traffic around the trading ports of Le Havre and
Rouen. Other users who need to be taken into consideration include fishers, recreational boating and
regattas.
 CROSS Gris-Nez operates around the Calais-Dover Strait, a particularly narrow and busy shipping route. The
area is crossed by 25% of the world’s traffic, has the passenger line Calais-Dover, a LNG terminal in
Dunkerque, is home to France’s first fishing port in value (78 million) and tonnage (35,000 tons) of Boulognesur-Mer, includes several sites of aggregate extraction, and will be home to new windfarms in 2017. In
addition to these economic activities the area welcomes each year more than 1 million recreational vessels,
kite surfers, and even swimmers crossing the channel. CROSS competences extend across all of these
actors.
Marine Aggregates
Marine aggregate extraction is a relatively new activity in the French waters of the eastern English Channel.
Though extraction began in the 1980s, permit applications have increased significantly in the last five years
following a decrease in the number of exploitation sites and the volume of reserves of land-based aggregates
because of increasing environmental pressure.
Current extraction rates in the area are approximately 2m tons annually. Overall, marine aggregates make up 2%
of French construction material (360-370m tons). NE Channel deposits are especially prized for their quality,
accessibility, and volume.
In France the authorization procedure for marine aggregate extraction requires three licenses: the mining title, a
state authorization ("autorisation domaniale") and a prefectural order for opening of mining operations. In 2006,
Decree No. 2006-798 brought together most of the regulatory requirements applicable to marine aggregate
extraction in a single text, leaving the administration with only 38 months to study the issues and decide on the
opening of new extraction sites. A consultative body was also introduced to associate elected local fisheries
committees, eNGOs (environmental groups), renewable energy developers, etc. for better local governance.
Two aggregate extraction sites are located off Dieppe (2 companies); one is further located off St-Valéry en Cau
and Fécamp (deposits 15-20km from the coast); the ”St Nicolas” site is along the watershed FR-UK; one other in
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Seine Bay, 20km west of Le Havre; and a new site has been opened 30 km east of North Cotentin border.
Dieppe is the historical site in the Eastern Channel, owned by the company Graves de Mer. The companies GSM
Granulats and Cemex are also present in the Eastern Channel. Three authorisations were given in 2012-2013, for
areas from 6-7km2 to almost 100km2.
The company Graves de Mer initiated a close partnership with scientists through the creation in 2003 of a
scientific interest group (GIS SIEGMA7). The goal is to get more knowledge about the impact of aggregate
extraction in the Channel area. Scientific studies are realised on environmental parameters (morphosedimentary
bathymetry, benthic and fish, trophic networks, turbidity).
During the course of 2007-2013, a comparative study between an impacted area and a non-impacted one was
undertaken in the Seine Bay. Outcomes have influenced the location of the area chosen for the extraction, its
size, management decisions on months to avoid, the frequency of extraction, etc. The proactive involvement in
the GIS might have helped the company to be attributed concessions by the State, an informant from Graves de
Mer said. Other extracting companies in France are seeing the benefits they can get by showing they are virtuous
in terms of environmental consideration, and in the Eastern Channel all companies are progressively getting
involved in the GIS.
Through studies of the GIS, the consultation process and the approval by the State for new concessions, the
chosen sites are supposedly the sites where the impact on both the environment and existing activities will be
most limited. However some actors of the civil society underline the fact that marine aggregate extraction is an
activity which can modify the marine environment (Desprez, 2000) and that its effects over the long term thus
need more consideration.
Offshore renewable energy
Wind energy potential in France is estimated to be the second greatest in Europe, though, as of yet, quite limited
in its exploitation. Fixed wind farms are being considered particularly for the Eastern English Channel given its
shallowness. In 2009, with the view of offshore energy, an inventory of each area of interest was made, resulting
in mapping of hydrological and geographic information as well as the presence of other activities such as shipping
lanes, fishing areas, extraction zones, protected areas, etc. In 2011, a call for tenders was made for the building
of 600 wind turbines by 2020 in 5 separate areas; three of these sites are to be in the Eastern Channel.
As seen with the marine aggregates sector, the development of the wind energy is currently a quite consultative
one.
"Today there really is a desire to plan, the state identifies the areas and then offer them within call of tenders. …
We are a newcomer in the sea. We first try to identify other actors in the marine environment … then we organise
consultation to find the project with the least impact on their activities or perhaps how we can compensate for
project impacts on their activities. Fishing is clearly the leading player with whom we have discussions. … Then
we must also take into account activities which are more specific to the Channel : navigation rail (up and down) in
which we obviously can not put a park. And then there are activities with which we are not necessarily interacting,
e.g. aggregates, are also areas reserved for aggregates, obviously you can not have everything on the same
zones. Also Natura 2000 zones on the Channel coast, and a natural marine park being created the Bay of
Somme. Different activities, either exploitation of resources, or recreation, or protection of the environment come
into play here in the windfarm project definition" (Wind energy developer, Dieppe).
Nature Conservation
There is also an increase in nature conservation in French waters, including the Eastern Channel. Depending on
where you draw the line, there are at least 15 Natura 2000 sites, which include both Birds Directive sites (Special
Protection Areas) as well as Habitats Directive sites (Special Areas of Conservation). The majority are in coastal
areas, but also includes some in offshore areas (see map XX, above). The “Agence des Aires Marines
Protégées” (MPA Agency) has a branch in the Channel North Sea since 2010. Among its responsibilities are:
7http://www.siegma.fr/;http://wwz.ifremer.fr/defimanche/content/download/39363/538002/file/Plaquette%20GIS%20SIEGMA.

pdf
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 leading the French MPA network and natural marine parcs, relying on concertation and several legal tools:
Natural Marine Parc, Natura 2000 network, Natural Reserve, National Parc, public maritime domain of the
“Conservatoire du littoral”, prefectorial order for protection of the biotope, “Trame bleue” (Blue corridor)…
 Gathering scientific data on the marine environment
 Facilitating consultation between elected representatives, users and nature protection organisations
 Experimenting new governance or management models
The heavy anthropogenic pressure in the Eastern Channel has led to the progressive deterioration of the
environmental quality of the water, particularly at the mouth of the Seine estuary. Over the last dozen years
national and European measures have been designed with an eye towards developing an integrated
management plan for the zone.
Several interdisciplinary scientific programs have also been implemented, both at the national and international
level, to study all or parts of the eastern English Channel. During this same period, numerous qualified
stakeholders have attempted to initiate integrated coastal zone management (ICZM) policies.
The UK side of the Eastern English Channel
Similarly to what is found on the French side of the English Channel, the main activities currently undertaken- or
being planned- on the English (UK) side of the eastern English Channel include:
 fishing;
 transport, shipping, and navigation;
 marine aggregate extraction;
 offshore renewable energy; and
 nature conservation.
Additional activities on the coast and in the inshore areas include recreation, nuclear power generation, and
defense (naval ports).
In the UK, there has been a significant effort in recent years to work on integrated management of coastal and
marine waters. The Balanced Seas Marine Conservation Zone project is one notable example, another is the ongoing work being undertaken to get all the users in one room to put together a plan for the next 20 years for the
Eastern Channel: wind farms, shipping, fisheries, nuclear power stations, defense (MOD), leisure (yachting). As
one attendee noted, “Difficult to do, everyone vying for their own bit.”
Fishing
Fishing is a varied and historical activity on the UK (English) side of the eastern English Channel. Activities have
adjusted over the years and adapted to regulatory and legislative changes. Currently, the majority of fishers work
on boats under 14m as it gives them the greatest flexibility to fish for a multiplicity of species in the inshore areas,
as well as to save on operating costs. The offshore fleet has diminished in recent years and consists primarily of
scallopers from Brixham, the West of England, and Scotland. There are also French boats which fish outside the
12nm limit, Belgian beamers, and French (stern trawlers) which fish right on the 6nm line.
There is some threat of increased fishing pressure due to displacement, e.g. boats entering new areas after being
shut out of closed areas, such as Scottish boats shut out in Scotland and coming south; or conservation zones
closed to fishing with boats then moving to new areas. Several of the fishers (not trawlers) pointed out the
difficulties trawlers are facing with increased pressure/ competition for space and felt “sorry for them.” One of the
greatest impacts on fisheries comes from aggregate extraction—not only for current space they are closed out
from, but also for previously used space as it no longer provides good fishing. Yet some subgroups accepted
their (aggregates) presence as legitimate given their long history. Currently, fishers are also greatly concerned
about the Dutch boats (fly shooting) and especially about the new proposed wind farms. As one long time
fisherman noted
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“… 340.000 tons [spoil] dumped into 137sq km is pretty much going to bugger up all that habitat within the area.
We are very concerned about that, very concerned about once we get over the construction phase, very
concerned about the operational phase of on-going underwater noise, vibration and EMF effects for local stocks
and migratory stocks that we produce seasonal fisheries forces, things like cuttlefish, black bream, bass, Dover
sole and plaice. Although dover sole and plaice are available here in viable commercial quantities all year round,
there are 2 distinct seasons per year where they are migrating from the southwest. Are they still going to do that
the physical barrier of the wind farm? I don’t know, I am not bright enough to tell you that and its not my job but
somebody should tell us that.”
They are also feeling a pinch from closed conservations zones. “… Now we have the management zones the
MCZ, which I was a supporter of, and the majority of the fishing in this district are [supporters of], as long as it is
done sensibly. So what I am trying to say is areas of sand or mud, if we are doing it the right way (reef or habitat)
that is defined and definitely there then everybody is willing to go along with it, I think it will work well, in the
Eastern Channel… now in the Eastern English Channel you have got SACs, MPAs, MCZs, SSSIs (sites of
special scientific interest) … All of which we didn’t have ten years ago. In fact most of those we did not have 3
years ago. We have been squeezed for fishing grounds, that’s for sure, no getting away from that.”
Pressure from large numbers of leisure crafts, especially yachts, also exists, though tends to be viewed as a
pressure rather than a difficult issue.
Shipping, transport, and navigation
Much of the organisation and protection of transport (ferries), shipping and navigation on the English side of the
English Channel is run by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA). MCA conducts research in such areas
as environmental protection, navigation and seafarer/fishermen safety, and accident prevention. They also
provide training and certification; weather and safety information; they work with partners in the shipping industry
to promote the safe construction, operation and navigation of ships; and they provide emergency response.
The Channel has traffic on both the UK-Europe and North Sea-Atlantic routes, and is the world's busiest seaway,
with over 500 ships per day. Following an accident in January 1971 and a series of disastrous collisions with
wreckage in February, the Dover Traffic Separation System (TSS), the world's first radar controlled TSS, was set
up by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). The Channel Navigation Information Service (CNIS),
introduced in 1972, provides a 24 hour radio and radar safety service for all shipping in the Dover Strait, and is
jointly operated by the UK and French Administrations from the Dover Maritime Rescue Co-ordination Centre
(MRCC) and CROSS Gris Nez in France. The Dover Strait is a mandatory reporting area, meaning that vessels
over 300 gross tonnes are required to report to either Dover MRCC (South West Lane) or CROSS Gris Nez
(North East Lane) before proceeding through the service area. The scheme mandates that vessels travelling
north must use the French side, travelling south the English side. There is a separation zone between the two
lanes.
Stakeholders understand the safety issues involved with shipping and transport and understand the need for
dedicated shipping lanes.
Marine Aggregate extraction
The eastern channel region is one of the most important for the English marine aggregate industry due to the
licenses found here. Almost one-third of construction aggregates come from this region and one-third of UK
construction takes place in this region (due to London). Though marine aggregate extraction has taken place for
over 50 years in the English Channel, it has become a much larger industry in the last 15-20 years. As one
informant described, “30 years ago it was one ship going in and out of one port 2-3 times a week; now it is
multiple ships coming out of multiple ports 2-3 times a day.” Consequently, it has become, in his words, “a huge
industry compared to what it once was.”
In addition to a larger industry, aggregate extraction has also moved further offshore compared to earlier years.
Consequently, they must now interact with a greater number of different stakeholders (international fisheries,
shipping, a greenfield site) than previously. Also, they tended to have closer relationships when interacting more
with local stakeholders (e.g. port and inshore fisheries when compared with international fisheries).
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In addition to being used in UK construction, marine aggregates are sent to the near continent (France and
Belgium); sand and gravel are used in coastal defense and to protect environmental features and communities at
risk.
The marine aggregate industry, as seen in the French case, also works diligently on outreach and public
relationships. In the past, they would have had 50-80 fishermen in for a tense meeting on their activities, now
they may only get one or two thanks to increased transparency on activities (e.g. on their website). All ships use
a black box which reports positions at 30 second intervals; they also send out biennial reports to fishermen. Of
course there are some tensions with fishers, as you would expect, but many in the industry feel they have a
positive working relationship with fishers; they are a small industry and have similarities due to the location of
where they work.
In 2012, they had 155km2 of licenses, in which they were permitted to dredge in an area of 86km2 and they
actually dredged 35km2 of area.
Current challenges stem from the increased number of other pressures: policy, windfarms, MPAs. The industry is
advocating for the mapping of areas for better planning and development.
These sectors have worked together and signed joint statements at various times (e.g. with NGOs) on specific
issues where some synergies exist, though the extent of agreement has varied. For example, the aggregate
industry may hope for mapping and clarification of sensitive sites, while the NGOs would go a step further and
actually want them designated.
Regional cooperation is advocated by many in the industry, pointing out that it makes no sense to have things
done differently in France than the UK, they should work together.
Offshore renewable energy
Though still in the planning stages, offshore energy is already having an impact on the planning of other
businesses (e.g., fisheries) in the English Channel coastal areas.
One of the proposed offshore wind farm developments by E.ON, planned for the Sussex coast, is known as
Rampion. The wind farm will have a target zone capacity of 665 MW (enough for 450,000 homes) with up to 175
turbines. Development and construction costs are estimated at £2 billion. Rampion is to be located between 13
to 25 kilometres from the coast, lying off the towns of Worthing and Shoreham-by-Sea to the west, the city of
Brighton and Hove in the centre and the towns of Newhaven and Seaford in the east. The wind farm would be in
a zone that is an irregular elongated area, approximately 28 kilometres in an east to west direction and
approximately 10 kilometres in the north to south direction. The wind farm itself would occupy an area of 167
square kilometres equivalent to two-fifths of the size of the Isle of Wight. The wind farm would be viewable from
the bay between Selsey Bill and Beachy Head, as well as from the Isle of Wight. The Port of Newhaven will
house the administration and engineering functions of the wind farm. The sites surrounding the Newhaven
dockland will be used as storage for the landside construction of the various turbine components, before they are
shipped for final construction on site.
In terms of potential impacts, at the moment, 137km2 is set aside for a wind farm near Brighton and 100km2 for
one near the Isle of Wight. Impact assessments conducted by the wind energy firms estimate 1800 tons of
seabed to be dug up for each turbine. This “spoil” (340 000 tons) is to be dumped within the boundaries of the
wind farm, not a special spoil ground, which concerns fishermen.
The turbines have also been shown to impact various bird species (e.g. gannets around the channel island,
France, and the UK) in terms of altering their foraging behaviours. There is also concern about the impacts of
vibrations on marine life.
Nature Conservation
Much of the conservation work in the UK’s English Channel areas are driven by the Marine Coastal Access Act
(MCAA, 2009) as well as the EU’s Habitats (1992) and Birds (1979) Directives which called for the designation of
special areas of conservation (SACs) as well as Special Protection Areas (SPAs), and the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive.
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One of the most important aspects of the MCAA was the formation of the Marine Management Organisation
(MMO). The MMO was established to “make a significant contribution to sustainable development in the marine
area and to promote the UK government’s vision for clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically diverse
oceans and seas.” (http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/about/index.htm). Critically, the MMO is a nondepartmental government body (NPBD) which serves to basically coordinate decision-making regarding the
coastal seas into one body.
Among the MMO’s key responsibilities include:
 implementing a new marine planning system designed to integrate the social requirements, economic
potential and environmental imperatives of our seas
 implementing a new marine licensing regime that is easier for everyone to use with clearer, simpler and
quicker licensing decisions
 managing UK fishing fleet capacity and UK fisheries quotas
 working with Natural England and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) to manage a network of
marine protected areas (marine conservation zones and European marine sites) designed to preserve
vulnerable habitats and species in UK marine waters
 responding to marine emergencies alongside other agencies
 developing an internationally recognised centre of excellence for marine information that supports the MMO’s
decision-making process.
As seen in point four, working with Natural England and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) to
manage a network of marine protected areas (marine conservation zones and European marine sites) designed
to preserve vulnerable habitats and species in UK marine waters is one of the MMO’s priority activities. The
JNCC is a public body that advises the UK Government and devolved administrations on UK-wide and
international nature conservation, including the marine environment. They work closely with Natural England
whose remit is to ensure sustainable stewardship of the land and sea so that people and nature may thrive. They
view a key responsibility as seeing that England’s rich natural environment can adapt and survive intact for future
generations to enjoy.
The JNCC’s primary work in the marine environment centers on:
 Advice to offshore industries - Well managed industries can minimise their biodiversity impacts.
 Establishment of Marine Protected Areas - The recent passage of the UK Marine Act and Marine
(Scotland) Act has accelerated work on protected areas.
 Marine Strategy Framework Directive - Implementation of this new Directive will set goals for the state of
our seas generally. We are working to see that these goals will meet the needs to conserve marine
biodiversity.
 Survey and monitoring - We undertake surveys to identify potential protected areas. We are also currently
developing a programme to advise governments on future monitoring needs to establish marine biodiversity
status and trends and the pressures that act on them.
 Assessment – We bring together survey/monitoring information with new research and expert judgement to
establish a comprehensive picture of the state of the seas.
These organisations always work closely with other statutory bodies such as Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities (IFCAs), such as by serving as board members and working in their offices to provide data and
expertise.
As seen with all of the organisations mentioned in this section, integrated management is a significant change
and MCZ and MPS planning is a large part of their function. As opposed to EU designations, socioeconomic
considerations may come into play when designating sites in the UK, and thus they work closely with more
stakeholders and users. Their work is primarily driven by legislation and they view the primary hindrance as being
time itself.
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Comparisons and contrasts between France and England
UK and French fishermen fish with similar size boats and gear, they both have concerns about the Dutch fleetsfly shooting. In the Eastern Channel interactions take place with four nations using the same bit of sea: Belgium
Dutch, French, and British. There are different styles of fishing among some boats. The indigenous French and
British, those who live and work on these coasts, fish in similar ways, using towed gears, very similar scallop
dredges, fishing very much seasonally (for scallop, dover sole), while Belgium have a fleet of beam trawlers and
the Dutch trawl with fly shooters (earlier beam trawls).
There is a view that the local French and English together suffer from modern techniques used by “outsiders”:
ring netting/ fly shooting from the Dutch fleet http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seine_fishing ), which only materialised
in the last 5 years and it is, in the words of a UK skipper, “an incredibly efficient way of catching fish.”
He further explained that,
“If you have got an area of seabed, if you go through with a traditional boat you would scare 70 percent of the
fish. With this method, because it herds it all together before pulling the trawl through, you catch a much higher
percentage and what we’ve noticed in the UK part of the Eastern Channel is that certain species such as red
mullet, gurnards, cuttlefish, squid, all historical fisheries that have been going on for decades, probably centuries,
have really, really diminished when these ring nets came along. When you see their landings: cuttlefish, red
mullets, squids, gurnards… it can’t be coincidence. I am not a scientist and don’t pretend to be but it cannot be
coincidence. The French get very excited about it because that is their area and their fishing force.
So that is a new pressure that has come along and it’s a consequential pressure because the only reason why
the Dutch have gone to ring netters is because of the pressure put on by environmentalists to get away from
beam trawlers (biggest beam trawling fleet in Europe). So whether it is a bigger problem to have that is not for me
to answer. You go from one problem to another.”
An additional 14 licenses were created by the Dutch government for ring netting recently so that issue will
increase in the near future.
French aggregate extraction is a new industry, possibly without the same level of legitimacy as seen in, for
example, the UK. In the UK the industry is seen as an “old player” and thus has more legitimacy in terms of
having a “right” to operate in the area. Also, the aggregates (UK) ally themselves at times with other industries—
e.g. fishing or conservation, depending on the issue at hand.
Shipping separation zones are now less of an issue since there are fewer trawlers than in the past.
Since 2003, a platform of cooperation (Channel Arc) gather both UK and French actors into a more holistic
programme to exchange best practices and discuss about maritime issues:
http://www.arcmanche.com/en/the-channel-arc/what-is-it/
Overall, the conflicts among stakeholders from various sectors is not as severe in France as in the UK. Given the
relative youth of the renewable energy and aggregate extraction sectors in France, however, it can be anticipated
that conflicts will increase in the future as they expand their activities.

3.2 The Dogger Bank
Introduction
The Dogger Bank is a major sandbank below sea level rising off the sea bottom in the middle of the North Sea.
The bank stretches through the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of four member states: Denmark, Germany,
the Netherlands and the UK. EEZs are the zone from the boundary of territorial waters, 12 nautical miles off the
coast to 200 nautical miles off the coast to which member states enjoy exclusive rights to resource exploitation.
Dogger Bank extends over approximately 17,600 km2, with dimensions of about 260 km long and up to 97 km
wide. The water depth ranges from 15 to 36 metres which is about 20 meters shallower than the surrounding sea.
A big part of it is a productive fishing bank.
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Each member state has had to consider whether the Dogger Bank in their EEZ is a sandbank habitat type
requiring protection according to the EU’s Habitats Directive and, if so, designate a protected area – or Special
Area of Conservation (SAC) as it is termed under the Habitats Directive. Germany, the Netherlands and the UK
have all designated Dogger Bank SACs in their respective EEZs. In the Danish part of the Dogger Bank, which is
the deepest end of the bank, it has been argued that it is not a “shallow” sandbank, and thus does not merit
conservation status under the Habitats Directive.
Germany and the Netherlands have also made harbour porpoise, and grey seal added features which require
particular protection on their respective SACs. The UK formerly had both species added in an early version of
their SAC, but removed them from the final proposed site.
As the German part of the Dogger Bank is in rather deep waters, which makes it both less productive as a fishing
bank and less useful for wind farm development, it is important only for a small group of stakeholders. In the
Dutch part of the Dogger Bank, the water depth varies between 24 m and 40 m. This area is generally shallower
than the German part of the Dogger Bank and hence a more productive fishing site – however, it is still too deep
for wind farm development. The UK part of the Dogger Bank is the shallowest part – a major part of it is less than
20 meters deep.
Users and conflicts
The Dogger Bank is an important site for a range of different users, just as it is featured for its ecological qualities.
In the following we give an overview of the different uses, including how they coexist and conflict:
Fishing ground
Due to its shallowness and the high hydraulic activity on the bank, the Dogger Bank is a very productive fishing
ground, especially when it comes to flatfish and sandeels. Hence, it has been a popular fishing site for more than
a century and has been named after the dogger, a particular type of Dutch fishing vessel. The shallower areas of
the Dogger Bank in the UK and Dutch parts of the bank are the most productive, particularly because the
shallowness allows the sunlight to reach the sea bottom, allowing for processes of photosynthesis, which again
feeds the fish. For the same reason, the deeper areas in the German and Danish part of the Dogger Bank are
less popular fishing grounds than the rest of the bank.
The main fisheries stakeholder on the Dogger Bank is a major Danish fishing fleet going mostly for sandeel, but
also for plaice, sole and mackerel. Incomes vary depending on the yearly quota, but during the latest 5-6 years
Danish fishers, if taken together, earned about 43 million EUR per year8. Dutch fishers are also very active on the
bank, earning app. 11 million EUR per year9. There are very few German and UK fishing vessels operating on the
Dogger Bank.
The management plans are not expected to consist of complete closures of the areas, but rather to restrict
particular activities. However, they are expected to have major impacts on particular fisheries activities in the
area. Hence, the fishing industry has been and still is heavily involved in the process of designating SACs on the
Dogger Bank and developing management plans for the areas. Particularly through their engagement in the North
Sea Regional Advisory Council.
Source of aggregates, such as gravel and sand
Very small areas of the seabed are licensed for the extraction of sand and gravel from the seabed. This is an
important material for construction. However, if you ask members of the sand and gravel industry, they will argue
that the Dogger Bank is not a sandbank, but sand over hard substrata. This makes it a less important site for
sand and gravel extraction than other ‘plain’ sandbanks. Hence, the sand and gravel industry has not been
particularly engaged in the process of designating SACs on the Dogger Bank – instead, they have focused their
efforts on other SAC designation processes concerning sandbanks important to the industry.
Drilling area for crude oil and natural gas
There is limited oil and gas activity on the Dogger Bank. The UK, for example, is developing a gas field through
Cygnus Alpha, a permanently manned hub that consists of three bridge-linked platforms providing drilling,
8
9

Interview with Danish fisheries representative.
Ibid.
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Windfarms and conservation
In this light, the prospects of a Special Area of Conservation on the UK part of the Dogger Bank raise concerns,
particularly with the UK Department for Energy and Climate Change, the Crown Estate and the wind farm
developer Forewind (a consortium comprising Statoil, Statkraft, SSE and RWE power). As the management plans
are still negotiated, it is still not clear which implications this will have for the wind farm. First of all, the drilling
required in the construction phase will generate a lot of noise, which can affect the harbour porpoises in the area,
as these are particularly sensitive to sound and depend on their hearing abilities for navigational and
communication purposes. Some NGOs suspect that this is why the UK, unlike the Netherlands and Germany,
ended up not making the UK SAC a special conservation area for harbour porpoise.
Windfarms and fisheries
The prospects of a major wind farm on the Dogger Bank also raise concerns among fishermen. Each turbine will
have a safety zone, and likewise powerlines along the seabottom will obstruct bottom trawling in particular areas.
The main impact on fisheries will be the loss of important fishing grounds and, on other grounds, restrictions of
fisheries. There will also be safety issues and increased steaming times to fishing grounds, just as fishers are
concerned about the eventual negative impact of the wind farms on the abundance of commercial species.
As part of the initial phase Forewind is consulting with all users in the area in order to ensure as smooth
coexistence as possible. Among the mitigation measures taken to reduce impacts on fisheries, Forewind
mentions “regular Notices to Mariners; the establishment of safety zones of up to 500 metres during construction
or significant maintenance work; installation of adequate safety lighting, and ensuring construction vessels follow
international regulations in respect of fishing routes.” (Forewind 2013, p. 12)
Windfarms and shipping, oil and gas
As the area is very shallow, only few vessels transit through the area. Hence, the wind farms are not expected to
cause major changes in shipping routes.
There are oil activities close to the proposed landfall for the wind farms. Mitigation measures will include
comprehensive mapping, proximity agreements and to place underwater structures as close as possible in order
to minimise the affected area.
Windfarms and prehistoric sites
There are several prehistoric and historic sites on the Dogger Bank. As part of the planning phase Forewind has
been screening the area and identified a number of sites which will be exclusion zones.
Nature conservation area
Due to its shallowness and the high hydraulic activity on the bank, the Dogger Bank is in some areas highly
productive and provides physical habitat for species such as harbour porpoises and seals. It is a feeding ground
for seabirds, and in some areas there are high densities of sandeels, which serve as an important food source for
a long list of species. The purpose of the SACs on the Dogger Bank is to protect its function as a habitat, just as
harbour porpoises and seals are added as protected features on the German and Dutch SACs.
Conservation and stakeholders
The management plans for the three SACs on the Dogger Bank are still negotiated. In order to ensure a coherent
management regime on the bank, Germany, the Netherlands and the UK are striving to have joint management
plans. Rather than being a complete closure, the management will restrict or exclude particular activities. Several
stakeholder groups are taking part in the negotiations, particularly fisheries representatives and NGOs. In the UK,
the wind farm developer Forewind, the Department for Energy and Climate Change and the Crown Estate are
also consulted continually about the eventual implications of the management plans on the wind farm
development.
Nursery ground, diversity of species and ecological functions
The diversity of species living above and in the Dogger Bank plays many different roles, for example helping to
remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and remove waste products from the water. Moreover, Dogger Bank
as a habitat plays a role in populating the wider North Sea.
The SAC management plans
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The Dogger Bank is a highly productive area and a habitat for a number of species, hereunder harbour porpoise,
seals and a range of commercial species (e.g. sandeel and plaice). At the same time, it is an important site for a
range of industries, particularly fisheries (mainly in the Dutch and UK area) and wind farm development (only in
the UK area). Other industries, which are less important, however still active, are oil and gas, sand and gravel
extraction and shipping. Moreover, the Member States have different agendas for their bit of the Dogger Bank. All
this makes the process of developing management plans for the Dogger Bank SACs highly problematic.
The Dogger Bank Steering Group is coordinating the negotiations. The North Sea Regional Advisory Council,
consisting of NGOs and fisheries industry representatives, has been given an important role in the process.
Asked by the Dogger Bank Steering Group to make joint zoning proposals, a focus group was formed in the North
Sea RAC, which came up with a position paper proposing the contours of a management plan. Main elements
were co-management, adaptive management and zoning. However, the Member States wanted a full
management plan proposal. Hans Lassen was hired as a consultant and developed three management scenarios
which were presented at a North Sea RAC meeting. None of these were supported by the RAC – many members
found that very few elements in their first position paper were included.
The Dogger Bank Steering Group then asked the North Sea RAC to develop a new proposal, this time with a very
short timeframe. They were provided with new Terms of Reference, which were a mix of different Member States’
agendas, for example Germany wanted at least 50% of the SAC area to be protected. The main issue in this
process was about zoning – how many percentages of the areas within the SACs should be closed or regulated,
and where within these SACs should these regulated zones be, that is, which areas are ecological hotspots.
Whereas the starting point for the NGOs was that they would not go below 35%, the fisheries industry wanted
less. Another issue was which fishing gears should be allowed and banned respectively. Particularly, the
regulation of bottom trawling, otter trawl and especially seines have been discussed.
When they reached the deadline, the working group in the North Sea RAC informed the Steering Group that they
could not reach an agreement, and they were given an extension with the clause that the chair and vice chair of
the North Sea RAC was involved. It was still impossible to reach an agreement – they disagreed about the
percentage and the location of zones, and in the end they had to give up on coming up with a joint proposal but
submitted a proposal with minority reports. Hans Lassen was asked once again to refine the proposal, and the
North Sea RAC was invited as an observer in the Steering Group. A proposal has now been sent to ACOM for
final advice, and ACOM has asked independent reviewers to review the proposal.
More recently, the involved NGOs have sent a letter to the European Commission, the Dogger Bank Steering
Group, the Member States and the North Sea RAC. The letter detailed their frustration with the process, which
they had found to be longwinded and, for the NGOs, costly but without results and with too many compromises in
favour of the industry and at the cost of the conservation goals. They will not participate in more processes until
they can see an opening and things moving forward. (Pers. comm., NGOs representatives)
Forewind, an energy group, has been taking part in the process since 2012 when they joined the North Sea RAC
focus group. The Forewind wind farn-approved area is also taken into consideration in the proposals.
Due to the many stakes in the Dogger Bank, the process of first designating SACs and later of developing
management plans has been longwinded and full of conflicts. The different stakeholder groups have been
negotiating closely, both during Forewind’s wind farm planning phase and in the SAC process, however as of yet,
no agreement has been reached.

3.3 Gulf of Gdansk
Short description of the case study area:
The Gulf of Gdansk, part of the Southern Baltic Sea, is delimited by the shores of the Pomeranian Region in
Northern Poland and by the coast of the Kaliningrad Oblast in Russia. The total surface area of the Gulf is 4,296
km2 and its volume is 236 km3. The bottom of the Gulf is stony close to the coast, muddy further away in deeper
parts, and sandy, especially in the sheltered Puck Bay (the western part of the Gulf), where it is coved by
macrophytes. The western and eastern regions of the Gulf were included in the NATURA 2000 network and
belong to HELCOM Baltic Sea Protected Areas. The coastal zone of the case study site is mostly low sand
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beaches – an excellent place for tourism development. The Gulf is also an important area for fishing, shipping,
and to a limited extent for extraction of natural gas, sand and gravel.
Methodology
The research methodology involved using qualitative, semi-structured interviews that were conducted with the
three predefined user groups: fishers, environmentalists, and representatives of shipping industry. At least two
representatives of each sector were interviewed, using face-to-face interviews that lasted between thirty and sixty
minutes. The questionnaire was designed to capture spatial conflicts, potential barriers and solutions, and
changes in the sector within the last decades.
Results
Fishing
Fishing is the oldest and the most traditional use of the marine resources, but its overall importance is
decreasing. In 2007 the Polish fleet had over 860 fishing vessels, but in 2011 this number dropped to 790. At the
same time in 2011 the fishing quota assigned to the Polish fleet had not been used (apart from the quota for
herring; Kalinowski et al. 2012). It is expected that fishing quota will be reduced and the number of vessels and
employment possibilities will decrease, causing further changes in the fishing sector. The consequences of these
changes, however, will be different for coastal or off-shore fisheries, and for vessels owners and fishers who do
not own the ships.
Fishers in Poland are aware of these changes. All the interviewed fishers agreed on the four important reasons
for the challenges they face: (i) the technical and technological development, (ii) change in the political situation
(transformation from socialism to free market), (iii) Polish accession to the European Union, and (iv) changes in
the marine environment.
Technical and technological progress led to the development of fishing gears and other on-board equipment.
Overall, the work at sea became easier and safer. All the fishers thought that these improvements lead to
increased fishing capacity, but a few underlined that this might be relevant only on an individual level. These
fishers noted that the overall fishing capacity will not increase due to the market mechanism or EC regulations
and further reductions in fishing quotas. Polish accession to the EU had two important consequences. First, the
Polish fishing sector has to follow European regulations, including the Common Fisheries Policy, which Poland
was not prepared for, and as a result made a lot of mistakes, especially in quota division. Second, the accession
brought a lot of funding opportunities for modernization of the fishing vessels and investments in large
infrastructure, e.g., fishing harbours or fish sale centres,but only a few respondents believed this funding was
properly designed to meet their needs. For example, it was not possible to purchase modern engines for fishing
vessels and to replace old engines with more powerful ones. This continues to be a big problem, because many
vessels were under-equipped in post-war Poland. One respondent noted that the level of co-financing for similar
investments was lower in Poland than in other EU countries. Bureaucracy and paper work was commonly
criticized.
The combination of these factors not only exacerbated the existing problems but also brought new challenges.
Perhaps the most important ---and widely discussed by all the fishers--- is the issue of discards and quota
division. The respondents complained that a division system is practically non-existent, and therefore, they
cannot plan their activities and investments in the long term. They continue to be surprised by the limits and
division criteria. Every year there is a political bargain between various fishers organizations, and also within
these organizations---between fishers representing smaller and larger vessels (cutters). As a result, there are
vessels that receive cod quotas that are too small, but more often the limits are far too large. Small vessels are
not only sensitive to weather conditions, but are also subject to navigation restrictions. They are not allowed to go
further than 12 or 30 nautical miles from the coast, yet cod can rarely be fished in shallow waters close to the
coast. This is a major conflict between the small boat and large boat owners. Smaller boat owners argue for
higher cod quotas, but some of them are only interested in selling their quotas on the market and not in actually
fishing them out. Therefore, Poland is not able to use approximately 30% of the granted cod quotas. Many of the
respondents noted this fact and considered it outrageous, especially considering the fact that this surplus is lost
and cannot be transferred to the next year.
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The fishers were not able to provide a ready-to-use solution and could not agree how this problem could be
solved. Some fishers suggested that the fishing organizations should have a bigger influence on the quota
division, but others were convinced that it would only increase the chaos as the community is too divided to reach
a compromise. One respondent noted the poor division system will end only if a long-term system is prepared.
This person believed that such a system should not be created by the fishers themselves, but by experts in
fishing economics and the marine environment. Management of fisheries cannot be separated from the
management of all marine resources. But a proper management system cannot be prepared unless there is
interest from fisher’s organizations and relevant agencies. Agencies dealing with fishing often lack people who
have relevant qualifications or are able to communicate and negotiate with the fishing community. This view was
shared by other respondents when they discussed the involvement of various institutions.
A few respondents underlined that improper quota division has more general social implications. The general
uncertainty prevents not only coastal fishers but also large boat owners from considering fishing as a reliable
source of income. The fishers believed that an indirect result of the Common Fisheries Policy is the reduced
solidarity among them, withdrawal of the young people from the profession, and increased costs of running the
fishing business. The respondents also complained about reporting requirements, improper organization of the
sale of fish, and excessive port and registration fees. They also underlined that there is no vision of how the
fishing sector should develop and no support from the central government. The fishers were, however, aware that
these problems are not particular for the fishing sector, and are relevant for other sectors of the Polish economy.
There was no agreement on how changes in the marine environment influence the fishing sector. The majority of
the fishers noted the marine environment gets worse, especially the quality and size of the fish population. Some
fishers, however, especially those fishing close to the coast, see positive changes in the environment. For
example, they now catch fish species that were not seen for a long time. All the fishers showed their concern for
the environment, and also called for the protection of the fish stocks, but at the same time, they were convinced
that the fishing sector is in conflict with the protection of the environment, at least as it is commonly defined by the
activities of the environmentalists.
In general, the fishers did not observe many conflicts in the marine realm around the Gulf of Gdansk. One of them
noted that, basically, there are no conflicts over the marine realm, but every square meter is already being used
and there is no space for new uses. And since there are pressures from new sectors or from the expansion of
traditional sectors, clashes are likely to occur. Other interviewees shared this view, although the majority also
mentioned tensions between the environmental sector and off shore wind farms. This tension is dominated by a
lack of knowledge and uncertainty. A few respondents added a conflict between commercial and recreational
fisheries and one mentioned issues related to aquaculture.
No-one currently knows how off-shore winds farms will influence fishing in the Polish Marine Areas. Such
investments are not currently planned in the Gulf of Gdansk, and it is not clear where they will be placed. The
fishers worry about this lack of knowledge---not so much about a massive conflict for space, but the effect on
marine ecosystems---the influence of off-shore on the sea bottom and of the noise generated by wind turbines,
and possibly also the electromagnetic field itself on fish. They call for more detailed research before any
permissions are granted. The spatial dimension of placing wind farms off-shore was also discussed, but the main
worry here was the increased use of fuel if the shipping routes change to go around the farms.
Nevertheless, the main conflict in the Gulf of Gdansk areas is between fishers and environmentalists, especially
concerning the protection of marine mammals (harbour porpoises and seals) and birds (cormorants). All the
fishers underlined that they are not against the protection of the environment, not even against the protection of
these particular species. They do, however, protest against excessive protection measures. Unlike some
environmental NGOs or scientists, the fishers do not believe the Baltic subspecies of harbour porpoise exist.
According to the fishers, the individuals present in the Baltic Sea, and especially in the Gulf of Gdansk, migrate
here sporadically from the North Sea. One of the respondents also recalled the theory according to which the
Baltic subspecies must be extinct, if it ever existed at all. There were years in the Baltic Sea history when the
whole sea was frozen so it was impossible for the harbour porpoises to survive. Another fisher mentioned that it
was in the early 1980s when the last harbour porpoise was seen by any fisher, and that only a few harbour
porpoises were observed in this region since WW2. Nevertheless, a prohibition of fishing with drift nets to prevent
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by-catch of these animals was introduced, and the fishers were exposed to losses of up to € 125,000 each. No
financial compensation was proposed.
Similar problems are related to the presence of seals and cormorants. Seals cause considerable destruction in
fisheries. In November and December 2011, individual fishermen’s losses in salmon and trout fishing ranged from
50 to 90% of the total fish caught. Seals not only eat out the fish directly from the nets but also destroy the nets.
There is hardly any research to measure the losses in fisheries caused by the seals, while this is crucial for any
plans of compensation by the Ministry of the Environment. The respondents are also worried that no-one wants to
talk about the maximum number of seals that can live in the Polish waters. The environmentalists are never
willing to discuss these issues, even though in the Northern Baltic, in the Gulf of Bothnia, seals are regularly shot.
They constitute such a danger in some parts of the Baltic Sea that the fishers have to use extra protection for fyke
nets.
Cormorants are even more of a problem. They are almost a plague. Once there were only present in the
Mazurian lakes district, in the Vistula Lagoon, and perhaps in the Szczecin Lagoon. Now the range of their
occurrence includes the Puck Bay, the Bay of Gdansk, and even open sea harbours. The damages caused by
cormorants are enormous not only for individual fishers, but also when restocking is concerned. Cormorants eat
out small fish, including juveniles, so restocking fails. In addition, stocking has to be done after dark, otherwise
the fry would be almost completely eaten out. In Poland cormorants are under strict protection and there are no
actions that would aim at controlling their population. Such activities are undertaken for example in Germany,
where shooting cormorants is allowed.
The fishers have also reported that environmental NGOs are difficult to talk with. One fisherman mentioned that
environmental NGOs are impossible to deal with because they consider themselves “the only saviours of the
Earth, while the rest of the society is only interested in destroying it,” and they believe that fishers “do not have
the appropriate societal skills to be involved in decision-making”. This is slowly changing and the situation is
improving but a compromise still seems to be rather distant.
Shipping
Shipping routes, anchorages and harbour approaches claim about 7% of the Polish Marine Areas (Węsławski et
al. 2010). Out of three major Polish ports, Gdansk, Gdynia, and Szczecin, the first two lie in the Gulf of Gdansk.
Gulf of Gdansk is intensively used, and the number of ships visiting these ports increases every year. In 2010,
cargo turn-over increased by over 40% in Gdansk and over 8% in Gdynia, while passenger transport by over 6%,
and 16%, respectively (Kalinowski et al. 2012).
The representatives of the shipping sector are aware of this positive trend and they connect it to globalisation and
increasing demand for imports in Poland. They notice that the economic crisis only slightly influenced the Baltic
Sea routes, while its effect on other sea routes was more severe. The respondents noticed that they work in
branches of international companies, and many decisions are taken elsewhere, with related organizational
problems. The companies work together when dealing with ports, depots, and freight forwarders---rather
smoothly, although it of course depends on a particular person and company. They consider current safety
regulations and port-related regulations as relatively friendly and justified. They understand the environmental
issues involved with transportation, but these are mainly related to requirements concerning ships and ship
equipment, and these issues are not at the discretion of local representatives.
The respondents do not see any conflicts over space that might refer to their sector. They see that the use of the
marine realm is increasing but the shipping lanes are regulated under international agreements, and ports and
other infrastructure will probably be supported at the central level. Shipping is too important to be ignored.
Nature Conservation
Protection of the environment is based on national legislation, international conventions, and EU legislation. The
three most important forms of spatial protection of the environment present in the Gulf of Gdansk are:
NATURA 2000 special bird protection areas;
NATURA 2000 special habitat protection areas;
Coastal Landscape Park.
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Baltic Sea Protected Areas are an additional form of spatial protection. Their creation has been proposed by an
intergovernmental agreement -- Baltic Sea Action Plan – but they are established and managed according to
national legislation and other voluntary actions (such as research projects). The Bay of Gdansk is also subjected
to national and international legislation concerning species protection----there are regulations concerning seals
and harbour porpoises, and commercial and rare fish species.
Currently there are no protection plans for marine NATURA 2000 sites in the Gulf of Gdansk, but the first plans
should be ready early this year. Although specific measures are not in place, it is forbidden to undertake any
actions that can negatively affect the state of natural habitats, protected species, or the integrity of NATURA 2000
areas.
The respondents agreed that there were two important changes in the nature conservation sector. First, Polish
accession to the EU allowed for a new way of thinking---a new paradigm---in conservation. NATURA 2000 areas
allowed for a clear definition of the objects and objectives of protection. Before they were introduced, everything
was protected indiscriminately. NATURA 2000 introduced more specific evaluation criteria, including numerical
indicators and defined reporting periods. EC environmental legislation brought considerably more work for
environmental agencies but it also introduced better and more flexible tools, and for some time the NATURA
2000 network was practically the only tool that could be applied in marine areas. Second, European legislation
brought forward the need for more active stakeholders and society involvement. This involvement, again, requires
more workload from responsible institutions, but can potentially bring more legitimacy to environmental protection.
As an indirect effect, transformation and Europeanization allowed for more active involvement of environmental
NGOs. Bottom-up initiatives are now quite common in Poland and some of them have proven to be rather
successful.
Discussion
Overall, the respondents believe that the marine environment is threatened by too many users. The main conflicts
are between conservation and fishery, and conservation and tourism. One respondent noted that shipping and
large oil platforms pose a significant danger to the marine environment, and was surprised that this issue is not
widely discussed, in contrast to threats coming from tourism and fishing. By-catch and overfishing are important,
but a lack of proper fishery management makes things complicated. Ineffective management focuses on each
fish stock separately and trophic relationships are ignored. The respondents were surprised that fishers do not
call for more marine protected areas. One respondent noted that individual fishers may lose, but the sector as a
whole will gain if they are introduced---and the public interests should prevail. In some cases, compensation
measures for lost profit could be introduced for a transition period. Effective management of all sectors, including
fisheries, would be enhanced if marine spatial plans are prepared. The second important conflict is between
conservation and tourism. The respondents believe that mass tourism is enhanced by local governments and is
not properly regulated. Restrictions of surfing, kitesurfing, motor sports, and coastal urbanization are needed.
Unauthorized coastal work, including tourism infrastructure, are difficult to deal with. Related judicial and
administration proceedings take too long to be able to restore the areas to the desired or natural state.

3.4 Synthesis
3.4.1
Comparative summary of the Eastern English Channel, German Bight,
the Dogger Bank, and the Gulf of Gdansk
As has been shown, the pressure applied to the spatial usage of European regional seas by various stakeholder
groups is intense. In all case study sites, the majority of stakeholders feel this pressure will only increase in the
future, primarily due to proposals and plans for offshore wind farms, the newest entrants to these busy seas. In
some case study areas, such as the eastern English Channel and Dogger Bank, applications have already been
approved with construction planned; in the German Bight wind farms already exist and at least in the Dutch part
new proposals have been made14. In others, such as the Gulf of Gdansk, such developments are further away-

There are, of course, many wind mill farms throughout the North Sea; there are simply none operational yet in the case
study area of the Dogger Bank.
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and unlikely to happen soon due to legal constraints, yet the uncertainty of impacts, such as on fishing, is a cause
of great concern.
Of all the stakeholders groups, the fisheries group was the only one addressed by both Section 2 and Section 3
and thus can be compared across all case study areas: eastern English Channel, the Dogger Bank, the German
Bight, and the Gulf of Gdansk. Fishing is one of the oldest activities in all four of the case study areas and though
fishers in each area tend to use different gears and face different pressures, there are a number of similarities
among them. These pressures include: regulatory pressures, competition with other users, and area restrictions.
Stakeholder conflicts as perceived by stakeholders are synthetized in the Table below.
Spatial
Conflicts

Fishing
EC; GB;
GG

Fishing

Conservation / Closed Shipping
areas
transport
EC; DG; GB; GG

GB

Conservation EC
Shipping /
transport
GB
Oil and gas
Wind farms*

/ Oil and Wind
gas
farms*
Aggregates
EC; GG;
DB; GB GB
EC
EC;
DB;
DB
GG

DB
EC

EC
English
EC Channel
Dogger
DB Bank

DB

Aggregates

3.4.2

GB German Bight

* viewed as a potential
conflict

GG Gulf of Gdansk

Summary of competition fisheries are subject to

Regulatory pressures
In all case studies, the fishing industry faces regulatory pressures. A large number of fishers catch quota species
and, with the TAC limits imposed in recent years, combined with high operating costs and uncertain futures, are
in decline. In the Gulf of Gdansk, given their status as a relatively new MS, Polish fishers face additional
pressures resulting from the “growing pains” associated with recently coming under EU regulations such as the
CFP.
Furthermore, many area closures in the case study areas, especially the English Channel, the Dogger Bank, and
the German Bight, are driven by MS and EU policies such as the Habitats and Bird Directives and the new Marine
Strategy Framework Directive (EU) and the Marine Coastal Access Act (UK), limiting the area available for
fishing.
Competition with other users
In all case study areas spatial competition with other users was viewed as a concern for fishers, including in
regards to the unknowns associated with future users. Currently, in the German Bight, competition stems from
wind mill parks, maritime traffic, other fishers and area conservation closures, both temporary such as spawning
sites as well as those of a more permanent nature such as Natura 2000 sites. Competition with conservation
area closures is also found in the English Channel and the Dogger Bank.
Competition for space is also found among different groups of fishers themselves. This was particularly an issue
in the eastern English Channel where boats using different gear come from further afield (e.g. Belgium and the
Netherlands), competing with local (UK and FR) boats for space, but is also an issue in the German Bight. In the
Gulf of Gdansk this competition is present but arises mainly from the way the quotas are divided. Competition for
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space is less important in this dispute. Competition among differing fishing subgroups is not an issue in the
Dogger Bank.
The marine aggregate industry has its longest history in the UK portion of the English Channel and there they are
viewed as being the greatest limiting factor for fishing, after conservation. The issue with aggregates is the
seabed is altered thus, even once a space opens up again it is no longer suitable for the same fishing activities to
take place.
Future concerns
The concern for the future stemmed from the view that the seas are already fully exploited (e.g. Gulf of Gdansk),
leaving no room for new industries (e.g., renewable energy in the Channel, Dogger Bank and Gulf of Gdansk), or
rather, meaning space awarded to new industries would come from areas where old industries had been
operating, thus constricting their activities.

3.4.3

Summary of competition, outside of fisheries

In some areas, competing stakeholders have found ways to work together for integrated spatial management,
such as in the English Channel and the Dogger Bank, in others such as the Gulf of Gdansk, they are only now
learning how to work together. In the UK, especially, a great deal of effort has been put into stakeholder
involvement such as with their Balanced Seas project. The primary complaint with this was the timeline was too
short; once stakeholders learned to communicate and work together, then the time was up. Additionally some
stakeholders, in this case conservationists and aggregate extraction, came together to push for similar aims,
showing that some alliances can take place even between traditional “competitors.”
In the Dogger Bank groups have also come together to manage the area, in this case with the special area of
conservation (SAC) management plan, with negotiations taking place with relevant stakeholders in a Dogger
Bank Steering Group and with management scenarios proposed to the North Sea RAC. The primary difference
with the Dogger Bank is some groups became disillusioned with the process, in this case, conservationists, and
they have refused further participation in the process given the expense, and what they view as too many
compromises in favor of industry.
In the English Channel, groups in general seem to compromise and come together, despite differences. The UK
also has formed statutory bodies whose role is to liaise with industry to help minimize impacts on the
environment.
In contrast, on the Dogger Bank and in the Gulf of Gdansk, conservationists and other groups appear less willing
to compromise, making integrated management much more challenging. “[..] Recent marine spatial plans in
European countries, e.g., Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, and the UK, focus on managing the multiple uses
of marine spaces as whole. While marine protected areas in these countries remain an important aspect for
marine conservation, they are considered in the wider context of an MSP strategy designed for the entire area
that balances them with the need to ensure economic growth and stability and biodiversity considerations outside
the protected area” (Douvere 2008). In the Dutch situation most consultations are with other federal agencies,
major marine industry sectors, and public review of plan documents. The Dutch respondents however don’t think
they have any influence on these developments.
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B. Forecasting the behaviour of human agents operating
in a common maritime domain
1. Short‐term effect of windfarms and MPAs on fishing fleets:
individual stress level analysis in the North Sea:
Section Authors: Hamon, K.G., Schulze, T., and Simons, S. Individual Stress Level Analysis.
Section Abstract
In this study we used the spatial data of the Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) coupled with logbooks to assess
the stress potentially caused by the closure of fishing areas. The stress was expressed in financial terms as the
percentage of current revenue obtained from catch coming from areas to be closed. It is therefore not a precise
prediction of the real loss, but rather a measure of the maximum loss that would occur under the respective
scenario if no compensation through effort relocation occurs.
We used the A2 and B1 scenarios as applied in other VECTORS WPs to design potential closures due to wind
farms, nature conservation areas and maritime traffic in the North Sea and we calculated the stress caused by
the closures on the Dutch and German 2010 fishing fleets. We here developed a method to estimate the potential
stress for the fishing fleet that would result from area closures expected with the respective scenario. In this,
“stress” is measured as potential loss of revenues per individual vessel, eventually aggregated per harbour or
fleet. The scenarios investigated envisage large closures leading to stress levels of 7 to 15% for the Dutch fleet
and 0.5 to 3% for the German fleet. Almost all of the Dutch vessels would be impacted by the closures (more than
90% of vessels in both cases) while the German fleet would be considerably less impacted (around 45% of
vessels impacted for A2 and 55% for B1). All Dutch harbours will have seriously impacted vessels (loss of >15%
of revenue on average/ per vessel) for both scenarios, although the proportion of impacted vessels is higher in B1
scenario, especially in the southern harbours. The German harbours are less impacted with Büssum hosting most
vessels that would experience reduced revenues.
Introduction
General background
With the development of new marine activities such as energy (wind farms, oil and gas extraction), maritime
traffic and the increase of areas reserved for nature conservation (e.g. natura 2000 areas) the space available to
fishing is shrinking. Because the closure of marine areas has a strong impact on their livelihood, the fishing
industry wants to be part of the discussions on the selection of areas allocated to other activities than fishing.
Areas can be very heterogeneous in terms of productivity, catch rates and catch composition making them more
or less profitable for exploitation.
In the North Sea, we expect to see an increase of energy and nature conservation related closures and fishing
restrictions in shipping lanes. Those closures will largely affect the marine activities as we currently know them.
For decision makers, the knowledge of the outcome of a change in the access to a maritime area on the different
users is crucial for successful management. However, the exact outcome is difficult, if at all, to determine. But
some techniques exist to estimate the outcome of different management scenarios. Models like FISHRENT
(Section 2.2) give the possibility to test different scenarios against each other and aim at forecasting the overall
resulting economic parameters of the fisheries and the status of biological compounds taking into account the
spatial redistribution of effort at the ICES rectangle level. In contrast, the approach of an individual stress level
analyses (ISLA) used here presents a method at a much higher spatial resolution, which allows for comparing
fishing effort and revenues depending on management scenarios, thereby estimating the potential impact of
spatial closures on the fisheries sector.
Aims and objectives
In this approach logbook, landing and vessel monitoring system (VMS) data of commercial fisheries are used in a
multi-step method to calculate the “stress level” (SL) of the fishing sector. SL is defined as percentage of
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f
So SLL reflects the maximum
revenuess of total reveenues coming from areas tthat will be closed in the future.
negative effect on fisheeries, since dissplacement off fishing effort is not consideered.
To achievve this task thee information on fishing effoort per individuual trip and lanndings of indivvidual trips aree as a first
step combined to alloccate landings and
a with that, revenues to a fine spatial grid in a dataaset defined inn this work
package (eflalo++). In a second stepp, the revenuees of each individual fisherm
man in areas too be closed in the future
are comppared to the ovverall revenuees of these fisshermen at a certain
c
time (rreference timee span). Then, in a third
step, thiss calculated “individual stress level” (ISLL) can be aggregated at diffferent levels: producer orgganisation,
harbour ccommunity, seegments or fisshery with a sppecific gear used or a total national fleett. This aggregation (e.g.
ISLrevenuess profiles) is often
o
obligatorry not only too simplify the results but also to take acccount of confidentiality
issues off individual daata. In the prresent study data from the fishery of The
T Netherlannds and Germ
many and
managem
ment scenarioss for the Dutchh, German, Brritish and Dannish waters weere used to tesst the impact of
o different
managem
ment scenarioss on the fisherry.
To test thhe outcome off future managgement excludding fisheries,, 7 scenarios (S1
( to S7) weere investigateed (Fig. 1).
Those sccenarios were drawn from the Vectors wiide scenarios A2 and B1 with
w the followiing assumptioons for the
developm
ment of wind faarms, nature conservation
c
aareas and marritime traffic:
A2
Wind farm
ms

B1

50% wind farms
1000% wind farmss
DE+NL+DK  coexist sceenarios
DE
E+NL+DK  coexist
c
scenarrios
UK  phasee 1 and 2 of current UK
K  phase 1, 2 and 3 of currrent plans
plans

Nature coonservation Some MPA closed
DE+NL  arreas for mobille gears
closed (coexist)
DK  all clossed
UK  closse offshore pplanned
MPAs

All MPA closed
DE
E+NL  all cloosed (COEXISST*)
DK
K  all closed
UK
K  close offsshore + inshorre planned MP
PAs

Transportt

Cloosure of area exclusively
e
forr maritime trafffic

No extra closure

Please noote that thesee scenarios arre not politicaally authorizedd but based onn a previous EU project (C
COEXIST),
IPCC sceenarios A2 andd B1 and expeert knowledge on the long teerm future of those
t
activitiess.
Status Quuo
Exclusionn in nature conservationn areas andd
existing wind farms or construcction sites off
Germanyy, Netherlands and Denmarkk.
And excluusion of the larger vesselss in the plaicee
box
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S1: Wind farmA2 (50%
% of wind farmss)
Exclusionn in 50% of planned
p
wind farm areas inn
Germanyy, the Netherlands annd Denmarkk
(scenarioo COEXIST). And exclusion of phase 1
and phaase 2 areas of Britishh wind farm
m
developm
ment. For these areas, exxclusion of alll
types of ffishing activitiees is assumedd.

S2: : Wind farmB1 (1000% of wind farrms)
Exclusionn in 100% of planned
p
wind farm areas inn
Germanyy, the Netherlands annd Denmarkk
(scenarioo COEXIST). And
A exclusion of phase 1, 2
and 3 areeas of British windmill deveelopment. Forr
these areeas, exclusioon of all typpes of fishingg
activities is assumed.

S3: NatConA2 (Nature Conservationn A2)
Exclusionn of all gears from
f
Nature 2000 areas: forr
Germanyy and the Nettherlands areeas closed forr
mobile ggears closed in COEXIST
T, all Danishh
areas closed and Britissh offshore plaanned MPAs
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S4: NatConB1 (Nature Conservationn B1)
Exclusionn of all gears from
f
all Naturre 2000 areas :
for Germaany and the Netherlands
N
alll Nature 20000
areas in COEXIST, all Danish areaas closed andd
British insshore and offsshore planned MPAs

S5: Shippping B1
Exclusionn of all gears from the trafffic separationn
scheme designed byy the Leibnizz Institute forr
Baltic Seaa Research Warnemuende
W

S6: NatConWindA2 (National Enterpprise)
S1 + S3
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S7: NatConWindB1 (Global Community)
S2 + S4 + S5

Figure 466. “Revenue sttress level” = max. % of revvenues lost if no compensaation in other aareas occurs; relative to
the revennues of the yeaar analysed
Material and methodss
Data
Data for tthe year 20100 from the Nettherlands andd Germany weere available for
f this analyssis and used to
t analyse
the scenaarios S1 to S7. Informationn of the logboooks, landingss and fisheries vessel regisster was aggrregated to
EFLALO format. Vessel Monitoring System (VMS
S) data were formatted acccording to TAACSAT speciffication. In
Europe, aall fishing vessels over 155m length aree required too have VMS, but smaller vvessels are exempted,
e
resulting in only a partial coverage of the fleet. VM
MS provides poosition and sppeed of a vesssel with a 2 hoour interval
between tthe “pings”.
Analysiss steps & softtware
Most of thhe existing meethods used too handle VMS
S data and runn analysis to link VMS and loogbook data have
h
been
compiled in an R packkage (R develoopment team,, 2012) calledd “vmstools” (ffor documentaation see Hinttzen et al.,
2012 andd http://code..google.com/pp/vmstools/wikki/Introduction). The analyses conducteed in this sttudy used
extensiveely the availabble tools and methods
m
that hhave been peeer reviewed and
a published . The steps ussed to link
the datassets EFLALO and TACSAT
T into EFLALO
O++ were thosse used for the Dutch fisheery and defineed with the
fishing inddustry (Hintzeen et al. 2013):
 Cleanning-up of raw data EFLALO
O and TACSATT using vmstoools guideliness
(http:///code.google..com/p/vmstoools/wiki/Practiccals2) to correect for wrong data
d (e.g. pos itions on land, high
speedds, headings above
a
360 deggrees)
 Identiffying trips in both
b datasets using vessel iddentifiers and dates with method “mergeEEflalo2Tacsatt” to
combine logbook (ee.g. informatioon on gear useed, fish caught) and VMS daata (geographhic position, sppeed,
heading) via vessell identification code and tim
me stamp in booth data.
 Identiffying the vesssel state as “fisshing” or “steaaming” dependding on the sppeed of the vesssel retrieved from
VMS ddata. For eachh vessel, the methods
m
“activvityTacsatAnaalyse” and “acttivityTacsat” aare used to ideentify
speedd boundaries and
a identify the state of eacch vessel when sending a VMS
V ping. Withh that, the area where a
vesseel was fishing can
c be identifiied. Please noote that the usse of the speedd profile of thee vessels workks
relativvely well for acctive gears but the performaances of the method
m
are quite low for passsive gears whhere
vesseel movements are less stricttly correlated tto fishing efforrt.
 Allocaating the catchh and revenuee of the trip to tthe position of the pings using method “ssplitAmongPings”. With
that, bbased on the effort
e
of each trip, the catch of each trip can
c be allocateed to the areaa which was fisshed
duringg the trip.
 Once effort, catch, and revenue are
a allocated tto the individuual pings, dataa is aggregatedd at the grid of
o 0.05
degreee pixels to make EFLALO+
++
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The fishing activity is then compared to the area closures. Indicators were calculated at different levels of
aggregation. First the “revenue stress levels” were calculated for the national fleets as the percentage of the 2010
revenue in areas that would be closed in the future following the scenarios described in Figure 46 (“revenue
stress level” = max. % of revenues lost if no compensation in other areas occurs; relative to the revenues of the
year analysed). Then, individual revenue stress levels (ISLrevenues) were calculated for every vessel in the analysis
using the same method as for the national fleets. ISL were categorised into 11 classes (0%, >0 to 10%, >10 to
20%; ...) used to visualize the stress profile of national fleets and harbour communities.
To investigate whether some fishing activities were more likely to be impacted by closures than others, the main
gear used by a vessel within the year (for at least 50% of its effort) was used to classify vessels into fleets (see
Table 19). Vessels for which no main gear could be identified were classified as “others”, OTH. Dutch vessels
were assigned to their port of origin. The harbour is used to explore the potential impact of area closures on
coastal communities.
Table 19. Gear definitions and aggregations used. Numbers of vessels for the Netherlands (NLD) and Germany
(GER) in italics.
MBC

Mobile bottom contact gears
TBB
NLD: 108
GER: 7
TBS
NLD: 37
GER:174
DTS
NLD: 53
GER:44

Beam trawl targeting mostly flatfish
Beam trawl targeting brown shrimp
Demersal trawlers and seiners
OTB
SSC
SDN
PTB
SB

PG

Passive gear

NLD: 204
GER:5
GNS
GTN

PEL

D2.3.1

Gill nets
Trammel nets

Pelagic gears
PTS

OTH

Otter trawls targeting mostly flatfish
Fly shooting seines
Danish seines
Bottom pair trawl
Beach seines

Other gear

NLD: 37
GER:6
NLD: 20
GER:7

Pelagic trawl and seine
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Results
Stress leevels per country and fishing gear
About 8%
% of the 20100 revenue of the Dutch fleeet and less thhan 1% of the German fleeet would be potentially
affected bby wind farm closures andd 7% and >3%
% by nature conservation area closuress (Figure 47). Shipping
lanes wouuld hardly affeect the Dutch and German ffishery. The tootal cumulative revenue affe
fected by the A2
A and B1
scenarioss amount to 7 and 15% for the
t Dutch flee t and 0.5 and 3% for the Geerman fleet.
NETHER
RLANDS

GERMA
ANY

for the nationaal fleets for
Figure 477. Average SLrevenue ( % losss of revenues if no relocatioon of fishing effort occurs) fo
the 5 sceenarios. Differrent gears contribute differrently to the national
n
level of stress. DTTS: demersal trawl and
seine, OTTH: other geaars, PG: passsive gears, PTTS: pelagic trawl and seinee, TBB: beam
m trawl targetiing mainly
flatfish annd TBS: beam
m trawl targetinng brown shrim
mp.
Stress prrofiles of natiional fleets by
b main gear
In the Duutch fleet diffeerent activitiess (or gears) a re affected differently by area closures (Figure 47). The
T Dutch
shrimperss (TBS) are quite severeely affected bby the closurre of nature conservationns areas (S3 and S4)
representting more than 40% of thee Dutch fleet rrevenue affeccted by the naatural conservvation area closures. In
contrast, wind farms (S
S1 an S2) doo not affect thhe shrimpers since they aree more activee in areas clooser to the
coast withh less wind faarms. The streess levels of fllatfish trawlerss (TBB) show
w the different trends, in B1 scenarios
they are affected by wind
w farms moore than by naature conservvation. The B11 wind farm cclosures have a greater
impact on the flatfish trawlers corrresponding too about three times as muuch as the BB1 natural connservation
closures. This is accorrding to high efforts
e
off coasst where most of the wind farms
f
will be bbuilt (see Figuure 46). In
A2 scenaarios, the windd farm closurees have a limitted impact onn the Dutch fissheries as a w
whole (about 1%
1 of total
revenue iimpacted) butt most of it is sustained by the flatfish traawlers, which corresponds to half of the impact of
the naturee conservationn areas.
Both A2 aand B1 scenaarios (S6 and S7) would sevverely impact the Dutch fishhery as less thhan 10% of thhe vessels
would nott be impactedd by the closurres. The fishe ries would be more severelly impacted inn the B1 scenaario where
60% of thhe fleet would be impacted on more thann 10% of their revenue agaiinst 50% for AA2. Other fleetts such as
demersal trawlers (DTS
S) are affectedd in the same way as the beean trawlers.
In the Geerman fleet nearly all vessels will be impaacted by the A2
A and B1 scenarios. For A22 about 45% and
a for B1
around 555% of the fleeet will be im
mpacted. In coontrast to the A2 scenario the B1 scennario resulted in further
increasedd ILS for the German
G
fleet. TBB
T and DTS
S are both seveerely impactedd vessel groupps under the A2
A and B1
scenarioss (see Figure 48).
4
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NETHER
RLANDS

GERMAN
NY

Figure 488. ISLrevenues prrofiles for the Dutch
D
and Geerman national fleets. The vessel percenta
tage is calculaated as the
percentagge of the total national fleett. DTS: demerrsal trawlers and
a seiners, OTH:
O
other fleeets, PG: passsive gears,
PTS: pelaagic trawlers and
a seiners, TBB:
T
beam traw
wlers.
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NETHER
RLANDS

GERMAN
NY

Figure 488 continued.
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NETHER
RLANDS

GERMAN
NY

Figure 488 continued.
Stress prrofiles of harrbour commu
unities
Along thee Dutch coastt from north to
t south, Nortth, Harlingen, Den Helder, Urk, IJmuideen and Zeelannd have a
different proportion of flatfish trawleers and shrim p trawlers whhich affects thhe level of imppact from eacch closure
scenario (Figure 48a). The shrimperrs are more prresent on the Wadden
W
Sea (in the northeeast of the Nettherlands),
where beeam trawl usedd for flatfish iss forbidden, w
while flatfish traawlers are dom
minant in IJmuuiden, Urk and Zeeland
(southernn harbour). Thhe impact of closures is linkked to the spaatial distributioon of the mainn activity of thee harbour.
For the w
wind farm clossures, flatfish trawlers
t
are m
mainly affectedd (Urk, Den Helder,
H
IJmuideen) while the shrimpers
(“North” aand Harlingenn) are the onees mainly affeected by the Nature
N
conserrvation area cclosures. If all A2 or B1
closures w
were happeniing, all harbouurs would be m
massively imppacted as for most
m harbourss more than 50%
5 of the
vessels hhave 15% or more
m of their cuurrent revenuee in an area thhat would closse.
Most of the German harbours
h
will be
b affected byy the closure of certain areeas and the im
mpact cannot simply be
concludedd from the geeographic disttance betwee n a harbour and
a an area that is considdered to be closed. For
example, the stress foor Husum is rather low in spite of this harbour being in the closee vicinity of the
t nature
conservattion areas (i.ee. the Natura 2000
2
site “Syltt outer reef”).
The impaact on Büsum
m and Greetsiel would be tthe heaviest of
o the includeed harbours ((Figure 48b) since
s
their
fishermenn community had
h high effort in the areas which were modelled
m
as beeing closed. TThough in Greetsiel also
about 60% of the vesssels would bee affected, abbout 20% of thhe influenced vessels woulld have a streess above
10%. In B
Büsum all the vessels would be influenceed and 67% of
o the vessels in Büsum woould have a sttress level
higher thaan 15%.
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A)
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B)
Figure 499. ISLrevenues prrofiles for selected harbourss in the Netherrlands (A) andd Germany (B)).
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S1: Wind farm A2 (50%
% wind of farm
ms)

S2: Windd farm B1 (1000% of wind farrms)

S3: NatCon A2 (Naturee Conservationn A2)

S4: NatC
ConB1 (Naturee Conservationn B1)

Figure 500. Simplified ISLrevenues proffiles for selectted harbours of the North Sea. Five diffferent scenariios are on
display. H
Harbours displayed (from noorth to south, clockwise): inn Germany Huusum, Buesum
m, Cuxhaven and in the
Netherlannds “North” Haarlingen, Urk, Den Helder annd IJmuiden.
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S6: NatConWind A2 (N
National Enterpprise)

S7: NatCoonWind B1 (Global Communnity)

Figure 500 continued.
Discussion
The indivvidual stress level analysees (ISLA) revvealed that thhe Dutch andd the Germann fleet will bee affected
differentlyy by a potentiaal loss of fishing grounds duue to wind farrms and naturee conservationn areas. Whereas more
than 90%
% of the Dutch vessel will losse at least som
me fishing groound in the full A2 and B1 cllosure scenario (S6 and
S7), seveeral German vessels will be not affected aat all in the harbours Greetssiel, Cuxhavenn and Husum. However,
the vesseels in Büsum will all loose areas which w
were fished inn 2010. Pleasse note that ppotential closuures in the
German ccoastal zone (Wadden
(
Seaa) have not beeen considered in these sceenarios. It cann be expectedd that such
closures would exert a high stress level on the loocal, especiallly German, shhrimp fishers, but not on the fleets of
larger vesssels that operate further offfshore.
With coveerage of moree than 85% inn both of the data sets, thhe major part of the revenuues is covered. For the
Dutch fleeets, area closures will havee an effect on the fishing acctivities and likkely lead to thhe redistributioon of effort
of shrimpp and flatfish trawlers. Howeever, both fleeets will not haave the same opportunities to reallocate their
t
effort
as shrimpps are only foound in shallow
w waters and area closure will probably lead to higheer competition for space
as coastaal areas are also used for otther activities.
A calculaated stress levvel does not im
mply that all thhe earlier reveenues of the area
a are lost iin future sincee it (SL) is
defined aas percentagee of effort/landdings/revenuees of total effoort/landings/reevenues whichh will be “lostt” in worst
case duee to a closuree of an area for a specifi c industry. By
B changing fishing groundds the fisherm
man might
compensate these lossses from areaa closures. Fuurther, compettition for space, and increaased fishing efffort in the
remainingg areas, will most
m likely redduce the catchh per unit effoort and therefoore reduce pro
rofits for all other gears.
Also, lonnger steamingg times to circumvent cloosed areas are
a likely to increase
i
fuel costs. The described
investmennts and costss to react onn the future m
management are exactly the stress whhich is captureed by the
presentedd approach. On
O the other side,
s
increasedd catches duee to the spill-oover effect of marine proteccted areas
(MPA) maay also compeensate for som
me of the lossees and are noot covered by the
t presented approach.
This apprroach should be compared to a bioeconoomic model approach
a
(see FISHRENT) as the individdual stress
level analysis (ISLA) caannot account for changes in economic processes and behaviour. H
However, ISLA enables
the analyyses of the imppact of managgement on inddividual companies on a veery small spatiial scale ratheer than the
analysis oof fleet segmeents and the sppatial manageement according to ICES sqquares (see FIISHRENT).
In conclusion, the stresss level can be
b used as onne static element in a set of indicators too estimate the effects of
future maanagement onn fisheries based on the cllosure of fishiing grounds, but
b cannot fooresee profit or
o revenue
losses of individual fishhermen or fishhing communitties. Subsequuently, the streess level calcuulations can bee useful in
Marine Sppatial Planning exercises.
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2. Medium‐term effects of spatial or resources restrictions on fleet
dynamics: towards integrated models
2.1 Fishing fleets competing for quota in the Eastern Channel: an IBM,
bio‐economic, approach
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Batsleer, J., Poos, J.-J., Marchal, P., Vermard, Y., and Rijnsdorp, A.D. 2013. Mixed fisheries management:
protecting the weakest link. Marine Ecology Progress Series, 479, 177-190.
Section Abstract
North Sea cod (Gadus morhua) is outside safe biological limits and total allowable catch (TAC) management has
proved ineffective to rebuild the stock. The European Commission is considering imposing a discard ban to
preserve vulnerable and economically important fish stocks. We explore the potential effects of a discard ban in
mixed fisheries management using the French mixed fisheries in the Eastern English Channel as a model
system. We examine in particular the performance of two different management scenarios, (i) individual quota
management with a tolerance for discarding and, (ii) individual quota management in combination with a discard
ban, using a dynamic state variable model. The model evaluates a time series of decisions taken by fishers to
maximize profits within management constraints. Compliance to management was tested by applying a tax for
exceeding the quota, which is varied in the study. We then evaluate the consequences of individual cod quota in
both scenarios, with respect to over-quota discarding, spatial and temporal effort allocation and switching
between métiers. Individual quota management without a discard ban hardly influenced fishers’ behaviour, as
they could fully utilise cod quota and continue fishing other species while discarding cod. In contrast, a discard
ban forced fishers to reallocate effort to areas and weeks where cod catch is low, at the expense of lower
revenue. In general, a restrictive policy for individual quota for cod needs to be combined with a discard ban and
a high tax to reduce over-quota discarding.
Introduction
Fishing is an important socio-economic activity providing food and employment (FAO 2008) but is criticized
because of its adverse impact on exploited fish stocks and marine ecosystems. In this context, throwing
overboard dead fish that has been caught in the net (“discarding”) is often considered a wasteful practice that has
adverse effects on fish stocks while not contributing to the harvesting of food (Alverson et al. 1994, Kelleher
2005).
The practice of discarding is mainly driven by economics and management. From an economic perspective, low
valued fish of quota species are discarded (high-grading) in the expectation to catch more valued fish later (Gillis
et al. 1995b), while regulation of mesh size and minimum landing size determine the discarding of undersized fish
(Cappell 2001, Graham & Fryer 2006). TAC regulations also create an incentive for fishers to discard fish caught
over-quota, especially in mixed fisheries (Daan, 1997; Reis, 2010), and they have often proved unable to control
fishing mortality around sustainable levels (Daan 1997, Rijnsdorp et al. 2007, Ulrich et al. 2011).
The European Commission is considering a discard ban in combination with individual, and possibly transferable,
quota to prevent the waste of food, to reduce fishing impacts on the ecosystem, to preserve vulnerable and
economically important fish stocks and to improve scientific advice (Anon. 2011, Buisman et al. 2011). Under a
discard ban, all catches of both target and by-catch species should be landed and will be deducted from the
individual quotas. At present, a discard ban is under consideration and pilot studies on its ecological and
economic impacts have started (Catchpole & Gray 2010, Buisman et al. 2011).
Fishers are expected to adjust their behaviour to maximise their utility, given prevalent management regulations
(Gordon 1953, Hilborn & Kennedy 1992). Hence, fishers may respond to management regulations by trading-off
economic gain against the cost of non-compliance. Adaptive behaviour of fishers, e.g. reallocation of effort to
other species, fishing grounds or seasons, is an important management concern (Salas & Gaertner 2004, Poos et
al. 2010). Further studies on the adaptive behaviour of fishers may be useful to explore the scope for responses
that undermine the effectiveness of a certain management system. A fisheries manager needs to trade-off socioD2.3.1
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m. Understandding these
economicc benefits of a fishery against protectionn of the weakkest links in the ecosystem
trade-offss will support fisheries
f
manaagement.
This study will investiggate how a disscard ban in ccombination with
w individual quota may im
mprove the reggulation of
fishing mortality, for a depleted stocck that is explloited in a mixxed fishery. Using a dynam
mic state variaable model
(DSVM (Clark & Manggel 2000)), we
w study the over-quota discarding of cod
c (Gadus m
morhua) in thhe eastern
English C
Channel and the
t southern North
N
Sea. Deespite a recovvery plan imposed in 2003 (EC 2004), there have
been no sign of recovvery and the stock
s
has rem
mained the weeakest component of a dem
mersal fish asssemblage
(Ulrich et al. 2011). Wee will comparee the perform
mance of (i) TA
AC managemeent that allowss over-quota discarding
and (ii) TAC managem
ment in combinnation with a ddiscard ban, using
u
the Frennch otter traw
wl and net fisheries as a
case studdy. The conseequences of inndividual quotaa for cod in booth management regimes w
will be studied based on
a number of indicatorss of the fisherry system succh as the catcch of cod, thee spatial and temporal distribution of
fishing efffort, the changges in métierss and the econnomic perform
mance of the fisshery.
Material and Methodss
The Engllish Channel mixed fisherries
The English Channel is a corridor between
b
the A
Atlantic and thhe North Sea. The eastern English Channnel (ICES
division V
VIId) is the narrrowest part off the Channel and it is an im
mportant fishinng area (Vaz eet al. 2007). The French
fishing fleeets are most active in this area with a ttotal of 641 veessels in 20055, landing oveer 90,000 tonnnes of fish
with a tottal value of 2118 million euroos. Boulogne--Sur-Mer is thhe main Frencch fishing harbbour, both in number of
vessels aand total landinngs (Carpentieer et al. 2009)).
Data
Effort andd landings datta obtained froom logbooks aand sales slipss were availabble over the pperiod 2001 – 2005. The
data set included inforrmation by fisshing trip on vvessel length,, vessel tonnaage, engine ppower, gear tyype, mesh
size, fishing ground (ICES rectangle, 1° longitudde x 0.5°latituude, which appproximates 330 x 30 nauticcal miles),
fishing efffort (hours fisshed for trawleers, days abs ent from port for netters), weight
w
and vaalue of the lanndings per
species. We selected the French otter
o
trawlers and netters fishing
f
in the eastern Eng lish Channel and most
southern part of the Noorth Sea betweeen 49°N, 2°W
W and 52°N 4°E,
4 for which most data is aavailable (Figuure 51).

Figure 511. Map showing ICES-rectaangles in the eastern English Channel (i.e.27E9 up 30F1) to andd southern
North Seea (i.e. 31F1 up to 32F3), where both fleets may fissh. The star indicates the location of thhe port of
Boulognee-Sur-Mer.
Otter traw
wlers
The otter trawl fleet is one of the maain demersal ffishing fleets operating
o
in thhe eastern Ennglish Channeel. Vessels
in this fleeet are predom
minantly riggeed with 80 mm
m mesh size nets.
n
The dataaset consists of 120 vesseels with an
average eengine power of 440 kW and average vesssel length of 21m.
The otterr trawl fleet opperates two seeparate métierrs using: (i) deemersal otter trawls (OTB__D, 25591 trips) and, (ii)
mixed deemersal/pelagic trawls (OTB
B_M, 725 tripss). Both métieers land a mix of species, cconsisting of ca.
c 60% of
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TB_D and
whiting, ccod, plaice, soole and mackeerel. Whiting and mackerel contribute too the bulk of laandings of OT
OTB_M, respectively (Table
(
20). Fishers
F
are caapable of swittching métierss during the year. Both métiers
m
are
operated inside and outside
o
the 122 nautical milee zone (Carppentier et al. 2009),
2
with fisshing grounds in ICES
rectanglees 30F1 and 299F0 being thee most frequenntly visited.
Table 20. Proportion of
o five commeercial speciess in the catchh composition of both fishinng fleets, sepparated by
métiers.
Otter trawl
Sole (%)
Plaice (%
%)
Cod (%)
Mackerell (%)
Whiting (%)
Other (%)

S
Static net

OTB_D
0
0.4
4
4.1
5
5.3
155.6
299.4

OTB__M
0
2.11
2.66
44.9
12.1

TN
54.9
15.4
8
0
0.9

GN
14.8
15.7
45.3
0
2.7

455.2

38.3

20.8

21.5

Static neetters
The nettinng fleet in the study area coonsists of 1077 vessels, withh an average engine
e
powerr of 160kW and average
length of 12m. The moost common gear is the tra
rammel net (T
TN, 10449 tripps), being useed interchangeeably with
gillnets (G
GN, 632 tripss). Both nets are anchoredd to the bottom
m but differ in their structuure and targeet species.
Trammel nets have thrree sets of nettting, wherebyy the outer netts have a largee mesh and thhe inner net has a small
mesh sizee, whereas gilllnets have onnly one net. Thhis difference makes tramm
mel nets less sselective in terms of size
and varieety of fish species caught (C
Carpentier et al. 2009). Thee most commonly used meesh size for booth nets is
90 mm, uused mainly too catch sole; however,
h
larg er mesh sizess (100mm – 180mm) may bbe used whenn plaice or
cod are taargeted. Althoough sole, plaice, and cod aare the main target
t
speciess and accountt for approxim
mately 80%
of the lanndings, sole iss the main tarrget species fo
for trammel neets, whereas cod is the pri mary target species
s
for
gill-netterrs. Most netting activities occcur close to thhe port of Bouulogne-Sur-Meer (30F1, 31F22).
A few (2.7 %) observaations in the data set consissted of multiple aggregatedd, and these w
were not included in the
analysis.
Statisticaal analysis
Our aim iis to parameteerize a simulaation model byy estimating thhe spatial and temporal disttribution of lanndings per
unit effortt (LPUE) (li) of
o five species: plaice (Pleeuronectes plaatessa), sole (Solea solea)), cod (Gaduss Morhua),
whiting (M
Merlangius meerlangus) andd Atlantic macckerel (Scombber scombrus)), targeted byy the French fleets.
f
Our
dataset ccontains meassurements of landings (yi) i n weight (kg) by species and
a effort in hhours fished foor trawlers
and days absent from port
p for netterss (Ei) per trip ii;

We applyy Generalizedd Additive Models (GAMss) to allow foor non-linearitty in the relaationships bettween the
responsee variable and multiple explaanatory variabbles (Zuur et al.
a 2009). Thee actual value of the landings per trip
is used ass the response variable while the log (Ei) serves as offfset. We use the negative bbinomial distribbution with
a logarithmic link functiion.

Here, µi iis the expecteed landings peer trip and θ iis the dispersion parameterr, which accouunts for under- or overdispersionn. The expectted LPUE (li) iss modelled ass eη whereby η is the linear predictor.
p
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Métiers and years were entered as discrete variables; engine power, mesh size, area (i.e. geographic midpoint of
the ICES rectangle) and day of the year (DoY) were entered as continuous variables (Table 21). The interaction
between area and DoY was included to model the seasonal changes in distribution. Because vessel length and
engine power are highly correlated (0.9), we decided to only include engine power due to its presumed larger
influence on the catch efficiency (Rijnsdorp et al. 2006). Mesh size was included as it may indicate the target
species, for example the 90 mm mesh size in trammel nets is used to target sole, while larger mesh sizes
(120mm-180mm) are fitted when targeting cod. Finally, the variable year was used to capture differences in
landings per unit of effort between the years.
The next step is to select a model, using forward selection based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
Forward selection starts with an empty model, fitted with the intercept only. Then covariates are added
sequentially based on the BIC in order to obtain the “best” model. When the best covariate structure is found, we
applied a GAM to come to a final model. This final model was used to predict the spatial and temporal patterns in
catch rates for each of the species and vessel–gear combinations.
Table 21. Model components used to describe variation in catch rates. “te” stands for tensor product smooth.
Variables métier and area (i.e. geographic midpoint of the ICES rectangle) are discrete variables and engine
power, mesh size, year and day of the year (doy) are continuous variables.
Explanatory variable

Model component

Métier
Engine power
Mesh size
Year
Spatio-temporal interaction

factor(GE_UNI)
te(ve_hp, k=4, by=factor(tactic))
te(GE_MSZ, k=4, by=factor(tactic))
factor(FT_YEAR)
te(lon,lat,doy, bs=c("tp","cc"), d=c(2,1), k=5)

Simulation Model
Our model is based on Dynamic State Variable Modelling (DSVM) (Houston & McNamara 1999, Clark & Mangel
2000). The DSVM is an individual based model that has been used to predict the behaviour of animals (Mangel
1987, Clark & Butler 1999) as well as fishers (Gillis et al. 1995b, Poos et al. 2010, Dowling et al. 2012). We
expanded the model of Poos et al. (2010) to two fishing fleets targeting a mix of species that were constrained by
annual individual cod quota. A discard ban was modelled by incorporating a tax to discourage over-quota
discarding. Each individual vessel in the model has a set of choices, allowing it to respond to management
regulations and economic opportunities. In each time-step a fisher can choose simultaneously: (1) to go out to
fish or to stay in port, (2) a métier, (3) a fishing ground and (4) to discard.
A vessel evaluates its optimal annual strategy in terms of biweekly behavioural choices, based on a utility
function. This utility function describes the result of choices in a single currency. We use the annual net revenue
(φ) as the currency that a fisher wants to optimize (Gordon 1953, Poos et al. 2010).
5

 ( L15 , E )   ( Li pi )  ( Epe  D)

[4]

i 1

The net revenue is defined as the total quantity landed of each species (Li) weighted by each species price (pi);
minus the variable fishing costs. Variable fishing costs consist of total fuel cost; i.e. total effort (days) (E) times
fuel costs per day (€/day) (pe); and a tax for overshooting the quota (D). Compliance to management was tested
by exploring the effect of different tax values. Fines increased from one to twenty times current cod price. These
fines are equivalent to those imposed for catching abalones illegally, i.e., ten times landing price (Bose & CreesMorris 2009).
Parameterisation of the model was based on individual vessels, assuming Boulogne-Sur-Mer was their home
harbour. For each time step, a vessel chooses a métier and one fishing ground (out of 20). Each combination of
D2.3.1
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métier and fishing ground is characterized by a mean (µ) and variance (θ) of the catch rates for each species
estimated by the GAM. Also, the combination of métier and fishing ground determines the amount of effort
required for the fishing operation. The unit of total effort in the model is days at sea and consists of the summed
actual fishing time and travel time required to reach the fishing ground. The fishing time was estimated from the
2001 data at 3.1 days for a trawler and 3 days for a netter. Travel time depends on the distance from port and
was calculated from the distance in nautical miles (Nm) in a straight line from the harbour of Boulogne-Sur-Mer to
each fishing ground. Assuming a steaming speed of 10 nautical miles per hour for an otter trawl and 6 nautical
miles per hour for a netter (Messina & Notti 2007) and taking account of the number of trips observed per time
step (2-week period), we calculated the travel time needed to reach a fishing ground. If a fisher decides to stay in
the harbour, nothing is caught and no effort is used.
The costs associated with using fishing effort depend on the fuel use in the model. Fuel costs per day are
estimated to be 1800€ for trawlers and 1300€ for netters and are equivalent to approximately 35% of the gross
revenue (Taal et al. 2009). The final element for the parameterization is the market value of the target species.
We choose to use fixed market values for each species, determined by the average price per kg within our
dataset. Table 22 includes detailed information on the parameters and their values used in the model.
Table 22. Summary of parameter values included in the model.
Engine power (kW)
Mesh Size (mm)
Fuel costs per day (€)
Fishing effort (hours)

Trawl

Net

440
80
1800
75

160
90
1300
72

Market value (€ per kg)
Sole
Cod
Plaice
Whiting
Mackerel

9.42
2.43
1.99
1.40
0.99

Results
Statistical analysis
The GAM models best explaining the variation in LPUEs included all covariates (Table 23). The variable engine
power was selected and added as first variable in explaining the spatial and temporal variation in distribution of
whiting and plaice, while métiers was the first variable for sole and mackerel. The selection of métiers within all
five models reflects our classification of both fleets into two métiers. Within the cod model, mesh size was added
as the first variable, which confirms our expectations that larger mesh sizes are preferred when fishing for cod.
The last variable that was added in all the models was the year. Further analysis for cod shows that landings are
significantly (p <2e-16) lower in the years 2004 and 2005. Lower landings are likely to be related to the low
abundances and weak recruitments of cod during that period (ICES 2010).
Table 23. Final model results for all five species. All covariates are selected for all five species. LPUE = mesh
size + area*DoY + year + engine power + métier + offset.
Species

Log-likelihood

Dev.exp

Theta (θ)

Cod
Whiting
Sole

-169261
-210053
-124632

31.0%
28.3%
97.8%

0.185
0.252
0.192
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Plaice
Mackerell

-2054433
-1735594

43.0%
46.1%

0.3991
0.2334

Cod catcch
The cod ccatch depends on the fishinng fleet and thhe managemeent scenario (F
Figure 52). Foor trawlers, cood catches
are still high (> 10 tonss per year) if thhe individual ccod quota (IQ)) is set to zeroo and discardinng is allowed. No cod is
landed, bbut cod catchees are discardded. Individuaal quota lower than 10 tons per year reesult in full utilization of
quota by almost all vessels, while over-quota
o
cattches are beinng discarded. The variabilitty in the cod catches
c
in
the modeel causes som
me fishers to be more or lesss successful at
a catching cood than otherss. Successful fishers
f
will
fully exploit their quotaa and discardd their over-quuota catch, while
w
less succcessful fishers
rs will land alll their cod
catches aand will not usse all quota. Inncreasing the IQ above 10 tons results inn trawlers proggressively beiing unable
to use all of their quotaa: all cod catchhes are landedd and none arre discarded.

Figure 522. Modelled average annuaal cod catchess (i.e. landinggs plus discarrds) per vesseel for both traawlers and
netters inn relation to the available inddividual cod qquota (blue linee). Upper pannels (a) and (bb) are for trawlers; lower
panels (cc) and (d) for netters.
n
In the left panels (aa) and (c) disccarding is allow
wed, while in tthe right paneels (b) and
(d) discarrding is banneed. Average annual landinggs (black line) with confidence area (darkk grey shadedd area) are
separatedd from averagge annual cood catches (ligght grey line)) with confideence area (ligght grey shadded area),
depicting the amount of
o cod discardss.
When a ddiscard ban iss introduced, individual codd quota may reduce
r
catchees considerabbly. At an indivvidual cod
quota below 4 tons peer year, the cod
c catch is l ess than 0.5 tonnes per year.
y
Increasinng the IQ ressults in an
increase in landings, buut vessels rareely utilize thei r quota complletely. As for the first scenarrio, the catchees level off
towards cca. 10 tons peer year. There are two main periods, durinng which cod is caught by trrawlers (Figure 53). The
first periood is around thhe end and beeginning of thee year, while thhe second period occurs haalfway throughh the year.
Fishers cconstrained byy a discard ban
b switch to other fishing grounds during these perriods, resultingg in lower
annual cood catches.
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Figure 533. Modelled teemporal variations in averaage cod catchhes (t.y-1) per vessel betw
ween both maanagement
scenarioss. Upper paneels (a-c) are reesults for traw
wlers and loweer panels (d-f) are for netterrs. Differencess between
scenarioss are observedd by comparinng average codd catches wheen discarding is allowed (daashed line) witth catches
under a ddiscard ban (rred line). Wheen allowing disscards, differeences between average cood catches and average
landings ((black line) quuantify the amount of discarrds (shaded arrea) per time step.
s
Similar reesults are obsserved for nettters (Figure 552c & d), but cod catches are much low
wer (< 3 tons per year)
comparedd to trawlers. A similar comparison
c
foor the nettingg fleet showss more spatiial overlap under both
managem
ment scenarioss. However, similar
s
to the ttrawling fleet, deviations off the choice oof fishing grouunds occur
during peeriods when cood is more freqquently caughht. So, netters also switch fisshing groundss to avoid catcching cod.
When IQ for cod are reasonably
r
higgh (~ 9 tons),, trawlers onlyy become limited in landingg cod at the end
e of the
year, andd only discardd when quota are almost fuully exploited. When less quota is availaable, the amouunt of cod
being disccarded increaases and fishers discard earrlier in the yeaar as well. When the quota aare low (~3 toons) cod is
discardedd throughout the
t year, with the highest aamounts of discards occurrring during booth periods whhen cod is
mainly caaught. Compaared to the trawlers, netterss barely discard cod due to the low amo unt caught. However,
H
if
cod is disscarded, it occcurs at the ennd of the yearr during the period when cood catches arre higher. Theese results
show thatt fishers are able
a to regulatte their catchees either by discarding the over-quota
o
caatch or, when discarding
is bannedd, by switchingg fishing grounnds and targetting other speecies.
Effort
If discarding is allowed, the annual allocation
a
of fisshing effort is independent of
o the cod quoota (Figure 54)).
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a
annuaal effort per vvessel for botth fleets and both manageement scenarios. Upper
Figure 544. Modelled average
panels (aa) and (b) arre for trawlerss; lower paneels (c) and (dd) for netterss. The left paanels (a) and (c) allow
discardingg, while the right panels (b) and (d) ban discarding. The
T area between the upperr (95%) and loower (5%)
confidencce intervals is shaded.
The total days at sea (DAS) increase only marginnally from an average
a
of 1022 days to 104 days when more
m quota
becomes available. Efffort is mainly allocated neaar the Englishh coast and inn the southernn North Sea where the
most freqquently fished fishing grounnds are ICES rectangles 300F1 (36% of trrips) and 32F 1 (28% of tripps) (Figure
55).
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Figure 555. Modelled sppatial allocatioon of effort byy average num
mber of trips per year for traawlers (a-d) and netters
(e-h) at loow (5 t.y-1) annd high (15 t.yy-1) individuall cod quota. Upper
U
graphs (a-b and e-f ffor trawlers annd netters,
respectiveely) are baseed on the firstt managemennt scenario (ddiscarding), while lower graaphs (c-d andd g-h) are
based on scenarios witth a discard baan.
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I to zero
Imposing a discard baan in combinaation with low IQ has a clear impact on the effort andd setting the IQ
results in a complete stop of fishing. At a quota off below 6 tonss, there is a steep increase of effort with increasing
quota. Ass more quota become avaailable the inc rease in efforrt slows downn and stabilizees towards an average
effort of 1104 DAS. Introoducing a discard ban causses a spatial shift in the disstribution of fiishing. At low IQ levels,
trawlers m
make fewer trips (16 trips) and effort is cconcentrated in
i more southern and dista nt fishing grouunds such
as 30E9, 28F1 and 299F0. At a highher IQ level, tthe spatial disstribution resembles that fouund when disscarding is
allowed.
Similar reesults for netteers are observved. In the abbsence of a discard ban, neetters spend 1100 days of the year at
sea, regaardless of the quota. As for trawlers, codd quota managgement on its own has no influence on the
t spatial
distributioon of netters that
t predominantly fish in t he eastern Ennglish Channeel, in particulaar ICES rectangle 28F1
(48% of ttrips). With a discard
d
ban, effort
e
is only innfluenced at loow (< 8 tons) quota. Fishingg stops when IQ is null,
but rapidlly increases up
u to 111 DAS
S when IQis seet at >3 tons. Yet effort graadually decreaases again annd remains
fixed at an average annnual effort of 105
1 DAS. Thee peak at low quota
q
may refflect a reallocaation of effort away
a
from
the southern North Seaa to more distaant fishing groounds in the eastern Englishh Channel (299E9), althoughh rectangle
28F1 is sstill the most visited
v
fishing ground. At hiigher IQ levels, spatial distribution of fishhing effort sligghtly shifts
away from
m the North Seea area towarrds fishing groounds 28F1 annd 29E9.
The shift in spatial disstribution of fisshing effort frrom the southhern North Seea to the easttern English Channel
C
is
related too the spatial distribution of cod.
c Cod is moore frequentlyy caught in thee southern Noorth Sea fishing grounds
comparedd to the Channel. So when cod quota is hhigh a fisher can
c continue to
t fish in the nnorthern fishing grounds
until the cod quota beecomes depleeted. Implemeenting low cood quota and a discard baan, however, make the
Channel fishing grounnds more attraactive, becauuse of the redduced risk of catching codd, while targeeting other
commerccial fish speciees.
Besides spatial effort allocation to reduce cod catches, traw
wlers constrained by a disscard ban chaange their
preferencce for a métier in response to the IQ (Figgure 56). When IQ is below
w 4 tons, therre is no fishinng at all or
trips are ddone only chooosing OTB_M
M. As IQ increeases, OTB_D
D is more and more operateed. For an IQ of 8 tons,
only 4% oof fishing efforrt is operted with
w OTB_D. Inncreasing IQ to 27 tons resuults in 36% alllotted to OTB__D fishing,
similar to the scenario where discarrding is alloweed. Netters chhoose, regardlless of the maanagement sccenario, to
fish usingg TN throughoout the year.

Figure 566. The proporttion of effort allotted
a
to eacch métier opeerated by traw
wlers, when coonstrained by a discard
ban (lightt grey: OTB_M
M, dark grey: OTB_D).
O
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Catch coomposition
The catch compositionns of trawlerss and netterss constrained by a discardd ban are shhown in Figurre 57. For
trawlers, mackerel is thhe most dominant (98%) sppecies in the catch at low individual codd quota. With increasing
IQ, the ccatch of whitinng increases and
a becomess dominant. The
T increase of
o whiting withh increasing cod quota
indicates that both species co-occuur. When quoota is not a limiting factor, whiting (54%
%) and mackeerel (42%)
representt the main com
mponents, while cod and plaaice contribute marginally to the total lanndings. For netters there
is virtuallyy no change in the catch composition
c
w
with changing IQ. Netters mainly
m
catch ssole (> 80%) and
a plaice
(~19%), while cod is caught in sm
mall quantitiess and contribbutes less than 1% to thee entire catch. Hence,
introducinng a discard ban on top of inndividual cod quota has little impact on thhe catch compposition of netters.

wlers (a & b) and
a netters
Figure 577. The proportion of each off the five speccies contributinng to the total catch for traw
(c & d). R
Right panels (b) and (d) are modelled ccatch compossitions for the first manageement scenariio and left
panels (aa) and (c) foor the secondd scenario. C
Color-coding: yellow
y
(cod), black (plaicee), grey (whitting), blue
(mackereel) and red (soole). Note the white
w
bars in ((a) and (c) whhere no fish was caught, beecause fishers remained
in port.
Allowing ddiscards eliminates the effeect of low IQ oon the catch coomposition. For trawlers, w
whiting and maackerel are
the main contributors, whether
w
a low
w or a high codd quota is impplemented. Thee catch compoositions resem
mble those
of the sccenario with high
h IQ (> 188 ton) combinned with a disscard ban. Similar results were seen foor netters,
although the proportionn of cod is slightly higher (1..5%), compareed to that observed with a ddiscard ban (<
< 1%).
Trade-off
ffs
Here, twoo indicators off fishery, i.e. effort
e
and net revenue, are weighted agaainst cod catcch (Figure 58)). Allowing
cod discaards, a trawlerr continues to fish despite a decrease in IQ. Therefore, effort (> 100 DAS) and cood catch (>
10 tons) remain unchanged (Figure 58a). Reduucing the IQ, however, ressults in a sligght decrease (from ca.
350.000€€ to ca. 313.0000€) in net revvenue. This deecrease is relaated to the reduced cod landdings.
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Figure 588. Trade-offs between
b
(▲) net revenue, (■) effort and cod mortalitty (t y-1). Pannels (a) and (b) present
results foor trawlers, and (c) and (d) for netters. Leeft and right panels
p
refer reespectively to discard and no-discard
n
scenarioss. Note the changing colourrs of the pointss from black too light grey, ass individual cood quota increeases from
low to higgh levels.
In contrasst, imposing a discard ban clearly
c
affects both indicators and cod catch (Figure 588 (b)). When IQ
Q is below
two tons,, trawlers stayy in port and do not generrate revenue. Setting a low
w IQ ensuress that fishers avoid cod
catches bby targeting other
o
commerccial species w
with lower maarket value (e.g. mackerel) in more distaant fishing
grounds. Consequentlyy, a fisher gennerates less reevenue (ca. 388.000€) in proportion to the amount of fisshing effort
(ca. 44 D
DAS at an IQ of
o 2 tons). At an IQ of 4 toons, trawlers allocate
a
some fishing effort to cod fishingg grounds,
increasingg the catch of
o cod from an
a average oof approximattely 74 kg to approximate ly 1 ton. Effoort slightly
increasess, while net reevenue doublees. As more qquota is madee available, efffort increasess and levels offf at about
104 DAS. This increasse in effort leaads to an incrreased cod caatch, becausee gradually moore cod fishing grounds
are fishedd. In additionn, landings of commerciallyy valuable and co-occurring species suuch as whitingg increase
likewise aand contributee substantially to the reveenue. Hence, while effort levels
l
off, nett revenue continues to
increase until the point where IQ aree no longer connstraining i.e. 18 tons.
Trade-offfs as seen withh otter trawlerrs are less obsserved for nettters using tram
mmel nets, fo r which whitinng and cod
are by-caatch species. When
W
discardding is allowedd, cod catch, fishing effort and revenue remain unchaanged (ca.
750 kg) (FFigure 58c). When
W
introduccing a discard ban in combinnation with a zero
z IQ, fishingg completely stops,
s
and
no revenuue is generateed (Figure 58dd). Increasingg IQ to one tonn results in zeero cod catch,, while fishing (28 DAS)
resumes and some revvenue (ca. 92.000€) is gen erated by fishhing for sole and
a plaice. Foor an IQ of 3 tons, effort
strongly inncreases up to 111 DAS. With
W higher IQ,, effort slightlyy reduces and levels off to aapproximately 105 DAS.
Net revenue increasees likewise too ca. 270.0000€. This reveenue is mainttained regarddless the heigght of IQ,
indicatingg that netters are
a to an exteent economicaally independeent of whiting and cod catcches. In relatioon to effort
and net reevenue, cod catches
c
remain low (< 170 kkg), but slightly increase upp to a maximu m of approxim
mately 400
kg when IQ exceeds six tons.
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c discardingg, fishers will uphold effort and maintain their net reveenue at the expense
e
of
In generaal, permitting cod
cod conseervation. In coontrast, with a discard ban, fishers avoid cod but maintain a reducedd fishing efforrt targeting
lower valuued species such
s
as mackeerel to compennsate the loss in revenue.
Over-quoota tax
The resuults above asssumed that thhe discard baan was fully enforced, corresponding too a very highh tax. The
responsee of the fisherss in terms of over-quota
o
disscarding of cood for a rangee of different ffines is shownn in Figure
59. With a low tax equual to the marrket value of ccod (2.43€ peer kg) trawlerss start discardding when IQ are below
nine tonss. Above this level, fishers have sufficie nt quota available to uphold their revennue and switch to other
target speecies when thheir quota is fully
f
exploited . Increasing the tax shifts the
t threshold IQ below which fishers
start disccarding the ovver-quota catcch towards a llower level. Inn our model, the
t tax needss to be sufficieently high,
e.g. 20 tim
mes the price of cod, to reduce discardingg of over-quotta cod below 6 tons.

Figure 599. Average ovver-quota cod catches in reelation to tax leevels. The uppper light greyy line represennts a freefishing sittuation (tax = 0). The darkeer the line the higher the taxx, varying from
m the market vvalue of cod (2.43 €) up
to 20 tim
mes that valuee (48.60 €). The black linne with no ovver-quota catcches represennts a situation with an
extremelyy high tax (30000000 €) for overshooting
o
thhe quotas.
Discussion
This studdy explored thhe effects of a discard ban in combinatioon with individdual quota in mixed fisheries. It was
shown that under a management reegime that alloows over-quoota discarding,, quota for byy-catch speciees such as
cod may have little efffect on the effort
e
allocatio n, and catch composition of fishing fleeets. Fish that is caught
without quota provisionn are discardeed. IQ managgement with a discard ban can reduce oover-quota discarding of
cod whenn properly enfoorced. In that case, fishers will reallocatee effort to fishing grounds annd weeks wheen the cod
catch is loow at the expeense of lower revenue.
Our modeel showed thaat, even when forced by a ttax, fishers haave, to some extent,
e
the abbility to avoid over-quota
o
discardingg by reallocatting their efforrt in space annd time. Empirical support comes from a study of Branch et al
(2009), w
who showed thhat when TAC
Cs were increaased for some species and reduced for oothers, fishers were able
to adjust the species mixture
m
in their catches by rreallocating thheir fishing efffort. In the easstern Channel, landings
of non-reegulated species such as striped
s
red muullet (Mullus surmuletus),
s
sea
s bass (Diccentrarchus laabrax) and
squid (Looligo spp.) havve increased following
f
the ddecline of codd landings andd may reflect a response off fishers to
the changge in resourcee composition (Carpentier ett al. 2009).
The comppliance of the fishery to resttrictive quota iis influenced by
b the tax for overshooting
o
tthe IQ. We shhowed that
this tax sshould be set at several tim
mes the markeet value of codd to remove the economic incentive of over-quota
o
discardingg. The tax neeeded to reducce the probabiility of over-quuota discardingg will be depeendent on the difference
in maximuum revenue thhat can be obttained and thee revenue of the alternative fishing grounnd where the by-catch
b
of
cod will bbe negligible. An important considerationn when explorring managem
ment regulationns is the com
mpliance of
fishers too these regulaations. Our results show thhat to be efficient, fines shoould be muchh higher than fish price.
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Hence, imposing a high tax would be a contributing factor to deter fishers from rule-breaking behaviour (Bose &
Crees-Morris 2009, Jagers et al. 2012). In our model, we assume a 100% detection rate while realistically rulebreaking behaviour of fishers may not necessarily be detected. Some fishers may trade-off economic gain and
the risk of paying a high tax. This implies even higher fines should be considered to obtain full fisheries
compliance. Yet, assessing the risk of being detected is beyond the scope of this paper.
In this study we have focussed only on one component of the discard problem, the over-quota discarding. Fishers
in the EU, however are forced to discard catches below the minimum landing size (MLS) and discard noncommercial species. These discards are particularly high in mixed fisheries that target multiple species with
different selectivity characteristics relative to the minimum landing size, such as in the roundfish, flatfish and
Norway lobster fisheries (Rijnsdorp & Millner 1996, Cappell 2001, Catchpole et al. 2005). Also high-grading may
occur when fishers discard part of their less valuable marketable catch to increase their revenue. By ignoring
these other types of practices, we will underestimate the overall level of discarding in these fisheries (Gillis et al.
1995a, Poos et al. 2010, Depestele et al. 2011).
The DSVM approach is particularly appropriate to address these issues and could also be applied to the problem
of high-grading as well as discarding undersized and non-commercial fish. A study of Dowling et al (2012)
showed that by including price dynamics into a stochastic dynamic programming model the behavioural response
of fishers towards market value fluctuations may be studied. Due to lacking knowledge, however on processes
underlying fish price setting, our model assumes a fixed market value for each species throughout the year. The
strong numerical power of these models demands high computational resources. Therefore, key descriptors such
as abundance, catch and market price were not classified into different size classes, because this would increase
complexity and drastically increases the dynamic programs’ computational requirements, i.e. curse of
dimensionality" (Clark & Mangel 2000). Hence, each species was modelled as a homogeneous group of
marketable fish.
Discard reduction is on top of the agenda of EU fisheries managers. At the time of writing the EU is considering a
mandatory discard ban as part of the reform of this policy (Anon. 2011). In 1987 Norway introduced a discard ban
causing younger and smaller species to be landed. Our first management scenario corresponds to the initial
Norwegian regulations before they implemented a discard ban. Fishers would land their total catch, but discards
are confiscated without being deducted from the individual quota, and without receiving a financial compensation
for landing discards. The second scenario resembles a complete discard ban on marketable fish, whereby all
catches are landed and are deducted from the quota. In Norway the introduction of a discard ban reduced the
waste of resources (e.g. finding alternative use), improved estimates of fishing mortality and scientific knowledge,
which in turn supported the recovery of Northeast Arctic fish stocks(Diamond & Beukers-Stewart 2011). Up to
now, it is unclear how the EC intends to implement a ban and the Commission could also adhere to alternative
ways of discouraging discards.
Many fishers’ behaviour studies have presumed that fishers are entirely driven by economic interests (Gordon
1953, Hilborn & Walters 1987, Poos et al. 2010). The relevance, however, of tradition, past experiences and
information exchange on fishers’ behaviour has been studied (Holland & Sutinen 2000, Little et al. 2004, Marchal
et al. 2009) and could be taken into account when modelling multi-annual management scenarios. Because we
only explore the consequences of our management scenarios over one year, our model assumes opportunistic
behaviour towards maximizing expected profit.
Our model ignores vessel aggregations hereby excluding interactions. These interactions, through information
sharing, exploitation and interference competition may affect catch rates of vessels. Information sharing among
vessels about local fishing grounds for example, may increase catch rates. By contrast, exploitation competition
due to an increased density of vessels with a shared exploitation of common resources may reduce catch rates,
as does interference competition due to direct, physical hindering of a fishing operation or indirectly, due to local
depletion of target species (Gillis 2003, Poos and Rijnsdorp 2007b). The effect of information sharing and both
elements of competition were beyond the scope of this study and will be investigated in depth in a companion
study.
The methods and results of this study will be generally relevant to other mixed fisheries systems. The specific
results depend on the parameterisation for a specific case. A fisher will choose the most profitable fishing ground,
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characterized by low fuel costs, high catch rates of the most valuable species and sufficient quota availability
(especially under the discard ban). In our model, fuel cost is approximated at 35% of gross revenue. However, in
the English Channel operating costs of gillnetters and beam trawlers are estimated to be 20% and 50%,
respectively (Marchal et al. 2011). If costs are higher fishers may spend less time at sea or fish closer to port
(Poos et al. 2010). Hence, differences in fuel costs may influence the catch composition and discard rate. Also,
we considered the study area as a single management unit, although it belongs to two different management
units (subdivisions IVc and VIId). Since 2009 the eastern English Channel (subdivision VIId) was allocated a
separate cod TAC (i.e. 1600 tons in 2011) from the North Sea (subdivision IV) cod TAC (i.e. 26800 tons) (ICES
2011) and the French fleet receives a larger proportion of cod TAC (ca. 84%) VIId, compared to that in IV (ca.
4%). The results of our model should therefore be adapted before being used by managers.
Mechanistic models are increasingly being used to analyse vessel fishing behaviour (Little et al. 2004, Poos et al.
2010, Dowling et al. 2012). These models are independent of historical patterns and have strong predictive
power, making them ideal tools to analyse fisheries responses to new management regulations (Dowling et al.
2012). Commonly, fishers behaviour is based on economic interests while alternative utility functions with less
emphasis on economic interests, such as tradition or information sharing could be included (Little et al. 2009).
However, this would require a more extensive understanding of the rationale of fishers’ behaviour. Fisheries
management is a complex system, whereby a manager must take interests and concerns of many stakeholders
into account. Our spatially explicit effort allocation model proves to be a useful tool to evaluate conservation and
economic trade-offs and enables managers to visualize consequences of new management scenarios, such as a
discard ban.

2.2 Fishing fleets competing for space with other sectors of activity in the
North Sea: application of the FISHRENT bio‐economic model
2.2.1 Northern North Sea (saithe fishery) application
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Simons, S. FishRent: a bioeconomic model of fleet dynamics in the North Sea saithe fishery. Submitted to ICES
Journal of Marine Science. In review.
Section Abstract
Regulations and changes in market and environmental conditions may change the profitability of one fishery and
can lead to reallocation of fishing effort. The extent of this effort displacement will depend on the relative
profitability of the alternative options for the fleet segments affected. When fishing areas and fleet segments are
heterogeneous, simple aggregate effort models such as those based on the ideal free distribution theory, may
provide inaccurate predictions. A bio-economic optimisation and simulation model is applied to explore how the
different conditions of A2 and B1 impact the fishing effort allocation and the distribution of benefits across fleet
segments from different nations. In the model the optimization of net profits determines the effort adjustment and
the investment behaviour of fleet segments, which in turn affect the level of catch rates. This tool was applied to
the North Sea saithe fishery. For B1 and A2 there was a spatial heterogeneity of the fishing effort observed with
shifting effort through the year. As profit was maximised, effort aggregated in those areas where the costs of
fishing (e.g. fuel cost) were low. The simulations demonstrate that A2 and B1 will have heterogeneous impacts on
individual fleet segments from different nations and home ports. Even when A2 or B1 did result in little change in
overall net profits, there were winners and losers, and the distribution of gains and losses may not be intuitively
obvious.
Introduction
Regulations and changes in market and environmental conditions may change the profitability of one fishery and
can lead to reallocation of fishing effort. The extent of this effort displacement will depend on the relative
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profitability of the alternative options for the fleet segments affected. When fishing areas and fleet segments are
heterogeneous, simple aggregate effort models such as those based on the ideal free distribution theory may
provide inaccurate predictions (Hilborn and Ledbetter, 1979; Campbell et al., 1993; Gillis and Peterman, 1998).
The approach is based on a bio-economic optimisation and simulation model called “FishRent” (Salz et al., 2011).
It includes the economics of multiple fleet segments and their effort distribution which is based on optimizing the
profit of the whole fishery. The model includes 5 fleet segments of the North Sea saithe fishery. A basecase
scenario is contrasted with the A2 and B1 scenarios to forecast the effects on fleet dynamics. In particular,
simulations explore how the different conditions of A2 and B1 impact the fishing effort allocation and the
distribution of benefits across fleet segments from different nations.
Materials and Methods
The North Sea saithe fishery as a case study
Saithe (Pollachius virens) is of major economic importance for North Sea fisheries, with annual landing values of
around 15 million Euros (Anderson and Guillen, 2009). It is targeted by Norwegian, French, German, English,
Danish, and to a small extend Swedish trawlers (ICES, 2012). There exists an EU-Norway long-term
management plan for North Sea saithe. This plan involves a harvest control rule (HCR) with annual Total
Allowable Catches (TACs), and reference points. Blim is the reference point for SSB, below which recruitment is
impaired with a high probability (ICES, 2010; Lassen and Medley, 2001). Bpa is the precautionary reference point
for SSB, below which the stock would be regarded as potentially overfished (ICES, 2010; Lassen and Medley,
2001). Ftar is the average fishing mortality for age class 3-6 that is set as a target (ICES, 2010; Lassen and
Medley, 2001). In the long-term management plan Ftar is set to 0.1 (Ftar-low), when SSB is estimated to be below
the minimum level of 106 thousand tons (Blim) (ICES, 2013). Usually fishing mortality is around 0.4, a Ftar of 0.1 is
hence a strong reduction. Where SSB is above 200 thousand tons (Bpa), the parties agreed to restrict fishing on
the basis of a TAC consistent with a target fishing mortality of 0.3 (Ftar-up) (ICES, 2013). In the case where SSB is
estimated to be between Bpa and Blim the target fishing mortality rate (Ftar-mid) is calculated as
∗
Scenarios
The North Sea and Skagerrak were subdivided by the grid of ICES rectangles (30 x 30 nm²) (Figure 60). All ICES
rectangles of the North Sea and Skagerrak were included in the model, but to highlight the main results a focus
was laid on three zones, covering the spawning and partly the feeding grounds of North Sea saithe as well as the
main fishing grounds of the modelled fleet segments (Figure 60 and Figure 61).
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mulations of thhe North Sea saithe
s
fishery. The North SSea is subdividded by the
Figure 600. The spatial layout for sim
grid of ICES rectangless with a focus on three zonees, covering partly
p
the feeding grounds (g
(grey) and the spawning
ground (bblack) of Norrth Sea saithe. Main hom
me port for thhe Danish (Hirtshals), Engglish (Grimsbyy), French
(Boulognee) and Germaan (Cuxhaven)) fleet segmennt are shown.
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a)

b)
b

c)

d)
d

Figure 61. Initial distribution off annual fishinng days per vessel
v
for thee Danish fleett segment (a)), the
English fleet segm
ment (b), the French fleet seegment (c) andd the German fleet segmentt (d).
For A
A2 the annual TAC was allowed to channge only withinn 15% (Table 24), keeping the annual voolume
of caatches rather stable. Moreoover, fuel pricces were assuumed to increaase by 214% and fish pricees by
135%
% from 2010--2050, respectively (Table 224). For B1 fuel
f prices weere increased by 176% andd fish
pricees by 116% from
f
2010-20050, respectivvely (Table 244). For B1, a HCR optionn was appliedd that
incluuded a 15% constraint
c
for the
t annual chhange of the TAC if SSB was
w at or aboove Bpa (Tablee 24),
facilitating a moree immediate reesponse to sttock developm
ment, especially when SSB is declining below
b
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Bpa (200 000 tons). A temporal area closure of the spawning ground of North Sea saithe was applied for
B1 during the first quarter of the year (Table 1).
Table 24. Description of the scenarios
Scenarios

Fuel prices

Fish prices

Basecase

-

-

A2

214%
change

135%
change

B1

176%
change

116%
change

HCR

Area
closures
Annual TAC can change by more than
15% when SSB < Bpa
Annual TAC can change only within
15%
Annual TAC can Spawning
change by more than ground
15% when SSB < Bpa

Varying
recruitment
Yes
Yes
Yes

Recruits age 3 (ʹ000 numbers)

Settings
The model was run from 2007-2050. For the years 2007-2009 the low recruitment values from the
official assessment from 2012 (ICES, 2012) were used (Figure 62). For the following years recruitment
was predicted based on stochastic simulations applying a Beverton and Holt stock-recruitment
relationship (Figure 62). This kind of sochasticity was added to the originally deterministic model, as a
failure of recruitment is an important driver of the North Sea saithe fishery right now. The model
accounted for four fleet segments with North Sea saithe either as a main target or important by-catch
species, covering vessels from Denmark, England, France and Germany (see main home ports Figure
60). According to the Data Collection Framework (DCF) fleet segments were classified by vessel length
and predominant gear type (COMMISSION DECISION, 2009). The calibration of the model was based
on average biological and economic data for the period 2005-2007 (ICES, 2012; Anderson and Guillen,
2009).
160000
140000
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0

Year

Figure 62. From 2007-2009 observed recruitment values. From 2010-2050 onwards median recruitment
values (solid lines) with 5 and 95% intervals (dotted lines) based on 1000 iterations.
Model description
The presented modelling approach is based on a bio-economic optimisation and simulation model
called “FishRent” (Salz et al., 2011). It is a dynamic feedback model and is composed of six submodules (Figure 63). The individual fish growth, fishing and the movement of species is modelled on a
monthly time step. The profit maximisation, the ageing of fish, the spawning and recruitment event, the
calculation of costs and the fleet size adjustment are modelled on an annual time step. It is a model of
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a fishery system which focusess on the econnomic drivers, among whicch the profit eearned by thee fleet
segm
ments is the main
m driver. Profit depends oon the amountt of landed fish, prices for thhe landed fishh, and
the ccosts of fishinng. Profit, furtthermore, deppends on the interest rate for capital invvested in the fleet.
Eachh year, the applied
a
CONOPT solver (for the detaailed description of the C
CONOPT algoorithm
(seeDrud, 1991) finds
f
the optim
mum levels oof fishing efforrt for each fleet segment w
within the historical
minim
mum and maaximum valuees of fishing effort that maximise
m
the total net proofit of the fleeet. In
particular, the solvver finds not only
o the optimaal level of fishhing effort, butt also its optim
mal spatio-tem
mporal
distriibution. Thereeby, it is assum
med that the fiishers have a perfect knowledge about pootential catch rates
in eaach ICES recttangle. Based on the calcullated profits frrom two yearss ago, the moddel determinees the
levell of investmennt or disinvesttment in the flleet (for details see (Salz et
e al., 2011)). Any fleet seggment
that is highly profittable will becoome bigger annd hence the profit
p
of the individual vesseels would disssipate
in thhe long-term, given that frree access inn the fisheriess is allowed. Thus, it is aassumed that fleet
segm
ments maximise the overall annual profitt by setting an optimal leveel of fishing eeffort, which inn turn
impaacts the comm
mercial fish stoock. In the moodel, management constraint activities af
affect the stockk and
contrrol the fisheryy. Simulations of changes inn stock biologyy (e.g. changees in stock prooductivity), fishheries
econnomics (e.g. changing
c
fuel costs) and/oor policy (e.g. alternative management
m
sstrategies) caan be
condducted by the model. A full description
d
off the basic verrsion of the moodel can be foound in (Salz et
e al.,
20111).

Figure 63. Conceeptual model design with aarrows that explain
e
the interaction betw
ween the six submodules (age-struuctured populaation dynamicss, policy, interrface, economy, behaviour aand price moddule).
Resuults
Effort aggregatio
on
In thhe model the solver finds the
t optimal leevel of fishing effort as well as its optim
mal spatio-tem
mporal
distriibution that maximises
m
the overall net prrofit. To investigate the imppact of A2 andd B1 on the spatial
mount of preddicted
distriibution of fishing effort, ICE
ES rectangles fished each year
y were ordeered by the am
fishinng effort (dayss at sea), and the cumulativve percentagee of the total annual effort exxpended in eaach of
the rectangles fisshed each yeear was then calculated. These
T
results were then aaveraged oveer the
modelling period between 20077 and 2050, and used to plot the cumuulative effort aagainst cumulative
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areaa fished (Figurre 64). For B1 and A2 theree was a spatiaal heterogeneity of the fishiing effort obseerved
(Figuure 64). As prrofit was maximised, effort aggregated inn those areas where the coosts of fishing (e.g.
m port) assocciated
fuel cost) were low
w. In particulaar, as costs (i .e. fuel costs due to longer distance from
with each area differed between fleet segm
ments, profit rates
r
varied also
a consideraably between fleet
segm
ments and areeas, resulting in the spatial heterogeneityy of fishing efffort. On averaage, around 900% of
fishinng effort of A22 occurred in only
o 41-50% oof the ICES reectangles fisheed, with aboutt 30% of the fishing
efforrt in the top 100% of fished IC
CES rectanglees (Figure 5). As a perfect knowledge abbout potential catch
ratess in each IC
CES rectanglee was assum
med, effort forr B1 (includinng a closure)) was even more
aggrregated with around
a
90% of
o fishing efforrt occurring inn only 21-30%
% of the ICESS rectangles fished
f
(Figuure 64).

Figure 64. Cumullative effort versus cumulaative area fishhed (both exppressed as a percentage of
o the
respective annual totals) for thee modelled fle et segments during
d
the modelling periodd, after orderinng the
ICES
S rectangles fiished by decreeasing effort.
The conditions of A2 and B1 reesulted in shiffting patterns of fishing effoort through thhe year (Figurre 64Figure 67). Althouugh for both scenarios
s
effoort tended to concentrate
c
where
w
fish abuundance was high,
distaance from portt became more important w
with increasingg fuel costs. This
T was a paarticular evident for
A2 (FFigure 65 andd Figure 66), reeflecting higheest fuel costs (Table 24). When
W
comparinng the three zones,
steam
ming costs weere highest for zone 1. Thuss, for A2 the concentration
c
of effort was llimited in zonee 1 in
the first quarter of the year, although thee CPUE was considerablyy higher, duee to the spaw
wning
aggrregation, than in zone 2 or 3 (Figure 65 a nd Figure 66).
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Figure 65. Initial effort
e
of the coombined fleet (English, Dannish, French and
a German ffleet segmentts) for
eachh quarter.
For A
A2, the generral pattern of fleet
f
segmentss concentratinng, but not fishing exclusiveely, in areas where
w
fish w
were more concentrated waas also observved during thee rest of the yeear (Figure 65 and Figure 66).
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Figure 66. Percennt change of effort
e
distributtion of the com
mbined fleet under
u
A2 in eeach quarter of
o the
yearr compared to the basecasee values.
For B
B1, a closure was imposed on the spawnning ground of
o North Sea saithe.
s
The avverage efficienncy of
a unit of fishing efffort decreaseed immediatelyy because all fleet segmentts that continuued to fish cloose to
that area were preecluded from fishing in highh-CPUE areas where fish aggregated
a
too spawn. How
wever,
the ttotal effort of the
t combined fleet segmennts remained quite
q
constantt in the first quuarter. In quarter 2
whenn the closed area
a was re-oppened, the fis hing effort beccame concenttrated in zonee 1 as CPUE in this
zonee was higher than in the otther zones (FFigure 67). In the third quarrter effort folloowed the seasonal
migrrations to zonee 2 and 3, which representeed parts of the feeding grounnds (Figure 677).
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e
distributtion of the com
mbined fleet under
u
B1 in eeach quarter of
o the
Figure 67. Percennt change of effort
yearr compared to the basecasee values.
Net pprofits
Onlyy in the simulaations of B1, net profits increeased significcantly for the overall
o
fleet (FFigure 68). Witth the
referrence point seet at Bpa in B1,, the imposed area closure increased thee overall net prrofit by 6% in longterm (2050) (Figure 68). The A2
A scenario wiith higher fuel costs resulteed in net preseent value lossses to
the overall fleet (Figure
(
68). However, thee impacts of A2 and B1 conditions
c
difffered consideerably
betw
ween fleet segments. The English fleet seegment had thhe smallest disstance from poort to the spaw
wning
aggrregation (zonee 1). While other fleet seggments of A2 shifted their effort away ffrom zone 1 (high
CPU
UEs) in quarteer 1 to zone 3 (lower CPUE
Es) in quarter 2 and 3 due to the increassed fuel costss, the
English fleet segm
ment continuedd to fish in zoone 1. Thus, thhis fleet segm
ment tended too even benefitt from
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A2 cconditions, ofteen taking advvantage from hhigh fuel costts that reduced net profits ffor the overalll fleet
due to higher steaaming costs foor the other seegments (Figure 66, Figure 67, Figure 68)). Moreover, for
f A2
net pprofit for the English
E
fleet segment
s
incre ased even with effort at a lower level th an the ones of
o the
other fleet segmennts as the CP
PUE was higheer in zone 1 thhan in zone 3. In contrast, the fleet segm
ments
from Denmark, Fraance and Gerrmany tended to suffer from
m the high fuel cost of A2.

Figure 68. Changes (%) in net profits for thee combined fleeet, the German, Danish, EEnglish and Frrench
fleet segments annd median SS
SB values re lative to the basecase vallues. Diagram
ms show long-term
(20550) changes foor simulations of A2 (black) and B1 (grey)).
For B
B1, net profitss of the Frenchh and English fleet segmentts increased, while
w net profiits of the otherr fleet
segm
ments decreassed (Figure 68). Total efforrt of B1 was initially displacced from zonee 1 to zone 3, with
total effort in zonee 1 falling by 26% and effoort in zone 3 rising
r
by 37%
%. As stock coonditions improoved,
somee of that efforrt returned in quarter
q
2, butt the share of total effort in zone 1 returnned to only 933% of
the initial level, annd effort zone 3 stabilized aat 114% of thee initial level. However,
H
therre were differeences
betw
ween the fleet segments. Foor instance, forr the English and
a French fleeet segments tthat were fishing in
zonee 1 in quarterr 2, revenues per unit of efffort and hencce net profits began to risee immediatelyy and
reached a level that was 17% too 19%, higherr than the baseecase values in 2050 (Figurre 68). Howevver, in
the ffirst quarter off the year wheen the closuree was imposedd they were switching
s
from
m zone 1 to zoone 3.
In turn, net profitss of those segments in this quarter of thee year droppedd, because thhey were moviing to
c
was im
mplemented. O
On the other hand,
h
whatt was already a less profitaable area befoore the area closure
fishinng effort of thee Danish and German fleet segments waas already conncentrated inittially in zone 3,
3 and
afterr the closure,, even more of their efforrt was conceentrated theree (Figure 65, Figure 67). As a
conssequence of inncreased fishing pressure aand thus decreeasing CPUE,, long-term neet profits for Danish
and German fleet segments fishhing in zone 3 declined by 11%
1 and 13%
%, respectivelyy (Figure 67, Figure
F
68).
A2 aand B1 had heeterogeneous effects on thee net profits of
o the different fleet segmennts, due to diffferent
patteerns of realloccation of effortt. Both A2 andd B1 tended to
t result in coonsiderably higgh displacemeent of
the ffleet segmentts to zone 3. The combinaation of a strict HCR with a temporal aarea closure inn B1,
increeased the long-term net prrofit for the ovverall fleet (F
Figure 68). Whhen comparedd to the baseecase
valuees long-term net
n profits werre 16% higherr for B1 and significantly low
wer for A2 (Figgure 68).
Disccussion
The simulation ressults present the possible i mpacts of A2 and B1 condditions. Howevver, they shouuld be
taken with cautionn, as the resultts are based oon several asssumptions. Neevertheless th ey provide inssights
into the consequeences of A2 and
a B1 underr varying recruuitment succeess and are uuseful in identtifying
criticcal parameterss. Identifying key parameteers provides a focus pointt for future em
mpirical work. The
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results also illustrate how fishermen’s behaviour in response to A2 and B1 conditions can impact the
results of management measures.
A temporal area closure when fish tend to aggregate may reduce fishing mortality quickly even if the
total effort remains constant. Such an area closure was imposed in the simulations of B1. Fishing
efficiency was reduced considerably when effort was reallocated to areas where CPUE was lower. The
simulations indicate that the conditions of B1 (a strict HCR combined with a temporal area closure) may
lead to increasing long-term net profits and SSB. However, area closures are known to also impact
other species. This might be of importance when analysing the impacts of A2 and B1 for a mixed
fishery. In particular, increases in catches and net profits from stocks that receive protection from the
area closure may be offset by a reduction in catches and net profits from stocks that absorb displaced
effort. Thus, the effect of temporal area closures are likely to vary across species.
Simulation results demonstrate that B1 and A2 conditions will have heterogeneous impacts on different
fleet segments. Based on simulation results effort tends to concentrate where fish abundance is high,
but economic costs also play an important role in effort allocation. As costs (i.e. fuel costs due to long
distances from port) associated with each area differed between fleet segments, profit rates varied also
considerably between fleet segments and areas, resulting in the spatial heterogeneity in the fishery.

2.2.2 Southern North Sea application
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Hamon, K., and Bartelings, H. Spatial FishRent Analysis.
General background
In this study we will simulate how closures on the NorthSea due to various reasons and changes in fuel
costs and fish prices will impact the profits of the Dutch fishing fleets. We will also simulate how the
fishing fleets will develop due to changes in fishing space and prices, thus being able to estimate the
economic viability of the fishing fleets in the North Sea between 2010 and 2030.
For these simulations we have applied the spatial version of FishRent. FishRent is a bio-economic
model which simulates fishermen behaviour based on optimal effort allocation. It can take into account
the environmental drivers through changes in the stock, the economic drivers like changes in the fuel
prices and proposed management measures like the implementation of Natura 2000 sites and simulates
the catches and profits for the next 25 years. The model generates basic economic indicators such as
gross value added and net profits. The model also generates a variety of other outputs, e.g. size of
stocks and fleets, production costs, catches and landings. More information about FishRent and the
methodology used in FishRent can be found at: http://www3.lei.wur.nl/fishrent/.
Aims and objectives
To test the outcome of future management two scenarios were investigated. Those scenarios were
drawn from the Vectors wide scenarios A2 and B1 (see section B.1 this deliverable) with the following
assumptions for the development of wind farms, nature conservation areas and maritime traffic.
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Table 25. Description of the closure scenarios.
A2

B1

Wind farms

50% wind farms
100% wind farms
DE+NL+DK  coexist scenarios
DE+NL+DK  coexist scenarios
UK  phase 1 and 2 of current UK  phase 1, 2 and 3 of current plans
plans

Nature
conservation

Some MPA closed
DE+NL  areas for mobile gears
closed (coexist)
DK  all closed
UK  close offshore planned
MPAs

All MPA closed
DE+NL  all closed (coexist)
DK  all closed
UK  close offshore + inshore planned MPAs

Transport

No extra closure

Closure of area exclusively for maritime traffic

Fuelprice

Increase of 114% by 250

Increase of 76% by 2050

Fishprice

Increase of 35% by 2050

Increase of 16% by 2050

Please note that these scenarios are not political authorized but based on previous EU project
(COEXIST), IPCC scenarios A2 and B1 and expert knowledge on the long term future of those
activities.
Material and methods
Data
FishRent is developed based on the available economic data in the DCF. The economic parameters are
calibrated using DCF data15. DCF economic data refers to annual economic data for the main fleet
segments as defined by the DCF. Landing and effort data was based on logbook information. Biological
data used is taken from ICES
Model description
Fishrent (Salz et al., 2010) is a multi-species multi-fleet bioeconomic model that has been developed
from best practice knowledge gained from similar models used in Europe over the past decade (E.g.
Frost et al., 2009). Fishrent is both a simulation model and optimisation model that can enable
consideration of a diverse array of policy aims. Developed initially in Excel, the main outputs describe
the likely trajectories and status of the modelled fisheries and fleets under the policy aims considered.
The model has been modified and this version of the model is written in GAMS (General Algebraic
Modeling System)16, with input and output interfaces in R17. The new version of the model includes all
the features of the Excel model and the spatial description of species and effort.
The model optimizes the catch and landings of Species i, Segment j, area n, period p within year t given
that the overall net profits are maximized. Depending on the choice of the user the model can function
with monthly, quarterly or yearly time periods. Although the model as of yet only optimizes within a year,
the model can simulates the catches and landings over a set time period. This means that the model will
run for each year as defined by the user. Data input for consecutive years will be taken from model
calculations of previous years.
15
16
17

http://datacollection.jrc.ec.europa.eu/dcf-legislation
www.gams.com
R core Team, 2012
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Objective function
Total profit is maximized subject to production and balance constraints. The total profit is calculated as a
sum of the profit of all fishing segments j.
∑

Objective:

Profit of a fishing segment j is calculated as the revenue minus variable and fixed costs. Three types of
variable costs are distinguished: fuel cost (FuC), crewcost (CrC), and other variable costs (VaC). Two
types of fixed costs are distinguished: fixed cost (FxC) and capital costs (CaC).

Yearly revenue of a fishing segment j is calculated as the sum over the period of the value of the
landings of the target species (Land) times a percentage of the value of other catches (OtSpR). It is
assumed that the catch of other species is linearly related to the value of landings of the target species.
Thus if the value of landings of the target species increases with 10% the value of landings of other
species increases with a similar percentage.
, ,

∗

, ,

∗ 1

,

As an alternative the model can also maximize the gross cash flow (GCF) instead of the net profits. The
gross cash flow is defined as the revenue minus the variable cost.

Economic costs
The five economic cost variables are calculated on a yearly basis per fishing segment. Although it would
be possible to calculate the economic cost per period it is not considered practical as most European
countries collect economic data on a yearly basis and not on monthly or quarterly basis.
The fuel costs are calculated based on the effort in days (Eff) spend fishing and steaming. In the model
the effort spent fishing determines the catch. However to catch fish the vessels need to steam to the
fishing area. These steaming costs also need to be included in the fuel costs. To calculate the total
effort spend on fishing and steaming, the fishing effort is multiplied by a factor 1 β . . The β differs
on the distance between the home port and the fishing area n. As the homeport(s) can differ between
segments the β’s can also differ between segments. By calculating the steaming effort in such a way it
is implicitly assumed that within a trip a vessel will steam to an area, fish there and steam back. Thus a
vessel cannot go to several areas within a trip. More information about the calculation of the β’s will be
given in …..
The fuel cost are calculated as the effort spend steaming and fishing times a parameter representing
the average fuel consumption per unit of effort
times the indexed fuel price (
, ,
, ,

∗ 1

,

∗

, ,

∗

,

The crew costs are calculated as a share in the revenue minus the fuel costs. This structure is chosen
as it closely resembles how the crew wages are determined in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands the
crew get a small fixed wage and a larger variable wage depended on the profit of fishing trips.
∗
The variable cost, being e.g. costs of landings, auction and harbour fees, are determined as a fixed
share of the gross revenue.
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∗
The fixed costs, also named vessel costs or semi-fixed costs are administration, insurance,
maintenance, etc. It is assumed that these costs depend implicitly on the value of the vessel and are
constant per vessel. The value of the segment is calculated as a fixed amount per vessel time the size
of the segment j (Fle times an indexed price per vessel (price
. If the indexed price is set at a
different value than 1, then changes in construction costs per segment can be accounted for.
∗

∗

The capital costs include both depreciation and interest costs. The capital costs are calculated in a
similar way as the fixed costs.
∗

∗

Production function
The revenue in the model is determined by the landings of the targets species i. The landings in turn are
determined by the catch of the species. Landings and catches are not per definition the same as the
model takes into account the possibility of over quota discards.
, ,

, , ,

, , ,

The catch of a species is calculated by a Cobb-Douglas function. Catch of species i of segment j in area
n in period p depends on the fishing effort and the available biomass (CB). , , , is a measure of the
catchability of the biomass in area n and is a measure of technological creep.
.
,
∗
∗
, , ,
, ,
, ,
, , , ∗ 1
Balance equations: Effort
The use of fishing effort is limited in two balance equations. First of all the minimum effort used per
segment has to be bigger than a certain percentage of the total available effort for that segment.
1

,

∗

, ,

∗

,

∗

,

Second the maximum effort used per segment within a year has to be smaller than the maximum effort
available to each segment.
1

,

∗

, ,

,

∗

,

The maximum available effort per fleet segment is determined based on two parameters. First of all in
the long term management plans a maximum amount of effort can be defined
. Second the
times the
max effort is defined as the maximum number of sea days available to a vessel (
number of vessels in a segment (Fle).
The size of a fleet segment is determined by the size of the fleet segment in the previous year plus the
(dis)investments.
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Investment in a fleet segment is dependent on the profits made in that fleet segment in the previous
year. Theoretically the investments should be determined by expectations of future profit, but there is no
empirical data, which could be used to support such theorem in the model. Instead, perceived
profitability in the preceding year, expressed as ratio between break-even revenues minus realised
revenues divided by realised revenues is used to determine the (dis)investments in each year. The
break revenue is calculated as

1
This leads in some years to quite substantial changes in the number of vessels in a fleet segment,
which could occur as vessels from other segments may enter the given fishery. At the same time, it was
recognised that the inertia of the system (licensing, knowledge of skippers, etc.) does not allow such full
flexibility. Consequently, parameters have been introduced to limit the maximum annual
(dis)investments. Furthermore, it has been assumed that the active fleet will first achieve a certain
minimum number of days-at-sea per vessel before the number of vessels will be expanded (DasM ∗
io to avoid continuous growth of the fleet, while at same time the number of days-at-sea per vessel
could be proportionately falling, as long as break-even revenues exceed realised revenues.
This leads to the following investment function:
If

∗

or
∗

∗

,

∗

∗

∗

∗

,

∗

∗

If

is the maximum percentage of disinvestments and
is the maximum percentage
Where
is a share of the percentage of the profit that can be invested.
of investments in a year.
Balance equations: Catch and Biomass
Catch is limited by the available biomass. For each species, area and period the catch cannot exceed
the available biomass.
, , ,

, ,

The biomass of species i area n and period p is calculated as the biomass of the previous period plus
the growth of the biomass minus the total catch. The total catch includes undersized discard calculated
as a fixed share of the catch
and catches of other fishing segments not taken into account in
.
).
the model (
,
Two types of species are distinguished: mobile and stationary species. The biomass is calculated
differently depending on the mobility of the species. For mobile species it is assumed that after a period
the biomass will be redistributed over all areas according to a predefined distribution factor
, . This
means that within a period the biomass can be completely depleted but after the end of the period the
biomass will be restored according to the overall growth of the stock.

, ,
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For stationary species the biomass within an area only depends on the stock, growth and the catches
within the area. Biomass within an area can therefore be completely depleted.
∑
, ,

, ,

, , ,

, ,

∑

∗ 1

.

,

The growth of the stock is calculated once a year based on the biomass in the last period of the
previous year.
, ,

,

for p is last period

Depending on the type of species, two types of growth functions can be used: a 3rd degree polynomial
growth function or a logistic growth function.
3rd degree polynomial growth function:
, ,

, ,

∗

∗

∗

,

,

∗

,

Logistic growth function:

, ,

, ,

∗

,∗

1

,
,

Balance equations: TAC
In case a species is managed by quotas, an extra balance equation is added to the model which states
that the total catch of the segment minus over quota discards has to be lower than the available quota.
Depending on the selected policy scenario over quota discards will either be allowed to be positive or
will be kept at zero level.
, , ,

∗

, , ,

,

,

In long term management plans a target fishing mortality is defined to reach a sustainable catch. This
target mortality is used to calculate the sustainable TAC. First of all the model calculates the current
fishing mortality as the total catch divided by the total biomass.
∑

, ,

, , ,

∑

∗

∑

1
,

,

If the fishing mortality is above the target mortality the quota need to be reduced. However in most long
term management plans an optimal path towards the target fishing mortality is defined. For example in
the flatfish management plan in the North Sea, the fishing mortality should be reduced by 10% every
year until the target mortality is reached.
In the model this is taken into account in the following equation:
If
Where
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Based on the target fishing mortality the model calculates the sustainable TAC, using the Baranov
function (Lassen, 2000).
,

∗ 1

,

Although not included in this equation, the model allows for a limit on yearly changes in the TAC if this is
defined in the long term management plan. For example in the flat fish management plan North Sea the
yearly changes of the TAC cannot exceed 15%. If the sustainable TAC exceeds the 15% change the
change will be cut of at 15% of last years TAC.
Price elasticity
Fish prices of species i in period p are based on the prices of those species in the same period the
previous year adapted by price elasticity. However, this is only relevant if the fishery lands a significant
share of the total supply of a species. Setting price elasticity at zero leads to constant prices. By linking
the price of a species in a certain period with the price of the species in that period a year before, the
model includes seasonal effects in the prices. However it is implicitly assumed that these seasonal
effects will not change apart from changes due to the price elasticity.
The price per species is calculated as follows:
, ,

, ,

∗

∑
∑

, ,
, ,

Results
Case study description
The case study includes 3 Dutch fleet segments (NL_TBB_1224, NL_TBB_2440 and NL_TBB_40XX).
These fleet segments can target either flatfish (sole and plaice) or shrimps. We have divided the North
Sea into 152 areas. The spatial repartition of the Dutch fishing fleets targeting flatfish and shrimp in the
North Sea over the different areas is shown in Figure 69. The smaller beamtrawlers (NL_TBB_1224)
are more concentrated along the coast while larger beamtrawlers (NL_TBB_2440 and NL_TBB_40XX)
spread their effort over the all North Sea. The distribution of the fishing effort of the fleets is explained by
the distribution of their target species (Figure 70).
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Figure 69. Initial fishing effort distribution in fishing days for the 3 fleets in the case study.
The three target species investigated show also different degrees of aggregation. While legal size sole
and plaice are distributed over the all North Sea with some areas with larger concentration of plaice in
the middle North Sea (source IMARES growth model, WP2.2), shrimp is concentrated along the coast
(source: German and Dutch CPUEs). The importance of the three studied species for the three fleets
can be seen on figure 3. Three profiles can be identified based on the value of the landings per species:
the Dutch small beamtrawlers rely mainly on shrimp although sole and other species are also
contributing to the revenue the large Dutch beamtrawlers target virtually no shrimp and sole and plaice
represent the majority of their revenue. Area closures will likely have different impacts on the fleets
depending on the location of the areas closed.
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Figure 70. Initial annual species distribution for sole, plaice and shrimps.
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Figure 71. Initial source of revenue per species for the six fishing fleets based on the observation of the
activities of the different fleets included in the study.
The closures described in table 1 and in section B.1 of this deliverable are translated into partial
closures of fishing grounds. Here ICES rectangles are used as potential fishing choices that are closed
proportionally to the surface at sea covered by the area closed (Figure 72). In the scenarios, closures
are implemented from 2013 on and have an access restriction to a proportion of the biomass being
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equal to the proportion of the area closed. No spill-over effect is assumed within a year but the biomass
of the species is re-distributed over all areas at the beginning of the year.
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Figure 72. Closure scenarios as proportion of the areas at sea
Results
The results of the scenarios will be compared to a base-case scenario, a sort of “business as usually”
where the trends noticeable in the base data (years 2008 to 2010) are projected towards the future.
Thus we will be able to show how the scenarios with regard to limitation in fishing space and changes in
fish prices and fuel prices impact the results specifically.
The future performances of the fleets in a status quo situation are compared to the predicted
performances in case of closures implemented in 2013. Profitability of the shrimpers fleet is hardly
impacted by fishing closures (Figure 73). The flatfish fleets are impacted with different responses. For
Dutch beamtrawlers 24 to 40m, the closures of the A2 scenario lead to an increase in profit. This is due
to the increase in plaice biomass, protected with the closures (Figure 74). For the beamtrawlers larger
than 40m that have high fuel consumption, the increase in plaice does not compensate the increase in
fuel price. The B1 closures lead to a drop in profit for the large beamtrawlers that must go fishing
further. They partly switch to areas with a larger plaice stock, thus catching more plaice. This slightly
decreases the biomass of plaice in the first years. The B1 closures also leads to a lower profit than the
basecase for the beamtrawlers 24-40m in the later years mainly because this segments also needs to
find further fishing grounds thus increasing their fuel cost. However it is important to keep in mind that
the economic impact of the measures are limited, less than 1% for the larger beamtrawlers and between
1% and 2% for the other segments.
In addition to the reduction in profit the scenarios lead to an increase of fishing density (Figure 75).
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scale to see some more differences between scenarios?
Discussion
The projections to 2030 of the Dutch beamtrawl fleets show a financial picture that is more positive than
what when looking at the static distribution of fishing and the individual stress levels (see section B.1
this deliverable). The projections of FISHRENT show a lower profit for the scenarios compared to the
basecase for the large beamtrawlers. However the financial impact is small, less than 1% difference to
the results without closures and price changes.
The results show that the fishing fleet will develop similarly as compared to the business as usual
scenario. The fishing fleet is not expected to be reduced further due to the extra closures and the
expected price increases because the extra financial costs due to the measures is so small. The fleet is
mobile enough to adjust to the new fishing limits. Apart from that, the stock of both plaice and sole is
recovering fully. Therefore, the increase of the revenue of the fishing fleet due to the increase of catch
of sole and plaice is offsetting the higher fuel cost for a large part.
Overall the stock is more protected due to the closures. However the fishing intensity in some areas
increases substantially. Therefore since costs of crowding are not included in this analysis, we may
slightly underestimate the financial cost of the closures. The financial impact will most probably be
somewhere between the results of this analysis and the individual stress level analysis.

2.3 Fishing fleets competing for space with other sectors of activity
in the Baltic Sea: application of the DISPLACE spatially‐explicit
IBM model
The following study is due to be published as a paper with the following reference:
Bastardie, F., Nielsen, J.R., and Miethe, T. 2013. DISPLACE: a dynamic, individual-based model for
spatial fishing planning and effort displacement – integrating underlying fish population models.
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, in press; Advance Access DOI: 10.1139/cjfas2013-0126.
DISPLACE is an individual-based model (IBM) which on a per-vessel basis covers several fisheries and
stocks (Bastardie et al. 2013; www.displace-project.org). It is a benchmark tool capable of integrating
fishermen’s decision-making processes when they face changes in fisheries management, economic
factors influencing their fishery and economic viability on an individual business basis, as well as
changes in the underlying stock dynamics, including spatial and seasonal patterns in resource
availability. IBMs are expected to provide a better and more precise prediction of the overall operating
costs to operate the vessel and run the business more economically efficiently. This is because the
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fishinng operation costs are moodelled expliccitly accordingg to individual effort and ffishing power. The
couppling of the vesssel IBM model with resourrce dynamics and
a the conseequences of fisshing scenarioos on
both fish populattions and fishhing fleets annd fisheries (métiers) avooid a major sshortcoming when
resources are moodelled as insttantly renewa ble between harvesting
h
seasons, as it m
minimizes the risks
for loocal depletion, serious overexploitation, aand potential collapse
c
of thee resource.
The combination of
o the evolutioon of the resouurces and theeir distribution with the spatiial allocation of
o the
fishinng effort and fishing power by different vessels relatted to individuual fishermenn habits, forceed relocattions or oppoortunistic behaviours, e.g. based on thhe individual experienced catch rate, create
c
systeem dynamics which are verry complex annd difficult to handle
h
analytically. Hence, the purpose of
o the
DISP
PLACE modell is to combine the fishing aactivity and reesource dynam
mics with veryy high resolution in
time, space and fishing units, which
w
is rarelyy done although in literaturee it is recogniized as necesssary.
Thatt is, to take intto account fishh population reesponses to fishing
f
and fishermen behavviour, impactinng on
locall scale and onn a single fishhing operationn level, in the assessment of
o various maanagement actions.
The DISPLACE model
m
has thee primary goaal of identifying suboptimaal and ineffici ent regulationns by
scennario evaluatioon including, e.g.,
e the effectts of fishing cloosures, both in economic annd biological terms
t
as w
well as in relation to energy efficiency
e
in teerms of fuel usse.
The DISPLACE model
m
combinees a spatially explicit size-sstructured poppulation modeel of the harvested
stockks with an inddividual-based model of fishhing vessels moving
m
over a fishing arenaa or resting at ports
at ann hourly time step. The fishing arena is discrete and is defined ass a graph (a sset of verticess and
edgees;Figure 76) to facilitate the modellingg of individuaal vessel movvements and directed indivvidual
decissions. For thee conditioning of the vessel -operating moodel in DISPLLACE, the vesssel-specific lissts of
visiteed harbours and
a fishing grrounds and thhe frequency of the numbeer of visits to each of them
m are
obtained by linkinng the observed continuouss displacements (from sateellite VMS daata) to the disscrete
grapph nodes.

f
arena around Denmark and Geermany with the set of nodes
n
Figure 76. Overvview of the fishing
consstituting the unnderlying grapph and netwo rk on which thhe vessels caan move in DIISPLACE. Thee two
shorrtest paths beetween a depparture and a n arrival nodee are shown for illustrationn purposes, a) by
default and b) wheen area-basedd fisheries maanagement applies (A-Dogger Bank, B- N
Norwegian deeep, CBornnholm deep) showing area avoidance.
a
Soource: Bastarddie et al. (20133).
The DISPLACE model
m
documents and impplements the dynamics of 16 commerciially important fish
stockks for the Noorth Sea and the Baltic Seea (Figure 77). Because thhese stocks hhave a spatial and
seassonal structuree the abundaance of thesee stocks is modelled
m
expliccitly to obtainn higher resolution
spatially as well as disaggregated quarte r-based abunndance surfacces. This is based on a) the
availlability of dettailed stock structure
s
inforrmation from the yearly stock
s
assessm
ments (e.g., stock
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numbers by age)) performed by ICES (ww
ww.ices.dk) foor each of thhose stocks in their full stock
distriibution area, and
a then b) sppatially distrib uted by lengthh group accorrding to relativve catch ratess from
the IICES IBTS annd BITS reseearch vessel ssurveys (www
w.ices.dk). In addition,
a
22 sstocks that arre not
routinely assesseed and for which the totaal stock numbbers are mosstly unknown (or with too high
unceertainty) are accounted for in the catch pprocess (total yield and reveenue from thoose species), while
the ddynamics for those stocks are
a not explicittly modelled.

Figure 77. Main bulk
b of the disttribution area of the explicitt stocks: (a) and
a (c) in the N
North Sea, (b) and
(d) inn the Baltic Seea, (a) and (b)) in the first seemester, and (c)
( and (d) in the second se mester of the year.
For eeach stock, thhe main bulk of
o the spatial ddistribution is obtained after applying a kkernel density (with
sigm
ma=0.5) on thee spatial patteern of the stoock-specific noodes weightedd by the propportion of the stock
availlable on eachh node (the presence and the availabilitty on each noode are obtainned from reseearch
surveey data, see above).
a
Colours are overlappping. Source: Bastardie et al. (2013b).
In the DISPLACE model, each vessel deplettes the stocks (on hourly tim
me steps) at ccertain locations by
takinng catches ass specified byy a catch equuation. The vessel-specific
v
catch equatiion is obtaineed by
mergging the stock distribution innformation (sppatially explicitt availability) with
w the comm
mercial fishery catch
rate from each fishing
f
vessel at a given fishing grouund. During the DISPLAC
CE simulation, this
regreession is usedd at each houurly time step in a predictivve mode to drraw the total ccatches (in weeight)
from the availabilitty of the resouurces on eachh node where a vessel is located and dissplaying the acctivity
by m
metier. The loccal abundancees in terms off the number of
o individuals per stock, nodde, and size group
g
are tthen updated removing the catches (in nuumbers per sizze group) realized by the acctive vessel.
In the investigatedd areas, the stocks are shaared resourcess and the overall fishing preessure is the result
of sseveral nationns, fleets andd métiers acctive exploitattion of the same
s
stocks. For the sakke of
completeness (i.ee., a full feeddback loop annd coupling on
o the abunddance dynamiics of stocks)), the
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simulations also account for the depletion of the stocks which result from the catches of “other” vessels
(i.e., “other” vessels are the vessels which are not individually simulated because, e.g., they are not
VMS-equipped vessels, are < 15 m in length, or are from other countries) by using spatial landings EU
STECF data (http://stecf.jrc.ec.europa.eu/data-reports).
Alternative scenarios affecting the population dynamics can also be evaluated such as management
scenarios, different fishing options and/or fishing behaviour options. Multi-year runs from a given year
onwards are conducted in the DISPLACE scenario simulation, evaluation and testing. Time series of the
abundance per size group are generated for all explicit stocks and start from the initial population
numbers provided from ICES stock assessments. The scenarios of alternative hypotheses on fishermen
behaviour, implementation of management, vessel optimization behaviour, and alternative population
states can be compared relative to the baseline scenario after the five years projections. Indicators of
trip planning, landings, gross value added (GAV), and energy efficiency are generated for each
simulated vessel. These variables are examined per vessel or on an aggregated basis by fleet or
métier.
The DISPLACE model generates VMS-like data (i.e., the recorded geographical vessel positions at
every time step of the simulation) and vessel logbook-sales-slips-like data (i.e., the landings in weight
and value per species per vessel for every trip as well as the consumed fuel and the operating costs per
trip) which are merged at the trip level afterwards according to specific scenario analyses. The stock
abundances are also available on each node of the model at given time step. Consequently, the model
outcomes allow for the mapping of stock-specific spatial impact surfaces defined as the ratio of the
simulated biomass removed by the catching process over the underlying available biomass (Figure 78).
For DISPLACE, extensive efforts have been used to parameterise and dynamical couple both the
vessel activities and the biological stock dynamics aspects. For the vessel activities, obtained from the
now widely available high resolution VMS-logbook coupled data (Bastardie et al. 2010b) for vessel
movements, the individual parameterisation is attainable and informs the specific effort allocation and
potential movement of each vessel.
There is a need to better encompass the connection between the micro-scale fishermen decisions and
their economic causes and consequences at the macro-scale level (e.g. via the stocks and fish market
dynamics) when evaluating the economic viability of the fishing sector and the sustainability of the
marine ecosystems (stocks). In the DISPLACE model, vessels are simulated individually to visit their
own specific grounds and ports at their own frequency which regenerates the individual fishing
variability otherwise usually encapsulated into a regional aggregation. If the model complexity is
increased, the model constitutes a support tool for incorporating the best available data on biological
and fisheries dynamics in a unified framework. Besides this, further dynamics and investigations of the
socio-economic drivers of the individual vessel activities and their consequences are expected to
emerge. This is among other from the outcomes of questionnaire surveys made on Danish fishermen
who were recently asked in detail (Bastardie et al. 2013a) on how and on what basis they make their
decisions when planning and conducting a fishing trip. The questionnaire outcomes can guide and
improve the assessment of the potential non-linear effects of fisherman choices, e.g. when they respond
to fluctuations in target stock abundances and densities and/or regulations and/or signals from the fish
markets and the fuel prices.
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Figure 78. Simulated origin of (all species confounded) landings from active Danish and German
vessels across the region per block (cell) of 29 x 25 km (0.45 by 0.225 degrees) obtained after merging
per trip the simulated individual tracks with the simulated landings. (a) the baseline scenario; (b) the
closure scenario, which implement a set of three closed areas and assumes the individual displacement
of effort toward areas with high catch rates specifically to each vessel; (c) impact on cod stocks per cell
(i.e., ratio of the removed biomass during January of the final year over the underlying available
biomass at the beginning of the final year) for the baseline scenario; (d) impact on cod stocks per cell
for the closure scenario. Source: Bastardie et al. (2013b).
Modelling the interactions between fishery and stock dynamics as well as the economic fishery
importance on a highly spatial disaggregated scale, is useful in a context of broader spatial planning,
marine management, and stakeholder involvement. It is important to develop supporting tools for impact
evaluations that can inform all parties (scientists, stakeholders, and managers) on the overall fishing
sector dynamics on a highly disaggregated scale to develop a collective understanding and common
discussion platform based on quantitative predictions of impacts and beneficial/detrimental effects of
any new spatial marine planning project.
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p node in D
DISPLACE e.gg. (left) comm
mercial shippinng traffic (from
m AIS
Figure 79. Spatial occupation per
ELCOM) or (rigght) military arreas, NATURA
A 2000, wind farms,
f
etc. (soource: DTU-Aqqua).
signaal, source: HE
While some activitties are by nature spatially llimited (e.g. by suitable botttom types, maanagement, ettc.), it
is likkely that other uses of thee sea will furtther constrain the possibilitties of displaccing each vesssel’s
fishinng activities. The impact assessment
a
a nd scenario evaluation
e
of wider marinee cross-sectorr use,
explooitation of thee marine envirronment, and competition foor space can be consideredd and integratted in
the D
DISPLACE sppatial explicit evaluation toool using econnomic performance and imppact as a potential
comm
mon denominator.

Figure 80. Three indices of spatial use by thee Danish vesssels (>12m) vissiting the Katttegat and the Baltic
c
off each cell to tthe total landing revenue, (b) revenue off the vessel visiting
Sea in 2012, (a) contribution
the ccells over the total revenuee, and (c) reveenue realizedd on the cells by the visitingg vessels oveer the
total revenue of the
t same vesssels. Note thhat the index ‘a’ decomposses into indicees ‘b’ and ‘c’. The
gradient colour shows low (bluee) up to high (rred) index valuues. After Basstardie et al 20010b.
CE model to the commerccially important and
Workk is on-going is to apply annd downscalee the DISPLAC
busyy Western Balltic marine areea where sevveral utilisationns of the sea currently coexxist (Figure 79). In
line w
with this it is evaluated to which
w
extent tthe internationnal plans for offshore
o
wind farms in the Baltic
areaa are affectingg the fishing opportunities per activity and fishing community
c
in the vicinity of
o the
planned wind farm
m sites (Figuree 80 and Figurre 81).
Hencce, preliminarry data miningg shows that the planned offshore
o
wind farms in the area do not really
interfrfere with impoortant fishing grounds for thhe Danish fishheries (Figuree 81). A notabble exception is the
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largee ‘Kriegers Flaak’ site (wheree turbines thatt will be shareed between Deenmark, Germ
many and Sweeden).
A wind farm here will
w impact impportant existinng fishing grouunds.
Indicces on Figure 81 reveal that this area is nnot really an important areaa in terms of tootal revenue at
a the
scalee of the entiree Danish fisheeries becausee it is not visiited by “big players”.
p
By coontrast the arrea is
impoortant for a large portion of vessels ((likely conduccting small sccale fisheriess) which realise a
signiificant portion of their total 2012 revenu e in the desiggnated area. Accordingly,
A
iit will impact many
fishinng businessess and the local societies. If tthis impact leaads to major disruption
d
of thhe fishing activvities,
majoor consequences on the population
p
dyynamics should be further investigated by applyingg the
DISP
PLACE model.

Figure 81. Indicess ‘b’ and ‘c’ (same as defineed in Figure 80
8 caption) witth the plannedd (from 2013) wind
farms given in purrple polygons (source: comppiled by DTU-A
Aqua).
The DISPLACE model
m
is currenntly paramete rized to evaluate whether the impacted vvessels are abble to
copee with such sppatial marine planning
p
in forrm of possiblee displacemennt and whetheer vessels will likely
realloocate their fisshing effort onn the surroundding grounds. The evaluation will cover the implicatioons in
terms of individuaal profitability, and also in terms of the sustainability of the exploiitation of the main
comm
mercial stockss in the area (i.e. sprat, heerring, cod andd flatfish) and possibly the likely effect on
o the
benthic communities from reddirected bottoom-disturbing activities. Inntegration of the Swedish and
Germ
man vessels (also
(
operating in the area)) on top of thee Danish ones is also plannned to expannd the
impaact evaluation..
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3 Conclusions
The main objectives of the research carried out in the WP2.3 work package were, (1) to identify and
quantify the key drivers of fishers’ behaviour interacting with other fleets and other sectors of activity
operating in the same maritime domain and also, (2) to forecast fishing effort allocation in response to
additional spatial or resource-based constraints due to the implementation of a new sector of activity,
closed areas, or other management measures. The WP2.3 team has contributed to these objectives by,
(1) collating an innovative combination of cross-sectoral data, (2) stimulating methodological advances,
either in terms of mathematical developments, or innovative applications of existing methods and, (3)
producing a large amount of innovative research results of interest to research scientists, advice-givers
and decision-makers.
Considerable efforts were first dedicated by the WP2.3 team to collate data reflecting human offshore
activities, using a consistent exchange format across all countries where possible. The reason for
adopting a common exchange format was to allow the application of a quantitative method initially
developed for one case study to others with little adjustments and without breaching data confidentiality
agreements. This approach enabled application of the discrete-choice models developed in A.1.2 and
the other spatial approaches developed in Section A.1.3 to a variety of French, English and Dutch fleets
in the Eastern Channel and the North Sea. Likewise, adopting a common exchange format facilitated
the parameterization of the forecast models used to evaluate the short-term (ISLA, Section B.1) and the
medium-term (FISHRENT, Section B.2.2) economic effects of closed areas and/or the implementation
of new windfarm plants in the North Sea. These modelling approaches could then be applied to several
North Sea countries’ fleets without exchanging datasets: ISLA was applied to both Dutch and German
fleets, and FISHRENT to the Dutch, German, English, French and Danish fleets. Importantly also, an
effort of standardization was made in designing the questionnaires intended to the different semistructured interviews conducted with French, English and Dutch fishers in the Eastern Channel and the
German Bight (Section A.2) and, more generally, with various French, English and Polish stakeholders
belonging to different sectors of activity in the Eastern Channel, the Dogger Bank and the Gdansk Bay
(Section A.3).
The data exchange formats used to collect fisheries information at various spatial resolutions were
slightly adjusted from the EFLALO and TACSAT formats that were developed in previous EU-funded
projects (e.g., FP5 TECTAC, FP6 CAFÉ, FP6 AFRAME) and are nowadays widely used in relation to
the EU Data Collection Framework (Hintzen et al. 2012). In addition to the existing EFLALO and
TACSAT (and of EFLALO++ resulting from the combination of these two), two new data exchange
formats were created to collate information on the pressure exerted on fishing activities by other human
uses or closed areas, either dynamically using the ARBRE-DYN format (the pressure is then measured
by a time-dependent metric, e.g., aggregate extraction intensity, maritime traffic density), or statically
using the ARBRE-STAT format (the pressure is then measured by the time-invariant spatial overlap
exerted by a windfarm plant or by closed areas). We suggest that the new ARBRE-DYN and ARBRESTAT formats should be further tested and subsequently considered as plausible standards for collating
information on other sectors of activity impacting fishing fleets, within the Common Fisheries Policy
(e.g., through the Data Collection Framework) but also the Marine Strategy Framework Directive.
Quantitative and qualitative methodological approaches have been conducted to improve the
understanding of the processes underpinning the behaviour of human agents operating and interacting
in a common maritime domain, with a particular focus on fishing activities.
Innovative methodological approaches, building on the concept of hidden Markov chains (HMC), have
first been developed to model vessel trajectories. HMC were used for the first time by Vermard et al.
(2010) to discriminate between steaming and fishing. Substantial mathematical developments have
been brought about by the VECTORS WP2.3 team to improve that approach. In Section 1.1.1, vessels
movements are modelled by a discrete time solution of a (continuous time) stochastic differential
equation on vectorial speeds. In Section 1.1.2, HMC were used in an original way, to not only
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discriminate between fishing and steaming, but also for the first time to discriminate between métiers
and /or gears operated, with some success.
Discrete-choice models building in a random utility function (RUMs) have now been widely used in fleet
dynamics and effort allocation studies (Holland and Sutinen 1999; Hutton et al. 2004; Vermard et al.
2008; Marchal et al. 2009). In these studies, the main drivers of fishing behaviour considered were
economic opportunities and traditions, and these appeared indeed to determine spatial effort allocation.
Similar RUMs were applied in Sections A.1.2.1, A.1.2.2, A.1.2.3 and A.1.2.4 to a variety of French,
English and Dutch fleets operating in the Eastern Channel or the North Sea, but with additional
explanatory variables reflecting spatial interactions/competitions with other fishing fleets, maritime
traffic, aggregate extractions, wind farms and closed areas. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time the impact of competition with other fishing and non-fishing sectors on fleet dynamics has been
investigated using discrete-choice models. The results of these investigations indicated that traditions
(reflected by past effort allocation) and economic opportunism are driving factors for effort allocation in
both the Eastern Channel and the North Sea for the French, English and Dutch fleets under
investigation. However, discrete-choice models have also been applied in an innovative way to evaluate
the impact of spatial interactions (effects of other human uses and closed areas) on fleet dynamics.
Alternative spatial approaches have been complementarily conducted in the Eastern Channel to
investigate more specifically, at a finer spatial scale resolution than that considered in the RUMs, the
spatial interactions between, (1) fishing activities and aggregate extractions (Section A.1.3.1), (2) fishing
activities and maritime traffic (Section A.1.3.2). The results of the quantitative approaches pursued to
analyse (indirectly) the key drivers of fishers’ behaviour (Sections A.1.2 and A.1.3) were then contrasted
with the outcomes of semi-structured interviews carried out in the Eastern Channel and the North Sea
(Sections A.2 and A.3). We comment below on the different fishers’ decision-making drivers, based on
the outcomes of both quantitative and qualitative approaches.
The impact of traditions and expected profit could be demonstrated in almost all cases (French, English
and Dutch fleets operating in the Eastern Channel, Dutch fleets operating in the German Bight), bearing
out the outcomes of previous studies applied to other fisheries worldwide (Holland and Sutinen 1999;
Hutton et al. 2004; Vermard et al. 2008; Marchal et al. 2009). These results were also largely confirmed
by the French and Dutch stakeholders interviewed in the English Channel and German Bight
respectively.
The effects of closed areas on fishing activities were investigated in the Eastern Channel. In the Eastern
Channel access to the 6-mile and 12-mile coastal areas is restricted. As expected, these restricted
areas had a negative impact on English dredgers and Dutch fly-shooters. The effect on the French
vessels existed but was clearly fleet-dependent. This could reflect either that fishing fleets are not
uniformly affected by the restricted areas, or the spatial data resolution was too coarse, or both. It was
not possible to investigate in a similar quantitative way the impact of closed areas on fishing activities
outside the Eastern Channel. Still, the impact of conservation and closed areas on fishing activities was
confirmed directly by fishers operating in all the case study areas: Eastern Channel, German Bight,
Dogger Bank and Gdansk Bay.
Considering the spatial interactions between fishing activities and other sectors of activity, it should first
be noted that fishers may interact with other fishers. In the Eastern Channel, the outcomes from
discrete-choice models suggested that French dredgers interacted positively with English beamers and
dredgers, revealing they’re fishing on the same grounds when targeting (and competing for) scallops.
English dredgers and Dutch fly-shooters were also shown to interact with other fleets when operating in
the Eastern Channel. In the North Sea, the presence of other fleets impacted Dutch fleets differently.
The interaction was positive when the fleets shared the same fishing ground (e.g., Dutch and German
fleets in the German Bight), and negative when they fished on separate grounds and possibly target
different species (e.g., Dutch and Danish fleets in the German Bight). Spatial competition between
fishers was confirmed by interviewing French and Dutch fishers operating in the Eastern Channel and
the German Bight respectively.
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The impact of maritime traffic on fishers’ behaviour was investigated in the Eastern Channel using a
variety of approaches. The outcomes of discrete-choice models indicated that maritime traffic adversely
influenced the English dredgers. The spatial distribution of Dutch fly-shooters did not appear to be
substantially affected by maritime traffic. Many, but not all, of the French fleets under investigation
tended to avoid shipping lanes. The relationship between fishing activities and maritime traffic was more
complex to interpret for the French fleets than for the English fleets, likely due to the coarser spatial
resolution of the data used in the French case. An effort was then made to better understand, at a finer
spatial scale, the specific impact of shipping on French vessels. For example, in the red mullet fishery,
fishing vessels would avoid shipping lanes when traffic intensity was high and stock density low or
medium. However, when stock density was high, their spatial allocation did not appear to be influenced
by the intensity of maritime traffic. In that case the risk of being caught in an accident within the shipping
lanes was offset by the expected profit. The interviews conducted in the Eastern Channel confirmed that
maritime traffic has been a constraint for fishing activities, but less so nowadays due to the decrease in
the number of trawlers. The impact of maritime traffic on fishing activities could not be evaluated
quantitatively in the German Bight. The Dutch fishers interviewed in the German Bight area indicated,
however, that shipping and transport adversely affected their activities. In other regions (Dogger Bank,
Gdansk Bay), maritime traffic did not appear as a big issue to the fishers being interviewed. Overall, it
may be concluded that the impact of traffic intensity has generally a repelling effect on the distribution of
fishing fleets in the Eastern Channel, likely due to the particularly high traffic intensity in this region.
However, this effect is probably not linear, and also depends on the spatial and temporal scale of the
analysis, on the fleet, and on the targeted species. Also, it is not possible to extrapolate the impact of
maritime traffic as analysed in the Eastern Channel to other case studies.
As suggested from the discrete-choice modelling analyses, over the whole Eastern Channel, aggregate
extraction has a repelling effect on English scallop dredgers. However, the spatial and time series
analyses carried out at a more localized level (i.e., for each aggregate extraction site independently),
and for a wider range of English and French fleets, suggest that the interactions between aggregate
extraction and fishing activities are of a more complex nature. Some fleets (e.g., potters targeting
whelks and large crustaceans, netters targeting sole, and even scallop dredgers), were attracted to the
vicinity of aggregate extraction sites. This could happen either because their target species may
temporarily benefit from organic matter in suspension following an extraction (e.g., suspension-feeders
or scavengers), or possibly because the aggregate extraction sites have been positioned on the habitats
utilized by these species (e.g., scallops). However, this does not suggest that the spatial extent or the
dredging intensity of minerals exploitationshould be increased, as these species are believed to be
sensitive to aggregate extraction. In the Eastern Channel, the impact of aggregate extraction on fishing
activities was confirmed by French and English fishers operating in this area. Overall, while the results
of the discrete-choice models indicated a generally straightforward (and generally repelling) effect of
aggregate extraction intensity on the distribution of fishing effort, the results from the in-depth study
were indicative of a more complex relationship. Aggregate extractions were not perceived as an issue in
the North Sea and the Gdansk Bay.
The impact of other sectors of activity (e.g., wind farms, oil/gas platforms) on fishing activities could not
be investigated quantitatively. Wind farms were not operated yet in the regions being investigated at the
time of writing. Still, the fishers’ interviews conducted in all regions indicated that wind farms were seen
as a concern to them in the Eastern Channel, the German Bight and the Gdansk Bay, but less so in the
Dogger Bank. Oil and gas platforms are already operating in the North Sea, and these are considered
as an issue by some fishers operating in this region.
The semi-structured interviews also indicated how the different stakeholder groups interacted together.
In some areas, competing stakeholders have found ways to work together for integrated spatial
management, such as in the English Channel and the Dogger Bank, in others such as the Gulf of
Gdansk, they are just learning to work together. In the UK, especially, a great deal of effort has been
put into stakeholder involvement such as with their Balanced Seas project. The primary complaint with
this was that timelines were too short; once stakeholders had learned to communicate and work
together, then the project ended before progress could be made. Additionally some stakeholders, in
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this case conservationists and the aggregate extraction industry, came together to push for similar aims,
showing that some alliances can take place even between traditional “competitors.” In the Dogger Bank
groups have also come together to manage the area, in this case with the special area of conservation
(SAC) management plan, with negotiations taking place between relevant stakeholders in a Dogger
Bank Steering Group and with management scenarios proposed to the North Sea RAC. The primary
difference with the Dogger Bank is some groups, in this case conservationists, became disillusioned
with the processand they have refused to participate further in the process given the expense they
incurred, and what they view as too many compromises in favour of industry. In the English Channel,
groups in general seem to compromise and come together, despite differences. The conservationist
mandate has been strengthened in recent years, but is being tempered by the UK government’s vision
for “clean, healthy, safe, productive, and biologically diverse oceans and seas;” consequently
pragmatism and compromise is automatically built-in to the system. The UK has also formed statutory
bodies whose role is to liaise with industry to help minimize impacts on the environment. In contrast, on
the Dogger Bank and in the Gulf of Gdansk, conservationists and other groups appear less willing to
compromise, making integrated management much more challenging. In the Dutch situation most
consultations are with other federal agencies, major marine industry sectors, and public review of plan
documents. The Dutch respondents however don’t think they have any influence on these
developments.
A range of forecast models with different structures was then applied to predict the bioeconomic impact
on fishing fleets of (quota-induced) resource competition combined with discard restrictions (DSVM,
Section B.2.1) and of area-based restrictions (inferred by other fleets, other sectors of activity, and/or
closed areas) in the short-term (ISLA, Section B.1) and the medium-term (FISHRENT, Section B.2.2;
DISPLACE, Section B.2.3). The discrete-choice models used to estimate fleet dynamics drivers based
on historical time series were also applied to provide forecast of effort allocation one year ahead for the
French fleets (Section A.1.2.1) and the English scallop dredgers (Section A.1.2.2) operating in the
Eastern Channel. Scenarios A2 (“National enterprise” scenario) and B1 (“Global community scenario”),
as defined under VECTORS WP1, have been tested using the ISLA and the FISHRENT models in the
North Sea, and RUM in the Eastern Channel.
These forecast models can be ranked by increased complexity, which also provides indications on how
these should be understood and/or used by marine managers. ISLA is the most simple of those models,
providing short-term forecast based on historical data only. ISLA could be used by managers to quickly
anticipate the stress fishers may experience in the short term as a result of the installation of a new
plant overlapping with their fishing ground (e.g., oil rig, wind farm) or the enforcement of a new closed
area. ISLA, however, cannot be used by mangers to predict the effects on fishing effort spatial
displacement or the knock-on pressure exerted on marine ecosystem (and on commercial species in
particular). The RUM (when applied in predictive mode) and DSVM models are more complex as they
explicitly build in fleet dynamics in the form of effort allocation. However, these models do not build in
the dynamics of fish populations. These models could be used by managers to evaluate the impact of
catch quotas combined with a discard ban (DSVM) or area-based restrictions (RUM) on fishing effort
allocation one year ahead. However, in the absence of a biological model, long-term projections cannot
be carried out with these models. FISHRENT and DISPLACE are the most complex of the models
investigated here. Both account for the dynamics of fishing fleets, fish population, and economics.
However, these models are conceptually different: DISPLACE is an IBM working at a fine spatial
resolution; FISHRENT is primarily an economic optimization model working at a coarser spatial
resolution. Both models could be applied to evaluate the impact of area-based restrictions, in
combination with conservation management measures (e.g., catch or effort quotas), on the conservation
and economic utilization of fisheries resources. DISPLACE could be considered more particularly by
marine managers in charge of organizing spatial planning at a fine resolution. In return, FISHRENT
would probably be better suited to evaluate the impact of economic incentives and right-based
management (e.g., Individual Transferable Quotas).
The outcomes of VECTORS WP2.3, as presented in this report, will feed in VECTORS WP5.1
dedicated to holistic ecosystem modelling. In the Eastern Channel, the fleet dynamics model developed
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under Section A.1.2.1 is being integrated into the comprehensive ATLANTIS model. The combined
effects of aggregate extraction and fishing activities, as well as their spatial interactions, have also been
implemented in the ISIS-Fish model used in WP5.1. In the North Sea, the FISHRENT models are
further developed in VECTORS WP3.3 dedicated to economic modelling. Finally, the outcomes of the
semi-structured interviews conducted under Sections A.2 and A.3 will contribute to the objectives of
VECTORS WP6, particularly with respect to the participation of stakeholders to the science developed
within the VECTORS project.
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